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No doubt that oil is a source of life of the economy of the sovereign Kazakhstan. 
The glorious history of the oil industry embodied years of hard and well-coordinated 
work of like-minded professionals who managed to create a modern, dynamically 
developing oil and gas complex for a period of the quarter-century.

Great work of geologists and drillers, transport workers, process engineers, 
and builders, serious support of the Government ensured the decent position of 
Kazakhstan in the global energy market.

Much has been achieved thanks to the dedicated work of our oil men: unique 
fields were developed, an extensive network of pipeline routes was constructed, 
modern processing plants were created. The contribution of the industry to the 
development of regions and the social sphere of our country is invaluable.

The national operator KazMunayGas is confidently participating in all 
important international projects fostering significant capitalization of the economy 
and providing jobs to more than 90 thousand Kazakhstani specialists.

Time sets new tasks for the industry in terms of innovative development as well 
as training of highly qualified specialists.

I am sure that abundant work practices and high professionalism will become 
the factor of further sustainable development of the oil and gas complex of the 
independent Kazakhstan.

Nursultan Nazarbayev
The President of the Republic of Kazakhstan

Dear friends,
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Only a quarter of a century has passed since the Republic of Kazakhstan obtained the status 
of an independent state. From the point of view of the historical process, it is not a very 
significant period of time. However, the pace of changes in the economic, political, social 

spheres of the country have increased so much that the extent of reforms cannot but surprise those 
who witnessed the first steps of young Kazakhstan in the early 1990s.

Then, under the conditions of the devastation of the Soviet economy, reduction of the volume 
of production, surge of inflation, budget deficit growth and declining living standards the leader 
of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev had to make difficult and responsible decisions to build an 
absolutely new institutional, political, social and economic model of an independent state, in many 
ways different from others, taking into account geopolitical and national peculiarities. The foundation 
for this new "architecture" was the oil and gas industry that has played the key role in the history of 
the independent Kazakhstan. The presence of promising and inferred hydrocarbon resources in the 
Republic has become a reliable basis for future development of the industry.

President Nursultan Nazarbayev wrote about it later in his book "The Kazakhstani Way": "Oil 
became the blood of our economy at that stage, "black gold" of the Kazakh land. Oil and gas have 
become our main resources and a kind of a startup capital from the first days of independence".

In the early 1990's on the instructions of President Nursultan Nazarbayev, a long-term strategy 
for the development of the oil and gas industry of the country was developed, and an independent 
industry control system directly supervised by the President and the Government was created for 
the first time in a very short period of time. Relevant ministries and large national companies in the 
sphere of exploration, extraction and transportation of oil and gas from which taking of decisive 
actions was required became its "conductors". For the first time, the legal framework in the sphere 
of subsoil use was developed and implemented to serve as the basis for further improvement of all 
processes and relations of state bodies and investors.

Besides, understanding the need for development of the oil and gas industry as a base of 
the Kazakhstani economy at the dawn of the independence, Nursultan Nazarbayev made the only 
correct decision which was to ask foreign companies and consultants for help which would develop 
the stagnating Kazakhstani economy using their international experience, investments and modern 
technologies, help with development of promising fields and sell large volumes of raw materials 
available in the country to international markets.

Thus, Kazakhstan has become the first independent state in the post-Soviet territory, where, 
thanks to wisdom, foresight and personal involvement of the President, huge foreign investment 
flows streamed, promoting the GDP growth and social welfare. 

Prologue



THIS BOOK IS AN ATTEMPT 

TO LOOK BACK, UNDERSTAND 

THE MISTAKES, AND EVALUATE 

THE EVENTS AND THE ACTIONS 

OF THOSE WHO WROTE 

THE HISTORY OF NATIONAL 

OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 

PAGE BY PAGE. THIS STORY 

IS DIVIDED INTO STAGES, 

AND EACH OF THEM IS SPECIAL...
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The oil and gas industry has undergone the transformation during the years of independence. 
The Republic has logically fitted in the global oil architecture through increased oil, gas condensate 
and natural gas production several times. The State Program for the development of the Kazakhstani 
sector of the Caspian Sea, Gas Development Program, was adopted along with the general strategy, 
the optimal network of oil and gas arteries was created, and the local oil processing and petrochemical 
industries were modernized.

Thus, Kazakhstan laid the foundation to move from the extensive form of economic development 
to the intensive form, and crisis phenomena in the global economy induced the country to accelerate 
this qualitative transition.

Today, Kazakhstan is successfully moving along the way clearly determined by the President 
Nursultan Nazarbayev a quarter-century ago. Our country is a leader in the region in terms of foreign 
investments, the attraction of which is based on the principles of stability, predictability, transparency 
of the legislative and legal system, protection of investors' rights, equal conditions for foreign and 
local companies, observance of contractual obligations,and stimulation of direct investments into 
the priority economy sectors. Investment relations including relations in the field of subsoil use 
are regulated by a series of the most vital laws, governmental decrees and international treaties. 
Currently, almost all well-known oil supermajors from the USA, Europe, China, Russia are working 
in Kazakhstan. They admit that the investment climate in the country is one of the most favorable in 
the entire CIS, and the Republic itself is one of the wisest and strongest oil producers in the Asian 
region capable of exerting significant influence on the alignment of forces on the global energy map. 
Today, oil incomes work for the benefit of the nation that confidently faces the future. As fairly said 
by Nursultan Nazarbayev, "oil wealth has become the foundation of our economic success".

Certainly, such impressive success of the oil and gas industry of the young and independent 
Kazakhstan would not have been possible without the personal involvement of the national leader 
as well as oil industry pioneers and enthusiasts, people who are fully committed to their profession 
and dreaming about the bright future of their homeland. All of them are the main participants and 
witnesses of the development of the oil and gas industry of our sovereign state during the last 25 
years. This Book is an attempt to look back, understand the mistakes, and evaluate the events and 
the actions of those who wrote the history of national oil and gas industry page by page. This story 
is divided into stages, and each of them is special...
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1996
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Chapter I
FOCUS ON 
OIL

At  the moment of the collapse of 
the USSR in 1991, Kazakhstan, 
like many other now ex-union 

states, was debt-stricken. A rich legacy that was 
discovered in the Republic during the Soviet period 
in the form of huge oil and natural gas resources 
was threatened to remain in the subsoil for long. 
A lot of industrial connections were lost; qualified 
personnel was outflowing; financial resources, 
modern technological bases, and infrastructure were 
lacking; the significant output of goods and services 
was falling; inflation and non-payment increased; 
enterprises became bankrupt. Due to exacerbation of 
the economic crisis, living standards fell drastically. 
As it was necessary to form the national army, 
arrange national borders and the customs territories, 
establish the diplomatic corps, financing of social 

The state emblem of the USSR
Improvement and redrawing of the state emblem 
was performed at different times by Gosznak designers.
I. S. Krylkov, S.A. Novskiy, P.M. Chernyshev, 
S.A. Pomankiy.
The Regulation on the State Emblem of the USSR was 
approved on the 31st of March, 1980, by the Decree 
of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR.



sphere expenditures was significantly cut down under 
conditions of reduced budget revenues. 

At that time, global prices for fuel began to increase 
rapidly against the background of a deep political and 
economic crisis in the former Soviet states, reduction of 
Soviet oil supplies to foreign countries and aggravation 
of the international situation in the Middle East. This new 
situation required new approaches. Possessing oil and natural 
gas resources that seemed to be inexhaustible, Kazakhstan 
understood that, under such conditions, it was the oil and 
gas industry that should be a locomotive of its economy 
development; however, this industry was experiencing a 
deep crisis time. Securing the national energy independence 
through development of existing and new oil and gas fields, 
development of a unified system of internal oil pipelines 
and provision of crude hydrocarbons export into the global 
markets became one of the priorities for the national policy 
declared by President Nursultan Nazarbayev.
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Possessing oil and natural 
gas resources that seemed 
to be inexhaustible, 
Kazakhstan understood that, 
under such conditions, 
it was the oil and gas industry 
that should be a locomotive 
of its economy development; 
however, this industry was 
experiencing a deep crisis 
at that time.



The Head of State decided to focus on the 
development of the oil and gas industry through the 
attraction of foreign capital. He understood that the entire 
way of living, thinking and acting of the whole country 
needed to be changed in order to get a new independent state 
heading towards the market economy. Denationalization 
and privatization of the national property became a 
fundamental process of economy reformation and 
transition to market mechanisms. Privatization of large-
scale oil and gas enterprises was one of the main sources 
for replenishment of the budget.

In 1993, the largest American company Chevron 
entered the country and concluded an agreement on 
development of the unique oil and gas field Tengiz 
(the Atyrau province) that was an example for many 
multinational corporations, in particular, ExxonMobil, 
Shell, Eni, Total, British Petroleum and others, with 
which mutually beneficial contracts were also concluded. 
Establishment of joint ventures with foreign companies 
for the purpose of exploration and development of 
crude hydrocarbons in Kazakhstan fell in this period. 
Understanding that Kazakhstan was a terra incognita in 
many aspects for the established foreign companies, apart 
from major companies the stake was also placed on small 
firms as well. The country expected that big and small 
foreign companies would bring not only investments 
but also advanced technologies and best management 
practices.

During this period, fundamental laws regulating 
relationships between the state and investors in the oil and gas 
sector were adopted for the first time by President Nursultan 
Nazarbayev. Most of the risks within the framework of Production 
Sharing Agreements (PSA) and subsoil use contracts concluded at 
that time were transferred to a great extent to the receiving state, 
and investors were provided with multiple benefits. Legal and 
economic frameworks were elaborated for each of such documents 
taking into account the corresponding geological conditions and 

1991
On 21st of December, in 

Almaty, leaders 
of 11 states adopted "The 
Declaration of the USSR 
termination and creation 

of the Commonwealth 
of the Independent states." 

On 26th of December, 
Supreme Soviet of the USSR 

completed the last legal 
formalities – Soviet Union 

doesn't exist anymore.



political considerations. During those years, the Government 
of Kazakhstan made efforts to provide the most comfortable 
conditions for investors.Despite the fact that the process of 
denationalization and privatization was quite difficult and 
contradictory in general, in the end, it allowed improving 
the operation of a number of industrial and other enterprises 
and organizations that received new resources for their 
development. New jobs were created, and people began to 
receive their salaries in time.

Oil and gas enterprises that began to work full-scale in 
Kazakhstan until the mid-1990s gave a powerful impetus to 
the development of the industrial sector of the country.

1993

In 1993, Chevron was the first 
major Western company to start 

working in the independent 
Kazakhstan.

Kenneth Derr, CEO of Chevron, 
and Nursultan Nazarbayev, 

the President of Kazakhstan, 
signed the agreement for the 

establishment of Tengizchevroil JV 
for the purpose of development 

of the giant Tengiz oil field.
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Understanding that 
Kazakhstan was a terra 
incognita in many aspects 
for the established foreign 
companies, apart from 
major companies the stake 
was also placed on small 
firms as well. The country 
expected that big and small 
foreign companies would 
bring not only investments 
but also advanced 
technologies and best 
management practices.

Chevron Corporation is the second 
integrated energy company 
in the USA after ExxonMobil, 
one of the largest corporations 
in the world. The Company took 
the 3rd place in Fortune 500 in 2015 
and was also included in the list 
of Fortune Global 500 according 
to the results of 2014 (12th place).
The headquarters is located in 
San-Ramon, California (the USA).
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Guryev (in the Soviet time) 
was a town, the regional center 
of the Atyrau Province 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
Located in the European (Western) 
part of Kazakhstan, on the banks 
of the Ural river (at the moment 
of foundation, it was located 
in the place where the river runs 
into the Caspian Sea, but it was 
moved away from it as 
the Caspian sea level fell).
The oil capital of Kazakhstan.



Establishment of the 
new state-controlled 
energy industry 
management structure

Before the collapse of the USSR, separate industrial oil 
and gas production associations and enterprises in the 
field of oil and gas processing and crude hydrocarbon 

transport in Kazakhstan were coordinated by the Ministries 
of the Union. By that time, it was clear that the collapse of 
the country was inevitable , and soon Union Republics would 
have to build their future themselves.

Under these conditions, establishment of the state-
controlled energy industry management system independent 
on Moscow started even before the historical collapse of the 
Soviet Union, on the instruction of President of the Kazakh 
SSR Nursultan Nazarbayev. It was important for elaboration 
of a clear strategy and concrete steps for further development 
of the industry. Thanks to that, the first results of such work 

Independent
OIL AND GAS

Tanks of the Soviet Army parked 
near the Spassky Gate.

Entrance to the Kremlin and 
Saint Basil's Cathedral in the 

Red Square
in Moscow after the putsch on 

the 19th of August, 1991.

The state emblem of the 
Kazakh SSR — the state 
symbol of the Kazakh SSR.
The state emblem is 
located in the state 
emblem of the USSR. 
Adopted by the 
Constitution of the Kazakh 
SSR on the 26th of March, 
1937, at the Extraordinary 
Xth All-Kazakhstan 
Session of the Soviets.
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were obtained by the end of the first five-year period of 
development of the independent Kazakhstan.

Immediately after the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in February 1992, the Ministry of Energy and 
Fuel Resources was created on the instruction of the 
President Nursultan Nazarbayev in the structure of 
the Government for the first time in the independent 
Kazakhstan. It was headed by Kadyr Baikenov, the 
Deputy Prime Minister.

Nurlykhan Bekbosynov, who had been running 
Mangyshlakneft Association during the previous 
five years, became the first Deputy Minister and the 
supervisor of the oil and gas industry. The Director 
General of the Production Association of Trunk Oil 
Pipelines in Kazakhstan and Central Asia Anatoly 
Lobayev was appointed to the post of another Deputy 
Minister. In addition, the first employees of the Ministry 
included: Uzakbai Karabalin, Galiausat Keshubayev, 
Nurbergen Balgimbayev, Zhaksylyk Zhangaziyev, 
Murat Kurmanbayev, Kuanysh Sisembayev.

Production, service, scientific and research, design, 
design and engineering and other associations enterprises 
and organizations of the energy, coal, uranium, oil, 
gas and oil-processing industry, as well as production 
distribution systems in th industries were subordinated 
to this new Ministry. They included state corporate on 

"MOGI’s offer to subject Tengizneftegaz 
Production Association (PA) directly 
(to MOGI) omitting the Republican Concern 
Kazakhneft that will include uneconomic oil 
producing associations showing little promise, 
is unacceptable. MOGI’s offer to subject 
Tengizneftegaz PA directly is dictated by 
its striving for becoming the sole owner 
of the unique field located in the territory 
of the Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic. 
The status of subsoil assets and social 
conditions of the regions inherited by the local 
population are in the extremely neglected 
condition. There is no doubt that if MOGI’s 
idea is adopted, Tengiz will repeat their fate."

Extract from appeals of public organizations 
to the Chairmen of the Supreme Soviet,

the Soviet of Ministers of the Kazakh Soviet 
Socialist Republic and the management of the 

USSR Ministry of the Oil and Gas Industry (MOGI) 
of July 26 and 30, 1990



B.D. Yelemanov, the President of Kazakhstanmunaygas NC, (far right), 
G.K.Keshubayev, the head of the technical administration (nearby) 1992

1992

Kadyr Baikenov, 
In 1992, the Vice Prime Minister, Minister of Energy and Coal 
Industry of the RK:

"The Ministry of Energy included enterprises and 
organizations of electrical energy, oil and gas 
production, oil processing, oil and gas transportation, 
uranium, and coal production and processing 
industries. All these industries required circulating 
assets, investments for their development, and, 
of course, it was necessary to ensure timely payment 
of salaries.
I remember one well-known person writing a letter 
to the President in 1993, in which he wrote the 
following: "Now the Ministry of Fuel is like an 
octopus thrown on the shore.
Coal, uranium, hydro- and heat-power engineering 
require independent competent management, 
as well. These industries are put together, 
but operate discordantly and lose their advantages 
and opportunities. Even a genius could not combine 
these incompatible fields." I believe that he could 
not comprehend the industry management structure 
existing at that time. As each branch of industry 
was controlled by an individual corporation or 
concern. The electrical energy branch was controlled 
by the company called Kazakhstanenergo, the oil 
industry — by the corporation Kazakhstanneftegaz, 
the gas and gas transportation industries — by the 
Kazakhgazprom concern, the uranium industry — by 
the KATEP corporation, the coal industry — by the 
Kazakhstanugol corporation. Those were independent 
branch-specific administration bodies that included 
enterprises of one or another branch of industry.
Problems of complex development of energy 
industries of the country, provision of international 
connections, elaboration of industry development 
strategies, investment attraction were solved at 
the level of the Ministry, as well as control of the 
implementation of production plans and distribution. 
Specialists of different profiles worked in these 
concerns and corporations, and we relied on their 
knowledge and experience while making this or that 
global decision.
The attraction of investments to these industries 
was probably one of the main tasks of the Ministry.
The establishment of the Ministry of Energy 
and Fuel Resources in 1992 allowed the ensuring 
of the complex development of the fuel and energy 
complex of the country within the framework 
of the state policy."
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exploration, extraction, transportation, processing and distribution 
of oil, gas and petroleum products of "Kazakhstanneftegas".

The economic dispute that had emerged between oil and 
gas production associations of Kazakhstan and Union Ministries 
preceded the creation of this state corporation before the collapse 
of the USSR. Despite the inevitability of the collapse of a once 
powerful Soviet country, Moscow was unwilling to hand over 
prospective assets of the oil and gas industry of Kazakhstan, such 
as Tengiz field, into the ownership of the Republic. The officials 
of the Union explained this by "the high capital intensity for the 
development of new regions" and the anxiety to disrupt "the stable 
provision of the country's economy with raw materials". Under these 
conditions, public organizations pressurized by representatives and 
teams of managers of oil and gas producing associations sent letters 
on 26 and 30 July 1990 to the Chairmen of the Supreme Soviet, 
the Soviet of Ministers of the Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic and 
the management of the USSR Ministry of the Oil and Gas Industry 
(MOGI) with the requirement to hand over assets of the oil and gas 
industry into the ownership of the Republic:

"MOGI’s offer to subject Tengizneftegaz Production 
Association (PA) directly (to MOGI - editor) omitting the Republican 
Concern Kazakhneft that will include uneconomic oil producing 
associations showing little promise, is unacceptable. MOGI’s offer 

The State Emblem of the Republic of Kazakhstan
(Kaz. Қазақстан Республикасының Мемлекеттік елтаңбасы) 
represents an image of a shanyrak (the upper arched part of a yurt) 
on the blue background from which uyks (supports) are directed 
to all sides as sun rays, framed in the wings of tulpars 
(mythical horses).
On the lower part of the state emblem, an inscription "Kazakhstan" 
is placed.
The colour image of the State Emblem of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan has two colours: golden and blue.



to subject Tengizneftegaz PA directly is dictated by 
its striving for becoming the sole owner of the unique 
field located in the territory of the Kazakh Soviet 
Socialist Republic. The status of subsoil assets and 
social conditions of the regions inherited by the local 
population are in the extremely neglected condition. 
There is no doubt that if MOGI’s idea is adopted, Tengiz 
will repeat their fate."

Guryev oilmen offered to speed up the adoption 
of the republican law "On the property of the Kazakh 
SSR" and provide the creation of the single republican 
concern "Kazakhstanneft", which mandatory included 
"Tengizneftegas" Union along with others. 

On August 16 1990, the first steps of the creation 
of Kazakh oil and gas concern were outlined at the 
meeting of the First Vice-Chairman of the State planning 
Kazakh SSR V. Ladygin. 

A founding meeting on the creation of the state 
corporation on Prospection, Production, Transportation, 
Processing, and Marketing of Oil, Gas and Oil Products 
took place in Guryev (now – Atyrau) on July 12, 1991. 

Ravil Cherdabayev, 
In 1994, Minister of Oil and Gas Industry of the RK :

"The main objectives facing the Ministry followed 
from the strategic program of development of our 
country. The adoption of necessary Laws, such 
as "On Oil","On Joint-Stock Companies",
"On Attraction of Foreign Investments", and others 
were the matters of high priority. On the basis of 
these laws, we had to accelerate reforms in the oil 
and gas branch, to intensify the process of attraction 
of foreign investments, of establishing joint oil 
companies, etc. Proceeding from these objectives, 
it was necessary to approve the structure 
of the Ministry and of the branch and select 
the required personnel.
Along with this, our duty included the achievement 
of constant growth of the oil and gas production, 
providing the country with the necessary amount 
of oil products. That was not an exhaustive list 
of matters in which we had to be engaged. The time 
demonstrates the rightness of the measures taken 
at the country level and by us as well."
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Bolat Yelemanov, 
the President of Kazakhstanneftegaz State 
Corporation in 1991:

"Kazakhstanneftegaz Corporation was 
established in 1991. All directors
of oil enterprises in Kazakhstan met in 
Atyrau under the leadership of the Deputy 
Prime-Minister of Kazakhstan Baikenov 
and held a meeting where they chose me 
to be the President of this State Corporation 
by voting. I agreed with great pleasure. 
The Government decided to approve this 
choice by a resolution.
Certainly, the main task was to satisfy 
the country's requirement of oil
and oil products, increase new reserves 
and production volumes,
at the same time, the task was set to support 
the social sphere."

Representatives of enterprises of this industry and leaders of 
regional councils – Aktobe, Guryev, Kyzylorda, Mangystau, 
and Ural Regions – as well as leaders of the republican 
and union departments participated in it. The result of this 
meeting was the resolution to create "Kazakhstanneftegaz" 
State Corporation. Guryev was selected to be the location 
of the new organization’s Board. Bolat Yelemanov, an oil 
engineer, who was the head of the Emba regional committee 
of the Communist Party, became its first President.

Thus, after the formation of Kazakhstanneftegaz State 
Corporation, Kazakhstan got an opportunity to coordinate 
and use its oil and gas resources independently for the first 
time in the century-old history of oil production.

Soon, Kazakhstanneftegaz State Corporation was 
renamed into Kazakhstanmunaygaz National Oil Corporation 
and transformed into Munaygas State Holding Company 
(SHC) in September 1993. It included the following 
associations: Mangistaumunaigaz, Tengizneftegaz,Embaneft, 
Aktobeneft, Yujneftegaz, Karazhanbastermneft OGPD, 
Kazneftebitum NPA, Atyrau and Shymkent Refineries, 
Yuzhnefte- provod PA, Trunk Oil Pipelines of Kazakhstan 



1991
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Nazarbayev’s first visit to 
Karachaganak, 1991.



The first designs of the State Emblem of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

On 2 October, 1991, before gaining independence, the Kazakhstani cosmonaut 
Tokhtar Aubakirov flew to space.
It is a historical event in the memory of our nation.
He flew there with a label pin depicted above. The author of this label pin 
is Shot-Aman Ualikhanov, an architect, a well-known scientist, and a public activist. 
The label pin had a shape of the state emblem. A crescent, a shanyrak, and a star 
in the blue sky were depicted on it.

and Central Asia PA, Aktobe NPU, Mangyshlakneftegeofizika PA, VEF 
Kazakhstanmunaygaz, the Petrovsky Plant and other enterprises. Bolat 
Yelemanov, who headed this company from September 1993 until April 
1994, was appointed to the position of the President of Munaygaz SHC.

Munaygaz SHC existed for over three years. The management 
of the State Holding included Mahambet Batyrbayev, Victor Begin, 
Nurlykhan Bekbosynov, Yusup Biskaliyev, Maksut Burambayev, 
Amanzhol Kabdolov, Akylbay Kuanbayev, and Anatoliy Lobayev.

To improve the situation in the gas sphere where local gas facilities 
and gas distribution organizations found themselves excluded from the 
general gas system that deteriorated their financial position and even 
made some of them bankrupt, moreover, on the background of reduction 
of gas production volumes, the Kazakhgazprom concern was established 
back in 1991 as a complete analogue of Russian Gazprom. It included 
the huge Karachaganak oil and gas condensate field, all available gas 
conduits, and underground storage facilities. After several renamings, 
this concern received the name of KazakhGaz National Company and 
two years later — after legislative regulation in this sphere — KazakhGaz 
State Holding Company.

Simultaneously, the Oil and Gas Block was formed in the Ministry 
of Geology and Conservation of Mineral Resources. In 1992, Lev 



Askar Balzhanov, 
the Vice-President of Kazakhstanmunaygaz NOC in 1991-1994:

"At the moment of collapse of the USSR there were 
six oil producing associations, three oil processing 
plants, gas and oil transportation institutions 
(Union Departments) in Kazakhstan. Being the 
Deputy Prime-Minister, Kadyr Baikenov arrived 
in Atyrau, convoked all managers, and announced 
that a national oil company must be established.
Thus, Kazakhstanneftegaz State Corporation 
was formed.
The first President of this Corporation was Bolat 
Yelemanov.
The first company was registered in Atyrau. 
It was provided with a building, where the Regional 
Committee and the Regional Executive Committee 
were accommodated. The President of the National 
Company had only an office and a reception room. 
There was nothing else.
Then they started recruiting people. I was offered 
a position of the Vice-President on Foreign Economic 
Relations thanks to my English skills.
I was 33 years old at that time and had sufficient 
experience of work in party-soviet bodies. Three-four 
months later, the Company was relocated to Almaty.
We had the President of the Company, five Vice-
Presidents, the Chief Accountant and only three 
chairs to share and sit in turns. It was in 1991-1992.
Ex officio, I had to deal with issues of Kazakhstan 
oil export in 1992. The aim was to agree with the 
Russian Federation, with Transneft, to sell certain 
volumes of our oil abroad for foreign currency which 
was required for the industry and the country. 
We worked as a team and managed to arrange 
this operation."

The first company was registered 
in Atyrau. It was provided with 
a building where the Regional 
Committee and Regional 
Executive Committee were 
accommodated. The President 
of the National Company had 
only an office and a reception 
room. There was nothing else.

Trubnikov was appointed to the post of the Minister in this 
Ministry, and since 1993, Serikbek Daukeyev was appointed 
to this position, Baltabek Kuandykov was the Deputy Minister, 
Ural Akchulakov, and Baktykozha Izmukhambetov were Heads 
of the Oil and Gas Department.

The reorganization of state bodies in Kazakhstan took 
place in June 1994. The Ministry of Energy and Fuel Resources 
of the RK was divided by the Decree of the President of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan into the Ministry of the Energy and 
Coal Industry and the Ministry of the Oil and Gas Industry on 
June 13, 1994.

Ravil Cherdabayev, who held the Director’s post at 
Tengizchevroil JV at that moment, was appointed as the 
Minister of the Oil and Gas Industry. Nurlykhan Bekbosynov, 
Bolat Yelemanov, Uzakbai Karabalin, Victor Novikov, and 
Anatoliy Lobayev were appointed as his deputies.

In October 1994, Ravil Cherdabayev was replaced 
by Nurlan Balgimbayev, the former executive official of 
the Ministry of the Oil and Gas Industry of the USSR, who 
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Tolegen Khassanov, 
the Deputy Minister of the Oil and Gas Industry 
of the RK in 1994:

"To ensure the effective development of the 
oil and gas industry it was necessary to have 
relations and know personally the Russian 
leaders of the oil industry on whom our branch 
depended directly. Yet it was necessary to attract 
foreign investments into our republic, conduct 
negotiations with investors. And such 
a person was found. It was Nurlan Utepovich 
Balgimbayev, an oil industry worker to its core, 
who had the experience of work in a foreign 
company, as well as the experience in our 
republic.
First of all, it was necessary to establish  
connections and relations with oil refineries 
which supplied spare parts and equipment to 
our republic (Russia, Azerbaijan, and Ukraine). 
Therefore, together with his team he visited many 
places, conducted negotiations and established 
contacts. Secondly, Nurlan Utepovich needed 
to resolve the issue of transportation of oil 
extracted in Kazakhstan to the plants of Russia 
and for export. He entrusted the restoration of 
the lost oil production in Kazakhstan to the local 
skilled experts.
Due to the dedicated work and efforts of the 
oil industry workers of that time, the correct 
organization of work in the field and with the 
assistance of the local authorities, at the end 
of 1995 we returned to the previous level of oil 
production – 25 mln tpa."

subsequently worked as a consultant at Chevron. Initially, 
Uzakbai Karabalin became his deputy, and later – from 1995 to 
1997 – Tulegen Khasanov came into that position.

The oil and gas industry of Kazakhstan felt a particularly 
strong impact of the economic crisis already by 1994, which 
was a consequence of the collapse of the USSR. Payments for 
the delivered oil stopped. The volume of oil and gas condensate 
production fell to 20.3 million tons in 1994 compared to 26.6 
million tons in 1991.

Under these conditions and in the fulfillment of the order 
of the President of the RK, the Minister of the Oil and Gas 
Industry of Kazakhstan Nurlan Balgimbayev set the task to the 
specialists of the Ministry at the beginning of November 1994 
to elaborate the Oil and Gas Complex Development Program. 
He already submitted such a program on 17 November 1994, 
for consideration of the Government that approved it soon 
afterward. The top priority tasks of the Kazakh Oil and Gas 
Complex Development Program were: (1) the enhancement 
of the processing capacities; (2) the full provision of domestic 

needs in the oil products and (3) the increase of the export of oil. 
This document became a strategic core of the industry. It helped 
define the belief in the potential of hydrocarbon resources of our 
subsoil and the hope that the oil industry workers would fulfill 
the ambitious goals set in front of them. 

"For the first time in the history of the independent 
Kazakhstan in early 1996, the economy showed, though 
insignificant, a positive GDP growth of 0.5 %. The volume of 
oil reserves allowing the production during the next 30-40 years 
and the active work of foreign investors in the Kazakhstan basin 
of the Caspian sea spoke about significant year-on-year growth 
of income from oil production. The "fire-fighting" period was 
over, and we had time to stop and imagine, what our country 
would be in ten, twenty and thirty years", Nursultan Nazarbayev 
noted many years afterward.



1995

First weeks and months of work 
were connected with "pushing" 
various decisions at the level of 
the Kazakhstan Government. 
These documents were required 
to be adopted due to complete 
"deadlock" in the actions of the 
Central Authorities in Moscow 
and lack of documents at the 
Republican level regulating 
the operations of oil industry 
enterprises. At that time, the 
Government Apparatus was very 
compact and efficient.

Galuausat Keshubayev, 
in 1991, the Chief Specialist, 
the Chief of Technical Institution of Kazakhstanneftegaz NOC,
in 1993: the Chief of the Administration of External Economic Relations and Commercial Activities of the MEFR of the RK:

"The first weeks and months of work were connected with "pushing" various decisions at the level 
of the Kazakhstani Government. These documents were required to be adopted due to complete "deadlock" 
in the actions of the Central Authorities in Moscow and lack of documents at the Republican level 
regulating the operations of oil industry enterprises.
At that time, the Government Apparatus was very compact and efficient. Oil issues were supervised by 
the following chain from bottom to top: Uzakabai Suleimenovich Karabalin, Senior Assistant of the 
Industry Department of the Presidential Administration and the Cabinet of Ministers of the RK — Kairkhan 
Issengaliyevich Sarbufin, the Deputy Head of the Industry Department — Kadyr Karkabatovich Baikenov, 
the Deputy Prime Minister. Due to their professionalism, draft documents did not lie long. After their 
revision, I approved the final version with the Ministry of Economy, the Ministry of Finance, the National 
Bank. These three organizations were obligatory. In various cases, the State Mining Inspection or the 
Ministry of Geology and even once Turan Bank (as the former Stroibank) and others were added to the list.
The subsequent reorganization of Kazakhstanneftegaz State Corporation into Kazakhstanmunaygaz 
National Oil Company aimed to create a stable industry management structure, form new economic 
connections, implying supply of our oil processing plants with oil produced by us. Stable financial sources 
were required that were impossible to secure under conditions of a voluntary association. Establishment 
of this Company provided the country with industry control leverages and the opportunity to predict 
the industry income objectively. At that, certain independence of the enterprises remained. With its 
establishment the then Prime-Minister Sergey Aleksandrovich Tereschenko implemented a practice 
of quarterly in-field meetings with oil workers, where both oil workers’ problems and many issues 
of national economy management, especially in agricultural industry, food industry, railroads, defense etc. 
The second reorganization — national company transformation into Munaygaz Holding — deprived 
the Company of many economic functions.
The time showed our rightness that is evidenced by establishment of Kazakhoil National Oil and Gas 
Company in 1997."

Left to right: B.N.Moskalenko, G.K.Keshubayev, 
U.A.Akchulakov, B.K.Khassanov.
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The oil and gas 
industry of Kazakhstan 

felt a particularly 
strong impact of the 

economic crisis already 
by 1994, which was 

a consequence of the 
collapse of the USSR. 

Payments for 
the delivered oil 

stopped. 



ESTABLISHMENT 
OF JOINT VENTURES

СТАВКА НА НЕФТЬ

First
investors

1879. Pacific Coast Oil 
Company, the ancestor 

of Chevron Texaco giant was 
registered in Los Angeles, 

in the town of Pico Canyon.

"We had no experience of negotiating with 
foreign partners. We had to learn, so to say,
"on the go" - during negotiations. The main 
question always asked by me was:
"Does this contract meet the international 
standards? Will it be in conflict with interests 
of Kazakhstan in the future?" Our knowledge 
and power was insufficient. We needed fresh 
innovative ideas and people with experience 
of work in critical situations.
It was very hard."

Nursultan Nazarbayev,
the President of the RK
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The company is producing oil and gas 
in different regions of the world. 
It possesses five refineries in the USA 
and three abroad (Thailand, the SAR,
Canada), as well as non-operating shares 
in five foreign refineries
(in South Korea, Singapore, Australia, 
Pakistan, and New Zealand).
The Company is also operating Escravos 
GTL, a synthetic liquid fuel (SLF) 
production plant in Nigeria.
Chevron is a co-owner (50 %) 
of one of the leading American 
petrochemical companies, Chevron 
Phillips Chemical Company.
The group possesses a large network 
of petrol stations all over the world under
the trademarks Chevron, Texaco, 
and Caltex.
Chevron' proven reserves include 
13 bln barrels.



In the early 1990s, Kazakhstan entered the negotiations to 
attract foreign capital to different projects of the oil and 
gas industry.

Many years later, President of Kazakhstan Nursultan 
Nazarbayev wrote the following in his book "The Kazakhstan 
Way" remembering that difficult period:

"I understood that high quality and effective development of 
our oil resources required extensive cooperation with the largest 
oil companies of the world that have the richest experience in 
the field of geological exploration, production, processing and 
transportation of hydrocarbon raw materials.

Even before gaining its independence Kazakhstan started 
to gradually establish the negotiation process with supermajors 
of the oil industry. Yes, it was hard. We had no experience of 
negotiating with foreign partners. We had to learn, so to say, "on 
the go" - during negotiations. The main question always asked by 
me was: "Does this contract meet the international standards? 
Will it be in conflict with interests of Kazakhstan in the future?" 
Our knowledge and power was insufficient. We needed fresh 
innovative ideas and people with experience of work in critical 
situations. It was very hard. There were many people against 
attraction of foreign investors both inside the country and in the 
near abroad countries. They accused us of selling our homeland 
and predicted the fate of Nigeria, which failed to effectively 
manage its oil resources and became dependent on foreign oil 
companies.

"In the beginning 
of 1990’s, it was very 
important for Kazakhstan 
that such a major 
company as Chevron, 
made its way here, 
had success and shown 
the way to other major 
investors. The coming 
of the major companies 
of a world-class allowed 
building friendly 
partnership relations 
in general with the USA 
Government, and their 
investments became a 
guarantee of the intensive 
cooperation between 
our countries."



Ravil Cherdabayev
(1993-1994)

Mendygali Sappayev
(1994-2000)

Boris Cherdabayev
(2000-2003)

Akhsangali Baimbetov
(2003-2004)

Asset Magauov
(2004-2006)

Makset Taubayev
(2006-2009)

Anuarbek Dzhakiev
(since 2009)

On the part of Kazakhstan:

On the part of the USA:

TCO managers 
in different years:

Ted Etchinson
(since 2015)

Tim Miller 
(2010-2015)

Todd Levy
(2006-2010)

Alexander Cornelius
(2003-2006)

Tom Winterton
(2000-2003)

Ken Goddard
(1997-2000)

Nick Zana
(1995-1997)

Morley Dupre
(1993-1995)

There were many challenges, especially unexpected 
ones, but the main strategic goal which is to increase the 
oil production level was achieved by us anyway. If after 
collapse of the Soviet Union the annual oil production level 
dropped from 25 mln tonnes in 1991 to 20 mln tonnes in 
1994, in the subsequent years we could observe its intensive 
growth".

By that time, the Soviet Government was already 
conducting long negotiations with the American oil 
supermajor Chevron regarding the joint development of 
the largest oil field Tengiz (in the Atyrau Province). But 
these negotiations did not succeed.

The Tengiz oil and gas field discovered in 1979 
doubled recoverable reserves of crude hydrocarbon in 
Kazakhstan. The State Commission on Reserves of the 
USSR determined Tengiz balance oil reserves to be 
2,648 mln. tonnes and recoverable reserves to be 943 
mln. tonnes in 1986. Such scale of reserves required 
new approaches. However, at that time the Soviet Union 
remaining the major oil producer and exporter in the world 
had no required funds and technologies for development 

of Tengiz resources. Shortly before the collapse of the USSR, the 
Kazakhstan Leader Nursultan Nazarbayev visited the USA and at 
the meeting with Chevron management stated that in the future, if 
the Company would like to work in Kazakhstan and make fast and 
effective decisions about cooperation, it should maintain contacts 
not with Moscow but directly with Alma-Ata. But Moscow was 
not happy about it.

In his book "The Kazakhstan Way" Nursultan Nazarbayev 
recalls: "In Russia, the oil lobby strongly pressured Yeltsin to get 
Tengiz field to the ownership of Russia." I had many unpleasant 
conversations with Boris Yeltsin about this: Once at the meeting 
in Moscow B. Yeltsin told me "Give Tengiz to Russia." I looked at 
him and understood that he was not joking. I answered "Well, ok, 
but if Russia gives back Orenburg region, because Orenburg was 
the capital of Kazakhstan" He said: "Do you have any territorial 
claims to Russia?" I said: "Not at all" and he laughed. Than I 
laughed too. Russia had no money and technologies to develop 
such a complicated field. If Tengiz had been transferred to 
Russians, they would keep it unoperated, and Kazakhstan would 
have become their economic hostage".
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Brief information about Tengiz:

Tengiz oil and gas field is located 350 kilometers 
south-eastwards of Atyrau in the Peri-Caspian 
oil-and-gas bearing province. It is the deepest
oil field in the world, super-giant; its upper oil 
reservoir occurs at about 4,000 meters or 13,000 
feet deep. The Tengiz reservoir is 21 kilometers 
or 13 miles in length and 20 kilometers or 12 miles 
in width, and the depth of the oil-bearing bed is 1,5 
kilometers or 1 mile. The reservoir area is so large 
that two marathon distances would be required to 
run around it. The licensed area includes also large 
Korolevskoe field and several perspective areas 
for exploration.
Recoverable reserves from Tengiz and Korolevskoe 
field are evaluated in 750 mln. — 1.1 bln. tons of oil. 
Total explored reserves in drilled and undrilled areas 
of Tengiz field reservoir are forecasted to constitute 
3.1 bln. tons or 26 bln. barrels. The amount of 
Korolevskoe field reserves is estimated to be 188 mln. 
tons or 1.5 bln. barrels that makes up one six 
of Tengiz reserves.
The oil-bearing capacity is connected with deposits 
of Middle-Lower Carboniferous and Devonian Ages. 
The oil saturation factor is 0.82. The initial producing 
gas-oil ratio is 487 m3/t, the initial oil flow rate is
500 m3/day with 10 mm nipple. The initial bottomhole 
pressure is 84.24 mPa, the temperature is 105°C. 
The oil density is 789 kg/m3. Oil is sulphuric 0.7%, 
waxy 3.69%, low-tar 1.14%, contain 0.13% 
of asphaltenes.
Today, Tengiz provides for about 30% of oil 
production of the total Republic level.

The possibility to continue the discussion about the cooperation in 
the sphere of oil and gas appeared for Kazakhstan only after collapse of 
the USSR and obtaining the status of a sovereign state by the Republic.

Nursultan Nazarbayev and Chevron signed the Agreement on 
the Principles of Establishment of a Joint Venture for development of 
Tengiz field during 40 years in May 1992, not long before the official 
visit to the USA. This joint venture named "Tengizchevroil" (TCO) 
included the Chevron Overseas Petroleum Company as the American 
Party and Tengizneftegaz Production Association as the Kazakhstan 
Party. During the visit to Washington, the Leader of Kazakhstan and 

In his book "The Kazakhstan Way" 
Nursultan Nazarbayev recalls: 

"In Russia, the oil lobby strongly pressured 
Yeltsin to get Tengiz field to the ownership 

of Russia." I had many unpleasant 
conversations with Boris Yeltsin about this: 
Once at the meeting in Moscow B. Yeltsin 

told me "Give Tengiz to Russia." 
I looked at him and understood

 that he was not joking. 
I answered "Well, ok, but if Russia gives 

back Orenburg region, because Orenburg
was the capital of Kazakhstan" He said: 
"Do you have any territorial claims to 
Russia?" I said: "Not at all" and he 

laughed. Than I laughed too."



the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Chevron Kenneth Derr made 
an official statement about this agreement. Despite of achieving a colossal 
breakthrough in Tengiz negotiations,important issues, such as distribution 
of profits between partners, tax regimen etc., were to be solved. The 
negotiations between the parties on this issues were delayed. In this difficult 
situation, the fate of Tengiz project was to be decided by the President of 
Kazakhstan, who participated in this complex negotiation process since the 
beginning.

In April 1993, Nursultan Nazarbayev sent a telegram to the Chevron 
management and offered to the American party not 29%, which it insisted 
on, but 19% of distributed profits. The remaining 81% including taxes was 
to be received by Kazakhstan. The Leader of Kazakhstan was resolute: if 
his offer was not accepted in a week, the deal would be annulled. A few days 
after the Director of Chevron Overseas Richard Matzke arrived to Alma-
Aty and announced that his Company was ready to accept Kazakhstan’s 
conditions.

On April 6, 1993, President of the Republic of Kazakhstan Nursultan 
Nazarbayev and the Chief Executive Officer of Chevron Kenneth Derr 
signed the Agreement for Tengizchevroil JV Establishment for the term of 
40 years. This historical document, called the "Contract of the Century", 
initiated the implementation of large-scale project for Tengiz oil and gas 
field developing that required total investments of $20 bln. and had no 
analogues in the whole former USSR. For both Kazakhstan and Chevron, 
this deal was the largest international agreement since the beginning of 
1970s.

Kenneth Derr

Member of the Board of Directors 
of Halliburton Company. He is the retired 
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Chevron 
Corporation (international oil company).
He served as the Chairman of the Board 
of Chevron and CEO from 1 January 1989 till 
31 December 1999 when David J. O'Reilly 
followed after him. Derr is also the ex 
Chairman of the Board of Calpine Corporation, 
Director of Citigroup Inc. and the ex-director 
of Potlatch Corporation. He is a member 
of the Council on International Relations.
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Matzke Richard Herman

1989–1999 – the President of Chevron 
Overseas Petroleum, Member of the Board 
of Directors of Chevron Corporation.
2000– February 2002 – Vice-Chairman 
of the Board of Chevron, ChevronTexaco 
Corporation.
Since June 2002 is a member of the Board 
of directors of a Russian company "LUKOIL". 
In different years, starting from 2001, he 
took a part in Boards of directors of different 
companies, including PHI, Inc., SBM Offshore 
NV., Eurasia Drilling Company, he worked 
as ann independent non-executive member 
of the Board of directors and the Evaluation 
and Awarding Committee of PetroChina 
Company Limited, and he is a member of the 
Consulting Council of the Energy Intelligence 
Group. Since May 2016 he is a member of the 
Consulting Council of the Board of directors of 
the Russian-American Chamber of Commerce.



Straight after signing of the Kazakh-American agreement 
Nursultan Nazarbayev stated:

"Today is the historical day for both Kazakhstan economy 
and Chevron. The Republic really attracts large capital 
investments and thus states to the global business about its 
intention to work on the basis of mutual profit."

The signing of the Agreement on establishment of 
Tengizchevroil JV became not only an economic but a political 
event for the whole world. The largest America corporation 
entered the oil market of a young independent country! This 
agreement raised the level of trust of the international community 
towards Kazakhstan and significantly contributed to creation of a 
good image of the country.

Thus, due to the personal participation in negotiation 
process of the Leader of the State, the first large project was 
started and later turned TCO into the leader of oil production 
in Kazakhstan and an exporter of hydrocarbons of the world-
class. The works of the unprecedented scale on reformation of 
the whole production process of the enterprise to transfer it to the 
market economy gauge were initiated.

From the first years of work in our country Chevron 
representatives acknowledged Kazakhstan as "a country with 
a huge potential, wonderful people and serious intentions in 
relation to business". 'We are glad about the urge of the Republic 
for economic success and want to achieve the best results together. 
When people working together are combined by common goals 



Kadyr Baikenov, 
in 1993, the Deputy Prime Minister, the Minister of Energy 
and Fuel Resources of the RK:

"The negotiation process was not easy, especially 
on such field as Tengiz. The negotiating Parties 
during their work on the agreement sometimes 
got to the point where they were about to stop 
the negotiation process. However, in the end, 
our President’s meetings with the Chief Executive 
Officer of Chevron resulted in a consensus 
on material issues of the agreement, and we 
continued the negotiation process. In the end, 
I consider that we made no mistakes regarding 
the economic benefit for Kazakhstan."

Notes of U. Karabalin in the book

for creation of values, their cooperation will give the best 
results. Really successful projects are based on mutual trust, 
understanding and cooperation, managers of the American 
corporation noted. 

In 1993, TCO started the implementation of a 
large-scale and long-term program called "Bonus Fund 
Atyrau" aimed at implementation of social programs in the 
Atyrau Province. It was planned to invest $50 mln in the 
implementation thereof. The construction of 20 cottages 
started in the Kulsary villages for local residents who 
suffered from a flood. In Atyrau, the construction of an 
emergency care hospital, an automated boiler house, and 
the main gas pipeline started.

At the same time, the Government of Kazakhstan was 
actively attracting a foreign partner for development of oil 
and gas fields, including those in the Aktobe and Mangistau 
Provinces. 

On January 9, 1993, the Shareholder’s Agreement for 
KazakhTurkMunay Joint Venture establishment was signed 
by the Ministry of Geology and Conservation of Mineral 
Resources and Turkish National Oil Company (TNOC). 
KazakhTurkMunai Ltd was registered on February 4, 1993, 
as the first joint venture created in the oil industry of the 
independent Kazakhstan with 49% of TNOC share and 
51% of the Kazakhstan share. Establishment of such a JV 
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In April 1993, Nursultan Nazarbayev 
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Management and offered 
to the American party not 29%, 
which it insisted on, but 19% 
of distributed profits. 
The remaining 81% including taxes 
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The leader of Kazakhstan was 
resolute: if his offer were not 
accepted in a week, the deal ould 
be annulled. A few days after 
the Director of Chevron Overseas 
Richard Matzke arrived in Alm-Aty 
and announced that his Company 
was ready to accept Kazakhstan’s 
conditions.



demonstrated the readiness of Turkey to work in the 
oil and gas industry in the new independent country 
as well as raised the level of trust to the young oil 
country by the global community.

Elated by establishment of successful relations 
with foreign partners in early 1990s, Kazakhstan 
entered the negotiations to attract the foreign 
capital to the project connected with development 
of the Karachaganak oil and gas condensate field 
(West Kazakhstan Province). This is a real "pearl" 
of the oil and gas industry of the country found in 
1979. Its development was initiated in mid-1980s 

Ravil Cherdabayev, 
Director General of Tengizchevroil JV in 1993:

"As a result of the persistence of the Kazakh part 
the initial terms and conditions of the agreement 
achieved between the administration of the USSR 
and Chevron Corporation were changed. The 
territory of the Tengiz oil and gas field transferred 
for mutual development by Tengizchevroil was 
4,000 square kilometers instead of the initially 
discussed 23,000 square kilometers, the land 
lease period was 40 years instead of 50, and the 
profit distribution was 80.6 % for Kazakhstan 
and 19.4 % for Chevron Corporation (though the 
initial figure for Kazakhstan was 67%). These 
parameters complied with the international 
standards, and they underlain the accepted 
agreements.
The President of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
N.A. Nazarbayev emphasized the importance of 
advertency to partners and friendly atmosphere 
in the joint team. The task to ensure the required 
oil production, implement new technologies and 
modern production management methods and 
learn English fast by our specialists was set. 
Nursultan Abishevich noted: "The Tengiz field 
development project is called "The Deal of the 
XXth Century", and certainly the whole global 
community will be looking closely at the process 
of operation of Tengizchevroil JV.
Our partners represented the capitalist system, 
a powerful state, advanced technologies. 
They were examining us with vigilance. 
We were brought up in the socialist system with 
the communist ideology, the planned economy, 
as well as Soviet technologies, and the 
corresponding methods of management, 
and we were examining them in our turn. 
We had to develop a mutually acceptable system 
of collective work without deviation from the main 
objective. We found the common language and 
understanding very quickly."
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Bakhtykozha Izmukhambetov, 
Director General of KazakhTurkMunai Ltd JV in 1993:

"Since 1991, we have negotiated with many 
foreign companies. The first company that 
we created a joint venture with was Turkish 
National Oil Company — TNOC. All Turkish 
specialists and managers of JV received 
the same salaries as Kazakhstan ones. 
25% of production expenses were directed 
to solve social problems in the regions. 
All decisions were taken only considering 
the Kazakhstan party and with its consent. 
What new did the Turkish company bring? 
State-of-the-art equipment and advanced 
technologies from the USA, Western 
countries, and Japan. We had a complete 
understanding and mutual respect. We strove 
to take the best of the Turkish management."

by Orenburggazprom Production Association of 
the Ministry of Gas Industry of the USSR, and 
immediately after the collapse of the USSR it found 
itself n a difficult condition. The Ministry of Gas 
transformed into the National Monopoly Gazprom 
could not agree with the Kazakh authorities on 
further terms and conditions of development of the 
Karachaganak field that could enter the global market 
only through the territory of the Russian Federation 
through the Gazprom gas pipeline system.

For the first time, a tender was declared to select 
foreign investors for development of this field. Two 



Uzakbay Karabalin, 
Deputy Minister of the Oil and Gas Industry of the RK in 1995:

"The Russian companies did not join the Consortium of the foreign 
companies when it was created in 1995. By the way, the project 
gained its main development already at this stage when only British 
Gas and Agip took part in the project. During two years, they 
invested about 300 million US Dollars in the project. After all, 
Kazakhstan got the field with serious environmental problems, which 
required a solution, and we felt the shortage of funds at that period.
Gazprom, the shareholder of 15%, was invited to participate in 
the project somewhat later on, however, after long hesitations the 
Chairman of the Board of Gazprom Rem Viakhirev sent an official 
letter with the refusal to participate in the consortium and a proposal 
to include the Russian company LUKOIL instead of Gazprom. 
This proposal was taken into consideration."

Kunduz Nupov,
in the early 1990s, the Chairman of the Burlin Regional Executive Committee:

"One of the most important documents was adopted at the local 
level on January 20, 1991 - "On certain results of discussion of 
the problems of development of the field and protection of the 
environment in the region". This decision was taken for discussion 
to the session of the regional soviet of people's deputies where 
on the results of hot discussions a decision was made in favor 
of further development of the field with production of condensate 
in the volume of 13 mln tpa, construction of a processing complex 
and attraction of investors. I suppose that these documents reflect 
issues that are acute even now. The support of central bodies 
in Kazakhstan and in Moscow allowed starting the negotiations 
with potential investors, and already on November 13, 1990 the 
first presentation of British Gas was organized in the building 
of the regional executive committee, and one day after the 
memorandum of understanding was signed at the Uralsk regional 
executive committee.
The first ever tender in the Soviet Union for Karachaganak 
that followed this event and signing of the agreement with 
the Consortium of British gas and Agip were a timely 
and no alternative decision that allowed keeping the viability 
and developing of the Karachaganak field to the possible level."
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S. Daukeyev with the Minister of Energy of Turkey

Serikbek Daukeyev, 
in 1993, the Minister of Geology and Conservation of Mineral 
Resources of the Republic of Kazakhstan:

"Turkey was the first country that recognized our 
Independence. That period was not easy: the Union 
collapsed, nobody knew Kazakhstan, and we did not 
know the world. There was no money, now laws, no 
specialists in the international law sphere and many 
other things were lacking... Under these conditions, 
Turkey, in the person of the President of this country 
Demirel, was the first to offer our President Nursultan 
Nazarbayev the project of establishment of a joint 
venture, investments, work experience, management, 
and the main thing is that it showed confidence 
in us as brothers. Certainly, it was very attractive 
and advantageous for Kazakhstan. Experts from two 
countries formed a work group that was engaged 
in selection of areas for exploration. 
Thus, KazakhTurkMunai JV was established.
The fact that the Leader of our country is building 
trust-based relations with Turkey is to some extent a 
reply to the step Turkey has made in the very first days 
of our independence."

Consortiums participated in it — British Petroleum 
together with the governmental Norwegian Statoil and 
the Italian Agip jointly with British Gas. But the Agip/
British Gas Consortium was the winner as it managed to 
present a more attractive economic offer. But the process 
of negotiations about the share conditions in this project 
dragged on. And only on 2 March 1995 the production 
sharing principles agreement (PSPA) for Karachaganak 
was signed between the Italian Agip, British Gas, the 
Russian Gasprom and the Republic of Kazakhstan. It 
was an intermediate document before signing of the 
final production sharing agreement (FPSA).

In 1993, Yujneftegaz Joint-Stock Association, 
being the owner and operator of Kumkol oil field 
(South-Turgay basin), and German companies 
FebaOilAG and Erbdol Erdgras Gommern GmbH with 
participation of the Government of Kazakhstan signed 
a shareholder’s agreement that initiated establishment 
of Kazgermunay JV LLP . It was given perspective 
structures of Akshabulak, Nuraly, and Aksai in South-
Turgay Depression of Kyzylorda Region where, as 
the result of geological-survey works, five industrial 
oil and gas fields were discovered soon, they were as 
follows: Central Akshabulak, South Akshabulak, East 
Akshabulak, Nuraly and Aksai. Yujneftegaz itself, being 
in a deep crisis due to significant equipment wear and 
'transition period' problems, was unable to arrange 
effective production at that moment and urgently needed 
investments.

KazakhTurkMunai LLP is the first joint venture established in the sovereign Kazakhstan in the oil business.

Shareholder’s Agreement for establishment of KazakhTurkMunai Joint-Venture was signed by the Ministry of 
Geology and Conservation of Mineral Resources and Turkish National Oil Company (TNOC) on January 9, 1993.
On February 4, 1993, KazakhTurkMunai Ltd was registered as the first joint venture in the oil industry 
of the independent Kazakhstan with 49% of TNOC share and 51% of the Kazakh share.
Since 1997, the founder on the Kazakh side has been represented by Kazakhoil National Oil Company, now 
KazMunayGas NC JSC.
Nowadays, KazakhTurkMunai LLP is operating on 3 license blocks. Commercial production is in the process 
at Block IIA in the Aktobe Province (Laktybay field) and South Karatobe (license MG-307). In the Mangistau 
Province, commercial development takes place in four fields of Block IV (Western Yelemes, Eastern Saztobe, 
South-Eastern Saztobe, North-Eastern Saztobe).



Three years after, in the beginning of 1996, following 
German investors, a little-known company from Canada 
Hurricane Hydrocarbons Ltd bought the production 
infrastructure of Yujneftegaz built in Soviet time as a unified 
echnological complex including adjacent oil-and-gas-bearing 
formations apart from the large Kumkol field. North Kumkol, 
Akshabulak, Nuraly, and Aksai fields were developed by 
Canadians together with Russian and German oil and gas 
enterprises Turgay Petroleum and Kazgermunay. After signing 
the purchase and sale agreement between the Republic of 
Kazakhstan and Hurricane Hydrocarbons, this new investor 
started paying arrears of wages.

Simultaneously, Kazvit Holding Ltd registered in 
the offshore zone in Gibraltar privatized the Shymkent 
Oil Refinery that was also transferred to the ownership of 
Hurricane Hydrocarbons several years after.

Kenes Makhambetov,
In 1995-1999 , the Head of the Akimat of the Kyzylorda 
Province:

"Since the first day, when talking about the 
privatization of Yujneftegaz JSC, B. Saparbayev 
welcomed foreign investments, modern 
technologies and the Western management style 
in the region that would allow raising this 
industry to higher level. Though, I must admit 
that respected senior clansmen and the former 
Yujneftegaz management tried to turn the public 
opinion over to the thought that the State would 
lose control over a strategic enterprise in case 
of selling its share to foreigners. Nevertheless, 
Berdibek Mashbekovich was uncompromising, 
and it proved his forward-thinking approach. 
When Canadians entered their rights, Yujneftegaz 
JSC had 712 mln. of arrears only in terms of 
wages, people had not received real cash for six 
months. It took nine or ten months for Hurricane 
to reduce the share of barter deals from 49% to 
4%, it managed to pay 2,466 mln. in the form of 
wages, including arrears for the previous months. 
Furthermore, it paid taxes for the amount 
of 2,292,794 thousand tenge, including tax debts 
that Yujneftegaz owed to the state budget. 
In addition to that, the Company paid almost 
610 mln. tenge to the pension fund. As a result, 
the Region had almost no wage arrears payable 
to state employees starting from January 
1996, pension payments from November, and 
indebtedness to the pension fund from May 1997. 
The region was right-flank, one of the best 
in the country in terms of these indices." 

The Kyzylorda Province — a province forming 
a part of Kazakhstan.
Established on 15 January 1938. 
Located in the southern part of the Republic.
The administrative center — the town 
of Kyzylorda. Area: 226,019 km²
Established on: 15 January 1938
Population: 727,990 (February 1, 2013) 
Capital: Kyzylorda
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Karachaganakgazprom: 

Karachaganak Petroleum Operating B.V. 
(established in 1997):

TCO MANAGEMENT IN VARIOUS YEARS:

Di Lorenzo 
(1998-1999)

John Morrow
(1999-2003)

Paolo Campelli
(2003-2006)

Roger Fox
(2006-2009)

Guiseppe Pasi
(2009-2012) Damiano Ratti

(2012-2015)

Renato Maroli
(2015-till present)

Bolat Nazarov, 
in 1995, the Vice-president for Sales of Gas and 
Condensate of Karachaganakgazprom JSC:

"The collapse of the Soviet Union was 
very painful for the Karachaganak gas 
condensate field, since it was inseparably 
linked with the Orenburg Gas Processing 
Plant, Salavatnefteorgsintez JSC and
the Ufa Processing Plant. A considerable 
outflow of experts from the Karachaganak 
field to Orenburg and Bashkiria was 
observed. erious consequences comparable 
to Chernobyl would threaten us. The funds 
from realization of the Karachaganak gas 
condensate and gas were meager. 
This was due to the fact that the Orenburg 
gas processing and the Ufa oil processing 
plants raised their processing rates since 
they were also struggling for survival 
during that period of time.
The condensate price was $3, $5, $7 per 
tonne at that time. The money gained from 
sale of the produced gas and condensate
was not enough not only for maintenance
and safe operation of the field, but even 
for payment of salaries to employees. 
The situation was very difficult. 
The Government of Kazakhstan urgently 
began to consider the issue of attracting 
investors for development of the 
Karachaganak field in 1992. The first 
negotiations based on the results 
of the tender were organized. 
The budget of the country was empty at 
that period. Meanwhile, provision of the 
safe operation of the Karachaganak field 
required many funds, which, I remind, is 
characterized by the high content of the 
hydrogen sulfide, mercaptan and high 
overburden pressure. Indeed, in the event 
of an accident, with British Gas and 
Agip. The Production Sharing Principles 
Agreement was signed in 1995. We drew 
our investors' attention to the necessity 
to invest funds and ensure safe operation 
of the field even at that period."

The Karachaganak oil and gas field
was discovered in 1979. Today, it is one of the largest fields with the 
initial balance reserves of 1.35 tln m3 of gas and 1.2 bln tons of oil 
and gas condensate. It is located in the northern near-edge zone 
of the Peri-Caspian depression.
The oil and gas condensate deposit is massive.
The hight of the gas condensate part reaches 1,420 m, the thickness 
of the oil layer is 200 m.
The productive deposits are located in the Upper Devonian 
to Lower Permian deposits. The condensate density varies from 
778 to 814 kg/m3. The oil density varies from 810 to 888 kg/m3. 
Oil contains the following: up to 2% of sulfur, up to 6% of paraffin. 
Formation gas consists of 70 % of methane, 6 % of ethane,
3% of propane, and 21 % of other gases.
The hydrogen sulphide content in gas is up to 4%.
Gas pressure in the bed makes up about 600 ATM.

Sukhan Kamalov 
(1991-1992)

Maksut Kilybayev
(1992-1997)

Anatoly Tegisbayev
(1997-1998)





After the collapse of the Soviet Union, 
huge oil reserves of Kazakhstan 
remained "locked" inside the continent 
as the country had no access to the 
world ocean.
As a result of preliminary economic 
calculations the Russian route, the 
shortest and requiring the minimum 
sales cost, was chosen. Negotiations 
with Russia at the highest level had 
been conducted since 1994. It took 
6 years to overcome the tenacious 
unwillingness of the Russian part 
to build an oil pipeline.



Russia joined the CPC. Left to right: S.Al-Shanfari, the Ministry of Oil 
of the Sultanate of Oman, V.S.Chernomyrdin, the Deputy Chairman 

of the Government of the Russian Federation, K.K.Baikenov, the Deputy 
Prime Minister — the Minister of Energy and Fuel Resources. 1992

Agreement on establishment 
of the Caspian Pipeline Consortium

In 1992, considering the plans of the active oil 
production development, Kazakhstan started 
negotiations concerning the construction of a new 

export pipeline capable to bring Kazakhstan hydrocarbons 
into the global markets for the first time. 

The necessity to develop such oil transportation 
projects was caused by the geographical location of 
Kazakhstan that had no direct entrance into the global 
markets or independent export routes. Construction of 
such pipelines through the territories of other countries 
always has a substantial geopolitical component.

Establishment of the CPC

On 17 June, 1992, the first framework 
Agreement on the Establishment of the 
Caspian Pipeline Consortium between 
the Republic of Kazakhstan and 
the Government of the Sultanate of Oman 
was signed. One month later the Russian 
Federation joined them.

Nursultan Nazarbayev and the Cabinet of Ministers 
that supported him were completely confident that there 
would be no export routes from Kazakhstan without the 
Kazakhstan oil.

At that time, Kazakhstan transported its oil only 
using the available Atyrau-Samara pipeline system 
goging through the Aktau commercial seaport and 
entering the Russian Transneft system at the end as well 
as by rail. Kazakhstan oil export volumes depended on 
quotas allocated by Transneft in the amount of 3-4 mln. 
tons per year.

1992
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The persistent work on expansion of export 
opportunities resulted in signing of the Intergovernmental 
Agreement on the Caspian Pipeline Consortium (CPC) 
between the Republic of Kazakhstan and the Government of 
the Sultanate of Oman on June 17, 1992, for transportation 
of hydrocarbons from Kazakhstan to global markets. The 
Russian Federation joined this agreement on June 23, 1992.

It took four years for the project to be implemented. 
At first, this project was supposed to be ratified in the State 
Duma of the Russian Federation, however, this ratification 
failed, as there were people who insisted on utilization 
of the existing route through Russia. Besides, alternative 
route were discussed at that time. For example, Turkey 
offered the Baku-Ceyhan export route, and the Kazakhstan-
Turkmenistan-Iran artery was also considered. However, 
as the President Nursultan Nazarbayev reminisced the 
CPC was chosen as it was the shortest route; it had less 
transit risks and took our long-term friendship with Russia 
since our membership in the USSR into account. 

"After the collapse of the Soviet Union, huge oil 
reserves of Kazakhstan remained "locked" inside the 
continent as the country had no access to the world 
ocean. As a result of preliminary economic calculations 
the Russian route, the shortest and requiring the minimum 

sales cost, was chosen. Negotiations with Russia at the 
highest level were conducted starting from 1994. It took 
6 years to overcome the tenacious unwillingness of the 
Russian part to build an oil pipeline.

In general, a separate book about numerous 
negotiations with the Chairman of the Government 
V.Chernomyrdin, the management of the Ministry of Oil and 
Gas of the Russian Federation, and, at last, with B.Yeltsin 
could be written. Once our Prime Minister N.Balgimbayev 
came to us and said: "That's all! Full refusal and sabotage, 
I feel that the issue will not be solved". I instructed him to 
prepare a note, short and clear even for a kitchen lady, and 
demonstrate in the form of a table how much Russia would 
lose if it refused to participate in the construction of the oil 
pipeline which it could earn through transportation of oil 
through its territory.

B.Yeltsin was in the Kremlin hospital. I went to the 
hospital to visit him. After two hours of discussions the issue 
was solved".

Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
the President of the RK,

 extract from the book " The Kazakhstan Way"



April, 1996. Almaty. The signing of documents 
on the reorganization of the CPC. Left to right: 

G.K.Keshubayev, N.U.Balgimbayev, and the Minister 
of Oil of the Sultanate of Oman Marbul Ali bin Sul

Nurlan Utepovich Balgimbayev
From October, 1994, till March, 1997 — 
the Minister of the Oil and Gas
Industry of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

1996

On April 27, 1996, the Protocol on the reorganization 
of the Caspian Pipeline Consortium (CPC) was signed. 
Signing of the Agreement on reorganization of the CPC 
and the Contract of the shareholders of CPC took place on 
December 6, 1996.

The shares were distributed as follows: Russia 
— 24%, Kazakhstan — 19%, Oman - 7%, the rest was 
distributed between 8 oil companies: Chevron, British Gas, 
Agip, Mobil, LUKOIL, Rosneft/Shell, KazakhOil/Amoco, 

Oryx. Kazakhstan, Russia, Oman and the Consortium of 
the international oil companies concluded the Agreement 
on the construction of the oil pipeline with the capacity of 
67 million tons on the Tengiz – Tikhoretsk – Novorossiysk 
route (CPC pipeline) according to this Contract.

Edward Smith was the first person appointed to the 
position of Director General of the re-structured CPC.

The CPC ownership structure chart

Oryx Caspian Pipeline LLC
1,75 %

Kazakhstan Pipeline Ventures LLC
1,75 %

Eni International N.A. N.V.
2 %

BG Overseas Holding Limited
2 %

Rosneft-Shell 
Caspian Ventures Limited

7,5 %

Mobil Caspian 
Pipeline Company

7,5 %

LUKARCO B.V.
12,5 %

Russian Federation
24 %

CPC Company
7 %

JSC National Company 
KazMunayGas
19 %

Chevron Caspian Pipeline 
Consortium Company
15 %
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The CPC oil pipeline system represents the main oil pipeline with a diameter of 700,1,000, 1,2000, 1,400 mm from 
the Tengiz field (the Republic of Kazakhstan) to the oil loading terminal in Novorossiysk (Russia).
The total length of the Tengiz-Novorossiysk route is 1,500 km, 750 km of the represent the existing Tengiz-Komsomolskaya 
oil pipeline. Investments for the stage of "Initial Throughput Capacity" (ITC) were $2.6 bln.
The initial throughput capacity is 28 mln. tons.

Kadyr Baikenov, 
Deputy Prime-Minister, the Minister of Energy and Fuel Resources of the Republic of Kazakhstan in 1992:

"In the beginning of development of the CPC project, Kazakhstan and the Sultanate of Oman invited Azerbaijan and Russia 
to the negotiation process concerning construction of this pipeline system. After a while, Azerbaijan refused 
to participate in the CPC project, as the Baku-Ceyhan pipeline project was initiated at that time. As for Russia, we held 
active negotiations and, finally it joined this prohect almost one month later after signing of the CPC agreement between 
Kazakhstan and the Sultanate of Oman. The negotiations were quite difficult, as Transneft JSC, representing Russia 
in that negotiation process was unwilling to receive a competitive independent oil transportation company at that time. 
The reason of long negotiations included discussion of ecological issues, approval of the oil pipeline route that has to cross 
many regions creating various problems, including financial reimbursement and others. The entrance of Russia
into this project was strongly supported by Viktor Chernomyrdin who was the Deputy Prime-Minister of the Russian 
Federation at that time.
After the establishment of Tengizchevroil JV, Russia set a condition that Transneft would take Tengiz oil into its pipe if it 
were demercaptanized. This caused the production decrease in the Tengiz field to 1 mln. tons, and required construction 
of a demercaptanization plant.
Russia’s attitude to the CPC was questionable, but it became interested in implementation of this project in the end, as the 
main part of the CPC oil pipeline route crossed the Russian territory, and Russia received certain income from oil transit. 
However, it should be noted that Russia, via its representatives, protected its interests in the CPC project and submitted 
quite reasonable questions from its point of view.
Only strong support of our President allowed the creation of the CPC as this project was not only complicated not only 
from the technical but also the political point of view. Without political support undertaken by our President, 
this project would have been impossible to advance, as the main participants of this project besides Kazakhstan included 
the Government of Russia and the American Company Chevron supported by the US Department of State both in the CPC 
project and the creation of Tengizchevroil JV.
I know that in those years, when we held the negotiations concerning these projects, N.A. Nazarbayev had several 
meetings with the Vice-President of the USA A. Gore where they had to solve problem issues".



Lyazzat Kiinov,
in 1999, Deputy Director General of CPC CJSC:

"I was appointed the representative 
of Kazakhstan in the course of the creation 
of the CPC consortium by the decision of the 
President of the RK Nursultan Nazarbayev 
and worked as the Deputy Director General 
of CPC from the side of Kazakhstan. A very 
long process of coordination of the issues 
concerning the consortium operation began. 
Each trifle provoked disputes.
Western companies had their own approaches 
to resolution of disputes, whereas the 
Post-Soviet experts approached the same 
question in a different way. We, from our 
side, demanded to attract local companies 
for all kind of activities on the territory of 
Kazakhstan. Sometimes, unable to come to a 
common denominator, some representatives 
of the CPC shareholders got up and left the 
meeting. When we got used to each other, we 
started to realize that we, in general, wanted 
the same thing, but our ways of thinking and 
experiences were different."

Схема доставки каспийской 
нефти на мировые рынки
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Kairgeldy Kabyldin, 
in 1996, the Head of the Department of Development 
of Pipelines and Production Infrastructure of the Ministry 
of the Oil and Gas Industry of the RK:

"Steady support of the project at the highest state 
level, personal participation of Presidents Nursultan 
Nazarbayev and Boris Yeltsin in the destiny of CPC 
allowed this project to become a reality. President 
of the RK N.A. Nazarbayev offered 10 principles 
of partnership which formed the basis of the CPC 
activity. The main principle was to "divide the apple 
into two halves". International oil companies received 
50 % share in the project for 100 % guarantee of 
financing of the project. Another share -50%-belongs 
to participating countries — the RF, the RK 
and the Sultanate of Oman. The Protocol 
on the reorganization of the CPC was signed 
on 27 April, 1996.
Nurlan Balgimbayev, who best of all knew 
the psychology of foreigners and the objectives of oil companies, served as the Minister 
at that time. The document envisaged the entry of foreign oil-producing companies into the project 
and the acquisition of the respective shares by them.
Negotiations about the draft Shareholders' agreement for CPC JSC were held without any break 
from May to December 1996 in the Metropol hotel in Moscow.
It was our first experience of participation in such a large-scale project. Conducting of negotiations 
with international companies was a new experience for Kazakhstan. We started discussion 
of different issues at 9 o'clock and finished late at night. I, G.K.Keshubayev, the Vice Minster 
of Oil and Gas of the RK, T.M.Kasymov, Director General of Yujnefteprovod PA, I.D.Casper, Deputy 
Director General of Yujnefteprovod PA participated in the negotiations on the side of Kazakhstan. 
We had no consultants in Kazakhstan familiar with international law. Sherman&Sterling was 
engaged by the Ministry as a legal consultant. This experience was 
quite useful for us, we learnt to understand the attitude of international oil companies to deals 
of such kind.
The 6th of December 1996 became the turning point in the history of the project. The CPC 
shareholders' agreement was signed on this day in Moscow. The document was signed by V.M.Serov, 
the Deputy Chairman of the Government of the Russian Federation, on behalf of the Russian 
Federation, and N.U. Balgimbayev, the Minister, on behalf of Kazakhstan. The corresponding assets 
of the Tengiz-Grozny oil pipeline were transferred as a contribution to the project by the RF 

and the RK. Ernst & Young became the valuator of assets 
of the Tengiz-Grozny oil pipiline.
We, as pipefitters, were not interested in reducing the value 
of the pipes transferred to the CPC as contribution on behalf 
of the RK. However, the issue was successfully resolved. Oman, 
Kazakhstan, and Russia divided shares taking into account 
the value of assets. So, the Kazakhstan part was estimated at 
about $231 million, Russia's — about $270 million. On this 
basis, Kazakhstan received 19% of the share, Russia – 24%, 
Oman — 7%. 50% of the shares were transferred to the private 
oil-producing companies in exchange for the obligations of the 
full financing of the construction 
of the first stage and the commissioning."

Negotiations about the draft 
Shareholders’ agreement for CPC JSC
in Moscow were held without any 
break from May to December 
of 1996 in the Metropol hotel.



THE FIRST NEGOTIATIONS ABOUT THE CASPIAN SEA. 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF KAZAKHSTANCASPISHELF

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Caspian basin became a 
region of intersection of economic and geopolitical interests of five 
countries. All this served as a reason of a keen fight for influence 

on the Peri-Caspian countries. Besides the issue of adoption of a document, 
regulating relations of parties in the Caspian sea had to be resolved.

In July 1994, Kazakhstan submitted the draft Convention regarding 
the legal status of the Caspian Sea to the world community. The document 
presented the basic views of the issues of development and exploitation of 
the marine natural resources.

The President of the Republic of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev 
and the President of the Russian Federation Boris Yeltsin issued the joint 
statement on cooperation in the use of the Caspian Sea almost two years 
later in the course of the visit of the Russian leader to Almaty. At the same 
time, the Agreement on the Principles of relations between two countries 
was signed during the official meeting of Nursultan Nazarbayev with 
the Head of Azerbaijan Heydar Aliyev in Baku, and the joint statement 
concerning the Caspian Sea was made.

The Caspian
VECTOR

"It was obvious that hydrocarbon 
resources of the Caspian sea may compete 
in the future with such large oil regions 
as the Northern sea, the Gulf of Mexico 
and others..."

Nursultan Nazarbayev
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On February 13, 1993, the Decree of the 
Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
for the Establishment and Development 
of Crude Hydrocarbon Production in the 
Kazakhstan Part of the Caspian Sea was 
signed by decree of Nursultan Nazarbayev. 
This decision was the basis for establishment 
of Kazakhstancaspishelf JSC for which 
a task was set to perform geological 
and geophysical surveys, exploration, 
extraction of oil and gas in the Kazakhstani 
sector of the Caspian Sea. The staff of 
Kazakhstancaspishelf JSC numbered around 
500 people, 50 of them represented the 
administrative and managerial staff. Other 
employees work on a shift and rotational 
basis, on the basis of civil law contracts.



However, the relevant documents represented rather a 
declaration of intentions and did not go further. Each party 
took the waiting position.

Later on the President of the RK Nursultan Nazarbayev 
reminisced: "It was obvious that hydrocarbon resources of the 
Caspian sea may compete in the future with such large oil 
regions as the Northern Sea, the Gulf of Mexico and others. 
Due to this, the problem of the Caspian sea grew out of the 
regional scale from the very beginning and gained its global 

Ravil Cherdabayev, 
in 1994 , the Minister of the Oil and Gas Industry of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan:

"A number of factors dictated the aggravation 
of this issue at the initial stage. Firstly, 
the Russian diplomacy underestimated 
the significance of these processes for a long 
time and continued to conduct its previous 
policy with Iran. Secondly, Azerbaijan, 
Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan had to create 
their statehood from scratch after gaining 
the independence and taking into account 
the break up with the Soviet past, 
in accordance with the realities and strategic 
objectives adopted in each country as well 
as the current situation in the world. 
Thirdly, enormous investments were required 
for the recovery of economy of the countries 
and solution of all social problems, and 
the Caspian oil and gas were very attractive 
for encouragement of such investments."



Notes of U. Karabalin in the book

significance. I had to conduct difficult negotiations 
with leaders of great states who felt their power and 
hoped for big concessions. I always clearly told that 
I could give a concession in something personal. 
But when it concerned the people and the country I 
offered to find an alternative and mutually satisfactory 
solution.  This is how it happened during negotiations 
about the status of the Caspian sea".

Despite the difficult negotiation process 
regarding the legal status of the Caspian sea 
Kazakhstan attentively studied the possibility to work 
in the sea. At that time Azerbaijan transferred the 
available geophysical data from the Soviet period that 
witnessed the presence of large hydrocarbon resources 
in the Kazakhstani sector of the Caspian sea. But 
Kazakhstan experienced an acute shortage of almost 
everything: specialists to work on the shelf, marine 
geophysical equipment, onshore facilities, storages, 
service fleet, ship repairing yards, its own fleet.

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
 in 1994-1995, Deputy Minister of Energy and Fuel Resources 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan,
Deputy Minister of the Oil and Gas Industry of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan:

"In anticipation of the discovery of new and possibly 
large fields, we had to resolve the boundary issues 
as soon as possible and eliminate the legal risks for 
investors and for the country. It was suggested to work 
in two parallel directions. The first one was to conduct 
negotiations on establishment of the state boundaries. 
The second direction was to divide the sea bottom 
into the areas of economic interests of the countries 
along the median line, which would pass on an equal 
distance from the opposite coast of neighboring 
countries, allocating the water resources outside 
the coastal strip of a certain width for the joint use."
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The Decree of the Government of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan for the Establishment and Development 
of Crude Hydrocarbon Production in the Kazakhstan 
Part of the Caspian Sea was signed by decree of 
Nursultan Nazarbayev on February 13, 1993. One of 
the clauses provided for the specialized State Company 
Kazakhstancaspishelf (KCS) formation to carry out 
research works and oil and gas production offshore and 
other territorial waters.

The same year, the Contract on Cooperation in Oil 
Production Industry was signed by Kazakhstan and the 
American company Mobil that became the first foreign 
participant of the KCS consortium. This event drew global 
community’s attention to the potential of the Kazakhstani 
sector in the Caspian Sea.

The Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
approved the State Program Conception for the first step 
of exploration of the Kazakhstan sector in the Caspian Sea 
on June 9, 1993.

The Agreement on the International Consortium 
establishment to carry out geological survey in Kazakhstan 
shelf of the Caspian Sea was signed on December 3, 1993; 
this Consortium included KCS and seven supermajor 
companies from Mobil (USA), Shell, British Petroleum, 
British Gas (United Kingdom), Agip (Italy), Total (France), 
Statoil (Norway).

The moment of signing of the Agreement for establishment of the 
Kazakhstancaspishelf consortium, Almaty, 3 December, 1993.

After signing of the Agreement for establishment of the 
Kazakhstancaspishelf consortium. Almaty, 3 December 1993.

The signing of the Agreement on establishment of the 
international consortium with Agip, Shell, Mobil, Total.

The first official presentation of the Caspian Sea 
Development Program in Houston, April, 1993.

1993



The program of geophysical survey of the shelf executed during 
the period from 1994 to 1997 became one of the most significant in 
the world in terms of 2D seismic survey: its extension made 26,180 
linear kilometers, the area - 100 thousand square kilometers.  At the 
same time, it was the shortest one in terms of the period of work 
performance.  The potential of the region was evaluated within 26 to 
60 bln barrels of oil. The aggregate investments into implementation 
of the project exceeded $200 million of which $20 million were 
invested in the development of the social infrastructure and $6 
million – in training.

1993 July, 1993. A group of Kazakhstani 
specialists at a Chevron FPU unit 
in the Gulf of Mexico.
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Zhakyp Marabayev, 
Head of the Department of Marine Works of the Ministry of Energy and 
Fuel Resources of the RK in 1993;
Vice President of Kazakhstancaspishelf JSC in 1993-1995:

"At the moment of establishment of the Kazakhstancaspishelf 
consortium the Caspian bottom had not been divided. We had 
to work accurately, without causing any external irritation and 
trying to keep the balance of interests in relation to other Peri-
Caspian countries in the sphere of marine research. We were 
invited to visit New-York where the Embassy of the RK in the 
USA organized consultations with experts on this subject. Then 
it was the first time for us to get familiarized with the marine 
law, we learnt about the principles of division of continental 
shelves, legal regulation of work in the sphere of subsoil use. 
Certain form sheets regarding marine legislation allowed 
us to comprehend the issues. The option with the middle line 
attracted particular attention among various principles of the 
partition of the sea. For us, at the level of the working group, 
it was important to understand what would be the starting 
point. We took advantage of the professional relationship of our 
Embassy with certain services in the United States, and we were 
provided with the satellite images that allowed us to determine 
this point. We showed these materials to Mr. Tokayev. He made 
the decision concerning the expediency of the application 
of the method of partition of the sea along the median line. 
Subsequently, the materials were taken as a basis in the course 
of further negotiations regarding the Caspian Sea. The first 
negotiations, presentations, consultations within the framework 
of KCS were started by me and Baltabek Mukhanovich, the first 
director of this company, together. Colleagues employed by the 
company started to gradually participate in the process. The 
main supporter was the President of our country who ensured 
the success of this project. It is after the meeting of Nursultan 
Abishevich Nazarbayev with Kadyr Baikenov, the Deputy Prime 
Minister, it was decided to work in the Caspian sea."



Kenzhebek Ibrashev, 
in 1993, the Vice President of the Atyrau Branch of Kazakhstancaspishelf OJSC:

"In July 1993, Mr. Kuandykov and Mr. Tugelbayev, the head 
of Administration of the Atyrau Province, decided to appoint 
me as the Director General of the Atyrau territorial Direction 
of Kazakhstancaspishelf state organization. I was the fifth or the sixth 
member of the team. We started to work from scratch.
Desire and enthusiasm was very high, but there was lack of experience 
and specialists. We had to do everything on the go: employ people, train 
them, learn communication culture in international collectives, try to 
understand foreigners’ views and their approaches
to work, reach compromises etc. We shared our work experience with them. 
Everything was new and very interesting for all of those who worked 
in this project at the very beginning."

Baltabek Kuandykov, 
Deputy Minister of Energy
and Fuel Resources of the RK 
in 1993, the President of
Kazakhstancaspishelf JSC":

"During several months a 
colossal work was carried out
to study global experience 
in marine oil production 
industry. Then, methods for 
establishment of a consortium 
and tender documentation 
basics were developed with 
consultants’ assistance. By that 
time, the world had already known that this place was the only one, where 
virgin oil reserves remained, and before the Company was established, large 
oil companies had been very interested in this shelf. All these offers had been 
declined, and when on December 3, 1992 Kazakhstan announced that
it was going to work at the Caspian Sea, this news exploded a bombshell, 
and literally, two months after Company establishment we received a 
substantial package of proposals.
This significantly eased the task and we made a foundation to choose 
our partners by the criteria of work experience in the analogous zones, 
technology level and company size...The agreement could be signed later 
but (...) we insisted on this date, as Western countries had holidays since 
December, 15 through January, 10. The work was exhausting." 
On November 30, three days before the Contract was signed, the final 
outlines of this document were unknown.
Even several hours of the time difference between London and Almaty 
were important. And when the delegation of 75 foreign citizens without 
visas landed in the Almaty airport in severe weather conditions, the 
representatives of these six companies were unaware how ready they were 
to sign the contract. Even the ceremony itself was hanged on a thread till 
the very end, because technically we had no time to include all amendments 
into the final text."

"Now we can easily license 
blocks, taking into account 
that the obtained results 
are quite promising: tens 
of promising oil and gas 
blocks were discovered, 
many of them are of a 
unique scale. 
The expected investments 
in the marine development 
of the Caspian oil equal to 
$150 bln, $10bln of which 
may be invested from the 
commencement of works".

Nursultan Nazarbayev
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Kadyr Baikenov, 
the Deputy Prime-Minister, the Minister of Energy and Fuel 
Resources of the Republic of Kazakhstan in 1993:

"When the President gave an instruction to commence 
work on development of hydrocarbon resources of the 
Caspian sea this instruction sounded fantastic. It was 
the time when the country was in the economic decline, 
there was almost no money in the budget of the country, 
nobody had any idea about how to develop these 
resources. And we must pay tribute to our President who 
by instructing to commence the work on development 
of the Caspian sea already envisaged the economic 
contribution that the sea oil would make for Kazakhstan.
In order to implement its decision to develop the Caspian 
subsoil, it was necessary to acquire modern equipment 
for the seismic survey that required money that 
Kazakhstan did not have, besides, specialists with the 
experience of work in the sea were also required, and we 
did not have them either. Solution of these issues was to 
be found by our Ministry, and we started to look for ways 
to solve this task.
We must pay tribute to the Prime Minister of that 
time, S.A. Tereshchenko, who supported the idea of 
Kazakhstancaspishelf, excluding the approval of the 
document with other public administrations and by 
signing a decree. Otherwise, we would have delayed 
the issue of the decree "On the establishment and 
development of hydrocarbons in the Kazakh part of the 
Caspian Sea" because there were people against the 
development of the shelf, and those against the Ministry 
of Energy and fuel resources to do this work.
Thus, in November 1992 in Houston, we announced our 
intention to work in the Caspian shelf, and it caused 
great interest from companies. In December 1992, 
in London, we officially announced the initiation of 
negotiations for foreign investment attraction to carry 
out works at the Caspian Sea. In April 1993, 
in Houston, we held the first presentation of plans for 
Caspian offshore works,and in May in London, we 
already negotiated with over 20 potential partners. 
Only five months passed since the establishment of 
Kazakhstancaspishelf, and we managed to form an 
international consortium during this period of time. 
The final agreement on establishment of an international 
consortium was signed on December 3, 1993."



Adoption of the Map of Blocks and Hydrocarbon 
Deposits of the Republic of Kazakhstan

On November 16, 1995, the 
Government of the RK issued 
decree No.1552 "On Approval 

of the Map of Blocks and Hydrocarbon 
Deposits Prepared for Geological Exploration 
and Development".

The approved maps reflected the 
condition of the subsoil use in Kazakhstan on 
the hydrocarbon objects. They were updated on 
a quarterly basis. They indicated deposits and 
contours of contract areas for which licenses/
contracts were issued, the State Fund fields, 
field numbers. The names of the companies, 
which were the subsoil users, were given on the 
contours of the areas. Names, types of deposits 
and names of subsoil users were given next to 
deposit numbers in explanatory tables to the 
map by provinces.

MAPA Unique

REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN
MAP OF LICENSED DEPOSITS AND BLOCKS 

OF HYDROCARBON

MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN
COMMITTEE OF GEOLOGY AND SUBSOIL USE
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Bulat Uzhkenov, 
the Chief of the Head Department of the Mineral Resources
"Kazgosnedra" at the Ministry of Geology and Conservation of Mineral Resources of the RK in 1995:

"The Map of blocks and deposits of the hydrocarbons prepared for geological exploration 
in Kazakhstan is the unique geological information available for acquaintance for all the 
subsoil users and potential applicants for the subsoil use. 
In due time the Ministry of Geology and Subsoil protection accepted applications for 
the geological exploration and development of the subsoil in the sector of hydrocarbon 
raw materials in accordance with the Map of blocks. This map reflected all 16 oil and 
gas bearing basins, all deposits of hydrocarbon raw materials,
as well as the infrastructure on the territory of the Republic. The territory of Kazakhstan 
was also divided by latitude and longitude into the blocks, with a size of blocks of 10’ 
of a geographical coordinate grid on the land and the shelf of the Caspian Sea. 
The notions of "superblock" with a side of 1 ° and "semi-block" were introduced."





President Nursultan Nazarbayev adopted 
the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
No. 2828 "On subsoil and subsoil use" 
on January 27, 1996. The law regulated 
activities in the sphere of subsoil use 
in order to protect the interests of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan and its natural 
resources, the rational use and the 
protection of the subsoil, protecting the 
interests of the subsoil users, creating of 
conditions for equal development of all 
forms of management, strengthening of 
the legality in the sphere of the relations 
within the subsoil use.



INDUSTRY-RELATED
THE FIRST

L A W S
"AN ABSENCE OF A 
LAW REGULATING 
OIL OPERATIONS 
WAS A NEGATIVE 
FACTOR HOLDING 
THE INVESTING 
TO THE REPUBLIC 
BACK."

N. Nazarbayev
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Bakhtykozha Izmukhambetov, 
In 1993-2003, Director General of Kazakhturkmunai JV, 
Executive Director of  KazMunayGaz NC CJSC on JV 
shares management, 
Director General of KazMunayTeniz MNC, 
Managing Director of KazMunayGaz NC CJSC on JV shares 
management:

"The persons who criticize investments have always 
been and still are. They consider that the foreigners 
extort our oil, get profits and so on.
I completely disagree with them because all the large-
scale fields such as Karachaganak, 
Tengiz, or Kashagan have the geological complexities 
-it is both the sulfur content, and the high pressure, 
and a large salt stratum. We do not have such 
equipment, which is able to execute the full-scale 
exploration, drill wells, extract, refine and process oil.
But we can implement such projects due to the funds, 
experience and technologies provided by foreigners.
Therefore, it would be wrong to assume that it was not 
necessary to allow investors to the Republic of 
Kazakhstan."

Putting a stake on oil, Kazakhstan was gradually moving 
towards the attraction of foreign investments required 
for the development of the oil and gas industry. But 

from the very beginning of development of the independent 
state a problem related with the absence of the required 
legal framework in the key economic sector- subsurface use- 
arouse. As Nursultan Nazarbayev wrote later, "absence of the 
Law regulating oil operations was a negative factor holding 
investments into the Republic".

The Government of Kazakhstan made efforts to provide 
the most comfortable conditions for the work of investors.

On December 27, 1994, the President of the RK Nursultan 
Nazarbayev signed the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 
266-XIII.

"On Foreign Investments". Creation of more favorable 
investment climate in Kazakhstan, provision of a legal and 
economic framework for the attraction of foreign investments 
was the major purpose of its acceptance.

This Law protected the foreign investors from the risks, 
which might arise as the consequence of the changes in the 
legislation, which could cause worsening of their position 
gave guarantees from the risks of the expropriation and illegal 
actions of the public authorities and officials, granted the right 
for compensation of damage as a result of an armed conflict, for 

1994

Akhmetzhan Yessimov, 
the Chairman of the State Committee of the RK 
for investments in 1994:

"The State Committee on Investments had two tasks: 
to attract foreign investments to the economy of a 
young country and develop the legal framework for 
investors. With regard to the  first direction, then as 
per the President's instruction more than 20 years 
ago we created a system  working on the basis 
of a "one-window" principle.
The legislative framework was also created.
Its basis formed the Law "On the State Support of 
Direct Investments". Certainly, it was amended later 
on, but in general, this document became a platform 
thanks to which Kazakhstan attracted more 
investments than other Central Asian countries.
The staff of the State Committee on Investments was 
not so big – it consisted of only four departments. 
One employee accepted applications from investors 
and was engaged in consultations, the second one 
was involved in the analytical tasks, the third one, 
actually, concluded  contracts,and the fourth employee 
performed the informational  work. The team was 
quite young, and everybody  worked with great 
enthusiasm understanding the  scale of the challenges. 
I remember every employee.
Each contract was a result of operational and 
creative work of the whole team."



free use of the investment income, for the free implementation 
of settlements in foreign currency, for the resolution of disputes 
in courts of Kazakhstan or the international arbitration.

On June 28, 1995, the President of the RK Nursultan 
Nazarbayev adopted Decree of the RK No. 2350 "On Oil", 
having the force of a law. One of the main objectives was 
encouragement of foreign investments for development of the 
oil and gas resources of the Republic. This law entered into 
force on 1 July 1995.

On 27 January, 1996, the President Nursultan Nazarbayev 
adopted Law of the RK No. 2828 "On Subsoil and Subsoil 
Use". The law regulated subsoil operations in order to protect 
the interests of the Republic of Kazakhstan and its natural 
resources, manage and protect the subsoil, protect the interests 
of subsoil, create conditions for the equitable development of 
all forms of commercial activities and to strengthen the rule of 
law in the field of subsoil use.

The subsoil use right was granted for the following 
activities:

1) geological survey of the subsoil at the state level; 
2) exploration; 
3) production;
3-1) combined exploration and production; 
4) construction and (or) operation of underground facilities 

not related to exploration and (or) production.
The subsoil use right could be as follows: permanent 

or temporary, alienable and inalienable; compensated or 
uncompensated.

Provision of subsoil use rights for exploration, production, 
combined exploration and production was realized by conclusion 
of a contract.

The following types of contracts were applied with the 
aim to conduct the operations referring to the subsoil use: on 
production sharing; on concession; on provision of services on 
a paid basis (service contract). Combined and other types of 
contracts were permitted depending on the conditions of certain 
subsoil use operations and other circumstances.

A contract for exploration was concluded for a period of 
up to six years. A contract for production was concluded for a 
period of up to twenty-five years, and as for fields with large and 
unique minerals reserves — up to forty five years. At the same 
time, a contractor was entitled to extend the validity period 
of the contract if they fulfilled the obligations determined by 
the contract, the work program and annual work programs. A 
contract for combined exploration and production activities was 
concluded for a period of time including the exploration and 
production periods taking into account the possibility to extend 
the validity period.

The terms of the contract were determined by mutual 
consent of the parties and had to correspond to the legislation of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan.

The laws "On Oil", dated June 28, 1995, and "On a 
subsoil and subsoil use" dated January 27, 1996, acted at the 
same period of time and became invalid in connection with the 
introduction of the new Law "On a Subsoil and Subsoil Use", 
dated June 24, 2010.

The laws adopted in Kazakhstan during the first years 
of independence became the basis and an impetus for further 
development of the oil and gas industry.

Oil and gas enterprises that have started operating in 
Kazakhstan for the elapsed period gave a powerful impetus for 
development of the industrial sector of the country. Foreign 
companies which came to the Republic of Kazakhstan subjected 
the old Soviet oil production and processing technologies 
to a serious audit. The significant share of investments was 
directed to the processes of modernization and replacement of 
equipment of the pipeline oil-gathering networks, systems of 
high-paraffinic oil heating, pumping equipment on wells. Idle 
wells not operated for technical reasons were worked over and 
put into operation.

THE OIL INDUSTRY IS 
QUITE COMPLEX, 
BOTH IN TECHNICAL,
TECHNOLOGICAL, 
LEGAL AND COMMERCIAL 
POINTS OF VIEW. 
NEVERTHELESS, THERE 
WERE NO APPROVED 
TYPES OF AGREEMENTS 
FOR SUBSOIL USERS, 
SERVICE COMPANIES,
TRANSPORT 
WORKERS AND OTHER 
PARTICIPANTS IN OIL
OPERATIONS ANYWHERE 
IN THE COUNTRY AT THAT 
PERIOD. IT PUT ANY 
INVESTOR AT RISK.
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Ural Akchulakov, 
In 1994-1998, Deputy Head of the Director Generalate of Mineral Resources Kazgosnedra:

"The president and the government raised the issue of the need for a country's oil and 
gas independence." Working groups have been formed. Economists, lawyers, geologists, 
geophysicists traveled abroad. Have begun to study the legislation and regulations of foreign 
oil powers that have been working under market conditions for a long time. Preparation of 
contracts, licenses was in our hands. Foreigners knew that we had never worked under market 
conditions and had no experience in negotiating.
The company's representatives in exchange for permission to work in Kazakhstan promised  
whole mountains of gold. During the meeting, I requested the secretary to bring a certificate for
this or that company and start asking questions: "Why were your assets going down during the  
last five years?"
Why do you reduce funding of geological exploration? "Why did oil production fall?"
Foreigners were very surprised by my awareness, and it took them down to earth. 
Then negotiations began, in which we defended our public interests, and they tried to achieve 
their goals.
It was necessary to think not only about the development of deposits and production facilities on 
the oil fields, but also about the interests of the population. As a rule, the Working group involved 
in the negotiation of a project included representatives of the Akimat to defend the interests 
of their region. "This is primarily to attract funds for training and development of the social 
infrastructure in the regions."

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
the Deputy Minister of the Oil and Gas Industry of the RK in 1995: 

"It was necessary to draft and adopt the law within a very short period of time."
Then the Minister made the decision to accommodate our group in the third residence in Almaty, 
so that nobody could distract us from the work. We studied laws of many countries very actively.
The oil industry is a rather complex branch both in technical and technological, legal and 
commercial points of view. Nevertheless, there were no approved types of agreements for subsoil 
users, service companies, transport workers and other participants in oil operations anywhere in 
the country at that period. It put any investor at risk because the same thing could be interpreted 
differently, depending on the point of view of the public authority or the investor or the servicing 
company. In this regard, the Law "On Oil" helped solve many issues."

Serikbek Daukeyev, 
in 1996, the Minister of Geology and Conservation of Mineral Resources 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan:

"When I was appointed the Minister of Geology of the RK in 1993, the first thing 
we did was a complete analysis of the status of the mineral and raw materials 
complex."
The best specialists of Kazakhstan were involved. The employees of the Ministry 
of Geology and Conservation of Mineral Resources were sent to oil countries 
to study their legislative framework in the area of subsoil use. It was a titanic 
work, and we did it in a very short time. In parallel, we prepared and adopted 
government regulations in the field of subsoil use, then drafted the Law on 
Subsoil and Subsoil Use, and adopted all necessary regulations. This document 
was the basis for subsoil use operations. It was a simple, easy-to-understand 
and easy-to-use law. By the way, it included a bonus for discoverers of deposits 
that was subsequently removed (which was a huge mistake!!!), and also the 
norm that each subsoil user must pay 1% of the invested funds for training of 
national specialists. "There was a simple contract award scheme and a tight 
deadline for its review."
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Galiausat Keshubayev, 
in 1995, the Deputy Minister of the Oil and Gas Industry of the RK:

"At the time, there was only one flight from abroad in Almaty - a Lufthansa aircraft arrived 
every Tuesday early morning." Visas were sold at the airport, and the first visitors from 
different companies and simply adventurers arrived in our Ministry by 10 to 11 a.m. 
All of them were sent to our office. We had to explain the content of the Law on Foreign 
Investments to everyone, tried to identify their interest and potential, give recommendations 
if the person was worth talking to. It is natural that under these circumstances the Law on 
Oil was required as a top priority. Initially, the law drafting group consisted of 5-6 persons, 
headed by Uzakbai Suleimenovich Karabalin who by that time moved from the government's 
office to the Ministry of Energy and Fuel Resources. The group also included Marabaev 
Zhakyp Nasibkalievich-the Chief Specialist of the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations, 
Balzhanov Askar Kumarovich-the Vice President of Kazakhstanmunaygaz NOC and others.
 I attended the first meetings of this group, but was later recalled by my managers because 
of the heavy workload in my main office. The main workload remained with U.S.Karabalin 
who then presented the initial draft to the Parliament as he became the Deputy Minister 
at that time."

Maidan Suleymenov, 
till 1995, the Director of the Institute of State and Law under the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan:

"It took more than three years to prepare the Law "On Oil". About 100 reviews and comments 
were received for its draft.
The main problem in preparing the draft law was the selection of the system of provision of the 
subsoil foruse. Initially, a purely contractual system was used as a basis of the law on oil. However, 
when the draft was almost complete, I was invited to dinner by representatives of British Gas and said 
that they were very pleased with our draft law, as it fully takes into account interests of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan and foreign investors. So they had no more comments
on the draft. I came to the meeting of the group and said, "We wrote something wrong in the law.
If foreign companies have no comments, it means that the interests of Kazakhstan are not 
sufficiently protected by the draft law." After long discussions it was decided
to refuse from the contract system, at least for the first time. As a result, a mixed system was 
chosen in Kazakhstan: License contract.
To some extent, the adoption of such a system was the result of a kind of compromise between 
the agencies ruling at that time: The Ministry of Geology and Conservation of Mineral Resources 
and the Ministry of the Oil and Gas Industry. After some hesitation, the government opted for 
the contract system. "Since 1999, licenses are abolished in Kazakhstan."

Zhakyp Marabayev, 
In 1991-1993, the Head of the Hydrocarbons Division of the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations 
of the RK:

"I remember the Western lawyers once suggested:"Give us $10 million, and we'll write you 
a law that will fully satisfy you." But at the time, we didn't have that kind of money. 
So we took the work on our own. This was such a practice: Members of the Working Group 
went to a holiday hotel and stayed there for weeks to draft provisions of the new law. In 
fact, "manually": they wrote individual articles, then cut them with scissors, glued together.
This is how the first law on oil was created in Kazakhstan."





You are holding the Book dedicated to the 25th anniversary of development of 
the oil and gas industry of Kazakhstan from the moment of gaining the status 
independence in your hands.
This publication represents the look back through the years of the history of 

establishment and development of the largest industry in the Republic that has become the 
national economy locomotive for the quarter-century.

For the 25 years of independence, the oil and gas industry has shown its steady and 
confident growth in all segments-oil and gas production, oil refining, domestic hydrocarbon 
transport and export. During this period of time, new businesses were opened, unprecedented 
investments were made, modern innovations were introduced, jobs were created, including 
those in related industries.

All this time we have had our geologists, drillers, transport workers, processors and 
foreign partners next to us. This joint journey was not always easy. We have worked hard to 
ensure that a new powerful oil and gas state, Kazakhstan, would soon emerge on the world 
energy map.

I want to thank all the member companies and partners of KAZENERGY Association 
for being nearby. Our achievements are the result of joint efforts. Today, with the changes in 
the world energy market, we are facing new challenges. Energy extraction processes, familiar 
algorithms of interaction in the market are changing, new strong players are emerging.

But I am sure that, in the light of experience and through joint efforts, we will be able 
to overcome these challenges. Much of this will continue to be facilitated by the activities of
KAZENERGY Association, which has long been a strong link between business and the 
authorities, between the Republic and international markets. Today, Kazakh specialists can 
confidently compete with foreign specialists. We actively implement innovations in production, 
participate in renewable energy projects, and develop deep oil and gas processing stages. In 
the future, jointly with foreign partners, it is planned to launch large-scale exploration of 
the land and the shelf of the Caspian Sea within the framework of the international project 
"Eurasia". This will give a powerful new impetus to development of the energy industry in 
our country.

The world is changing at an incremental pace. We are changing, too. No country in the 
world has ever set and fulfilled such bold and ambitious tasks at such a short notice. Today, 
with our own experience gained during the last 25 years, we are entering a new era. I am 
convinced that this stage in the development of the independent Kazakhstan will bring new 
impressive results!

I wish you success in achieving our common goals!

Timur Kulibayev,
Chairman of KAZENERGY Association
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By the beginning of the second "Five-Year Plan" the priorities of the future 
were outlined. In late 1997, the Growth Strategy "Kazakhstan-2030", 
developed by the President and the Government of the Republic, 

was published, the preparatory stage of which was 1998-2000, where the basis for 
implementing the main provisions of this document was laid. The main direction 
of socio-economic policy in this period, in accordance with the tasks set by the 
Head of State before the Cabinet of Ministers, was the construction of a post-crisis 
economic development model based on high rates of development of oil and gas 
fields in order to provide resuscitation of the non-oil sector, significant increase 
in state budget revenues, liquidation of debts to the population on payment of 
pensions, social benefits and wages to employees of budget organizations.

The result of implementation of the Strategy was recovery of Kazakhstan 
from the economic crisis and transition to the stage of high rate economic growth 
and increase of the welfare of the population. In 1998, due to the global financial 
and economic crisis the economic decline was still recorded at 1.9%, but in 1999 
the economy grew by 2.7%, and in 2000 - by 9.8%. Since 2001 the economy of the 
country has had a consistently high growth rate of average 10.2% per year, which 
in the first place was due to the development of the oil and gas sector, the products 
of which were persistently in demand in the world market. 

Control over the development of the oil and gas industry during this period is 
imposed on the new government agencies and national companies in the sphere of 
oil and gas production and transportation.

High investment activity is observed. A significant share of investments in 
the period under consideration is used for technical upgrade. Storage systems, oil 
gathering pipeline systems, highly paraffinic crude heating systems, and oil pumps 
at wells undergo significant improvement. In fact, all major operations, as oil and 
gas production, pumping, drilling, are subject to deep intensification. Idle wells 
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"Oil reserves are estimated at 1.1 billion 
tones. The project's investment will be 
$10 billion, planned revenues from 
the development of the deposit are 
$90 billion, 80 percent of which will 
belong to Kazakhstan."

Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
the President of the RK, after signing 

the FPSA on Karachaganak
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not operated for technical reasons are worked over and put into 
operation.

 All-republican oil, gas and gas condensate production 
increased from 26.6 million tons in 1991 to 35.7 million tons in 
2001. The oil and gas industry of the country has fairly occupied 
a leading position in the industrial sector of the economy, 
providing substantial revenues to the state budget due to the 
growth in hydrocarbon production volumes. The Republic of 
Kazakhstan operating about 110 oil, oil-and gas and oil/gas/
concentrate fields at that time became the second oil producer 
in the CIS after the Russian Federation. 

The country declared on its plans to increase oil production 
in the future up to 100 million tons annually after the discovery 
of huge hydrocarbon reserves in Kashagan. 

In order to ensure the reliable transportation of Kazakhstan's 
oil to world consumers, Kazakhstan and Russia have started to 
build the first private pipeline of Tengiz-Novorossiysk with an 
initial capacity of 28 million tons of oil per year, which was 
expected to be launched at that time by the entire oil world.

The prediction made by Nursultan Nazarbayev at the dawn 
of the Republic’s independence, starts to come true: the world 
is ready to compete for the oil and gas produced in Kazakhstan. 
It proves that the country becomes a global international partner 
and begins to play an increasing role in energy supply not only 
in Europe, but in the whole world.

11 largest oil fields in Kazakhstan 



Agreement on 
Karachaganak, 
the Northern part 
of the Caspian Sea

By the end of the 1990s, due to successful implementation 
of the strategy of development of the oil and gas 
industry declared   by   the   President   Nursultan   

Nazarbayev   and supported by the Government at the dawn of the 
independence, Kazakhstan has entered a new level of cooperation 
with foreign partners.

"We must know and clearly understand what we want to build, 
what should be our path, the main direction of our development. 
Having correctly determined our priority goals, having shown 
will and patience, we will protect ourselves from zigzag shuffling, 

NEW LEVEL OF 
COOPERATION

N. Nazarbayev and A. Gore during signing 
of the Production Sharing Agreement within 
the Caspian Sea 1997, Washington

unproductive waste of energy, time and resources. Having a 
strong strategy and commitment, we will be able to overcome 
any serious obstacles on our way", declared Nursultan 
Nazarbayev.

On   November 18,   1997, President of the RK Nursultan 
Nazarbayev had a visit to Washington (the USA) in the course 
of which global oil contracts were signed. This event became   
the   culmination   of   a   huge   preparatory   work performed 
under the personal control of the Kazakh leader.

In particular, in presence of Nursultan Nazarbayev and 
the   Vice   President   of   the   USA   Albert   Gore   the   
Final Production Sharing Agreement (FPSA) was signed for 
the Karachaganak oil and gas condensate field. The document 
was signed by the leaders of American Texaco, Italian Agip, 
British Gas and the Russian Lukoil. It was endorsed by 
the First Deputy Prime Minister, the Chairman of the State 
Committee of the RK on Investments Akhmetzhan Yessimov.

Members of the specially created Karachaganak 
Petroleum Operating (KIO, Karachaganak Integrated

Organization) included Italian Agip (32.5%), British 
Gas (32.5%), American Texaco (20%) and the Russian Lukoil 
(15%). According to the agreement, Agip and British Gas 
became the joint operator of the project.

The agreement was concluded for a period of 40 years 
and came into effect on January 27, 1998.

It provided for the maximum level of oil and gas 
condensate production of 12 mln tons per year, and gas 
production of 25 bln m3. Kazakhstan received a bonus of 
$330 mln, and it intends to receive at least $48 bln for 40 
years of its duration.

Key elements of the FPSA:
• 40-year agreement (1998-2037);
• Phase-by-phase financing;
• $10 million of annual investment into social projects;
• Environmental management plan;
• Supply of 20 MW power to Aksai;
• The creation of up to 20,000 jobs, including 80% for 

local Kazakhstan specialists, during the construction 
phase of the project;

• Employment and training obligations.

1997
"Oil reserves are estimated at 1.1 billion tons. 
The project's investment will be $10 billion; planned 
revenues from the development of the deposit 
are $90 billion, 80 per cent of which will belong 
to Kazakhstan."

Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
the President of the RK after signing 

the FPSA on Karachaganak
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1997 Members of the specially created Karachaganak Petroleum Operating 
(KIO, "Karachaganak Integrated Organization") included Italian Agip (32,5%), 
British Gas (32,5%), American Texaco (20%) and the Russian Lukoil (15%).

On the same day, on November 18, 1997, one more important 
document, which is the Production Sharing Agreement (PSA) for 
the Northern part of the Caspian Sea, was signed in Washington, 
D.C. (the USA) in the presence of President of the RK Nursultan 
Nazarbayev. It was signed by Agip, British Gas, British Petroleum, 
Statoil, Mobil, Shell, Total, and Kazakhstankaspishelf, as well 
as by the first Vice Prime Minister of the State Committee for 
Investments of the Republic of Kazakhstan Akhmetzhan Yessimov. 
The PSA came into effect on April 28, 1998.

The hydrocarbon exploration commenced in 1998 in the 
territory of 5,600 square kilometers of the Northern Caspian area 
covered by the PSA. Due to geological peculiarities, it was decided 
to drill the exploration wells from artificial islands, as the sea depth 
here ranged from 3 to 10 meters.

Key elements of the PSA:
• The exploration period is 6 years from the PSA effective 

date with a right to extend it for 2 more years;
• The development and production period is 20 years from 

the date of commercial discovery in the contracted area, there may 
be 2 extensions of 10 years each;

• The total amount of investments for development of fields 
is $28 billion;

• The total planned income is $800 bln, including so-called 
divisible income of $ 690 bln.

Federico Peña, 
U.S. Department of Energy Secretary, 
Washington D.C., the USA, November 1997:

"Kazakhstan will develop in the right 
direction; it will become a compass in the 
development of the whole region, and, 
maybe, of the whole world in the future."



Kadyr Baikenov, 
In 1997, Director General of "Investconsulting"::

"Despite the high complexity of the field, I was confident that the project would be implemented. This confidence 
was based on the fact that the consortium engaged highly professional companies such as Agip, Mobil, British 
Petroleum, Statoil, Shell, Total, British Gas."

Baltabek Kuandykov, 
In 1997-1998, President of Kazakhoil NOC:

"If you remember, initially famous and well-reputed BritishGas and Agip tried to implement the project, 
in addition to the obvious participation of NOC. However, difficulties and contradictions between the parties 
occurred already during the preparatory phase. At that time, Texaco which is receiving 20% of the total shares 
now made an offer. The highest volume-32.5% each still belongs to the aforementioned alliance, not more than 
15 % as initially agreed falls on the share of the Russian Lukoil, to which Gazprom transferred its shares. 
The Republic will also receive 80% of the total revenue in the Karachaganak project in the form of bonuses, 
taxes and other payments."

Bolat Nazarov, 
In 1995-1997, the Vice President for the Sales of Gas and Condensate of Karachaganakgazprom JSC:

"Great work was performed within the period from 1995 till 1997 in order to sign the Final Production 
Sharing Agreement on Karachaganak. Negotiations were carried out both in Kazakhstan and Moscow. 
We had a very busy schedule; it seemed that trips and negotiations were endless. It was completed successfully 
in 1997 by signing of the FPSA.
In order to maximize extraction of liquid hydrocarbons and to benefit from the development of the field, 
it was suggested to pump all extracted gas back all into the layer in order to maintain the pressure.
We even considered the possibility of pumping 120% of the gas into the layer, that is, not only all 
Karachaganak gas but also the gas we planned to purchase in Orenburg. However, foreign investors 
challenged the feasibility of this suggestion. They refused from 100% gas pumping. The negotiations 
on this issue were carried out for more than a year. We spoke about figures of 20%, 30%, 60%, and 80%.
As a result, the investors undertook to pump at least 40% of the gas into the layer.
There were also requirements concerning gas export. The foreign investors argued that they needed to recover 
their investment in hard currency, for this purpose it was necessary to ensure the sale of gas and condensate 
on the European market. At that time, the Karachaganak raw material was able to enter Orenburg, Ufa, 
that is, the Russian market. We had the Atyrau-Samara pipeline, which led to Samara and then to the Russian 
Transneft system. The investors set forth a compulsory condition to sell in Europe. And then it was decided 
to build the Karachaganak-Bolshoy Chagan-Atyrau condensate pipeline with a tie-in in the Caspian Pipeline 
consortium to bring the Karachaganak raw material to ports of the Black sea and through the Bosporus 
straight to European markets with which there were difficult negotiations as well."

Wu Yaoweng, 
the Vice President of CNPC:

"Construction of the pipeline will probably require 6 to 8 years. First, the Shymkent — Xinjiang 
section may be built within 3 years. The Shymkent-Aktobe is to be built in the next three years.  
Construction of another branch of the oil pipeline — to Tengiz and Uzen — is questionable, 
since it depends on the sovereign will of the Kazakhstan party.
The idea of a new oil pipeline does not contradict with the idea of the CPC and the route through 
Afghanistan and Pakistan, and have the maximum number of transport outlets benefiting Kazakhstan."
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The visit of the Chinese government delegation 
headed by the Chinese Premier of the State Council Li 
Peng to Kazakhstan on September 24, 1997 was a "starting 
point" in the development of bilateral relations in the oil 
and gas industry.  Important historical agreements about the 
cooperation of two countries in the oil and gas sector were 
signed in the course of the meeting with the President of the 
RK Nursultan Nazarbayev. Speaking about the importance 
of the visit of the Chinese delegation the President of 
Kazakhstan noted that the delegation included two members 
of the permanent committee of the Political Bureau of the 
Communist Party of China and eight members of the Central 
Committee which means a very high representativeness.

Within the context of this visit, the Minister of Energy 
and Natural Resources of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
Diusenbay Duisenov and the Director General of CNPC 

The meeting of President of the RK Nursultan Nazarbayev 
and Premier of the Council of State of the PRC Li Peng.

PIPELINE
TO CHINA

1997

Zhou Yongkang signed the Agreement finalizing the construction of 
the West Kazakhstan-West China oil pipeline with a length of 3,200 
km and the cost of around $3.5 bln. The signing of this agreement 
was a historical moment for both countries: it actually ensured the 
commencement of implementation of the project of export of the 
Kazakhstan crude oil to the promising and growing market of China. 
And, besides, it put the deal almost on a par with the CPC project, if 
not by the scale, then by the significance for the economy.

"Investments and construction of pipelines will create 
thousands of additional jobs in Kazakhstan. The appropriate 
infrastructure will be developed and a highway will be built along 
the pipeline", declared Nursultan Nazarbayev after the signing of 
the agreements.

Key points of the deal:
• The CNPC obligation to build an oil pipeline from 

Aktyubinsk to SUAR with the length of 3.2 thousand 
kilometers and with the investment of $ 3.5 billion;

• Kazakhstan retained certain leverages over the 
implementation of the pipeline project, as it was recorded 
in the agreement that it should be built within 5 years + 2.5 
years with no sanctions. Upon the expiry of this period, if 
the pipeline is not built, the entire property, including the 
investments, shall be returned to Kazakhstan.



Meanwhile, in order to ensure the access of Kazakhstan 
oil producers to the Chinese market prior to the construction 
of the Western Kazakhstan-Western China pipeline, a decision 
to construct a new railway oil loading rack at the Atasu 
head oil pumping station (HOPS) in the Karaganda region, 
in the 680th km of the Pavlodar-Shymkent oil pipeline was 
made. The project, implemented by the Kaztransoil National 
Company, was one of the most important and large in its 
investment portfolio.

The railway oil loading rack at the Atasu HOPS 
commissioned on July 24, 2000, and designed for 
transshipment and delivery of oil by rail to the Pavlodar 
refinery and to China has expanded transport opportunities 
of Kazakh companies, in particular, those working in the 
Kumkol field. It can also be used for loading the Russian oil 
transported through the oil pipeline from Western Siberia. 

KazTransOil Company held negotiations with oil 
companies in the region for entering into agreements for 
supplying guaranteed volumes for transportation to Atasu 
HOPS and loading them into cistern cars. 

According to the words of the President of the RK 
Nursultan Nazarbayev, "making the most efficient routes 
for energy resource delivery is an important component 
of the country’s industrial policy aimed at providing high 
economic growth and increasing the welfare of the people of 
Kazakhstan".

It has always been difficult 
to negotiate and bargain with 
Chinese partners. The Chinese 
are very obstinate, defend their 
interests very hard, and do this 
job methodically. During the 
negotiations, they always show 
a good preparation and knowledge 
of the issue.
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Akhmetzhan Yessimov, 
in 1997, the Deputy Prime Minister of the RK, 
the Secretary of State of the RK, the chairman of the State 
Committee on Investments:

"The signing procedure looks pretty normal today 
looking back from a distance of two decades. 
Although the ceremony was organized in Washington 
very solemnly in the presence of our President 
and the Vice President of the United States, Albert 
Gore, I remember the previous day when I went with 
the draft to the head of state. We had to finish 
the document before his visit to the United States. 
It was a huge volume with more than 100 bookmarks. 
He examined each of them very carefully, read the 
document for several hours. The work was conducted 
in several directions. A very solid working group 
was established within the Government, where each 
direction was headed by either a profile minister or 
his/her deputy. Foreign experts were also involved. 
In fairness, it should be noted that this was the first 
experience in such a large-scale task in the country. 
I think that most of our amendments were repulsed 
at the working group stage."

Zhakyp Marabayev, 
in 1997, Director General of the Kazakhstancaspishelf 
Consortium:

"In view of the fact that the foreign participants 
in the current consortium decided on the establishment 
of an international association for the drilling 
of shelves, Kazakhstan asked them to accept it  
to the Consortium: "We want to share the risk with 
foreign partners and combine the units that belong 
to us". Nurlan Balgimbayev, the President 
of Kazakhoil, conducted negotiations with foreign 
companies concerning the terms and conditions 
of Kazakhstan."



TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC 
INDICES:

• The Oil tank design capacity - up to 3 
million tons per year, including Kumkol oil — 
1 million tonы per year;

• The loading rack is double-sided, designed 
for simultaneous loading of 40 tank cars  
(20 tanks on each side). Within the first 
start-up package the rack was equipped 
with 18 loading devices to ensure filling    
of the standard route by double-feeding;

• The volume of investments is $7,317 
thousand, including the start-up complex 
of $5,546 thousand. The project for the 
construction of the oil loading rack is fully 
funded by KazTransOil.

• The oil loading rack completion was 
scheduled for 2000.

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
in 1997, the Vice President of Kazakhoil NOC:

"It has always been difficult to negotiate and 
bargain with Chinese partners. The Chinese are 
very obstinate, defend their interests very hard and 
do this job methodically. During the negotiations, 
they always show good preparation and knowledge 
of the issue. It is important that all public 
companies we have ever dealt with, clearly pursue 
a common policy, and operate as a single system, 
a single machine.
Alongside with the development of new large 
infrastructure projects that were implemented 
with the participation of Chinese investors, 
oil and gas fields developed by them have 
evolved quite powerfully. One striking example
 is the development of the Zhanazhol field 
of CNPC-AktobeMunayGas. I think that 
the construction of gas processing facilities 
in Zhanazhol is indicative of how successfully 
our Chinese colleagues from CNPC can implement 
such projects. Such projects implemented with 
the participation of the Chinese side opened access 
to the oil and gas industry of Kazakhstan for other 
companies as well."



SIGNING OF THE AGREEMENT 
ON DEMARCATION 
OF THE NORTHERN PART 
OF THE CASPIAN SEA BETWEEN 
KAZAKHSTAN AND RUSSIA

Thus, by the end of the first decade of development 
of Kazakhstan under conditions of independence 
historical contracts for development of the largest 

deposits that would bring enormous benefits to the country 
in the future were signed. But, given the fact that one of 
these contracts implied marine oil operations, the question 
of the legal status of the Caspian Sea was to be immediately 
resolved. The geopolitical and economic situation of that 
period of time did not satisfy the President Nursultan 
Nazarbayev.  Several years have passed since the moment of 
presentation of the draft Convention on the legal status of the 
Caspian Sea to the world community in the first half of the 
1990s, in which Kazakhstan formulated its basic views of the 
development and exploitation of marine natural resources. 
Each Caspian state had its own position in respect of dividing 
the Caspian Sea. However, they were only words.

The Russian and Kazakhstan preparatory negotiations 
were held in Astrakhan on February 9-10, 1998, which became 
a real breakthrough in the protracted debate over the Caspian 
Sea. It was there when Russia and Kazakhstan developed 

BREAKTHROUGH

a common position involving the necessity of demarcation of 
the Caspian Sea bed taking into account the need to keep the 
water column and surface under common supervision of all 
five Caspian states. The parties agreed that demarcation of the 
seabed should be implemented under the principle of equidistant 
points from the opposite coasts, and future petroleum operations 
in the disputed areas would be carried out on the basis of mutual 
agreements. Cooperation in the sphere of development of the 
Caspian hydrocarbon raw material and its transportation was 
provided for. The opportunities for using Russian river transport 
routes, primarily the Volga–Don channel, were opening. The 
Caspian Sea should be free for shipping of all Caspian bordering 
countries.  Fishing must be carried out on the basis of quotas 
and fishing licenses. All Caspian states should cooperate in the 
sphere of protection of the fragile ecosystem of the Caspian Sea. 

Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, and Iran were more in the 
capacity of observers of this complex negotiation process at that 
time.

On July 6, on his birthday, Nursultan Nazarbayev made a 
visit to Moscow, during which the bilateral intergovernmental 
agreement on demarcation of the northern part of the Caspian 
Sea bed was signed. That document gave a new impetus to 
the process of defining the legal status of the Caspian Sea. 
Henceforth the bottom of the Caspian Sea was divided into 

Astrakhan is a Russian town, the administrative 
centre of the Astrakhan Oblast.
The oldest economic and cultural centre of the Lower 
Volga and the Peri-Caspian region.
It is often called the Southern outpost of Russia, 
the southern Venice and the Caspian capital.

The Caspian
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Signing of documents on the transfer 
of Kazakh and Russian assets to the 
Caspian pipeline Consortium,Moscow.1997

segments belonging to each of the Caspian states — 
Kazakhstan and Russia in the median line. The water 
area and bio-resources were declared res omnium. 
Such conditions satisfied the expectations of the 
parties.

At the signing ceremony of the agreement, 
the President of Kazakhstan accurately described 
the subject matter: "Without solving the issue of the 
political stability in the Caspian Sea, we should not 
talk about oil. Oil usually yields either wealth or 
blood. We need not only pipelines, but also political 
decisions in order to make the giant oil flow happen."

Thus, thanks to the initiative, perseverance and 
political will of Nursultan Nazarbayev, the Kazakh-
Russian agreement marked a breakthrough in the 
entire negotiation process to determine the legal 
status of the Caspian Sea and substantially changed 
the situation around this issue.

"Without solving the issue of 
political stability in the Caspian 
Sea, we should not talk about oil. 
Oil usually yields either wealth or 
blood. We need not only pipelines, 
but also political decisions in order 
to make the giant oil flow happen".
The agreement on the demarcation 
of the Caspian Sea bed will not 
serve the ambitions of single rulers 
or anyone's interests but those 
of future generations. This solution 
will work to ensure that there is no 
risk of conflict in the Caspian Sea 
area. It will help ensure that the 
wealth of the region serves for the 
benefit of the peoples inhabiting 
the Pre-Caspian state."

Nursultan Nazarbayev,
the President of the RK



Kassym-Zhomart Tokayev, 
in 2002, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the RK:

"Upon gaining the independence, the Caspian region states 
developed 
a clear understanding of the fact that the real independence will 
be largely determined by solving the issue of jurisdiction over the 
energy resources. According to preliminary estimates, the explored 
reserves of hydrocarbons on the shelf of the Caspian Sea amount 
to 12-14 billion tons of equivalent fuel. However, due to the uneven 
distribution of oil and gas resources in situ under the Caspian 
Sea, it was extremely difficult to divide them between the Caspian 
countries. In the case of the division of the seabed into national 

sectors, Kazakhstan would get 4.5 billion tons of conditional fuel, 
Azerbaijan - 4 billion tons, Russia - 2 billion tons, Turkmenistan - 1.5 billion tons, Iran - 0.9 billion tons. 
The new research allows increasing the Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan shares by another 3.5 billion and 3 billion 
tons respectively. However, there is no doubt that this arrangement is speculative and has no prospect of practical 
implementation without defining the legal status of the Caspian Sea.
The oil boom and the interest of coastal states in the rapid development of Caspian hydrocarbon reserves pushed 
to the search for mutually acceptable solutions. In early 1990s Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan 
presented their national programs on the use of the Caspian Sea resources, which required legal registration 
of the exclusive rights to develop offshore and subsea fields.
The problem of the legal status of the Caspian Sea gained a wide international significance by the mid-1990s. 
The leading Western states attentively observed the process of negotiations on that issue. By that time we had 
begun to implement strategic projects of oil and gas extraction from the seabed. In the spring of 1995, the foreign 
oil companies operating in the Kazakhstani part of the Caspian Sea had to begin dividing the sea area into sectors 
for further development. 
In this situation, Kazakhstan expressed its willingness to seek international arbitration for accelerating the 
resolution of the Caspian legal status problem. It was understood that such proceedings had benefited neither 
Russia nor Kazakhstan, 
as the process could have been delayed for a long period of time, preventing the start of economic activity in the 
disputed areas. At the same time Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, and Turkmenistan were able to establish useful business 
contacts with major Russian companies interested in oil and gas projects, especially in the Kazakhstani sector 
of the Caspian shelf.
In March 1996, negotiations were held in Moscow within the scope of the international conference "Caspian 
Oil and International Security", during which Kazakhstan expressed its position: "Kazakhstan believes that the 
Caspian Sea bed and subsea should be delimited between the littoral states which will have the exclusive rights 
for the development of subsea resources in their parts of the seabed. At the same time, we take into account not 
only the international standards and experience in using mineral resources lying at the bottom of boundary waters 
but also the practice of the Soviet Union and Iran in the Caspian Sea that existed for many decades where each 
of them was recovering oil completely independently and without mutual consultations".
Since multilateral negotiations skidded, the bilateral agreements came to the fore. Signing of the Declaration 
on the Caspian Sea by Presidents of Kazakhstan and Russia in Almaty on 27 April 1996 was especially important 
for further development of the process of determination of the legal status of the Caspian Sea. The Russian side 
recognized the Kazakhstan's right to conduct exploration and development of oil and gas resources of the Caspian 
Sea at the highest level and expressed its willingness to cooperate in this area. This meant that the actions 
of Kazakhstan and the international consortium Kazakhstancaspishelf were legitimate from the Russian point 
of view. Subsequently, similar documents were signed by the President of Kazakhstan and the leaders of Iran 
and Azerbaijan.
Kazakhstan's insistence on advancing its idea to divide the Caspian seabed according to the sectoral principle 
in addition to an even more rigid position of Azerbaijan has put the Russian leadership before the dilemma: 
whether to accept the proposals of President N. Nazarbayev who proved to be a very influential ally on many 
conflict issues within and outside the CIS, or violent confrontation with Caspian states. As a result, healthy 
pragmatism prevailed in Moscow."
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Kazakhstan believes that the Caspian Sea bed and 
subsea should be delimited between the littoral 
states which will have the exclusive rights for 
the development of subsea resources in their 
parts of the seabed. At the same time, we take 
into account not only the international standards 
and experience in using mineral resources lying 
at the bottom of boundary waters but also 
the practice of the Soviet Union and Iran in 
the Caspian Sea that existed for many decades 
where each of them was recovering oil completely 
independently and without mutual consultations. 
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The CASPIAN
PIPELINE 
CONSORTIUM



KAZAKHSTAN
СASPIAN 

SEA

Tengiz

CPC SHAREHOLDERS: 

The Russian Federation (represented by Transneft – 24% and CPC-Company – 7%) – 31%, 
Kazakhstan (represented by KazMunayGas – 19% and Kazakhstan Pipeline Ventures LLC – 1.75%) – 20.75%, 
Chevron Caspian Piipeline Consortium Company – 15%,
LUKARCO B.V. – 12,5%,
Mobil Caspian Pipeline Company – 7,5%, Rosneft-Shell Caspian Ventures Limited – 7,5%, 
BG Overseas Holding Limited – 2%,
Eni International H.A.  H.V.  S.ar.l. – 2%, Oryx Caspian Pipeline LLC – 1,75%.



Bulat Uzhkenov, 
in 1998, the Chairman of the Committee for Geology and Conservation of Mineral 
Resources under the Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources of the RK:

"This Agreement is unique in the world’s practice. Such approach is 
an example for other countries, not only those in the Pre-Caspian region. 
This solution has had the most favorable impact on the investment 
climate of our country; especially it concerned the Kashagan pool. 
The clear delimitation of spheres of influence has given great promise 
to a more complete and legitimate alliance to explore the prospects 
of the Caspian region, with the further involvement of our other 
neighbours – Azerbaijan, Iran, Turkmenistan – to work together."

Akhmetzhan Yessimov, 
in 1998, the Deputy Prime Minister of the RK, 
the Secretary of State of the RK, 
the Chairman of the State Committee on Investments:

"Initially, they considered the easiest option - to divide the sea along 
the lines "from point to point" of the land border. However, there was 
a problem that in this case some large deposits occurred to be in dispute 
as the demarcation line was to run right over them. Each state had its 
own version. But at the last moment the political talent of the Head 
of the State solved the problem. He met with Yeltsin and the agreed 
position of Russia and Kazakhstan as the two main actors helped 
finalize this process."

Baltabek Kuandykov, 
in 1997-1998, the President of Kazakhoil NOC:

"Today, a new stage in the economic development of the independent 
Kazakhstan begins, which will be largely determined by the oil and gas 
potential of the country in the next two decades. Huge hydrocarbon 
resources of Kazakhstan let us be optimistic about the future. 
Kazakhstancaspishelf JSC already prepared and submitted the State 
program of offshore field development that requires huge investments to 
the Government. According to the estimates of Kazakhstan and foreign 
specialists, the total capital cost will be $160 billion, of which $10 
billion should be invested already in the initial phase of exploration and 
assessment of deposits. To compare, the total cost of the projects and 
agreements in the oil and gas sector signed to date without regard to 
privatization is about $40 billion.
At present, Kazakhstancaspishelf JSC is conducting preparatory work 
for the development of the infrastructure that will allow performing 
offshore oil operations."
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"Investments and 
the construction 
of oil pipelines will 
create thousands of 
additional working 
positions 
in Kazakhstan. 
The appropriate 
infrastructure will 
be developed and a 
highway will be built 
along the pipeline."

N. Nazarbayev,
the President of the RK

The Caspian Sea is a lake sea, the largest internal 
pond in the south-east of the European continent 
on the border with Asia. Its length from north to 
south is about 1.2 thousand kilometers, from west 
to east, from 200 to 435 kilometers, the area
-About 390 thousand square kilometers, the 
volume of water is 78 thousand cubic kilometers, 
representing about 44% of Total lake water 
reserves on earth. The maximum depth of the sea 
is 1025 meters. The Caspian Sea level is 27 meters 
below the ocean level.
More than 130 rivers are flowing into the Caspian 
Sea, the largest being the Volga, which links it to 
the oceans.
The Caspian region is rich in oil and gas reserves.
Five states have a coast line with the Caspian 
sea: Russia (Dagestan, Kalmykia, and Astrakhan 
Oblast) to the west and north-west, Iran to the 
south and partly to the south-west, Azerbaijan 
to the West, Turkmenistan to the south-east, 
Kazakhstan to the north, north-east and east.
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THE DISCOVERY 
OF THE KASHAGAN 
DEPOSIT 

Having elaborated and agreed the common position on 
determination of the legal status of the Caspian Sea, thanks 
to the initiative and persistence of the President Nursultan 

Nazarbayev, Kazakhstan focused on offshore oil operations. The 
Head of our State personally controlled all work in the Caspian Sea.

In September 1998, in order to conduct hydrocarbon exploration 
and production at the PSA pool with the area of 5,600 square 
kilometers, Offshore Kazakhstan International Operating Company 
(OKIOC) was created for the development of offshore fields in 
Kazakhstan. It included all members of the international consortium 
Kazakhstancaspishelf for the exploration of the Caspian shelf created 
in 1993: BP / Statoil, BG, Shell, Agip, Mobil, Total. 

The first victory in the 
Caspian Sea

Nurlan Balgimbayev, 
from his comment in 2001, when he was the President 
of Kazakhoil NOC:

"In November 1997, OKIOC was created; 
it was an operating company which 
subsequently continued exploration drilling 
on the continental shelf. And 1998 (I was 
the Prime Minister at that time) fell on the 
peak of payments of state debts taken by 
the government in the period from 1992 to 
1994. You know very well that in 1998 the 
crisis was already raging in Southeast Asia, 
the ruble collapsed in Russia, and we also 
had rather poor financial circumstances. 
External obligations were to be fulfilled, and 
then the Government decided to sell 1/7 of its 
share, owned through Kazakhstancaspishelf. 
A tender was initiated, and we sold our 7% 
quite successfully to Japanese National Oil 
Company and Phillips Petroleum for US$ 
550 mln. By the way, BritishGas has sold 
its 5% much cheaper today, when oil is 
discovered at Kashagan. So I think that it 
was the right decision."
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THE 
TRANSLATION 
OF THE 
KAZAKH WORD 
"ҚАШАҒАН" 
(KASHAGAN) 
MEANS 
"SKITTISH, 
ELUSIVE".

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
In 1998, the First Vice President of Kazakhoil NOC:

"First, the consortium agreed to establish a joint 
operating company OKIOC, in which the general 
supervision was implemented by Shell experts and 
leaders, but employees of all other partners were mainly 
involved. Later, as the work on the project progressed, 
it was obvious that it was difficult to implement 
the project of such a scale through an integrated team, 
and therefore it was necessary to pass the reins to one 
of the operating companies. Such operator was 
selected by the consortium independently from its 
partner companies.
The Government of Kazakhstan did not intervene 
in this process. KazMunaiGas was not a member of the 
consortium at that time. Therefore, the operator selection 
process took place without any intervention from 
the Kazakhstani side.The only thing the head of our state 
did was that he stipulated five fair conditions, which 
the operator had to comply with: (1) to start production 
at Kashagan in 2005; (2) to ensure transportation of not 
only oil but also gas for sale; 3) to provide Kazakhstan 
enterprises with contracts; 4) to give KazakhOil (later – 
KazMunayGas) the status of a co-operator; 5) to protect 
the ecology of the Caspian Sea.
As a result, after lengthy discussions within itself, 
the consortium announced its decision to appoint AGIP 
as an operator. As you can see, the development of Agip 
as an operator was happening in the depths of foreign 
investors themselves, and it was them who valued the 
above mentioned "competitive advantages" of that 
company, which allowed it to be selected as an operator."

David Varney, 
the Chief Executive of British Gas:

"We must remember that exploration is a risky 
business, and the probability not to find a huge deposit 
is higher than the possibility of discovering it."



Immediately thereafter, in October, Kazakhoil, representing 
Kazakhstan as a member of NCSPSA, sold its 14.3% of its shares 
to two new entrants: Japanese Inpex North Ltd and American 
Phillips Petroleum.  Kazakhstancaspishelf JSC was transformed 
into a joint stock company, which was engaged in geological and 
geophysical studies within the Kazakhoil structure.

Active preparation for offshore exploration drilling 
during which the OKIOC consortium had to conduct a serious 
work commenced from that moment. Prior to drilling, OKIOC 
specialists in cooperation with Kazakhstani experts performed the 
environmental impact assessment and obtained all the necessary 
permits and licenses to carry out the works. The consortium 
organized a professional environmental group and established a 
clear reporting and monitoring system. A number of peculiarities 
of the environmental system of the Northern Caspian region was 
taken into account when choosing technologies and methods 
of drilling, waste disposal techniques and equipment: shallow 
water, winter ice cover, ice movement and ice covering around 
facilities, reservoir pressure and high concentration of hydrogen 
sulfide in subsalt hydrocarbon collectors.

It was decided to use the Sunkar floating drilling barge for 
drilling of the first exploration well in the Kazakh offshore side of 
the Caspian Sea. Modification of the barge started at the shipyard 
in the State of Louisiana, and was completed at the Astrakhan 
shipbuilding plant in Russia and took 12 months in total.

The Sunkar barge was launched in June, 
1999, and on the 10th of July it was 
mounted on the drilling point on an 
artificial island. 
On August 12, in accordance with 
the PSA signed by the Republic 
of Kazakhstan with partners in 
the North-Caspian project, the 
Consortium OKIOC began drilling 
the first exploration wells "East 
Kashagan-1" on the Kazakhstan shelf 
of the Caspian Sea.

1999

Imangaly Tasmagambetov, 
in 1999-2000, Akim of the Atyrau region:

"This is the first work of this kind in the 
Kazakhstan shelf, and a very large responsibility 
rests with OKIOC. They are aware of it, 
and I believe they are doing everything possible 
to ensure safe drilling."

A submersible barge was chosen as the best option 
for drilling in shallow water. The water depth in the east 
Kashagan reaches 3.5-4 meters. Besides, such barges have 
been successfully used in similar depths in environmentally 
sensitive regions of the Mexican gulf and in Nigeria.

In the process of modification the Sunkar barge, it 
was upgraded by 75% including the drilling outfit, the mast, 
and accomodation facilities. The total cost of modification 
exceeded $100 mln. This unique engineering structure was 
specially designed considering the harsh conditions of the 
Caspian Sea. In particular, the drilling barge was equipped 
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Uzakbay Karabalin,
in 1999, the First Vice President of Kazakhoil NOC CJSC:

"Not only launching of the floating barge, but also 
the process of its building was rather complex. It was 
assembled in Astrakhan. Prior to that, in America the 
floating barge was cut along into three parts. It was 
necessary for its transportation through the Mediterranean, 
the Black and Azov Seas, the Volga-Don canal to 
Astrakhan. At the Astrakhan Sea Shipbuilding Plant, 
those three parts were assembled into a single barge. 
Here the drilling barge rig with a large capacity to drill 
in the required depth at the Caspian shelf was mounted. 
Of course, such work was rather labor-intensive.
It was a technical challenge that we eventually came over. 
It was also difficult to choose the location for construction 
of the drilling barge. Although Astrakhan has very large 
shipbuilding facilities, they were in such tatters during the 
1990s that we could not decide which of those shipyards 
to use. As a result, this problem was solved, and the 
Sunkar drilling barge was mounted at the Astrakhan Sea 
Shipbuilding Plant. Then, the ready-assembled barge 
was to be floated along the Volga to the waters of the 
Caspian Sea. This was also difficult because we had to 
choose the period when the Volga was full flowing so 
that the barge could reach the Caspian Sea without delay 
and taking the ground. Traditionally we had to choose 
the "godmother" of this vessel. Fariza Ongarsynova, an 
outstanding Kazakh poetess became the "godmother", and 
in a festive atmosphere to the strains of a brass band, she 
bRKe a bottle of champagne by the broadside of the vessel 
and "floated it off". The words of our compatriot were 
propitious. Sunkar has been smoothly operating since that 
time and manages to fulfill the tasks set to this barge.
On the Kazakh side, construction of the drilling barge was 
monitored on behalf of the Government by the authority 
of Kazakhoil NOC. Periodically we visited the shipyard 
where the barge was built, and tracked the progress of 
construction, observance of the schedule and provided 
assistance, if necessary."

In accordance with traditions, 
it was necessary to choose 
the "godmother" of this vessel. 
Fariza Ongarsynova, 
an outstanding Kazakh poetess 
became the "godmother" 
and in a festive atmosphere 
to the strains of a brass 
band she bRKe a bottle of 
champagne by the broadside 
of the vessel. The words 
of our compatriot were 
propitious. "Sunkar" has been 
smoothly operating since that 
time and manages to fulfill the 
tasks set to this barge.

Lotos Shipbuilding Plant JSC 
is one of the largest enterprises 

in the Astrakhan region 
and the Southern Federal District, 

and has qualified specialists 
and grand technical possibilities, 

certificates of the Russian 
Maritime Shipping Register, 
the Russian River Register, 

GL, Rostechnadzor.

Fariza Ongarsynova
(25.12.1939, Aul Manash, Guryev Oblast-23.01.2014, Astana). 
Poet, national writer of the Republic of Kazakhstan (1991), holder 
of the Abai's State Prize of the Kazakh SSR (1979), public figure, 
author of numerous poetry books and publications.



with special sponsons for increasing the volume, reducing 
sagging and resistance to ice impact. The design of the sponsons 
included 4 m high ice reflectors. The accommodation rooms for 
workers were modernized and prepared as temporary shelters.  
Heating, ventilation, sprinkler, and gas monitoring systems 
were reworked for arctic conditions and potential emissions of 
hydrogen disulfide. High-technology equipment for purification 
of domestic wastewater was also installed at the barge. 

The Sunkar barge was launched in June, 1999, and on 
the 10th of July it was mounted on the drilling point on an 
artificial island. On the 12th of August, in accordance with 
the PSA signed between the Republic of Kazakhstan and its 
North-Caspian project partners, the OKIOC consortium started 
drilling the first East Kashagan-1 pioneer well in the Kazakh 
shelf of Caspian Sea. 

2000

In 2000, Kazakhstani oilers celebrated their first victory 
which became a separate line in the history of the oil and gas 
sector. 

On June 30, 2000, at the time of the testing of the first 
exploration well East Kashagan-1 in the Kazakhstan shelf of the 
Caspian Sea, the hydrocarbon influx daily rate reached 600 m3 of 
oil and 200 thous. m3 of gas.

On July 4, 2000, Nursultan Nazarbayev, the President 
of Kazakhstan, and top managers of the OKIOC consortium 
officially announced the discovery of a giant field.

The field was discovered in the year of celebration of the 
150th anniversary of Kashagan Kurzhimanuly, a famous Kazakh 
poet-zhyrau of the XIXth century whose name was used to call  
the promising structure.  The translation of the Kazakh word 
"қашаған" (kashagan) means "skittish, elusive".

In the course of the business 
trip to the Atyrau Province, 
the Head of our State visited East 
Kashagan. The Atyrau Province, 
07/04/2000

The President N.Nazarbayev straight after 
extraction of the first oil at Kashagan. 2000
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Nurlan Balgimbayev, 
in 2000, the President of Kazakhoil NOC, at the briefing at 
the Atyrau airport, after returning from the Sunkar barge:

"Kashagan is just the first portent in the 
Kazakhstani sector of the Caspian Sea.
A number of offshore fields will be discovered 
in the next decade."



The first well proved the presence of a substantial quantity 
of oil in the reservoir of Kashagan.  Now, we had to drill a certain 
number of wells and conduct additional seismic studies to evaluate 
this structure. The purpose of the Kashagan field evaluation 
program was to determine the opportunity of field development on 
a commercial basis.  It was decided to build additional banquettes 
as a base for drilling using the Sunkar drilling barge, similar to 
those that had already been built for the pioneer well.

It was envisaged that the season of seismic data resetting 
would last approximately from April, 1 to November 1, 2001.

In May 2001, the second pioneer well was drilled at 
Kashagan with the current yield comprising 540 cubic meters of 
oil and 215 thousand cubic meters of gas. Such impressive results 
of drilling the two wells allowed the partners of the North-Caspian 
international consortium, which by then had been renamed into 
AgipKCO, to declare the most significant discovery in the world 
within the 30 years after Prudhoe Bay field discovered on ANS in 
the 1960s.

It looks like Kazakhstan made no doubts about its grand 
success in Kashagan. Purposefully, step by step, it lined up its 
own independent policy in the energy market.

According to the Phase I implementation project, it was 
decided to pump the extracted hydrocarbons by pipelines from 
the drilling islands to the industrial island D with refinery process 
units for extraction of the fluid phase (oil and water) from crude 
gas and facilities for gas injection.

At this stage, about half of the total volume of gas extracted 
should have been pumped back into the formation. The extracted 
fluids and crude gas were to be submitted on the sea pipeline to the 
ground manufacturing complex Bolashak in Karabatan, where it 
was planned to prepare the oil to have commercial quality.

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
in 2000, the President of KazTransGas CJSC:
 
"What did I feel when information about 
the discovery of the Kashagan field was 
confirmed? It was euphoria! Moreover, 
we had missed new discoveries for such a long 
time. In the 1970s and 1980s, as a result 
of the huge geological exploration work 
of the oil industry, two to three oil fields were 
discovered each year. There have been no 
discoveries of such scale for around 30 years, 
and finally, Kazakhstan confirmed the existence 
of a supergiant in this large Kashagan 
structure. It was a real oil celebration!"

FIELD SPECIFICATIONS:

The Kashagan deposit, located in the Kazakhstan sector of the 
Caspian Sea, with a size of about 75 x 45 kilometres.
Recoverable oil reserves comprise 7-9 bln barrels and total oil 
mineral reserves comprise 38 billion barrels. Kashagan oil is of 
high quality (46 API), but it has a high gas-oil ratio and high 
content of hydrogen disulfide and mercaptans.  Natural gas 
reserves comprise more than 1 trillion cubic meters.
The field producibility is related to the Permian, Carboniferous 
and Devonian formations.   It is characterized as a reef deposit 
where hydrocarbons occur under the salt dome (the salt dome 
height is 1.5-2 km).
Development of Kashagan represents one of the largest and 
most complex industrial projects implemented around the world.

• The field reservoir lies 4200 m deep below the seabed 
and is under high pressure (770 bar — about 800 times 
higher than the atmospheric pressure at the sea level).

• The crude oil in the reservoir is characterized by a 
considerable content of acid gas (up to 19% of hydrogen 
disulfide, H2S).

• Harsh operating conditions are caused by extreme 
temperatures (from +40 to -40), and the low level 
of salinity resulted in the influx of fresh water from 
Volga and Ural, combined with shallow waters and low 
temperatures in winter lead to the phenomenon when 
the North Caspian is covered with ice for about five 
months during a year.

• The movements of ice and formation of furrows from 
the movement of ice on the bottom of the sea hinder 
construction seriously.

• The location in closed seawaters creates difficulties for 
inventory and logistics management, production safety, 
solving utility and logistics tasks.

• The North Caspian zone is a very sensitive environmental 
area and a habitat for diverse flora and fauna, including 
some rare species.
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"Today is a very happy day for Kazakhstani people. 
The discovery of oil at Kashagan supports our independence 
and future prosperity, improves the life of our people. 
The great expectations of Kazakhstani came true.
Today I declare that we have oil, a lot of oil that exceed Tengiz. 
It is of good quality and it will work for the benefit 
of Kazakhstan and the global community we plan to deliver 
it for. I was happy to open the first well and bring you the first 
Kazakhstan oil. 
As you know, we celebrated the centenary of Kazakhstan oil last 
year. In the history of our century, the current event stands out. 
OKIOC, having discovered the huge reserves of oil on the shelf, 
made us witnesses of this event. Let these people's wealth 
serve the people of Kazakhstan, the state independence and 
contribute to the happy future of our country."

Nursultan Nazarbayev,
the President of Kazakhstan, 

at a briefing at the airport in Atyrau, 
after returning from the Sunkar barge
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Lyazzat Kiinov, 
in 2000, the Akim of the Mangistau region:

"Many people think that Kashagan was discovered by 
Western companies that came to work in this project. In fact, 
this super giant was discovered by Kazakhstani oilers in the 
early 1990s. I named the field "Kashagan" together with our 
chief geologist Leonid Dmitriyev, a wonderful person and a 
professional. Shortly before that, the Mangystau (formerly 
Mangyshlak) Province celebrated the 150th anniversary 
of our compatriot Kashagan, a poet and improviser after 
whom the field was named. 
We found out the oil was there for sure, moreover, it was 
2-2.5 times more oil there than at Tengiz, because the 
structure itself was 2-2.5 times larger than Tengiz. 
But it took long to officially open the field because 
the northern part of the Caspian Sea was a preserved area, 
it was not allowed for steamers to enter that area 
or perform any works.
Kadyr Baykenov, who held the posts of the Minister of 
Energy and Fuel Resources and the Deputy Prime Minister 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan at that time, and I discussed 
the issue of whether to start works in Kashagan just now or 
postpone them for the future.
As a result, the highest-level leaders concluded that we 
needed Kashagan now, for speedy growth of the economy 
of Kazakhstan. Since then, we have transferred the existing 
materials on Kashagan to Western companies. When they 
realized what reserves there might be, they certainly agreed 
to take up this project.
From my own experience, I know that Western companies, 
no matter how large and rich they are, will never start 
prospecting and take greater risks without being confident 
in success. Therefore, Kazakhstan does not have fields that 
have ever been discovered by Western companies. All the 
fields that we are now developing or only starting to operate 
were discovered in the Soviet times."

Many people think that 
Kashagan was discovered by 
Western companies that came 
to work in this project. In fact, 
this super giant was discovered 
by Kazakhstani oilers in the 
early 1990's.



Прикаспийский бассейн . Восточный борт

Прикаспийский бассейн. Южный борт

Прикаспийский бассейн. Северный борт

Мангышлакский  бассейн

Устюрт- Бозашинскийбассейн

DIGITAL BASIN MODELLING

The immediate and long-term perspectives of the tasks to be performed using basin 
modelling:

• Real time refinement of deposits;
•  Adjustment of area, deposit and oil areas models;
•  Updating of existing digital models;
•  Ranking and selection of priority areas and objects in the planning of PGR;
•  PGR planning tool for OER;
•  Geological monitoring of geological exploration projects.

The Peri-Caspian basin. North Side The Peri-Caspian basin. East Side

Ustyurty Bozashin Basin  

Mangyshlak Basin The Peri-Caspian basin. South Side
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A typical geological section 
of Kashagan

Vladimir Shkolnik, 
in 2000, the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources 
of the RK:

"We did not know whether there was oil at 
Kashagan. Yes, the presence of hydrocarbons was 
shown by the 3d seismic survey and using other 
methods. And when on the 30th of May we received 
the information that a hydrocarbon deposit had 
been found at the field we were surprised. You 
cannot even imagine how much! We understood 
that a resource that could support development 
of our country has appeared, and that we need 
new discoveries. On the 4th of June, the President 
officially announced the opening of the Kashagan 
field demonstrating to all those who were present 
a container with the Kashagan oil extracted from 
almost 5 km depth. Our joy was undescribable."

ON JUNE 4, THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCED THE 

OPENING OF THE KASHAGAN 

FIELD DEMONSTRATING 

TO ALL THOSE WHO WERE 

PRESENT A CONTAINER 

WITH THE KASHAGAN OIL 

EXTRACTED FROM ALMOST 

5 KM DEPTH.

The President visited the area of seismic 
works in the Caspian Sea, June 11, 19962000

Seismic survey 
is a subdiscipline 
of applied geophysics 
based on the 
registration of 
artificial stimulated 
elastic waves and 
the extraction 
of useful geological 
and geophysical 
information 
from them.



Kenzhebek Ibrashev, 
the President of Kazakhstancaspishelf OJSC in 1998,
in 1998-2001, the Administrative Manager, 
OKIOC Business Support Manager:
 
"We were based in Almaty and were preparing an exploration 
program for Kashagan that included drilling, production 
infrastructure, offshore operations support bases, etc. then 
construction of Sunkar, a new modernized drilling barge, that 
was our pioneer. There were many problems with interaction 
with local authorities: we had to solve customs, tax and 
other matters. The OKIOC management assigned this area 
of work to me. We worked very closely with the Astrakhan 
Oblast Government, with the deceased Anatoly Petrovich 
Guzhvin, a good friend of the President of Kazakhstan, 
who helped us very much. Of course, it was also the first 
experience for Astrakhan in terms of cooperation with 
such a large consortium, it was the first investment in the 
shipbuilding industry of the Astrakhan Oblast. In addition, 
I was instructed to work on the development of the Bautino 
offshore operations support base which used to belong to 
Kazakhstancaspishelf JSC. Public concerns were quite acute 
with regard to the ecology of the Caspian Sea region. 
All known scientists who were in Kazakhstan were involved 
in these matters.
The announcement about the discovery of hydrocarbon 
raw materials in the first exploration well of Kashagan was 
the most important piece of news of that period. This was 
beneficial for all because the information dramatically raised 
the stock quotes of the consortium participants. The President 
Nursultan Nazarbaev immediately flew to the field. He said 
at that time that the discovery of oil in Kashagan was a great 
asset for the independence of Kazakhstan and for the future 
prosperity of the country.
By that time, we had already completed the drilling 
of the first exploration well and started testing. The joyous 
moment was when we showed the Kashagan oil on the 
surface for the first time. A ceremony was organized to 
begin testing of the first exploration well. In the beginning, 
we worked on the horizon, caused the influx to the surface, 
conducted hydrodynamic tests to take oil samples 
and reservoir fluids, define the composition, all physical 
and fluid storage capacities, measure the corresponding 
reservoir pressure, etc.
During that visit, the President noted the special quality 
of the Kashagan oil which was light in coloёr and weight, 
directly on the platform. He smeared his face with this oil 
and then he spilled the oil to the face of Nurlan Balgimbayev, 
who was the Director General of Kazakhoil and Imangali 
Tasmagambetov, the Akim of the Atyrau region."

Anatoly Petrovich Guzhvin, 
25.03.1946-17.08.2004,
in 1991-2004, Governor of the 
Astrakhan Oblast

Astrakhan. "Earth Bridge" 
Artist Yuri Aniskin. 2008

Map of the Astrakhan Governorate
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Zhakyp Marabayev, 
the Vice President of Kazakhoil NOC in 2000:

"Not only those Kazakhstanis who are actively working 
now, but also future generations will gain great profit 
from the development of the  Kashagan field since 
its operation will continue for decades. During this 
time, Kazakhstan will receive billions of dollars of 
revenue; it will create a network of suppliers for the 
oil and gas industry, build the oil infrastructure and 
prepare thousands of young highly skilled specialists. 
I sincerely believe that a grueling project will take its 
rightful place in the economic and social life of our 
country, as a source of new achievements for future 
generations of petroleum.
As stated by President Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
Kazakhstan is already a key element of the global 
energy security and remains a reliable strategy partner 
and will continue to pursue mutually beneficial 
international cooperation in the energy field. I am 
sure that our country will contribute greatly to 
ensuring a reliable supply of hydrocarbons to global 
markets. Certainly, new, hopefully equally impressive, 
discoveries on the shelf are waiting for us all soon. 
I am sure that the tasks for development of offshore oil 
fields set by the Head of State are large-scale, but they 
are realistic.
We will see the results in the nearest future, and they 
will pleasantly surprise all of us."

Paul Jeffrey, 
OKIOC Operations Manager:

"First of all, it should be noted that we are working 
in a nature reserve in an ecologically sensitive 
region, which is home to sturgeon and seals. 
The second difficult problem is extreme weather and 
climatic conditions, which cause annual fluctuations 
in temperature from -45 degrees (Celsius) in winter 
to +45 degrees in summer. The ice conditions are 
also a problem. It would be nice if the ice were still 
as in the far north, but in the Northern Caspian 
region, it tends to move under the influence of wind 
resulting in the formation of floating ice islands. 
Another problem is the depth of water at the site, 
which does not exceed ten meters from the Bautino 
towards the north. We expect that the wells that 
are to be drilled are under very high pressure; 
the drilling will go through the salt stratum and 
expect that the drilling will show the presence of 
hydrogen sulfide and gas deposits at shallow depth.
All these conditions combined present a lot of 
difficulties for the implementation of the project. 
I would like to emphasize that the challenges listed 
above are frequently dealt with in the world practice, 
but never the combination thereof, 
so these conditions are unique."

Solemn Award of members 
of the Consortium.

23 May 1997

1997

Pietro Cavanna, 
the Deputy Chairman of Agip KCO Management Committee:

"Today's signing of the document on the commercial 
discovery of oil reserves at Kashagan is a "milestone" 
of the North-Caspian project. AgipKCO will exercise its 
best efforts to ensure the commencement of oil extraction 
at the field in 2005."



The National Plan 
on prevention of oil 
spills
and response 
to them 
at sea
and inland waters

On May 6, 2000, by the Decree of the Government 
of the RK No. 676 approved the National Plan 
on prevention of oil spills and response to them 

at sea and inland water bodies of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
A corresponding document was developed in compliance with 
the Government Decree No.876 of June 29, 1999, considering 
intensification of oil operations in the Caspian Sea and in 
order to minimize the impact of oil spills on the environment, 
particularly in the area of easily vulnerable natural environment, 
protection of fish resources and the areas of water intake for 
desalination plants.

The National Plan regulated the actions of all parties 
involved (i.e. oil companies and public authorities) in the event of 
an environmental disaster at sea. Thus, subsoil users operating in 
the sea and in the direct vicinity of water bodies were involved in 
its implementation as well as companies engaged in processing 
and transportation of oil; the Ministry of Emergency Situations 
of the RK, the Ministry of Energy, Industry and Trade of the RK, 
the Ministry of Transport and Communications of the RK, the 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection of 
the RK, akims of provinces. The plan implementation should 

THE 
CASPIAN 
ECOLOGY

ensure the readiness of these structures for oil spills, timely 
response and effective elimination of the consequences.

This document was intended to minimize the impact 
of oil spills on the environment, human health, flora and 
fauna. In particular, its purpose was to establish the necessary 
organizational structure and determine the order of measures 
to ensure oil spill preparedness and response; coordinate 
responsibilities in the event of emergencies and create the 
equipment layout system for response to oil spills.

The National Plan also covered oil spills resulting from 
present or past operating activities in cases where the perpetrator 
of the spill either had not been identified or could not have 
eliminated the consequences independently.
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Serikbek Daukeyev, 
in 2000, the Minister of Ecology and Natural Resources of the RK:

"At that time, environmental activists and many citizens 
of Kazakhstan were against performing any works at the 
Caspian shelf due to the fact that the Caspian Sea is a 
unique water body and a protected environmental zone. 
Therefore, there were numerous trips of Kazakhstan oilers 
and environmentalists to the Gulf of Mexico and to the 
coast of France, where oysters were grown and petroleum 
operations were performed simultaneously. It was clear 
that a double, triple or multiple protections against 
any negative effects were needed. Therefore, an urgent 
development of this Plan began."

Vladimir Shkolnik, 
the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK in 2002:

"Adoption of the National Plan on oil spills prevention 
was an infinitely timely measure. After all, the Caspian 
Sea is a unique water body! We must save the sea for our 
descendants! By that time, prospecting at Caspian shelf 
had already begun. We had to create a system that could 
quickly respond in case of emergency, for example, an oil 
spill, and prevent or minimize the negative impact on the 
environment. Thus, the National Plan was adopted by the 
Government."

НЕФТЬ И ГАЗ НЕЗАВИСИМОГО КАЗАХСТАНА

ТƏУЕЛСІЗ ҚАЗАҚСТАННЫҢ МҰНАЙ ЖƏНЕ ГАЗ САЛАСЫҚАЗАҚСТАН 2016





"...There are good reasons for saying that those 
people are blessed whose country is not deprived 
of wealth. Poets have described this region as 
"maily kiyan", i.e. "the land imbued with miracle 
oil" since ancient times."

Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
President of the Republic of Kazakhstan



On September 3, 1999, Atyrau hosted a milestone event 
in the history of Kazakhstan’s oil and gas industry. It 
was the celebration of the 100th anniversary since the 

start of commercial oil extraction.  The starting point of Kazakhstan’s 
secular way to the status of the oil state was in 1899 when oil was 
extracted from a well drilled at the remote Karachungul common in 
the territory of the present Atyrau region.

Nursultan Nazarbayev, the President of Kazakhstan, together 
with 500 guests from Kazakhstan, the CIS and foreign countries 
took part in grand festive events held in Atyrau. Heads of Chevron, 
CPC, OKIOC and other companies were present. Such an impressive 
delegation at the celebrations dedicated to the 100th anniversary of 
the Kazakhstan oil showed the public the significant role attached by 
the Head of State to the development of the hydrocarbon sector and 
how important it is for foreign partners to cooperate with Kazakhstan.

During the festive occasion Nursultan Nazarbayev promised 
that in the foreseeable future the oil and gas industry and sea shelf 
projects in particular will have the highest priority in the investment 
structure of the industry.

"There are good reasons for saying that people are blessed 
whose country is not deprived of wealth. Poets have described this 
region as "maily kiyan", i.e. "the land imbued with miracle oil" since 
ancient times", said Nursultan Nazarbayev.

On the same day in the Atyrau Regional Drama Theater, the 
President gave awards to many well-known oil workers, including 
the head of the government Nurlan Balgimbayev who addressed his 

The President N.Nazarbayev spoke at 
the solemn assembly dedicated 

to the 100th anniversary of the oil 
industry of Kazakhstan

award to all employees of the oil industry of the Republic. 
The award for development of the cooperation between 
Russia and Kazakhstan in the energy sector was givem tp 
Viktor Chernomyrdin, the former Prime Minister of the RF, 
the Chairman of the Board of Directors of Gazprom.  Akims 
of the main oil producing provinces of Kazakhstan: Atyrau- 
Imangali Tasmagambetov, and Mangistau- Lyazzat Kiinov 
were awarded as well.

"If you load other Kazakhstani enterprises at the 
account of your activity in the oil industry, we will have an 
opportunity to develop not only the oil extraction industry, but 
also petrochemical engineering, refineries, gas production, 
which, in their turn, consume the products of the consumer 
goods manufacturing industry".

Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
September 3, 1999, in Atyrau at the meeting with 

representatives of foreign oil companies.

ANNIVERSARY 
OF THE 
CENTURY

1999

100 years
since the 

extraction 
of the 

first oil in 
Kazakhstan
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Nurlan Balgimbayev, 
the Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan in 1999:

"In total, the Kazakhstan sector of the Caspian Sea includes 100 oil-bearing 
blocks.  During the next 10 years, Kazakhstan will be able to increase the 
volume of annual oil extraction up to 200-220 million tons. Tengiz will 
produce 36 million tons or even 50 million tons and the Caspian Sea shelf 
will have enough oil. Thus, we will have to transport about 100-110 million 
tons by other routes in addition to the CPC and Atyrau-Samara."

Lyazzat Kiinov, 
In 1999-2002, the Akim of the Mangistau region:

"On the eve of the 100th anniversary of 
the first oil in Kazakhstan, many projects 
of social significance were implemented 
in oil-bearing centres of the Republic. 
For example, roads were repaired, 
a mosque was built, the Makhambet 
Theater was rebuilt and many other 
facilities were constructed in Atyrau. 
A stadium was built in Aktau. 
This significant date in the history 
of Kazakhstan’s oil and gas industry 
coincided with the fact that the price 
of oil at global markets has began 
to rise in 1999, which, for sure, 
positively influenced budgets at all levels. 
The nation`s economy began to recover. 
People felt that a new period had started 
in their lives."

100 years since 
the extraction 
of the first oil 
in Kazakhstan
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Vladimir Shkolnik, 
the Minister of Energy, Industry and Trade of the RK in 1999:

"In 1999, we celebrated the 100th anniversary since 
the first oil was extracted in Kazakhstan. It is a landmark 
event for our country! In addition, we all understood 
and felt that Kazakhstan would become a big oil power! 
And, in fact, it has become one. "By that time the oil 
industry was developing so vigorously that, of course, 
it attracted the best forces into its sphere."

Imangali Tasmagambetov, 
the Akim of the Atyrau region in 1999:

"During the next ten years Kazakhstan will be able 
to increase the oil extraction volume up to 100 
million tons per year, while 10 — 20 million tons 
will satisfy our own needs. So the transportation 
of oil is an actual problem."



Emba is a river in the Aktobe and Atyrau regions 
of Kazakhstan dividing the European and the Asian parts 
of the country. Its length is 712 km (in flooding), the basin 
area is 40,400 km2. The origins on the western slopes 
of the Mugodzhar are flowing through the Sub-Ural 
Plateau and the Peri-Caspian depression. It is lost among 
the salt marshes (sores) and reaches the Caspian sea in 
the full flowing years. It is charged predominantly through 
snow. The main flow falls on April -it often dries in May 
and during the rest of the year, dividing into separate 
reaches of the river. The water is very salty: in the upper 
reach -150-200 mg/L in spring up to 800 mg/l in summer; 
in the lower reach — 1,500-2,000 mg/L in spring 
and 3,000-5,000 mg/L in summer. The main tributaries 
the flow of which is also seasonal: Temir (right) 
and Atsaksy (left).
Oil and gas extraction takes place in the middle and 
lower reaches of the Emba river (the North-Emba oil and 
gas bearing region, the South Emba oil and gas bearing 
region, the East Emba oil and gas bearing region).
A conditional boundary between Europe and Asia goes 
along one of the options along the river. 

English engineers at the Emba works

Capital issues

Dossor is an urban-type 
settlement in the Makat region of 
the Atyrau region of Kazakhstan.
It is located 95 kilometers north-
east of Atyrau.
There is a railway station on the 
Atyrau-Kandyagash railway line. 
One of the first oil-producing 
centers in the Emba oil region.

Makat is an urban-type settlement 
in Kazakhstan, the administrative 
centre of the Makat district 
of the Atyrau region.
It is located 126 km north-east 
of Atyrau (distance by rail). 
It is a junction of the Atyrau, 
the Kandyagash and the Beyneu 
railway lines.
Oil extraction is carried out near 
the settlement (the North-Emba 
oil and gas bearing region).

100 years since 
the extraction 
of the first oil 
in Kazakhstan
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A pre-revolutionary 
Accounting Office



100 years since 
the extraction 
of the first oil 
in Kazakhstan

"The oil industry 
of Kazakhstan is one 
of the main industries 
of Kazakhstan's 
economy. Oil and gas 
condensate extraction 
will reach around 
112 million tons 
per year by 2030."

Uzakbay Karabalin
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ESTABLISHMENT 
OF THE FOREIGN 
INVESTORS' 
COUNCIL

On June 30, 1998, on the initiative of the 
President Nursultan Nazarbayev, the 
Foreign Investors' Council (FIC) was 

established in Kazakhstan in order to establish and 
develop closer contacts with foreign companies 
working in Kazakhstan.  It included directors of all 
the major oil companies operating in the country.

It was established as an advisory body in order to 
ensure the direct dialogue between the Government of 
Kazakhstan and the investors operating in Kazakhstan, 
as well as to solve operational issues relating to their 
investment activities and for further improvement of 
the investment climate in the country.

From the very beginning the top priority 
issues of improving the investment climate and the 
international image of Kazakhstan were discussed 
at the regular meetings of the Council with the 
participation of the President.

"One of the main tasks of the Government is 
the rehabilitation and improvement of the real sector 
of the economy, implementation of an open liberal 
investment policy with effective and strictly observed 
laws. I cannot fail to mention a number of cases of 
termination of contracts with foreign investors that 
were negatively assessed in the Western media. No 
one is protected from errors; this axiom applies even 
to the Government of Kazakhstan. I would just like to 
emphasize that from now on we will strive to ensure 
that any investor, whether domestic or foreign, is 
not subjected to sanctions, if it does not violate the 
provisions of the relevant contract and the laws of our 
country, of course. My appeal is addressed to all bona 
fide investors: do not be afraid to work in Kazakhstan, 
we create the conditions for you with all our laws, 
you are under protection of law, provided that your 
business is fair".

Nursultan Nazarbayev,
the President of the RK

OPEN 
DIALOGUE

The list of members of the Council was approved 
by the Decree of the President of Kazakhstan 
No. 4071 dated September 16, 1998.

At that time, the Council included 11 directors 
of foreign companies and international 
organizations:

Charles Frank, the First Vice President of the 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development; 
Jan Koopman, the Senior Executive Vice President 
for Eurpoe, ABN AMRO Bank; 
John Klotch, the Chairman of the Executive 
Committee of Baker&McKenzie;
Frank Chapman, the CEO of British Gas 
International;
Richard Matzke, the President of Chevron Overseas 
Petroleum Inc, Director of Chevron Corporation;
Tessen von Heydebreck, a member of the Board 
of Directors of Deutsche Bank AG;
Lakshmi Mittal, the Chairman of LNM Group (Ispat-
Karmet);
Roger Mennings, a Member of the Board of KPMG 
International Council, a managing partner in the CIS;
Hiroshi Nemichi, the President and Managing 
Director of Mitsubishi Corporation;
Wu Tek Chang, the President of Samsung 
Corporation in Central Asian countries;
Daniel Deru, the Executive Director of Tractebel 
International.

The first members of the Council on the 
Kazakhstan side included:
Nurlan Balgimbayev, the Prime Minister 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan;
Uraz Dzhandosov, the First Deputy Prime Minister, 
the Chairman of the Foreign Investment Committee 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan;
Alikhan Baimenov, the Head of the Presidential 
Administration of the Republic of Kazakhstan;
Kadyrzhan Damitov,  the Chairman of the National 
Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
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The Foreign Investors' Council 1998
Kasym-Zhomart Tokayev, 
in 1998, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Kazakhstan:

"Under the direct supervision of the Head of State, 
all the necessary legal and institutional conditions favorable 
to foreign investment were created in the country in a short 
period of time. In particular, the Agency for Investments 
of the RK was established, banks were attracted 
to work with investors, the information about investment 
opportunities in Kazakhstan was distributed through 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, through the network 
of diplomatic missions. In addition, the Foreign Investors' 
Council under the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
was created. Through the activities of this consultative body, 
many regulatory issues in the work of foreign investors were 
solved fruitfully, the investment developing programs were 
put into practice, and the practical recommendations of our 
investment partners on improving the national legislation 
were implemented. All this contributed to creation 
of an attractive investment image of Kazakhstan and, 
as a consequence, the expansion of a flow of financial 
injections into the country's economy. By the end of the first 
decade of independence our investment legislation was 
recognized by the world's experts as the best one in 
the entire post-Soviet area."

"My appeal is addressed 
to all bona fide investors: 
do not be afraid to work 
in Kazakhstan, we create 
the conditions for you 
with all our laws, you 
are under protection of 
law, provided that your 
business is fair."

Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
President of the Republic of Kazakhstan



ESTABLISHMENT 
OF THE NATIONAL 
FUND

Anyway, despite all measures taken in the Republic to 
support and develop the economy and the oil and gas 
sector, in particular, the fall in the global price for oil 

below $10 per barrel in 1998 caused the reduction of export 
revenues and adoption of unpopular measures by the Government 
of the RK: social expenditures were cut down, and in spring 
1999 devaluation of the national currency took place causing 
the inflation and the deterioration of the social and economic 
situation of the country.

Meanwhile, the existence of significant budget income 
sources from natural resources in the Republic of Kazakhstan 
put a number of questions before the Government, in particular, 
creation of the Petroleum Fund, which would accumulate 
payments from the raw materials sectors. Taking into account 
the experience and principles of successful stabilization funds 
in foreign countries, a national fund was established by decree 
of President of the Republic of Nursultan Nazarbayev in 
August 2000.

Its purpose was to ensure the stable socio-economic 
development of Kazakhstan, to generate financial resources for 
future generations and to reduce the dependence of the economy 
on the effects of adverse external factors.  Thus, both surplus 
tax revenues from oil and mining industries, the fund was called 
upon to perform two main functions from the outset: The first 

LOOKING 
INTO THE 

FUTURE

one is stabilizing, the second is saving. It was provided to make 
official transfers to the National Fund from the republican and 
local budgets and, visa versa, revenues of target transfers to the 
budgets from the fund to be used for the purposes determined by 
the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) helped to develop 
specific provisions national. Emmanuel van der Mensbrugghe, 
the Director of the Eastern Department of the IMF Second 
European Office, proposed the terms of ensuring "transparency 
and simplicity of its work, as well as the state control over 
resources deducted to it" in his letter.

The National Fund of Kazakhstan was one of the first of its 
kind in the former Soviet Union.

Such stabilization funds, based on profits from oil and gas, 
already existed in Iran, Kuwait, Venezuela, Saudi Arabia, Libya, 
Nigeria, Oman, Norway, the American state of Alaska and the 
Canadian province of Alberta.

Establishment of the National Fund of Kazakhstan was 
based of the Norwegian model of natural resources revenue 
management for the benefit of the society, one of the most 
efficient in the world.

The National Fund was managed by the Board including the 
President,  Chairmen of Houses of the Parliament, the Chairman 
of the Accounts Committee as well as the Prime Minister and 
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Timur Kulibayev, 
In 2000, President of Kaztransoil CJSC:

"In times of crisis, it was through the oil and 
gas sector that the state was able to mitigate 
its effects. And the main role in this was played 
by the National Fund, created on behalf of the 
Head of State. With the National Fund, which 
mainly consists of revenues from the oil and gas 
sector, the banking sector has been stabilized, 
problems in the real estate market have been 
resolved and are solving, and small and 
medium-sized businesses have been supported."

several ministers.  The Fund Assets Management was 
performed by the National Bank of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan from the very beginning.

The first contribution to the National Fund 
amounted to $ 660 million, transferred to the Republic 
of Kazakhstan by the US Company Chevron for 5% 
of Kazakhstan’s share in Tengizchevroil JV. All other 
incomes came to the Fund as a result of the budget 
"excess profit" withdrawal.

"The establishment of the Petroleum Fund is 
obligatory." Kazakhstan does not design anything new 
by creating such a fund. Many of the states working on 
raw materials have created such funds. World prices 
can change, and if there is now a ascertaining of oil, 
we should put them aside in case there is no such 
market. "The state must be confident in the future, and 
for that we must have reserves".

Nursultan Nazarbayev,
the President of the RK

"Creation of the oil fund is 
mandatory. Creating such a fund, 
Kazakhstan is not inventing 
anything new. Many of the states 
working on raw materials have 
created such funds. Prices in 
the world may change, and if 
there are now super-profits from 
the sale of oil, then we should 
postpone them in case there 
is no such conjuncture."

Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
President of the Republic of Kazakhstan
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Zhaksybek Kilekeyev, 
the Minister of Economics and Trade of the RK in 2000:

"Kazakhstan began to produce more than 30 million tons of oil per year 
in the mid-1990s. Naturally, the biggest part of the additional increment 
was provided by the Tengiz field. Foreign currency earnings began to 
grow accordingly. But the Kazakh economy at the time was unable to 
swallow such volumes of oil, such amounts of currency.
Prior to that, there was sufficient experience to sterilize large amounts 
of newly arrived foreign exchange reserves in the world, Kazakhstan 
began to scrutinize it from the mid-1990s in order to create its own 
fund. In the first place, we were interested in the relevant experience 
of Norway, the Arab countries, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Libya and Oman.
At first we wanted to name it as the Oil Fund, then we renamed it as the 
National Fund. I think we did the right thing in this regard.
In the first years payers of funds to this Fund were only six companies, 
but subsequently the number of payer companies working in the oil 
industry increased. And it was necessary to build relations with the 
state budget.
The National Fund was created as a solution of two problems. On the 
one hand, we wanted to save money for future generations - it was the 
savings part of the fund. On the other hand, we had to create some 
reserves to ensure the political, social, and economic stability of the 
country in case of changes in the external environment associated
with our major export products."

First, we wanted to 
name it as the "Oil 
Fund", and then 
renamed it to the 
"National Fund"; 
I think that we did 
the right thing in 
this regard.

Share of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan under production 
sharing agreements with oil 

companies – 10, 20

Administrative fines, 
penalties, sanctions and 

other imposed on oil 
companies – 0, 36

Rent tax on export of crude 
oil, gas condensates paid by 

oil companies –20, 96

Mineral extraction tax paid by 
oil companies – 27, 28

Bonuses – 0, 86

Payment for compensation of 
damage by subsurface users 

– 0, 66

Earnings from sale of 
agricultural lands – 0, 04

Excess profit tax imposed on 
oil companies – 2, 32

Income tax withheld from 
non-resident legal entities at 
source of payment applied oil 

companies – 5, 10

Income tax withheld from 
resident legal entities at source 

of payment applied to oil 
companies – 0, 86

Corporate income tax applied 
to oil companies – 31, 35



ESTABLISHMENT 
OF A NEW LINE 
MINISTRY AND 
NATIONAL 
COMPANIES

All the described above, undoubtedly, important 
events for the oil and gas industry occurred against 
the backdrop of a consistent reorganization in the 

industry. The "conductors" of this process were the newly 
created profile ministries, national companies, operators, 
who played their significant role later on.

Thus, in order to ensure the transition from the 
administrative command structure of executive bodies 
to the new market economy, the President of the RK 
Nursultan Nazarbayev signed the Decree "On Regular 
Measures on Reformation of the System of State Bodies of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan" on the 4th of March, 1997.  
In accordance with this Decree along with other ministries, 
state committees and commissions, the Ministry of the Oil 
and Gas Industry was abolished and the Ministry of Energy 
and Natural Resources was established instead. The new 
Ministry was entrusted with the strategic management of 
the industry. First it was headed by Viktor Khrapunov and 
then by Dyusembay Duisenov. 

The main reason for the reorganization in 1997 was 
structural changes in the Kazakh economy and the oil and gas 
industry, privatization of the industry, in particular. Under 
the new conditions it was not necessary for the Government 
anymore to actively interfere with the commercial activities 
of operators of the market. It became necessary to create 
a conceptually new structure capable of responding to 

Reorganization
of the Industry

changing conditions of the external and domestic markets and 
advancing national interests in international oil transactions.

In general, adoption of this Decree of the Head of the State 
promoted the improvement and increase of the management 
efficiency, construction of rational structures of state management 
bodies.

With new transformations, the management of the oil and gas 
sector was laid on Kazakhoil National Oil and gas Company CJSC 
created on the 4th of March 1997 in accordance with the Decree 
of the President of the RK Nursultan Nazarbayev. In accordance 
with the resolution of the Head of our State, state stocks of shares 
of enterprises of the oil and gas industry including joint ventures 
as well as the right for participation of Kazakhstan in major oil and 
gas projects and enterprises of the industry were handed over to the 
new national company. Actually creation of the national company 
allowed to consolidate detached oil and gas assets and direct their 
activity within the framework of a unified strategy.  It became a 
significant milestone in the development of the local oil business.

Due to the personal participation and control of Nursultan 
Nazarbayev as well as efforts of the Government and the top 
management of Kazakhoil, soon the new national company managed 
to cooperate with major international corporations on equal terms.

The main activities of Kazakhoil are oil operations, including 
exploration and drilling, extraction, preparation and processing, 
transport and storage, marketing and marketing, distribution, import 
and export, both within Kazakhstan and abroad.

Main products: oil, gas, oil products. 
The fixed assets include enterprises of Kazakhoil-Emba OJSC 

and Uzenmunaigaz OJSC developing 45 oil and gas fields, including 
39 fields  located in the Atyrau region and 7 fields in the Mangystau 
region. At the same time, oil and gas production was carried out in 
39 deposits with varying degrees of stock development and different 
stages of development.

The fields were classified as medium and small-sized in terms 
of reserves, excluding Ozen the initial geological reserves of which 
exceeded 1 billion tons. The oldest fields are Dossor (1911) and 
Makat (1915).

Kazakhoil NOC CJSC participated in the capital of almost 
all major enterprises of the oil and gas industry of Kazakhstan: It 
comprised more than 40 legal entities, 35 of which owned 5 per cent 
and more.

"We needed a new, flexible 
structure capable of working 
in market conditions, 
responding to changes 
in the situation on domestic 
and international markets, 
conducting management 
at the level of international 
standards, introducing 
the latest technologies, 
defending interests 
in the world market, earning 
on oil, and not managing oil".

Nurlan Balgimbayev
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Timur Kulibayev,
in 1997-1999, the Vice President On Economics and Finance
of Kazakhoil NOC CJSC in 1997-1999:

"In 1997, I was appointed as the Head of the project appraisal and Negotiation 
Directorate of the State Republic of Kazakhstan on investment, at the rank of Deputy 
minister. At the time, it was the main department on work with investors, it was headed by 
the Deputy Prime Minister of Kazakhstan Akhmetzhan Yessimov. For the convenience 
of investors, its work was intended to be organized based on the one window principle, 
I think it was a very correct idea.
But in early 1997, the Minister of Oil and Gas Industry Nurlan Utepovich Balgimbayev 
made a proposal to set up a national oil and gas company.
And he invited me to work there. We, together with my colleague Kanatbek Safinov, 
prepared the Charter of Kazakhoil. In March, the national company was registered, 
it was headed by Nurlan Utepovich himself, who is a very interesting and a strong-willed 
man, and in May I started the new job.
Balgimbayev's idea to create a national company was for the purpose of joining and 
keeping individual enterprises in the oil and gas industry not privatized for various 
reasons not privatized under the unified management. As you may recall, the end of the 
1990s was marked by a strong wave of privatization. In order to attract investment, 
the government sold assets in all sectors, including the oil and gas sector.
At that time, the Pavlodar and Shymkent refineries, Mangistaumunaigaz, and other 
enterprises of the industry, had been transferred to investors that had arrived in the 
country. However, some of the unsold assets that were not of interest to foreign investors 
were intended to be transferred to a new national company. Kazakhoil started to work with 
such assets.
The situation in the oil production enterprises joined in Kazakhoil was very hard at that 
time. For example, huge arrears in the salaries of the employees, warehouses full of stocks 
arriving in the enterprise within the barter scheme of payment for oil were found during 
first visit to the Ozen.
It is worth mentioning that an interesting team got together from the very beginning 
of Kazakhoil: colleagues of Nurlan Utepovich- Gliausat Keshubayev, Murat Salamatov, 
Nesibkali Marabayev, as well as young financiers, economists, lawyers who came to the 
company together with me. It was a fusion of experienced and young oilers ready to work 
together and succeed. We all learned from each other, what's called "on the go". 
Since 1997, we went through all stages of development of the oil industry together:
from the crisis of the late 1990s, when the price of a barrel was only $9 in the world 
market, to an increase in the cost of oil and, consequently, to the Government's revenue 
from the oil and gas industry, which took the place of the country's economy leader soon.
But at the very beginning of the journey, we developed projects that later became the 
locomotive of the oil and gas industry of our country."



"People were needed to work with international financial 
institutions, to organize the financing of new projects. So 
I decided to invite Kulibayev. Nobody in Almaty at that time 
was eager to become an oilman. I had to persuade Timur quite 
persistently, no matter how paradoxical it sounds today ... 
With his arrival in "Kazakhoil" new directions of work, new 
tasks appeared. Today, we take for granted the borrowing of 
capital. And then the words "credit rating", "eurobonds" and 
the like were new. Kulibayev became a pioneer in the issue of 
Eurobonds. According to his experience, "Kazakhoil" mastered 
corporate financing. New criteria for assessing the effectiveness 
of enterprises, new forms of resource management appeared in 
the industry with his arrival. By the way, it was Kulibayev who 
initiated the return of the gas transportation system and electric 
power enterprises from Tractebel to the state".

From the interview with Nurlan Balgimbayev, 
the President of Kazakhoil NOC

The Management of Kazakhoil NOC

"We are convinced that  Kazakhoil NOC must belong 
to the state and provide the conditions for preservation of the 
energy security of the Republic. However, the fact that the 
company belongs to the country does not mean that it may 
be managed by any public official. It means that the country 
while possessing the strategic industry gives a part of it for 
management to professional managers. Otherwise, let's go back 
to the administrative command system when officials manage 
production of private oil companies from their own offices".

Nurlan Kapparov, 
the President of Kazakhoil NOC

from a comment in 1999

Taking into account the importance of development of 
the oil and gas transport segment under current conditions of 
the economic development of the Republic, during the period 
of 1997 to 2001 inclusively in accordance with decrees of 
the Government of the RK, new national companies which 
had to implement the strategy of delivery of hydrocarbon raw 
materials extracted in Kazakhstan to the international markets 
were created . 

Thus, in 1997, in order to increase the observance of 
interests of the Republic of Kazakhstan in issues of transportation, 
export and import of oil and petroleum products as well as 
optimization of the structure of management of state enterprises, 
the Government of the RK performed the reorganization of 
republican state enterprises "Yuzhnefteprovod" and "Main Oil 
Pipelines of Kazakhstan and Central Asia" by uniting them into 
a unified National Company "KazakhOilPipeline". 

On 2 April,1997, on the basis of Yuzhnefteprovod PA, 
Main Oil Pipelines of Kazakhstan and Central Asia PA, the 
Aktobe Oil Pipeline Department, the National company for oil 
transportation Kazakhnefteprovod JSC was established by the 
Resolution of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
No.461. In 1998, Kazakhnefteprovod JSC was renamed to 
KazTransOil NOTC JSC.

THE FIRST MANAGEMENT OF KAZAKHOIL NOC:

NURLAN BALGIMBAYEV - the President
MURAT SALAMATOV - the First Vice President
TIMUR KULIBAYEV AND GALIAUSAT KESHUBAYEV - the Vice 
Presidents

HEADS OF DEPARTMENT AT THE FIRST STAGE:

NATALIA VALENTINOVA 
MAKHAMBET DOSMUKHAMBETOV 
SATYBAY DUZBAYEV 
KANATBEK ZHUMIN
MUSABEK ISSAYEV 
YERZHAN ORYNBASAROV 
AZAT RAKHIMBEKOV 
KANATBEK SAFINOV 
ASIA SYRGABEKOVA 
BAKHYTZHAN HASSANOV
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Nurlan Balgimbayev, 
the first press conference as the President of Kazakhoil National Oil 
and Gas Company:

"We needed a new, flexible structure capable of working 
under conditions of the market economy, able to respond 
to changes in domestic and international markets, conduct 
management at the level of international standards, 
introduce the latest technologies, advocate the interests 
in the world market, earn money on oil, but not to manage 
oil". Kazakhoil is intended to be become such a structure, 
which sees its main objective in defending Kazakhstan's 
strategic interests in world markets and in implementation 
of international projects involving the Republic. 
I want to believe that under the new circumstances, 
it will be possible to change the abnormal situation 
in which the oil industry actually had to fill in black holes 
of our economy in other industries."

Karim Massimov, 
the Prime Minister of the RK:

"Due to the effective management and implementation 
of new technologies KazTransOil has multiplied 

many years of tradition of the oil industry and made 
a significant contribution to economic and social

 development of Kazakhstan."

More than 6,400 km of main oil pipelines and over 2,000 
km of water pipelines were transferred to the new company. And 
branch offices were organized in the regions for the convenience 
of management. It has become a monopolist in oil transportation 
market transporting about 80% of oil produced in Kazakhstan.

At the same time the government of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan prepared the foundation for the development and 
strengthening of KazTransOil both in domestic and foreign 
markets.

The new national company was authorized to represent 
the Republic of Kazakhstan in all pipeline projects, including 
international. Occurrence of a powerful stated-owned pipeline 
company at that time was due to the time: Kazakhstan had to solve 
the problems on ensuring interests in transportation, exports and 
imports of oil, optimization of enterprise management structure, 
raising investments and conducting a unified tariff policy for all 
main oil pipelines.

Measures taken by KazTransOil contributed to the increase 
in oil transportation volume and freight turnover of the company 
of up to 24 million 104 thousand tons and 15 billion 337 million 
ton-kilometers, respectively, as early as in 1998. Since that time 
the volume of oil transported by the company system has been 

constantly growing. And KazTransOil NOTC JSC started taking 
confident steps in development of new routes for export of the 
Kazakh oil to international markets. While production volumes 
were increasing annually, the oil producers were preparing for 
implementation of large-scale projects capable of surprising the 
whole world. Europe, America and Asia were waiting for the 
Kazakhstani crude materials. And it was KazTransOil that was 
entrusted with a demanding challenge to provide their secure 
transportation.

In accordance with expectations of the President and 
the Government, KazTransOil was supposed to become the 
locomotive of oil transportation projects that were later called 
"the projects of the century" by international experts. This is 
what happened later on.

2001



Nurlan Kapparov, 
the President of KazTransOil, from the book "Paths of Creation" dedicated to the 10th anniversary 
of the company:

"When I joined the company, it was called Kazakhnefteprovod. I renamed it to 
KazTransOil. So if we talk about the company with the brand "KazTransOil", 
I was actually its first President. The name was changed because our main clients were 
foreign companies, we entered to international capital markets, and we needed a good 
"convenient" name. So, in English we were called "KazakhOilPipeline", 
in Russian-"Kazakhnefteprovod", in Kazakh-"ҚазақМұнайҚұбыры". We decided 
to choose one neutral name, which would emphasize the Kazakh roots and at the same 
time would sound equally beautiful in all three languages. So, after discussing we chose 
the name "KazTransOil", as the title also explains the main area of activities of our 

company- transportation of oil, and its geographical origin -Kazakhstan, and it sounds good 
in English. However, the choice of a sonorous name was not the main issue. It was necessary to decide how to raise 
the company's level of development.
The company's problem of huge amounts payable and receivable was the first to be solved. The problem was that our 
customers that were oil companies producing oil and using oil pipelines such as TCO, Karazhanbasmunai, KazakhOil 
enterprises such as Uzenmunaigaz and Embamunaigaz did not pay for transportation of oil with cash. 
If I am not mistaken payment in monetary terms at that moment was around 30% of the total amount. All other 
payments were made in a barter manner, often with delays. Our main task was to establish the financial discipline. 
And we did it-when I left the company, almost 95 percent of the payments were made on time, prepaid and by cash...
The second challenge was the necessity to raise tariffs, because applicable prices for transportation of crude 
materials at that time were unacceptably low, they did not meet the production expenses of the company. The tariffs 
should envisage the expenses for our future investment projects, as well as for expansion and repair of operating 
pipeline systems....
It was necessary for the changes that we were making in the activities of the company to become the common concept 
approved and accepted by the majority."
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Timur Kulibayev, 
the President of KazTransOil NOTC CJSC in 1999-2001:

"When I was appointed the President of KazTransOil 
in March 1999, I focused on the staff. We had a very good 
and professional team. The new company brought together 
all the pipeline organizations working in Kazakhstan, which 
was an absolutely right decision. When visiting facilities
in regions, I was convinced that every station was in 
good order, and that only technically trained people were 
working there. The operation of KazTransOil was well 
built from the technical, managerial and production points 
of view. However, the company had a little lack of up-to-
date knowledge in finance and commerce. Our team filled 
this gap. As a result, KazTransOil became one of the most 
successful companies in Kazakhstan in a short period of time.
In order to provide professional development, each new 
staff member employed to work in the Central office of the 
Company, on my instructions, would first have to work 
in a production unit in the region, i.e. have to undergo 
practical training in production. After demonstrating 
the skills and returning two-three years later to the central 
office they had knew every section of production. In addition, 
we always supported our workers who wanted to upgrade 
their qualifications abroad by paying for their studies.
As a result, the work experience and the staff capacity that 
emerged at the time in KazTransOil formed the basis 
for the creation of KazTransGas and many other companies 
that we created later on".

MANAGERS IN DIFFERENT PERIODS:

KAINULLA KASENOV (April 1997-
Kazakhnefteprovod)
NURLAN KAPPAROV (July, 1997) 
YERLAN UPUSHEV (April, 1998) 
TIMUR KULIBAYEV (March 1999) 
BOLAT PALYMBETOV (2002)
ABAY SADYKOV (2002)
ASKAR SMANKULOV (2002-2004) 
KAIRAT KRYMOV (2004-2006) 
BERIK TOLUMBAYEV (2006-2007) 
NURTAS SHMANOV (2007-2008) 
NURBOL SULTAN (2008-2011)
KAIRGELDY KABYLDIN (2011-2015) 
NURTAS SHMANOV (2015-2016) 
DIMASH DOSSANOV (since August, 2016)

KazakhOil, February 20022002



Kairgeldy Kabyldin, 
In 1997, the Vice-President of strategic development of KazTransOil CJSC:

"In order to implement the State policy on the management, design and construction of 
trunk pipelines in the RK, the Minister Balgimbayev in October 1995, asked the President 
of the country to establish an enterprise that would control all pipeline assets. The 
President approved the establishment of a national pipeline company and issued 
a resolution: "I ask to consider and take action on these crucial issues for the country. 
I am for it! N. Nazarbayev". Oil pipeline assets were classified as strategic and not subject 
to privatization by the Decree of the President of Kazakhstan N.A. Nazarbayev. After a 
while, positive movement in this direction began... A decree on the establishment of the 
company was issued on April 2, 1997. In general, the draft decree was due to be issued on 
1 April, but I said, "on April 1, no one will believe, let's move it to April 2 ..."
In the start-up phase, the company changed its guidelines several times, then young 
managers came to the office. Of course, initially there were contradictions between the 
older and the younger generations, but the ambitions of the young specialists supported 
by the experience of older professionals gave positive results at the end..."

Almaty AstanaRelocation of the KazTransOil office from Almaty to Astana

Daniyar Berlibayev, 
In 1997-2000, the Executive Director for Finance and Economics, 
the Adviser to KazTransOil NOTC CJSC:

"In fact, 1997 was a turning point during transition from the 
crisis state of the pipeline transport system of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan to building of the optimal, developed and reliable 
industry of transportation of hydrocarbons and water resources. 
Within a short period,  KazTransOil NOTC CJSC managed to unite 

separate pipelines in a single and flexible multi-vector system covering all oil 
fields in Kazakhstan, providing optimal oil supply routes to consignors reliably 
and securely. Great work performed at that time laid a solid basis for the 
development of main oil pipeline system of Kazakhstan, its transformation into 
a competitive and cost-efficient oil transportation company of Kazakhstan and 
the Eurasian continent."

2000
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In December 4, 1998, in accordance with the Decree of 
the Government of the RK No. 1239 Kazmortransflot 
National Maritime Shipping Company (NMSC) LLP 

was created. The main objective of Kazmortransflot NMSC LLP 
was the development of the national maritime commercial fleet 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan and organization of international 
sea transportation of local cargo using own resources.

On October 18, 2001, for the first time in the history of 
sovereign Kazakhstan Kazmortransflot NMSC LLP started 
operating the sea transport leased in Russia in the Caspian Sea 
along the routes of Aktau-Makhachkala and Aktau-Baku.

By the end of 2001, the company chartered six tankers 
in a British Company called Burren which together with the 
Russian shipping company Volgotanker controlled about 28% 
of the transport market in the Caspian Sea till then, but since 
2002 did not represent serious competition in the transportation 
of goods in the region anymore. The market conditions at the 
time were still determined by the Caspian Shipping Company 
of Azerbaijan, its share was about 60% of the Caspian Sea 
shipping.

One way or another, but since the end of 2001, changes 
in the overall structure of the shipping market have happened.  
Kazmortransflot transported 3,212 thousand tons of oil along 
the routes of Aktau-Makhachkala (Russia), Aktau-Neka (Iran), 
Aktau-Batumi (Georgia) during 2002. And, by early 2003 the 
shipping company of Kazakhstan transported 64% of oil from 
the port of Aktau.

From now on Kazmortransflot claimed that Kazakh ships 
would start operating in the Caspian, Black, and Mediterranean 
Seas. The National Maritime Shipping Company set the task to 
retain control over the traffic of maritime transport and promote 
the use of the competitive advantages of Kazakhstani products.

From now on, Kazmortransflot 

stated that Kazakh vessels 

will operate in the Caspian, 

Black, Mediterranean seas. 

The National Maritime 

Shipping Company has set a 

task to maintain control over 

the shipping flows of maritime 

transport and promote the use 

of competitive advantages 

of Kazakhstani products.

Main directions
of strategic development of KAZMORTRANSFLOT:

• Transportation of oil cargoes in the Caspian Sea;
• Transportation of oil cargoes on the high seas;
• Fleet maintenance services of offshore oil projects;
• Ferry transportations of all cargo types;
• Improved management efficiency.



In February 5, 2000, in accordance with the Decree of the 
Government of the RK No. 173, KazTransGas CJSC was 
created in order to ensure the return of the national gas 

transport network under control of the government.
Currently the company is operating a centralized infrastructure 

for commercial gas transportation via main gas pipelines and gas 
distribution networks, provides international transit and sells gas at 
domestic and foreign markets, develops, finances, builds and operates 
pipelines and gas storage facilities.

The gas transportation system of the company includes more 
than 30 thousand kilometers of gas distribution networks, more than 15 
thousand kilometers of main gas pipelines, 56 booster stations with 316 
installed gas-compressor units, 3 underground gas storage facilities. 
The company supplies commercial gas to 7 million customers in the 
country.  More than 14 thousand people ensure smooth and faultless 
operation of the entire system.

KazTransGas included Intergas Central Asia (ICA) created back 
in 1997 by a concession operator of the gas transportation system of 
Kazakhstan, the Belgian company Tractebel. This company was the 
operator of Kazakhstani trunk gas pipelines. The fact is that by then the 
technical condition of most of the sections of the trunk gas pipelines 
was very poor. The new company was to undertake the reconstruction 
and technical re-equipment of the country's gas transportation system, 
primarily the main gas transportation artery - Central Asia-Centre. In 
subsequent years, working as a part of KazTransGas, ICA fulfilled a 
huge scope of works on restoration and stabilization of the existing gas 
transportation system.

The principal activities of ICA were transportation of natural gas 
through the system of main gas pipelines, their operation and technical 
maintenance, operation of the entire gas distribution network from the 
main gas pipelines to the end consumers in all cities and villages of the 
country, gas storage services in underground storages.

Transportation of natural gas was carried out through the 
territory of Almaty, Atyrau, Aktobe, East Kazakhstan, Zhambyl, West 
Kazakhstan, Kostanay, Kyzylorda, Mangystau and South Kazakhstan 
regions.

The company controlled the main transporting pipelines in the 
country over 14 thousand kilometers long with the annual capacity up 
to 190 billion cubic meters of gas. Gas transportation was carried out 
by 22 compressor stations equipped with 298 gas compressor units of 
various types and models.

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
the President of KazTransGas CJSC in 2000:

"We had no large risks with transfer of the 
gas transportation system of Kazakhstan 
to a foreign concession operator. As the 
concession agreement envisaged all the 
conditions of use, operation, further 
renovations, alterations, in addition, the 
country could always join the control over 
pipelines, if necessary. Tractebel, which was 
composed of Intergas Central Asia, worked 
in accordance with market conditions, 
clearly defined the cost of maintenance of gas 
pipelines and ensuring gas transportation. 
However, the work of ICA for several years 
showed that being a private company 
it is not recognized by colleagues from 
the neighbouring countries Uzbekistan 
and Turkmenistan who were the main gas 
transiters through the Kazakh territory, 
as well as Russia, the main buyer of Central 
Asian gas. Without it opportunities for a 
Kazakh gas company that was carrying out its 
activities mainly through provision of transit 
of gas through its territory were deplorable.
Creation of a specialized state-owned 
company with comprehensive support of 
the Government was required for effective 
operation of the powerful gas pipeline system 
of Kazakhstan in a specific market of post-
Soviet states. KazTransGas that was created 
in 2000 and purchased all Kazakh assets from 
Tractebel: main gas pipeline systems, energy 
complex of Almaty etc. became such 
a company at the end.
Yes, Tractebel had serious difficulties with the 
Almaty power system, but it was not a critical 
factor affecting the return of gas pipelines 
into the fold of the state. In addition, it is 
fair to say that we have copied many positive 
things from the top managers and specialists 
of this company working in Kazakhstan".
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Duysembay Duysenov, 
the Vice Prime Minister of the RK in 1997:

"Tractebel claimed the exclusive right to transport 
gas using the internal communications. The company 
agreed for implementation of a serious project of 
a pipeline construction from Oktyabrsk to Akmola. 
The prospective project of construction of a gas 
pipeline from the southern capital to China was also 
reflected in the contract. The position of the Kazakh 
side, when conducting the tender, was to have an 
integrated approach to the problem which finally was 
achieved.  The bonus as per the contract would be 
$30 mln, the royalty amount was determined as 2% 
of the volume of transported gas. The combination 
of all these factors helped Tractebel to win the tender."

To effectively operate 
a powerful gas pipeline system 
of Kazakhstan in a specific 
market of post-Soviet states, 
it was required to create 
a specialized state company 
that enjoys the full support 
of the Government. 
This company later became 
KazTransGas, established 
in 2000 and which bought 
back from Tractebel all Kazakh 
assets: main gas pipeline 
systems, energy complex 
of Almaty city and others.

Timur Kulibayev, 
the President of KazTransOil NOTC CJSC in 1999-2001:

"We initiated the buyout of the gas transportation 
system held by the Belgian company Tractebel 
on a concession basis. We made such a proposal 
to the Head of state, Nursultan Nazarbaev, 
who supported us. After the relevant negotiations 
with the company and the government's allocation 
of $100 million, the bough out the assets, i.e. 
the Central Asia-Centre gas pipeline located 
in the territory of Kazakhstan and the power 
system of the city of Almaty. Subsequently, 
on the basis of assets bought out from Tractebel 
we created the state company Samruk-Energy.
After that, we began restoring our gas 
transportation system, which was in a very bad 
condition. When once after the deal with Belgians 
I came to Makat I found that there were cows 
walking through the station, and because of 
holes in the roof of the workshop the equipment 
was exposed to the direct effect of precipitations. 
Interestingly enough, but the facility was guarded.
In general, the problem of Tractebel was that 
the entire system of trunk gas pipelines was idle 
due to the lack of gas supply from Turkmenistan 
to Russia. After KazTransGas bought out these 
assets, the relationship between the two countries 
improved, gas supply began, and the gas pipeline 
system immediately began to bring money. 
As a result, we created a subsidiary subdivision 
KazTransGas Aimak the task of which was 
to provide regions of Kazakhstan with gas."



The trunk gas pipelines of the company included: Central 
Asia-Centre, Bukhara-Ural, Union, Orenburg-

Novopskov, Bukhara Gas-bearing region-Tashkent-
Bishkek-Almaty, Akshabulak-Kyzylorda, Amangeldy-

KS 5.  Their power steadily increased due to the constant 
technical upgrade.

ICA was also operating three underground gas storages 
(UGS): the Bozoy UGS (with an active storage capacity of 
4,000,000 thousand m3) in the Aktobe Province; the Poltoratsk 
UGS (with an active storage capacity of 350,000 m3) in the South 
Kazakhstan Province; the Akyrtobe UGS (with an active storage 
capacity of 300,000 m3) in the Zhambyl region.

In order to systematize the work of the oil and gas industry 
and create a single pipelines control systems, the 
Government of the RK issued Decree No. 591 on the 

establishment of Transport of Oil and Gas National Company CJSC 
(TOG) with 100 percent state participation in its authorized capital 
on May 2, 2001. The new company combined 100% stocks of 
shares in KazTransOil and KazTransGas, the Atyrau international 
airport, Euro-Asia Air helicopter company, 99% of Munai Impex, 
90% of shares of KazTransСom and AktobeNefteSvyaz, as well 
as 50% shares of Kazmortransflot shipping company. Thus, it 
combined different assets unprecedentedly. The main activity 
directions of the combined company are attributed to participation 
in all of Kazakhstan's domestic and international projects related 
to the transportation of hydrocarbons, as well as marketing in the 
area of oil and gas.

In the same year, in 2001, KazTransOil NOTC CJSC, 
that was a part of Transport of Oil and Gas National Company, 
successfully placed euronotes of the first issue for the amount 
of $150 million with maturity in 2006 in London. This 
placement was the debut release of securities not only in the 
history of the company, but also the first issue of corporate 
bonds among Kazakhstani companies of the non-banking 
sector at international capital markets. A special role in its 
organization was played by the Director General of Transport 
of Oil and Gas Timur Kulibayev.

The general book of orders for purchase of bond 
significantly exceeded the volume of emissions and allowed 
to establish the final profitability at the level of 8.67 % per 
annum with a coupon rate of 8.50 per annum that was the 
lower limit when the profitability was preliminarily discussed.

The Road-show took place on June 25-28, 2001, in 
several cities of the USA, Frankfurt and London in the form 
of individual meetings with potential investors. Placement 
was diversified between American and European investors.  
Kazakh investors did not participate in the IPO.  The share 
of American investors was 44.4%, the share of investors 
from Great Britain and Germany was 26.3 % and 18.4%, 
accordingly. Investors from Switzerland, Austria, Holland 
and Spain also participated in the placement. Starting from 
the 27th of August 2001 KazTransOil eurobonds of the first 
issue were officially listed in the Category A list of securities 
of the Kazakh stock exchange.

Euronote (Engl. Euronote, note — short-term) — 
a short-term obligation with a floating interest rate. 
It is placed in the European foreign currency market 
(please do not confuse with the European zone market). 
Issued with bank guarantees to provide loans for a 
medium term period.
Euronotes are issued for a period of 3 to 8 months and 
are based on the LIBOR rate (with a bank commission). 
In fact, euronotes are short-term securities and used 
primarily to provide medium-term loans. 
Issuers conclude agreement with banks under which they 
undertake to buy their euronotes within 5-10 years as the 
previous release expires, thus guaranteeing borrowers 
medium-term lending.
Euronotes are global and universal, distinguished by the 
fact that bearer's certificates are issued to investors.
There are also medium-term euronotes (Engl. Medium 
term notes, MTN), which represent registered debentures 
issued for a period from several months to five years and 
addressed to certain investors. Such loans help save on 
underwriting commissions.

TOP MANAGEMENT AT THE MOMENT 
OF ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMPANY:

TIMUR KULIBAYEV - Director General 
KAIRGELDY KABYLDIN - Deputy Director General
BOLAT PALYMBETOV - First Deputy Director General
DANIYAR BERLIBAEV - Deputy Director General

THE TOP MANAGEMENT ALSO INCLUDED:

MURAT ABDRAKHMANOV 
TIMUR BIMAGAMBETOV 
TALGAT DZHUMADILLAYEV 
SABR ESYMBEKOV 
YERZHAN ZHANGAULOV 
LEONID IVANOV
AZIZ ILEUOV 
YERMEK KOSHERBAYEV
AIDARKHAN KUSSAINOV 
ZHAKYP MARABAYEV 
JAMBULAT SARSENOV 
NURBOL SULTAN

The Board of Directors consisting of the Deputy Ministers 
of Energy and Economy Uzakbay Karabalin and Alexander 
Andryushchenko, the Chairman of the State Property and 
Privatization Committee Maksutbek Rakhanov, the President of 
KazTransOil JSC Timur Kulibayev and the Deputy Head of the 
Legal Department of the Prime Minister Office Kanatbek Safinov 
was also approved by decree of the Government of the RK.
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Intergas Central Asia (ICA). This company became 
an operator of Kazakhstan's main gas pipelines. The 
new company was to undertake the reconstruction 
and technical re-equipment of the country's gas 
transportation system, primarily the main gas 
transportation artery - Central Asia-Centre.



"Timur Askarovich Kulibayev was at the origins of the company, who was the President 
of KazTransOil then. He was able to see and demonstrate the economic significance 
and geo-strategic importance of gas transportation systems for our country in a timely 
manner, in the experience of oil pipeline practices. These arguments were supported by 
the Head of State, who closely followed the progress of return of the gas transportation 
system to the state ownership and, as far as I know, sometimes got directly involved 
in the process at his level which was felt when it became easier to come out of another 
negotiating dead end.

Initially there were only five people in KazTransGas: apart from me, there were Daniyar 
Berlibayev, Aidarhan Kussainov, Rosa Zhumina and a driver. We had held long and 
difficult negotiations with Tractebel on the "civilized take over" of our gas pipelines 
initiated by Timur Kulibayev. Eventually we agreed to buy out the entire system for 
$100 million, thus reducing the initial "appetite" of the former owners of the gas 
assets twice.

The negotiated amount was adequate, but the money had to be found. Now it seems 
ridiculous, but at that time, it was a large sum for the republic and we had to collect this 
amount across all Europe. I remember when we dreamed that someday KazTransGas 
would grow into a large company with an annual turnover of $200-250 million ... 
We could not even imagine that the state company KazTransGas would  "deal" wigh 
much higher amounts! Only those who formed the idea could see this.

Working at KazTransGas was a very interesting period of my life. We managed to 
maintain and modernize trunk gas pipelines, ensure smooth operation of gas pipelines 
in cities and towns, we achieved fair prices for the transit of gas through our system, 
started the operation of the Amangeldy field, built a modern gas distribution system 
for private consumers, and trained the public to pay for the fuel consumed ..."

Uzakbai Karabalin, 
the President of KazTransGas JSC,
from an interview with the New Generation 
newspaper and the Petroleum magazine
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On the background of formation of new national 
companies, including those in the sphere of 
organization of transportation of oil and gas, fast 

growing volumes of oil production, signing of new cooperation 
agreements, as well as big opportunities offerd by the Caspian sea, 
Kazakhstan started to modernize and construct new export pipelines 
able to bring Kazakhstani hydrocarbons to the world markets.

On May 12, 1999 a symbolic first stone in the construction 
of the Caspian Pipeline Consortium (CPC) was solemnly laid in the 
vicinity of the village of Yuzhnaya Ozereyevka near Novorossiysk 
(the Russian Federation).

Representatives of the Government of Kazakhstan - 
K.K.Tokayev, the Vice Prime Minister, the President of Kazakhoil 
NOC JSC N.D.Kapparov, the Vice President of KazTransOil JSC 
K.M.Kabyldin, directors of oil companies - CPC shareholders, 
administration of provinces through which the oil pipeline should 
go participated in the event conducted in the area of construction of 
the marine terminal.

Viktor Fedotov, the Director General of CPC; Richard 
Matzke, the Chief Manager of Chevron corporation; heads of other 
shareholding oil companies congratulated the CPC, Russia and 
Kazakhstan with the beginning of implementation of the largest 
investment project, noting the enormous amount of work done and 
the importance of the project for the economies of the participating 
countries.

To celebrate the beginning of the CPC oil pipeline system 
construction, Victor Fedotov, Director General of CPC, opened a 
monument, on which an inscription in golden letters in Russian and 
in English "Caspian Pipeline Consortium", the emblem of the CPC 
and the track route were carved.

EXPORT 
OPPORTUNITIES

On May 12, 1999 a symbolic 
first stone in the construction of 
the Caspian Pipeline Consortium 
(CPC) was solemnly laid 
in the vicinity of the village 
of Yuzhnaya Ozereyevka 
near Novorossiysk 
(the Russian Federation).

Main technical and economic parameters 
of the project:
• The initial design capacity is 28 million 

tonnes, the final design capacity is 67 million 
tonnes per year.

• The estimated cost of the initial construction 
project with the capacity of 28 million tons 
per year is about USD 2.2 billion, and USD 
4.5 billion with the capacity of 67 million tons 
per year.

• The commissioning date is June 30, 2001.

1999
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Construction progressed at a record rate-nearly 750 km of the oil 
pipeline was lain during one year. Simultaneously, the work was being 
carried out at the facilities of the marine terminal. The reservoir park 
for up to 10 tanks for 100 thousand m³ each grew in the mountains 8 
km from the coast in a short time. As for Kazakhstan, there were works 
going on the diagnosis and modernization of the existing pipeline system 
section. It was performed by KazTransOil and Chernomortransneft, the 
CPC contractors.

On 26 March 2001, Atyrau began filling the CPC pipeline with the 
Tengiz oil. During a festive ceremony the Prime Minister of Kazakhstan 
K.K.Tokayev and the Director General of CPC S.Gnatchenko opened a 
valve of the new pipeline to fill it with oil. Directors of oil compa nies-
CPC shareholders, including N.Balgimbayev from Kazakhoil, R.Matzke 
from Chevron, deputies of the Parliament of the RK, the Akim of the 
Atyrau Province S.Daukeyev.

Loading of the first oil tanker at the CPC marine terminal took 
place in October 2001. Five tankers with 450 thousand tonnes were 

Victor Fedotov, 
Director General of CPC:

"Our pipeline will be the safest and most 
environmentally friendly in Russia and Kazakhstan. 
It is no mere chance that we start our construction 
with planting eleven, by the number of CPC 
shareholders, trees symbolizing our commitment 
to do everything possible to preserve the nature, 
while operating the pipeline."

Kairgeldy Kabyldin, 
Vice President for Strategic Development 
of KazTransOil CJSC in1999:

"October 28, 1998, the CPC project received 
a positive opinion from the State expert commission 
of the RK. The development of the feasibility 
study for the oil pipeline system construction was 
complete in less than six months.
And in November 1998, the CPC project received 
a positive opinion from the four commissions 
of the Russian Federation on FS documents 
for the construction of the Tengiz-Novorossiysk 
pipeline. Thus, the new shareholders completed 
the preparation of all necessary documents 
for the transfer of land for the pipeline construction 
for almost a year. It was allowed to commence
the construction."

It is possible to 
extract oil, but 
how can it be
sent to Europe? 
The CPC pipeline 
has just opened 
this way



2001, Commissioning of the CPC

loaded within the framework of the CPC project at the Black sea and 
sent to world markets by the end of November. However, the official 
ceremony of putting the system into operation, which was expected 
by everybody, was still postponed.

The CPC Management had been refusing to indicate the exact 
date of the ceremonial commissioning of the 1,560 km Tengiz-
Novorossiysk pipeline and the marine remote terminal on the Black 
Sea for a few months.

The official ceremony of commissioning of the CPC pipeline 
system took place on November 27, 2001 in the Bay of Yuzhnaya 
Ozereyevka. It was attended by the Deputy Prime Minister of 
Kazakhstan Vladimir Shkolnik, the first Deputy Minister of Energy 
of Russia Ivan Matlashov, the US Ambassador to the Russian 
Federation Alexander Vershbow, Under-secretary of the US Energy 
Vicky Bailey, the President of Kazakhoil NOC Nurlan Balgimbayev, 
the Director General of Transport of Oil and Gas NC CJSC Timur 
Kulibayev and his Deputy Kairgeldy Kabyldin, the Chairman of the 
Board and Chief Executive Officer of ChevronTexaco Dave O'Reilly, 
as well as the Deputy Chairman of the Corporation Richard Matzke. 
In addition, the ceremony was attended by senior representatives of 
other companies-shareholders of the CPC.

"The CPC is a significant milestone in economic cooperation 
between Kazakhstan, Russia, and the United States, and plays an 
important role in the development of countries in the region. The oil 
pipeline will contribute to strengthening the economic independence 
of Kazakhstan and will give a powerful impetus to economic growth 
in the region by attracting investments from the USA. "The long-
awaited trans-port infrastructure will provide access to the energy 
resources of the Caspian Basin".

(From the message of the US Congress members to the 
President of the RK Nursultan Nazarbayev on the occasion of 

official commissioning of the CPC pipeline system).

With the approaching of the date of the CPC pipeline system 
official commissioning, the largest shareholders of this project 
(Russia - 24% and 20% in the joint venture of foreign companies 
with "Lukoil" and "Rosneft") and Kazakhstan (19%) sought to obtain 
for themselves the maximum benefit from the consortium activities. 

At that time, only Kazakhstan outlined its priorities most 
clearly. Shortly before the launch of CPC, the Government 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan had consolidated all the assets 
in the field of hydrocarbon transport business in a single 
national company "Transport of oil and Gas" (TOG), which 
has practically begun to determine Kazakhstan's transit policy. 
TOG was ready to mediate between the CPC and the Russian 
Company Transneft, which had to be the operator of the 
pipeline under the contract of 1996, but lost those functions 
in 2000.

The official ceremony of the CPC commissioning, which 
was to be attended by Presidents of Kazakhstan and Russia - 
Nursultan Nazarbayev and Vladimir Putin correspondingly, 
was set for August 6, 2001. However, before the appointed 
day the President of Chevron Overseas Petroleum Inc. 
Richard Matzke warned that the long-awaited event could 
not take place because of not signing the agreement on the 
transportation of oil (the main document regulating all 
issues of the pipeline, including the creation of the Bank of 
quality, system of applications for pumping oil, commercial 
issues and more. "If the document is not signed on Friday, 3 
August, it will be difficult to speak of a specific date of all 
works completion," - he said, adding that at the last meeting 

With the approaching of the 
date of the CPC pipeline system 
official commissioning, the largest 
shareholders of this project (Russia - 
24% and 20% in the joint venture 
of foreign companies with "Lukoil" 
and "Rosneft") and Kazakhstan (19%) 
sought to obtain for themselves the 
maximum benefit from the consortium 
activities. At that time, only Kazakhstan 
outlined its priorities most clearly. 
In anticipation of the launch of the 
CPC in May 2001, The Government 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan had 
consolidated all the assets in the field 
of hydrocarbon transport business in 
a single national company "Transport 
of oil and Gas" (TOG), which has 
practically begun to determine 
Kazakhstan’s transit policy.

2001
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of the CPC shareholders, the representative of Russia refused to 
sign the document for unknown reasons.  Despite everything, 
the Agreement on oil transportation was approved at the CPC 
Shareholders meeting held in Moscow on August 3, 2001. The 
new oil export route from the Caspian region was opened soon.

In Western countries, this project was considered to be 
the main test for real investment attractiveness of oil producing 
CIS countries for foreign capital. The commissioning of the new 
CPC pipeline system opened a direct "window to Europe" for 
the Kazakh and later for the Russian oil.

The US Congress highly evaluated the commissioning of 
the Tengiz-Novorossiysk oil pipeline. On the ceremony occasion 
of sending the first tanker with Tengiz oil through Bosphorus 
to global consumers in their message to President Nursultan 
Nazarbayev they called the project "a significant milestone in 

economic cooperation between Kazakhstan, Russia and the 
USA", which played an important role in the development of 
countries in the region.

So far, the only supplier of oil for the pipeline was 
Tengizchevroil JV.   In the future, the transportation through the 
CPC oil system of oil from Karachaganak and Kumkol oil fields 
was expected and of Russian oil since 2002.  After appearing of 
one or more shippers in the system, the CPC shareholders were 
going to introduce a bank of oil quality (a system determining 
the compensation that senders pay to less quality oil consignors 
who upload higher quality raw material in the pipe). 

The commissioning of the CPC oil pipeline had a positive 
(albeit indirectly) psychological impact on the investors closely 
eyeing the Kazakhstani shelf of the Caspian Sea.



Simultaneously with construction of the CPC pipeline system 
in 1999 the KIO consortium while fulfilling the obligations 
assumed during signing of the FPSA commenced to 

implement Phase II of the Karachaganak oil field development. 
It involved construction of a new infrastructure here capable 
to increase the extraction of hydrocarbon crude and provide 
processing and export of increasing volumes of hydrocarbons 
to the global market through the CPC system. In particular, this 
phase included works on extension of the field industrial complex 
including utilities` construction at Karachaganak field plant, 
construction of GTPS, intrafield pipelines and supply conduits, 
export pipeline, roads, well sites, shift camp and railway from 
Aksay to the field.

Thus, it was intended to provide access of Karachaganak 
liquid hydrocarbons to the CPC system under construction, in 
accordance with the FPSA according to one of the following 
options: (1) by the exchange of liquid hydrocarbons entering 
Bolshoy Chagan for transportation to Samara for the liquid 
hydrocarbons available in Atyrau; (2) by means of direct access 
to the CPC system through a new pipeline between Bolshoy 
Chagan and Atyrau; (3) by changing the direction of the flow 
along the existing line from Bolshoy Chagan to Atyrau.

In June 1999, the choice was made in favor of a new pipeline 
construction from Bolshoy Chagan to Atyrau. For this purpose, 
on 18 June 1999, the parties of the FPSA and KazTransOil NOTC 
JSC signed the corresponding Memorandum in which the terms 
of introduction of amendments and supplements to the FPSA for 
Karachaganak were indicated. Simultaneously the Memorandum 
for shipment of Karachaganak liquid hydrocarbons to Samara 
was signed.

On the basis of the Memorandum for construction of the 
new pipeline Shearman&Sterling Company prepared the draft 
Agreement No.1 for modifications of the FPSA for Karachaganak 
oil and gas condensate field contracting section, which was 
then submitted to the concerned ministries and offices and to 
KazTransOil NOC JSC in October, 1999.

At the first stage the power of the connector and the new 
pipeline at the first stage should have comprised 7 million tonnes 
per year with further extension to 11 million tonnes per year. 
The total liabilities of Karachaganak contractor to the CPC were 
estimated at 6 million tonnes per year. The quota of LUKOIL in the 
CPC which could have partly been assigned to the transportation 
of the Karachaganak product was also taken into account.

6.9 thousand people were employed at Karachaganak 
field by this time, among which 6 thousand were the citizens of 
Kazakhstan.

"We and our main contractors involved in the project of 
laying communications understand the importance of our project 
in whole for commissioning the whole technological system. 
We faced a challenge but with the help of our contractors, we 
managed to do much. Not only we have connected to the main 
field facilities properly, but also provided an opportunity for 
local companies working closely with KIO to establish close ties 
with the organization which shall be useful for all participants in 
the construction and for Karachaganak project in whole".

Robert Schleicher, 
KIO intrafield communications construction 

project manager in 1999

Participation of the President 
N.Nazarbayev in the inaugural 
ceremony of the Aktau sea port. 
04.09.1999.

1999
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The Aktau Sea Port 
is situated on the eastern 
coast of Caspian Sea 
and is the only seaport of 
Republic of Kazakhstan, 
which carries out 
transshipment of 
dry cargo, oil and oil 
products for international 
transportation.

Participation of the President 
N.Nazarbayev in the foundation 
stone ceremony symbolizing 
the beginning of the reconstruction 
of the port of Aktau. 1997

1997

Besides, from  1997 to  1999 inclusively the Government 
of Kazakhstan jointly with the European   Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) 

implemented the program of complete development and 
reconstruction of the Aktau international marine commercial 
port (AIMCP).  A loan of $74 million was allocated for this 
purpose.

The Aktau port is located on the east coast of the Caspian 
Sea and is the only seaport of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
that transships dry cargo, oil and petroleum products in 
international transportations. As a natural monopoly entity, it 
provides a high competitiveness at the market with the traffic 
share, which comprises 40% of the total volume of sea freight 
in the Caspian Sea.

The completion of the first phase of port reconstruction 
in 1999 was a landmark event. Nursultan Nazarbayev, the 
President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, took part in the 
reconstruction completion ceremony 

Capacity upgrade projects were implemented as a 
result of the reconstruction, the port infrastructure and the 
management structure were improved. The capacity of the 
port loading-reloading complex for maintaining dry cargo 
increased to 1.55 million tonnes per year while maintaining 
the same capacity for oil transshipment - 8 million tonnes per 
year.

After reconstruction the Aktau port turned into a modern 
multi-purpose terminal that does not stop even for a minute.

This project was not limited to the improvement of 
capacities. A lot of work was performed for improving the skills 
of port employees, control system automation, maintaining 
cargo turn-over statistics, automation of payments, simplifying 

of customer service procedure, introduction of marketing, 
record-keeping and management systems.

Currently Kazakhstan represented by the Aktau port is 
a part of international transport corridors, allowing to provide 
entry to the ports of Caspian, Black-Mediterranean and Baltic 
basins, the Gulf states and the states of Southeast Asia.



Jim Bindra, 
the President of Chevron Pipeline Company:

"The pipeline will be the magnet attracting to the region 
both direct and indirect investments."

Lyazzat Kiinov, 
the Deputy Director General of CPC CJSC in 1997-1999:

"Before the CPC pipeline started to operate, the 
Kazakhstan side experienced a lot of problems: we
had not been included into oil pumping charts, we 
had not been provided with the necessary volumes of 
transportation, etc. We had to remonstrate with the feeling 
that we are under some obligations ... But when the 
pipeline was launched, we felt great relief. All relevant 
issues were resolved in the proper way."

Nurlan Balgimbayev, 
the President of Kazakhoil NOC in 2001:

"CPC is the first major investment project in the CIS, 
which involves three countries and 10 companies."

Boris Nemtsov, 
the First Deputy Prime Minister, the Minister of Fuel and Energy 
of the RF:

"Only a month ago this agreement was a big question and 
only personal intervention of the two Presidents helped cut 
the knot of bureaucratic problems. The biggest portion of 
these USD 28.3 billion will remain in the regions, through 
which the pipeline will pass, and this amount is more than 
the current debt to the country's pensioners. In Russia 
there are a lot of politicians, who speak from the podium 
about the need for integration, but the more they speak, 
the less they really do. This project is also indicative of 
relations between Russia and Belarus."

Anatoliy Shatalov, 
the Deputy Minister of Fuel and Energy of the Russian Federation, 
after the ceremony of signing of the final CPC Restructuring 
Agreement:

"The Kazakhstan side developed the whole strategy, 
expressed the main  desire to create and adopt 
this document."

Vladimir Shkolnik,
the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK, the Deputy 
Prime Minister of the RK in 2001:

"I took part in a solemn launch of the CPC system 
under Novorossiysk. I was assigned by the Head of State 
to represent Kazakhstan at the opening ceremony 
of the pipeline. This project was very important from 
the standpoint of further enhancing of the investment 
interest in our country. It is possible to extract oil, 
but how can it be sent to Europe? The CPC pipeline has 
just opened this way."

Kasym-Zhomart Tokayev, 
Prime-Minister of the RK:

"Without Kazakh oil, no project - neither Iranian 
nor Baku-Ceyhan - will be adapted. Kazakhstan has 
a principled position - the more pipelines, the more 
profitable for the Republic. There are no political 
prejudices here."
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David O’Reilly, 
Chief Executive Officer of ChevronTexaco:

"The CPC is a project that serves as a shining example 
of successful international cooperation and demonstrates 
to the world business community that it is safe to invest 
in Russia and Kazakhstan.
This event took place in the period of active partnership 
development between the US, Russia and Kazakhstan."

Sergei Gnatchenko, 
the Director General of the CPC:

"The decision on the construction of the CPC in the early 
90s was taken in the acute competition between Turkey 
and Russia for the direction of Kazakh oil transportation. 
Statement includes refusal of Russia from the construction 
of the CPC pipeline, which would mean that the Kazakh oil 
did not go across the territory of Russia, which would have 
huge negative consequences for the country."

Carl Burnett, 
the President of Mobil Oil Kazakhstan:

"Although the maximum reserves capacities of Kazakhstan 
are a constant topic of debate, the country has a 
significant opportunity to be among the leaders of the 
oil production. The price of oil will run strong enough to 
ensure the profitability of oil development in the country. 
However, a problem of export pipelines appears again, 
if export pipelines are too expensive or cannot work, the 
world markets will turn to other oil-exporting regions. 
The greatest risk is still associated with the ability of 
Kazakhstan to export crude oil. 
Of course, CPC is the primary task of the Mobil Company. 
However, the CPC will only partially address this problem, 
but it does not have the capacity to export the estimated 
huge quantities of oil. Furthermore, the CPC may need at 
least two oil pipelines and one gas pipeline."

Richard Matzke, 
the President of Chevron:

"Chevron supports the concept of multi-variant 
cooperation, but the entire industry needs the CPC 
as soon as possible. It can truly enhance the regional 
US-Russian relations. There is an argument that 
the export version without the participation of Russia 
meets the interests of the region better, I respect such 
efforts, but participation of Russia is of great importance 
for the future of the oil industry in the Caspian region. 
The CPC is a catalyst for the US, Russian and Kazakh 
companies in the ability to work together. An important 
step on the way of our success is the development 
of "Tengizchevroil", which is directly linked to the 
development of the CPC, and vice versa."

Kanatbek Zhumin, 
in 2001, the Deputy Director General of the CPC for relations with 
the Government of Kazakhstan:

"The CPC is an economically stable project, the 
revenues of which will eventually increase in accordance 
with the increase in the system’s capacity and growing 
of the transported oil volume. The dividends payment 
schedule is clearly defined in the feasibility study (FS) 
of the project, and there is no reason to assume that it 
can be offended. We believe that the maximum design 
capacity for pumping Kazakhstan oil - 20 million tons 
per year will be reached by the CPC by mid-2003. 
Another 8 million tons is the volume of the Russian 
oil the time of which receipt by the CPC pipeline is 
dependent on the timing of the bridges construction 
between the CPC and Transneft. The technical capacity 
of the pipeline does not allow redistributing this amount 
for Kazakhstan.
The problem of the CPC quality bank (QB) is 
successfully solved. Really, the QB starts working as 
soon as the system begins to flow some other oil in 
addition to the Tengiz oil. The CPC detects the quantity 
and quality of oil entering the system at each entry point. 
There is a map of 11 standard grades of oil quoted at 
the London Stock Exchange, according to which the 
incoming oil is estimated. All mutual settlements among 
the intercompany shippers are performed in monetary 
terms through the quality bank; the volumes are 
calculated in tons."



Completion of the 
programme of 
denationalization 
and privatization 
of enterprises of the 
oil and gas sector 
of the RK

The meeting of the tender commission took place 
concerning privatization of "Aktyubinskneft" enterprise on 
January 25, 1997, 85% of whose shares were put out to tender in 
the previous year.  Application filing end dates were postponed 
several times. Initially only one company, the American 
Company Exxon, which struggled for shares of the enterprise 
non-competitive, attended the tender. The American company 
Texaco finalized their tender bids In January.  However, the 
problem of real competition remained as only one participant 
submitted bid for an 85-percent stake while the other for a much 
smaller number of shares making the bids not quite comparable.

The second five-year period of development of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan under conditions of 
the independence falls on the implementation 

of the third final phase of the denationalization and 
privatization of the oil and gas sector. Privatization 
of oil and gas complex intensified in that period. The 
largest companies such as Mangistaumunaigaz JSC, 
Aktobeneft JSC and other 22 gas supply enterprises 
were offered through tenders during 1996-1998 
by the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

The largest sales transactions 
in the oil and gas sector

By 31 March 1997, applications for the privatization of 
Aktyubinskneft JSC were filed by four applicants, the Chinese 
Oil National Company, Amoco, Texaco, and the Russian 
company South Bridge.

There were major changes in the tender for Aktyubinskneft 
JSC in May 1997. It became known, that only 60% of shares 
would be sold instead of the planned 85% of the association 
shares that would make 67% of the voting shares.

On June, 4 1997, the Vice President of CNPC Vu 
Yaaoven and the Director of the Privatization Department of 
the Ministry of Finance Eduard Utepov signed an agreement 
of acquisition by a Chinese company of 60.2% of shares of 
AktyubinskMunaiGas JSC developing Kenkyak and Janajol 
fields in Aktyubinsk region for $ 325 million.

AKTYUBINSKNEFT JSC
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INVESTMENTS 
INTO THE 

INDUSTRY
"Due to the fact that Kazakhstan 
earned a reputation of a reliable 
and predictable investment object, 
we can set our demands to our foreign 
investors. We have gained 
the international prestige, our own 
credit history, and it is quite legitimate 
that our wishes are understood 
by foreign partners."

Nursultan Nazarbayev,
the President of the RK from 

the Book "The Kazakhstani Way"



MANGISTAUMUNAIGAZ JSC

Therefore, in 1997 for the first time China National 
Petroleum Company (CNPC) came to the Kazakhstan market 
and one of the "old" tenders and one of the largest privatization 
projects, which began in 1995, was completed.

After signing the agreement, CNPC AktobeMunaiGas JSC 
owned 25.12% of shares, the working staff - 5.07% of registered 
preferred shares in the joint venture. Another 9.53% of common 
and preferred shares were owned by various individuals and 
legal entities.

In early 2001, the Government of Kazakhstan transferred 
the state-owned shares of CNPC AktobeMunaiGas JSC in 
trust for 5 years without an option to purchase to the American 
company Access Industries Inc., which left the project ahead of 
schedule at the initiative of the Kazakh Government. And after a 
while, CNPC bought the rest of 25.12% of state block shares of 
CNPC AktobeMunaiGas JSC at the Kazakhstan Stock Exchange 
tender in 2003.

On 24 September, 1997, the Agreement on Interstate 
Cooperation in the sphere of oil and gas with the total amount 
of $4.38 bln was signed within the framework of a visit of the 
Chinese Government delegation headed by the Prime Minister 
of the State Council of the People's Republic of China Li Peng 
to Kazakhstan. This document was signed by the Vice Prime 
Minister of the RK Umirzak Shukeyev and the First Deputy 
Prime Minister of the State Council Li Lánqīng.

Key points of the deal:
• An impressive level of investment and bonus set forth in the 

contract on cooperation in the field of oil and gas:   for 20 
years - more than $ 4 billion and $ 325 million respectively;

• Improvement of the social infrastructure;
• Payment of debts of Aktyubinskmunaigas;
• Payment of royalty (its minimal size is defined in the 

contract, and finally it will be determined after the signing of 
the subsoil use contract).

"The cooperation between CNPC and Access meets the 
interest of both the Government of Kazakhstan and the long-
term development of the company and is in line with its statute".

Wu Yaowen, 
the Vice-President of CNPC-AktobeMunaiGas

Opening of envelops with tender bids for the purchase 
of a package of 60% shares of  Mangistaumunaigaz JSC (the 
Mangystau Province) was held on February 8, 1997. Six bidders 
included representatives of Kazakhstan, Russia and far-abroad 
countries as well as Mangistaumunaigaz itself,offering its own 
privatization scheme.

On 11 May, 1997, the contract was awarded to Central 
Asia Petroleum Ltd. The purchase agreement was signed 
by the company Director Hilmi Panigoro and the Director of 
Privatization Department of the Ministry of Finance of the RK 

Eduard Utepov. The state held the remaining 30% of shares, 
10% of which were in the form of preferred non-voting shares 
belonging to the members of the staff.

The Indonesian company won the tender in a tough 
competition with six other foreign and domestic companies, 
including such well-known ones as Oryx Kazakhstan Energy 
(the USA).

The new owner took over the obligation to repay 
Mangistaumunaigaz debts and improve the declining oil 
production.

Key points of the deal:
• The total amount of the transaction is $4 billion 348 million, 

of which $4.1 billion-actual investments that are to be earned 
over 20 years;

• Payment of the production and royalty bonus for the contract 
period -$ 503 million 273 thousand;

• The environmental program expenditure is $ 70 million;
• Expenditure on social projects-$ 30 million;
• Costs for training and retraining of local staff are $ 19 

million;
• Obligations to repay debts of Mangistaumunaigaz which 

is going through a rather difficult time and in recent years 
has been having an annual reducing of oil production by 
15-20%.

• Doubled oil production in the fields after a thorough technical 
analysis of the company's specialists;

• The amount of revenue from VAT payments, excise taxes 
and income tax from legal entities is $ 1 billion 695 million 
170 thousand;

• The share of the Kazakh side revenues in the project is 
65.73% (including the share of Kazakhoil NOC of 14.69%), 
the company Central Asia Petroleum Ltd. – 29.38%, the staff 
members of Mangistaumunaigaz JSC - 4.9%.;

• In monetary terms, the Republic of Kazakhstan will receive 
$2 billion 949 million 166 in the first 25 years, Kazakhoil 
NOC-$ 848 million 829, the foreign shareholder -$ 1 billion 
697 million 658 thousand.

A contract on exploration and production of hydrocarbons 
in 15 oil and gas fields in the Mangystau Province within the 
license blocks was signed for a term of 31 years. The volume 
of production during 25 years of development of all 15 fields 
should have been as follows: Liquid hydrocarbons, 106.3 million 
tonnes;  natural gas-10.6 billion cubic meters.

"Proposals of Central Asia Petroleum Ltd were from the 
outset above the proposals of their competitors. The concluded 
contract does not imply any exclusive benefits for the buyer, who 
will be operating in the legal and tax regime of Kazakhstan.

Since the beginning of the year there was a massive attack 
in the media, it said that Mangistaumunaigaz was going to offer 
its shares at international stock exchanges. But when we faced 
this problem closer, it turned out that there was not even an audit 
of the situation".

Alexander Pavlov,
The Vice Premier of the RK



KARAZHANBASMUNAI JSC

UZENMUNAIGAZ JV

NORTHERN BUZACHI FIELD

"The bonus amount depends on the volume of production: 
for every 20 million tonnes of hydrocarbons the investor will pay 
$ 2.5 million; the commercial detection which must be confirmed 
by the state committee on reserves allows the payment to be $ 1 
million. A very important role in special payments belongs to the 
established royalty rate which allows more than $ 500 million 
of the state revenue to be brought for 25 years of development".

Baurzhan Aimakov,
The Director of the State Committee on Investments of the 

RK

"The most promising are the deposits of Kalamkas and 
Zhetybai whose recoverable reserves are forecasted at 100 
million tonnes and 77 million tonnes respectively. However, the 
recovery factor can be increased during the improvement of 
technology".

         Sagyn Krymkulov,
the President of Mangistaumunaigaz JSC in 1997

h well-known ones as Oryx Kazakhstan Energy 
(the USA).

The choice of a strategic investor for Uzenmunaigaz 
JSC faced serious difficulties.  Three participants of the tender 
- CNPC, Amoco, and the consortium of Petronas and Unocal, 
made suggestions regarding the acquisition of the shares of this 
company. But, both the decision about the winner of the tender 
and the concept of its further implementation had been missing 
for several months.

At the meeting of the Interdepartmental Commission 
chaired by the Prime Minister Umirzak Shukeyev on July 
31, 1997, it was decided to grant the right for exclusive 
negotiations regarding the privatization of Uzenmunaigaz JSC 
to China National Petroleum Company. However, 90% of 
shares of UzenMunaiGaz JSC were later transferred to the State 
Committee on the property to Kazakhoil National Oil and Gas 
Company.

"The Uzen field crisis began in the 1990s, when the oil 
production decrease rate increased to 15-18% per annum."  
The reasons are objective: obsolete oil equipment, the difficult 
situation in the country as a whole and the consequent 
deterioration in the financial situation of UzenMunaiGaz JSC. 
All of this endangered the lives of 60,000 inhabitants of Uzen, 
and the project to restore the Uzen field became a priority. In 
1993, the Government requested a loan from the World Bank 
for a rehabilitation documentation deposit. The Bank invited 

93 firms to participate in the tender, 14 of which expressed 
their interest. In the final stage, 3 bids were received from four 
companies:  Amoco (the USA), the CNPC (China), Petronas 
(Malaysia) in consortium with Unocal (the USA).

The Mangyshlak oil differs through a very high content of 
paraffin.     The similar field is available only in China, which is 
much ahead of us in solving this problem, of course.

China National Petroleum Company was awarded a 
contract in July 1997 and we signed a general agreement on the 
construction of the export Kazakh-Chinese oil pipeline and the 
joint development of the Uzen field".

Zhaksylyk Zhangaziyev,
the President of Uzenmunaigaz JSC in 1997

In early 1997, as a result of the tender, 94.6% of the AB 
shares Karazhanbasmunai was sold to the American company 
Triton Vuko. The initial intention was to create a joint venture 
at the Karazhanbas (Mangystau oblast) deposit. However, this 
approach did not satisfy the Government, which was interested 
in the sale of all state-owned shares of the company.

Taking into account the technological complexity (heavy oil 
with a high content of paraffin and asphalt-resinous components 
and the complex geological structure of the deposit) the joint 
venture would not have been able to provide the necessary 
level of investment and business management according to the 
Government.

In September 1998, 65% of shares in the North Buzachi 
field (Mangystau region), with potential oil reserves of 1 billion 
barrels and production of 8 thous. barrels per day of viscous, 
sweet crude were sold to American company Texaco.

List of shareholders of the project changed several times 
during the next six to seven years.
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"The Work on investments seemed to result from the 
policy of privatization which Kazakhstan started as 
one of the first in the CIS. Privatization played a major 
role in the dramatic increase in foreign financial 
investment in Kazakhstan. The period of so-called "big 
privatization" was particularly fruitful when "Blue 
chips" were put on sale-large enterprises in extractive 
and manufacturing industries, energy and transport. 
Among the energy industries to be privatized. There 
were giants like "Aktobemunaigas", "Shymkent-
Nefteorgsintez" (Shnos), "Mangistaumunaigaz",
"Kazakhstankaspiyshelf", Cascade Hydroelectric 
in east-region, Almaty Hydro and other facilities. 
Joint ventures and consortia were established with 
foreign partners to develop the fields, among them 
the largest trans-national companies in the world. 
The leading oil and gas companies became 
shareholders of the CPC, the JV "Tengizchevroil" 
was created for the development of the Tengiz and 
Korolev fields.
In the early 2000s, the government continued to 
delivery, but the issues of improvement management 
of public property were also addressed. New 
approaches to the distribution of power between 
the public authorities in the management and 
administration of the State property have begun 
to be applied.
In 2001, the main phase of privatization was 
completed. It has created a real basis for a market 
economy. Kazakhstan became the first country in the 
CIS with the status of a market economy. The work 
of attracting foreign investors was, in fact, under the 
personal control of the president. In the course of 
many meetings with the world political and economic 
elite, the leader of Kazakhstan managed to convince 
his viss of the benefits and reliability of deposit 
Dyvanija investment in Kazakhstan. It was believed by 
the live States, international financial organizations 
and captains of world business. Along with the wealth 
Natural resources, political stability, good law, 
this is what-Personal Trust, Mr. Nazarbaev, was 
a decisive factor in the selection of capital points 
by foreign investors.
As a result of the measures taken in 1992-2002, more 
than $18 billion foreign direct investment was reported 
in the economy of Kazakhstan in the official data. 
The main investors were the United States, Great 
Britain, Italy, Korea and Switzerland. In addition to 
the build of the state budget for financial stabilization, 
the question of attracting modern technology and 
manager as required to bring Kazakhstan to a good 
level of development had largely been resolved. The 
successes of the investment policy of Kazakhstan in the 
first decade of independence were a solid foundation 
for the sustainable economic development and social 
progress of our country for many years to come."

Kasym-Zhomart Tokayev, 
in 2001, the Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan:

PAVLODAR AND ATYRAU REFINERIES

At the same time the possibility of two Kazakhstani oil 
refineries privatization (Pavlodar and Atyrau) in the period was 
considered.

At that time, the volume of crude oil processed by these 
enterprises had tended to decrease.

94,506 shares of the Atyrau refinery staff were transferred 
to the trust management of Telf AG in November 1996. In 
parallel, the company acquired 12.1% stake of the plant, 
which was transferred to the following related organizations: 
"EmbaMunaiGas" JSC, "TengizMunaiGaz" "Yuzhnefteprovod" 
PA, "Atyrauenergo" JSC and Atyrau branch of the railway 
during the corporatization of the plant.

The government was later forced to announce the 
annulment of the tender results. The refinery state shares were 
transferred to the management of "NOC "Kazakhoil", which 
acquired from the Telf AG and a group of its affiliate a stake in 
Atyrau refinery and became the single largest shareholder of the 
company that owned 86.7% of shares in 1999.

As for the Pavlodar refinery, which in the beginning of 
1997 almost turned to work in a circular mode to keep the 
production in operation, its initially estimated privatization in 
the 1990s was postponed.  The reason for putting it off was 
related to the planned sale of Russian Omsk refinery, a much 
larger and better provided one with raw materials. The Pavlodar 
refinery could hardly compete with the Russian company in the 
investment attractiveness.

The Pavlodar refinery was transferred to the concession of 
the American company of CCL Oil for three years in early 1997 
as a result of the tender.  The Government intended to revert to 
the issue of the sale of the plant after the end of the concession 
period.

***
Meanwhile, there was an increasing 
tendency to oppose privatization 
processes. Arguments against 
privatization were blamed on the 
inconsistent national interests, 
indifference to Labour and social work. 
The main irritant was the arrival 
of foreigners to the enterprises.
However, as the practice later showed, 
the main success of the privatization 
process was the repayment 
of the debts of the once-incumbent 
enterprises before the budget 
and wages, job retention, 
production growth.



Kanat Bozumbayev,
Minister of Energy of the Republic of Kazakhstan

You have an excellent and reliable source – the Book containing the most 
interesting and important moments happened in the history of oils and 
gas industry of the Republic of Kazakhstan for the period of 25 years of 
independence. 

Here you will see the memories of our veterans and authoritative specialists witnesses 
of historical moments.

Our industry is now a single, well-functioning system, employing more than 230,000 
people. Each of these workers is home to their families and loved ones.

This means that almost a million Kazakstan are directly connected by the oil industry.
In sum, in a quarter of an age-old development history, Kazakhstan has obtained more 

than 1 billion tonnes of oil and 547.6 million cubic metres of gas. The oil-new industry 
provides about 99 per cent of the income to the National Fund, over 70 per cent of the 
country's exports and generates about a quarter of GDP.

But the world is not in place, and Kazakhstan, among other things. We are on the 
threshold of a new technical revolution. Traditional sources of energy are replaced by 
alternative, "green" technologies.  Hydrocarbon raw material is receiving new applications. 
Although the petrochemical industry in Kazakhstan is in the formative stages, production 
of basic petrochemical products has been introduced in the industry during the period 
of independence. Factories for polypropylene, road bitumen, and aromatic hydrocarbons 
have been built.

New discoveries and inventions await us. However, new technologies and 
specializations are bound to emerge. I am sure that our country will contribute to the 
development of new directions in the world of oil and gas industry.

I wish to have great pleasure in reading this book.

Dear Readers!
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Chapter III
National
In the first half of the 2000s, in Kazakhstan, in accordance 

with the course outlined by President Nursultan 
Nazarbayev, the policy based on achieving high rates of 

economic growth (primarily through the development of the oil 
and gas industry), ensuring social stability and Energy security of 
the state. A number of important documents, such as the Plan of 
social and economic development for 2001-2010 and the Strategy 
of industrial and innovative development of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan till the year of 2015 were accepted with the aim to 
structural updating of the economy using a part of state revenues 
gained from oil export.

One of the main slogans of the Government of that 
time is the following: if in the difficult 1990s years, 
the foreign investors helped the "sick" economy of 
Kazakhstan, sometimes receiving significant tax 
and customs privileges from the state, henceforth 
the relationship between the parties should be 
changed conceptually in order to balance the 
interests. Now the country itself can dictate 
the terms to foreign investors. Supporting 
this process the Government adopts a 
number of programs and legal acts aimed 
to the competitiveness of the Kazakhstan 
economy and strengthening the state 
participation in development projects.

The peculiarity of the oil country of 
this period was a large number of oil 
operators of the most different scales. 
The majority of international energy 
companies created at the beginning 
of the 1990s remains the largest 
investors in the industry. Moreover, 
huge projects – Tengiz, Karachaganak, 
and Kashagan - become some kind of 
brand of Kazakhstan oil opportunities. 
During the considered period the average 
annual increase of oil and gas condensate 
production in Kazakhstan reaches 12%, 
and the highest rate in oil production sector 
over the years of independence of the Republic 
has been reached in 2003 – 45,1 million tons.

"LOCOMOTIVE"



The role of Kazakhstan as an oil supplier 
is also steadily growing. At the global market 
level, it is a significant progress, especially 
considering that the largest oil states such as 
Saudi Arabia, Russia, the USA, for the same 
period reduce their market share.

One of the major events of that period 
became the commitment of the Kazakhstan 
oil and gas resources to the east, towards 
China. Geopolitics is closely intertwined with 
policy. There is redistribution of forces on the 
world energetic map, where in terms of the 
Eurasian region Kazakhstan is given one of 
the leading roles.

Against the backdrop of significant rise in 
oil prices (for example, in 2004 prices have 

reached the highest notch, having raised 
beyond $40 per barrel) the state is given a 
role of "locomotive" in the implementation of 
high rates of economic growth. It presupposes 
active participation of the state in forming 
of the economic and political conditions 
stimulating the creation of multinational 
corporations capable of competing on the 
market both domestically and internationally. 
Certainly, it relied on new national corporate 
"KazMunayGas" which shall fully advocate 
public interests on the oil and gas market 
both inside and outside the country.



Protocol to the Agreement 
between the RK and 
the Russian Federation 
on the delineation 
of the bottom of the 
northern Caspian Sea

Since, in 1998, the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
and the President of the Russian Federation have signed 
the Interstate Agreement on the delimitation of the northern 

part of the Caspian seabed, almost five years have passed. 
However, the legal position of the number of disputable fields of 
the Caspian Sea remains uncertain.

     Under these conditions, the Russian company LUKOIL, 
without the agreement with Astana, began exploration of the 
Khvalynskoye field reserves; Kazakhstan also claimed to it and 
the actions of Russian oilmen was considered to be illegal. In 
early May 2002, the MFA of the RK announced a note of protest 
to Russia in this regard.

Common 
point

"Joint equal development of major 
deposits on the Caspian not only 
raises our relationship to a new 
level, but it is also an example 
to others."

Nursultan Nazarbayev
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     And only diplomacy, perseverance, and concurrence of 
actions of the parties allowed to solve this problem.

     However, already on May 13, 2002, for the purpose of 
implementation of the sovereign rights to Subsoil use Presidents of 
Kazakhstan and Russia Nursultan Nazarbayev and Vladimir Putin 
signed the Protocol to the Agreement for bottom separation of the 
northern part of the Caspian Sea in the Kremlin.

     Thus, for the first time in the nearly 10-year history of the 
Caspian epic, a real step was taken to resolve it.

"Joint equal development of the largest fields in the Caspian 
Sea not only lifts our relations to a new level but also become an 
example for others".

It has been decided now: 
the Khvalynskoye deposit 
and the Central structure, 
under the jurisdiction 
of the RF, as well as the 
Kurmangazy structure 
relating to the RK should 
be developed jointly by 
Kazakhstan and Russia.

"LUKOIL" PJSC is a Russian oil company. The name of the 
company comes from the first letters of the names of the towns 
of the petroleum (Langepas, Urai, Kogalym) and the word "oil" 
(from the English - oil).
The main activities of the company are operations for the 
exploration, extraction, and refining of oil and natural gas, 
the disposal of oil and oil products.
The "Lukoil" Brand is one of two Russian brands (along with 
"Baltic"), listed in the Top 100 world brands, composed in April 
2007 by the British newspaper Financial Times. Headquarters 
of Lukoil is located in Moscow.

Leonid Fedun, 
Vice President of Lukoil Company:

"Of course, we are sorry to give part 
of the explored deposit, but we are confident 
that we will find a compromise with Kazakhstan's 
side on the issue of development of the structure, 
especially as the Protocol stipulates that the 
conditions for its joint operation are specified in 
the special paragraph."

Viktor Kalyuzhnyy, 
Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of the RF, 
special representative of the RF President 
on the Caspian issues:

"We agreed that two out of three fields will be 
transferred to resource jurisdiction of Russia, 
one - to Kazakhstan. There seems to be no 
serious problem with Azerbaijan, I think, 
in a few months, we will finish this work. 
It's even simpler, because the agreement 
has been almost reached between Lukoil 
and the Azerbaijan State Oil Company on the 
distinction of the structures that fall within 
the area of the possible boundary lin."

Khvalynskoe



Uzakbay Karabalin, 
in 2002, the Deputy Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources 
of the RK:

"Of course, there were disputes during the negotiation 
process. For example, the Long island, which 
represents washed sand, Russia proposed to bring 
it under its jurisdiction and from there to observe the 
median line. When the water level in the Caspian Sea 
went down, Long island appeared and when rose, 
the island left under water, and it turned out that there 
was no island at all. The Russian side proved that 
it was a "collective" continental island where fishing 
facilities were located. Kazakh specialists were forced 
to disembark there, to select samples and to prove that 
the "island soil" was not continental, there was no 
corresponding continental vegetation. So the dispute 
over Long island was resolved. It was wise to decide 
that all the deposits on the median line should be 
developed together.
The fact that Kazakhstan and Russia have been able 
to reach the agreement peacefully on the division 
of the Caspian, I believe to be the greatest achievement 
of our Head of the State and our diplomacy."

 "It is always easier to work with states that have no 
disputes but have legal documents" – said Vladimir Putin, the 
President of the Russian Federation. 

     Later, the Kazakhstan Leader wrote in his book 
"Kazakhstan way": "I am confident that the negotiating process 
will take into account the interests of all five countries in the 
region. Now the level of integration relations in the world has 
reached such significance that the economic globalization process 
has become a mechanism that dictates its conditions in the world 
market and directly distributes the role of a country in the system 
of the international labor division".

     According to this Protocol, Kazakhstan and Russia 
established coordinates of the passing of the modified median 
line between two parties. The starting point of the modified 
median line was 46 degrees 13.3' north latitude and 49 degrees 
26.4' east longitude, and the end point was recognized as a 
point with coordinates of 42 degrees 33.6' north latitude and 49 
degrees 53.3' east longitude. The specified end point, noted in 
the document, can be accepted as the point of convergence of the 
delimitation lines of the Caspian Sea in order to subsoil between 
the RF, Kazakhstan, and Azerbaijan, which will be recorded in a 
trilateral agreement among them. 

     It has been decided now:  The Khvalynskoye deposit 
and the structure of the central, under the jurisdiction of the RF, 
as well as the structure of Kurmangazy relating to the RK, should 
be developed jointly by Kazakhstan and Russia. The partner of 
Kazakhstan from the Russian side in the project of Khvalynskoye 
field development became "Lukoil", Central field – "Lukoil" and 
"Gazprom", and Kurmangazy – "Rosneft". 

         The Protocol also acknowledged the right of authorized 
organizations to assign the share (or its part) in the enterprise to 
other legal entities after receiving approval from the government 
of one's party. In case of such concession, each authorized 
organization will have the priority right to acquisition of the 
share of the organization, which stands down it, on conditions 
which are not worse than ones offered by other legal entities.
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Kasym-Zhomart Tokayev, 
in 2002 Secretary of State  - Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of the RK: 

"The original position of Kazakhstan was as 
follows: first of all, the status of the bottom of 
the sea, at least its northern part, needs to be 
determined, and the question can no longer be kept 
in limbo; secondly, without sensible compromises, 
this problem cannot be solved. Therefore during 
negotiations, we found an original formula: 
"modified" median line. In practice, this has 
led Hvalynski to the Russian part of the sea, 
but Kurmangazy became to be under the full 
jurisdiction of Kazakhstan. The compromise was not 
only about the legal status of the North Sea ground, 
but the main thing was that the parties agreed 
to share the deposits, based on the possibilities 
and the interests of the extractive companies. 
Now Kazakhstan remains faithful to its policy 
of good-neighbourliness Relations, to consolidate 
the foundations for confidence-building, security, 
and stability in the Caspian Sea region. Our country 
is in favor of the demilitarization of the Caspian 
and it proposes to limit naval activities in the 
Caspian Sea to tasks and functions incumbent 
on the maritime parts of border agencies. 
We consider such approach a preferable option. 
Not everybody agreed with it, so the idea of 
establishing five-sided mechanism for the control 
of armaments in the Caspian Sea, which could 
become a further guarantee of security and reliable 
means of preventing conflicts, remains valid. 
The Caspian Sea truly should become "the sea 
of friendship and stability" as the people 
of the coastal countries want".

     Subscription of the Russian-Kazakh agreement on 
the modified median line in the northern Caspian even though 
it was announced beforehand, became a surprise. There has 
been too much in the memory of the promised but there were 
no "breakthroughs" on the Caspian issue.   The parties-signers 
hoped that now three other Caspian states – Azerbaijan, Iran, 
and Turkmenistan – under the impression of the Moscow 
agreements will tend to a compromise.

     At that time Iran insisted on the separation of the 
Caspian Sea into five equal parts or use of the sea on the 
condominium basis. At the same time Russia, Kazakhstan, 
and Azerbaijan supported division of the Caspian Sea on the 
modified median line by the principle "divide the bottom, water 
is common".

     The document had been of great historical importance 
since it had established the civilized economic sectors of 
countries and the lines of their delimitation. The responsibility 
of each of the states for mining development became quite 
clear. 



On June 7, 2002, in St. Petersburg the 
Governments of Kazakhstan and Russia 
signed the Agreement for the long-term transit 

of the Kazakhstan oil through the Russian territory. The 
document in the presence of Presidents of two countries 
Nursultan Nazarbayev and Vladimir Putin was signed by 
the Deputy Prime Minister of Kazakhstan Karim Massimov 
and the Deputy Prime Minister of the Government of the 
Russian Federation Victor Khristenko.

In addition, a constituent treaty was signed between 
OAO Gazprom and JSC National Company KazMunayGas 
on the establishment of new joint venture KazRosGas 
where the parties have the equal share of 50% each. 

According to the first Agreement of 15 years of 
duration, the Russia guarantees the possibility to transit 
the Kazakhstan oil through its territory: Atyrau-Samara 
oil pipeline - not less than 15 million tons per year, 

Makhachkala-Tikhoretsk-Novorossiysk oil pipelines - 
not less than 2,5 million tons per year. At the same time, 
the transit cost of the Kazakhstan oil through the Russian 
territory reached $0,74 for transportation of 1 ton for the 
distance of 100 km whereas priming of the same amount 
of oil on similar distance on the territory of Kazakhstan 
equaled $1,2.

Volumes of oil transportation provided by this 
agreement shall be covered due to the existing capacities. 
Moreover, this agreement in case of need provided the 
construction of the new pipelines from Kazakhstan to the 
Russian Federation, in particular, in the direction of its 
northern ports. In this case, additional Kazakh-Russian 
negotiations were envisaged.

"The property right to the oil transported by pipeline 
services and other transport means by way of transit 
passage, which presents a subject of this agreement, remains 
for consignors according to contracts between economic 
entities", - was stated in the document.

As for the joint venture KazRosGas, the initiative on 
its establishment became possible due to direct agreements 
between the President of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev 
and Russian President Vladimir Putin, as well as the signing 
of the Kazakhstan-Russia intergovernmental agreement on 
cooperation in the gas sphere as of November 28, 2001. 
It should be added that much later, in December 2007, 
Russian President Vladimir Putin awarded the Order of 
Friendship to Timur Kulibayev who was the head of the 
company "Transport of oil and gas" in the early 2000s for 
"contribution to strengthening friendship and cooperation 
in the development of the Russian and Kazakh fuel and 
energy complex". 
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Timur Kulibayev, 
in 2002, First Vice President of KazMunayGas CJSC:

"In the 1990s, Russian-imposed quotas on the 
reallocation of Kazakhstan's oil in the volume of 
only 3.5 million tons per year did not meet the export 
needs of Kazakhstan. Still, when I came to work 
at the KazTransOil, I set the task of increasing oil 
exports by almost four times, to 15 million tons per 
year. However, the technical condition of the trunk 
pipelines at the time was extremely poor. The facilities 
of the transportation system were in operational 
condition but required major repairs and upgrades. 
We counted and protected economically feasible 
tariffs for pumping oil to the domestic market and 
exports. Thanks to high oil prices and our arguments 
in favor of the modernization of pipelines, all oil 
producers have agreed with higher transportation 
costs. In addition, we organized the placement of the 
Eurobonds of company KazTransOil on fairly good 
terms. Return of debt provided by the tariff. 
As a result of the overall measures taken, for example, 
the capacity of our main export pipeline at that time 
Atyrau Samara increased from less than 10 million 
tons to 15 million tons per year.
At that time I worked very hard in Moscow with 
the Russian Line Ministry. We have prepared an 
intergovernmental agreement according to which 
Russia has granted the free passage of Kazakhstan's 
oil in its territory. This was very helpful in the years 
that followed when the price of oil on the world 
market began to grow, providing a steady cash flow 
to the budget through exports.
As a result, in the first half of the 2000s, we fully 
met the petroleum export needs of our oil industry:
 the CPC pipeline has been operational and the 
capacity to pumping oil has been extended along 
the Atyrau-Samara successfully transported the 
oil tankers to the port of Aktau and built a pipeline 
to China. We have completely abandoned the rail 
transport of oil and have used the most profitable 
pipeline method for the delivery of Kazakh oil to 
consumers. All this has created favorable conditions 
for development for the oil and gas industry."

"KazRosGas" JV, registered in the territory of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan, has been established to carry 
out market research of natural gas markets and products 
of its processing, gas processing at gas processing plants, 
ensuring the transportation of natural gas, selling gas in the 
domestic and foreign markets, developing and introducing 
new technologies, etc.

The signing of this constituent agreement had a 
great importance for Kazakhstan, which from now on had 
the opportunity to enter with its gas into the European 
markets.

The agreement on the creation of "KazRosGaz" 
assumed annual delivery of 5 billion cubic meters of gas 
from the Karachaganak oil-gas condensate field (West-
Kazakhstan region) for cleaning to the Orenburg gas plant 
(Russian Federation). Among this, about 2 billion cubic 
meters of the purified gas were obliged to be returned to 
Kazakhstan for the supply of the Kostanay, Aktobe and 
West-Kazakhstan regions. Other 3 billion cubic meters 
of gas were planned to be exported to Europe by the 
created JV.

Anuarbek Argingazin, who was earlier working 
as the Vice-president of "KazTransGas", was elected 
as the Chairman of the Board of "KazRosGaz" LLP. 
In accordance with the agreements of the parties, the 
partnership between Kazakhstan and Russia in the gas 
sector was based on equitable and mutually beneficial 
principles.

Fifty -Fifty



Nursultan Nazarbayev,
President of the RK:

"Within two months, we have reached enormous agreements in the economic 
relations between Kazakhstan and Russia, which we have not achieved in all 10 
years of independence." I think there are no such agreements between the CIS 
States. In the first place, this is the final solution to the question of dividing the 
bottom of the Caspian Sea on the principle of the median line, equidistant from 
the shore.  There are three deposits that are envisaged by 50 by 50. This is a 
long-term contract. Today, our respective structures have signed an agreement 
on the trans-transmission of oil through Russian pipelines of 15 million tons per 
year for a period of 15 years, with the possibility of extension if each party does 
not have questions. The second issue was the creation of a joint venture between 
Gazprom and KazMunayGas. In 8 to 10 years, when Kazakhstan starts to extract 
more than 100 million tons of oil, the associated gas will be more than 80 billion 
cubic meters.  If this gas goes through Russia as a continental state, Kazakhstan 
is profitable to enter the world's gas markets. "And Russia is profitable to receive 
dividends for transports adapted this gas and oil through its territory."
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In 8-10 years, when Kazakhstan starts to 
produce oil in the amount of more than 
100 million tons, associated gas will be more 
than 80 billion cubic meters.
If this gas goes through Russia, it is 
profitable for Kazakhstan, as for a mainland 
state, to enter the world gas markets.
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The agreement is fully in keeping with the 
interests of both Kazakhstan and Russia. 
Kazakhstan, because it guarantees that 
Kazakhstan's oil is pumped in the light of 
growing production. This is good for us 
because Russia consolidates its status as 
a transit country.



Vladimir Putin, 
President of the RF:

"We appreciate these arrangements very much. In fact, they provide a very solid basis 
for long-term cooperation in one of the most important areas of our economies, the 
energy sector. This, on the one hand, as a continuation of our agreement on Caspian, 
but on the other, has its own meaning. We believe that this agreement is fully in keeping 
with the interests of both Kazakhstan and Russia. Kazakhstan, because it guarantees 
that Kazakhstan's oil is pumped in the light of growing production. This is good for us 
because Russia consolidates its status as a transit country. More than that, I can say 
that the plans that Russia has for the development of transport infrastructure will now 
be based on the capabilities and needs of Kazakhstan.   In this sense, Kazakhstan has 
become our priority partner in determining the priorities for the development of its 
own Russian infrastructure.    This is the first thing:  With regard to oil.  The second, 
no less important agreement, and no less a phase, especially for us, for Russia, is the 
establishment of an enterprise in the gas sphere. I believe that this is the continuation 
of the Agreement and the statement made by the four heads of state in Almaty some time 
ago on cooperation in the gas field implementation of the Declaration on a bilateral 
basis. For Russia, that means changing the quality of our policy in this area.  If you 
know — and specialists know for sure — in recent years, Russia has been focusing on 
its own possibilities. And through the Russian pipeline systems, it was not always easy 
for our partners to sell their merchandise in the CIS markets and Western Europe. In 
our relations with Kazakhstan, we are moving to a different format of cooperation.  
In this sense, Kazakhstan is becoming a full-fledged, fully-fledged participant in this 
process and in this business.  This is fully in keeping with the interests of the Russian 
Federation, as it provides the necessary volumes for the long term. This, therefore, is 
in the interest of Kazakhstan because it is coming out of its product to foreign markets. 
It is now a sufficient amount of 3.5 billion cubic meters of gas, but we are based on 
Kazakhstan's capabilities, the development of the Kazakhstan gas industry and the 
target of 30 to 50 billion.
The level of interaction and the quality of partnership between Russia and Kazakhstan 
has acquired a character that has never before been. This has had and will have very 
serious implications for the interaction of the two States in the long term and for 
our positioning in Europe, in the world. What we sign today will undoubtedly have 
far-reaching implications for energy policy in Europe at a minimum. And I think it's all 
around the world."
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On June 7, 2002 in St. Petersburg, the 
Governments of Kazakhstan and Russia 
signed an Agreement on long-term transit 
of Kazakh oil through Russian territory.
According to this agreement, Russia 
guaranteed the possibility of transit 
of Kazakh oil through its territory 
in the following amount: at least 15 million 
tons per year through the Atyrau-Samara 
pipeline, and at least 2.5 million tons per 
year via the Makhachkala-Tikhoretsk-
Novorossiysk pipeline system.
The term of the Agreement is 15 years.



We managed to avoid a sharp rise in prices 
for imported gas in the domestic market, 
which could be due to the rapid increase 
in energy prices in world markets. 
In addition, (and this is very important), we 
were able to directly export Kazakh-made 
gas without having a large independent 
oil and gas producer in Russia.
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Timur Kulibayev, 
the First Vice President of KazMunayGas CJSC in 2002:

"The first intergovernmental agreement in the gas industry, in particular, on the implementation 
of the Karachaganak gas field, was signed in 2001. So far, all attempts to resolve this issue at the 
level of economic agents, even at the level of the national companies KazMunaiGas and Gazprom, 
unfortunately, have been unsuccessful. Gazprom enjoyed a monopoly position; we sold it our gas at 
$ 5-7 per 1,000 cubic meters and it ended. Therefore, we raised the issue of selling Karachaganak 
gas at the level of the governments of Kazakhstan and Russia. On the basis of the intergovernmental 
agreement, a joint venture, KazRosGaz, was established with 50% of KazMunayGas and Gazprom. 
The new joint venture was to purchase and sell gas, including Karachaganak, transportation, and 
process the Kazakh gas at Russian gas plants. Besides, it had to act as an operator for the transport 
of gas through the territories of two states to the markets of third countries. What are the advantages 
of Kazakhstan from this agreement? Firstly, KazRosGaz not only began to ensure the guaranteed 
processing of Kazakh gas in the capacity of the Russian Federation under a long-term contract but 
also began to supply the domestic market of Kazakhstan. Their organization was first introduced in 
the history of independent Kazakhstan. Direct, transparent, efficient systems of gas supply, processing, 
and sale of finished products on a mutually beneficial basis has been established. It should be noted 
that in this case, this is the most cost-effective scheme of cooperation between Kazakhstan and Russia 
since the existing gas pipeline system does not allow direct gas supplies to most areas of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan. The mutual supply mechanism used by the joint company consists of replacing Russian 
gas consumed by the Kostanay region and Uzbek gas consumed by the southern regions of Kazakhstan, 
with the same amount of processed Karachaganak at fixed prices agreed with the authorized government 
organization of the RK. Implementation of the distribution scheme of natural gas allows optimizing 
transport costs, ensures the preservation of gas prices for consumers in Kazakhstan (in comparison 
with the market), creates a comfortable social environment for the life of the population and increases 
the level of the economy of the republic as a whole. We managed to avoid a sharp rise in prices for 
imported gas in the domestic market, which could be due to the rapid increase in energy prices in 
world markets. In addition, (and this is very important), we were able to directly export Kazakh-made 
gas without having a large independent oil and gas producer in Russia. All the gas they produce is 
sold to Gazprom at domestic market prices. Due to consistent and constructive negotiations with 
this Russian company, KazRosGaz managed to achieve a significant increase in the export price of 
Karachaganak gas on the border of Kazakhstan with Russia. Another important point - considering 
that KazRosGaz is registered on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan, our country receives 
taxes, fees and other compulsory payments to the budget from the activities of the joint venture. The 
company makes a significant contribution to the economic and social development of the Republic. 
Also, KazMunayGas on shareholders' rights receives dividends every year. 
Current trends in the volumes of purchases and supplies clearly demonstrate the growth and 
intensification of too much gas in the market for Kazakhstan and Russia. "With the further development 
of the company, a solid foundation is laid for effective protection of public interests in the gas industry."
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"In Kazakhstan, this project is recognized 
as unique, taking into account that 
it was implemented for the first time 
in the history of Sovereign Republic. 
It has diversified the direction of oil 
transportation and reduced the risks 
of investment to the region.
The project followed the strategy 
of the accelerated work performance. 
Construction has become a kind of 
creative laboratory for testing and 
introducing new technological solutions 
that so far have not been applied to the 
construction of the Oil and Gas sector 
of the Independent Kazakhstan. This 
allowed the construction of a linear part 
of the Kenkiyak-Atyrau oil pipeline to be 
completed within a short period of time."

Timur Kulibayev, 
in 2002, First Vice President 
of KazMunayGas CJSC



To the EAST
"The Chinese direction was 
considered very promising. 
The negotiation process, 
quite heavy, lasted six 
months. But after signing the 
Agreement, we built this oil 
pipeline with a length of more 
than a thousand kilometers, 
under the most difficult 
conditions, in just 365 days."
 

V. Shkolnik
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Against the backdrop of the growing struggle for the 
direction of transportation of Caspian resources, the 
President of the Republic of Kazakhstan Nursultan 

Nazarbayev made a visit to China in May 2004, where an 
agreement has been signed with the subject on the basic principles 
of Atasu-Alashankou main pipeline. The signatures under the 
document were put by Uzakbay Karabalin, the President of 
"NC "KazMunayGas" and Chen Geng, the Director General of 
China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC). This Agreement 
actually gave start to this project on realization of which the 
parties first talked about in 1997 with the conclusion of relevant 
documents of intent. 

In June, 2004 for the purpose of project implementation 
Kazakhstan-Chinese Pipeline LLP was created; its participants 
on an equal share basis were represented by JSC "KazTransOil" 
and China National Oil and Gas Corporation. In October 2004, 
the construction of the Atasu-Alashankou oil pipeline was 
launched at the Atasu station in Karaganda region. To mark 
the start of the construction work, the opening of stele and the 
welding of the first seam of the pipeline took place. The leaders 
of the national oil and gas company KazMunayGas, the largest 
state transportation company "Kaztransoil" and representatives 
of the Chinese side attended the ceremony.

The oil pipeline route will be laid along a route of the main 
transfer oil pump station Atasu-Agadyr-Akchatau-Aktogay-
Ucharal on the territory of the Karaganda, East Kazakhstan and 
Almaty regions and will end on the railway station "Alashankou" 
in China. 

On December 15, 2005, ahead of the Independence Day 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the pipeline Atasu-Alashankou 
was solemnly put into operation. The ceremony devoted to the 
end of construction and beginning of filling of the trunk oil 
pipeline Atasu-Alashankou took place at the head oil pumping 
station (HOPS) "Atasu" of "KazTransOil" JSC. Start-up of unit 
pump from the Main Dispatch Office of the JSC "KazTransOil" 
was carried out by the President of the country Nursultan 
Nazarbayev. The audience in Astana and Atasu could observe 
on a space bridge.

Karim Massimov, 
Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan in 2007:

"Two years ago, at roughly the same time, the 
President of our country, together with Chinese 
partners, launched the Atasu-Alashankou pipeline". 
This was the first step. Today, all the conditions 
have been created to Kenkiyak and Kumkol were 
connected."

Vladimir Shkolnik, 
in 2004, the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources 
of the RK:

"It is my responsibility to conduct a negotiating 
process with the Chinese side on the construction 
of the Atasu-Alashankou oil pipeline along 
with "KazMunayGas". For Kazakhstan the 
implementation of the project meant diversification 
of oil supply routes to world markets. At that 
time, the CPC's itinerary, the Atyrau-Samara 
pipeline, the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline was 
built. And the Chinese direction was considered 
as very perspective. The negotiation process was 
long enough. But after we signed the agreement, 
we built this oil pipeline for over a thousand 
kilometers, under the most deplorable conditions, 
in just 365 days. This task was performed on very 
good terms: there were bank guarantees from 
the PRC, and local content 50 - 50. 
And the responsibility for filling the oil pipeline 
with this oil was assumed, at our insistence, 
by the Chinese side."

2004

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF THE 
ATASU-ALASHANKOU OIL PIPELINE:

• Oil pipe length from the station Atasu 
in the Karaganda region (Kazakhstan) 
to border with China in the area of the 
railway terminal Druzhba-Alashankou– 
988 kilometers.

• The diameter of the oil pipeline is 
813 mm.

• The launch power is 10 million tons 
of oil per annum and the projected 
capacity is 20 million tons.

• The cost of gaskets is $688.4 million.



At the inauguration ceremony of the Kazakh-Chinese oil 
pipeline commissioning, Nursultan Nazarbayev congratulated 
not only the oilmen, but also all Kazakhstan, calling it "the 
most important event of trade and economic relations with the 
People's Republic of China, our strategic, economic partner".   
The President emphasized that the oil pipeline is constructed at 
a record pace, 4500 people were engaged in construction works, 
and more than 500 Kazakhstan citizens were employed.

As the Head of state said, "The entire province has been 
revived and the economy of the region is growing".

The commissioning ceremony of the 
Kenkiyak-Atyrau oil pipeline

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE 
KENKIYAK-ATYRAU PIPELINE 

PROJECT:

• length - 448.8 km;
• diameter - 24-inch;
• transmission capacity of the first 

stage (2002) - 6 million tons of      
oil per year;

• transmission capacity of the second 
stage (2004) - 10 million tons;

• transmission capacity of the third 
stage (2006) - 14 million tons      
per year.

All speechmakers, both from Kazakhstan and Chinese 
sides, emphasized that start of the oil pipeline - the unique 
event, the oil pipeline became the first step on the way of "big" 
Kazakhstan oil to China, and terms and quality of construction 
works were singled out for particular praise.

The process of filling the oil pipeline Atasu-Alashankou 
ended on 25 May 2006. The total amount of technology oil 
whatever to fill was about 600,000 tons. Commercial operation 
of the oil pipeline Atasu-Alashankou began since July, 2006.

 The project implementation on construction and launching 
of the oil pipeline Atasu-Alashankou provided a creation of a 
new pipeline direction of the Kazakhstan oil export, loading 
of the existing pipeline system, usage of a transit capacity of 
Kazakhstan. In addition, new working positions were created 
and additional tax revenue was provided to the state budget.

"The volume of capital investment was $806 million, of 
which the investments in the project-finance scheme exceeded 
$700 million".

Uzakbay Karabalin,
President of KazMunayGas, 

at the ceremony of commissioning
Atasu-Alashankou.

The Atasu-Alashankou section was the second of three to 
form a single export rout from the Western Kazakhstan to China.  
One of the first sections was Kenkiyak-Atyrau with length in 
448.8 km and design capacity up to 12 mln tons of oil per year. 

2003
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The historical data of this project are connected with 
the order of the Prime minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
dated 7.06.1999, according to which for ensuring access of oil 
producers of the Aktyubinsk region to the export pipelines CPC 
and Atyrau-Samara,"NOTC "KazTransOil" JSC was entrusted 
to consider a question of the oil pipeline construction.  On 
October 3, 2001 JSC NC "Oil and Gas Transportation" and 
CNPC International Kazakhstan Inc. LLP signed the framework 
agreement for construction of the Kenkiyak-Atyrau oil pipeline. 
In accordance with the terms of this agreement, JSC "North-West 
Pipeline Company" MunayTas" was formed, its founders became 
"KazMunayGas" (51%) and CNPC International Kazakhstan 
(49%).

The ceremony was held on 23 May 2002 with participation 
of the Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Imangali 
Tasmagambetov. And in March 2003, the oil pipeline connected 
the Kenkiyak oil pumping station with the Atyrau oil pumping 
station of KazTransOil and further with the CPC export terminals 
and the Atyrau-Samara oil pipeline.

The general contractor was the Russian company JSC 
"StroyTransGaz". At the same time, an obligatory condition of 
the contract concluded was the involvement of a Kazakhstan 
company as a subcontractor to perform 53% of the construction 
work. Such an organization was KazStroyService CJSC, the 
subsidiary of KazMunayGaz. The basic design and estimate 
documentation was developed by the Research and Design 
Institute "CaspiMunayGas" (Atyrau), the working draft was 
prepared by "Gas Research Institute Project" (Samara), the 
technical supervision of the delivery of pipes and the entire 

construction of the facility was conducted by the British 
independent inspection company Moody International Ltd. 
Works were conducted on different sites by seven workflows 
with the help of subcontractors from Moscow, Minsk, Rostov, 
Almaty. The delivered pipe products were made by the plants 
of Russia and China.

The average speed of construction of the pipeline was 
7-8 km per day.

 New engineering solutions were found to minimize the 
risk of environmental pollution. So, upon crossing the Ural 
River the method of horizontal directional drilling, which 
excluded negative impact on the environment and allowed to 
keep a bed and river banks in natural state was applied. Laying 
of the pipeline was performed at a depth of 19,49 meters under 
the river bed with drilling of a well 841,18 meters long. As a 
result of the coordinated work, trenchless laying of the pipeline 
through the main water barrier was executed successfully.

On the trunk oil pipeline Kenkiyak-Atyrau the pneumo-
hydraulically operated ball shut-off valves made by the German 
firm "ITAG", which provided sealing capacity, reduced air 
emissions and were manageable, were mounted.

During constructing of the line section of the oil pipeline 
470 units of special equipment were involved and 1003 
people are employed, during using of the oil pipeline 96 new 
workplaces were created.

All oil-producing enterprises located along the Kenkiyak-
Atyrau oil pipeline route, including CNPC-Aktobemunaigas, 
Kazakhoil-Aktobe, Embamunaigas, Kazakhturkmunai and 
others became the consumers of this system.



"The implementation of this project is the beginning of 
a very large perspective work on diversifying pipeline routes, 
primarily oil".

Imangali Tasmagambetov,
 the Prime minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 

at the ceremony of the construction start 
of the Kenkiyak-Atyrau oil pipeline

On December 11, 2007, on the eve of Independence Day, 
Prime Minister Karim Massimov at the Kenkiyak field of the 
Temir district of the Aktobe region launched the construction of 
another section of the Kazakhstani-Chinese Kenkiyak-Kumkol 
oil pipeline, the throughput capacity of 10 million tons of oil per 
year at the first stage, and in the future - up to 20 million tons 
per year. The welding ceremony of the first butt weld of crude oil 
line was held at the main oil pumping station Kenkiyak on this 
day. MaFucai, the Vice-Chairman of the Committee on Energy of 
the State Council of PRC participated from China and read out a 
greeting letter from Wu Yi, the Deputy Prime Minister of PRC.

Construction of the crude oil line was assigned to 
"Kazakhstan-China Pipeline" LLP co-founders of which were on 
parity basis KazTransOil JSC and China National Corporation for 
Exploration and extraction of oil and gas (operator of overseas 
projects of China National Petroleum Corporation - CNPC). 
The Kenkiyak-Kumkol oil pipeline was laid along the territories 
of Aktyubinsk, Kyzylorda and Karaganda regions and allowed 
to connect the Kenkiyak-Atyrau oil pipeline with the Kumkol-
Atasu oil pipeline, which provided the supply of hydrocarbon raw 
materials to Aktobe and West Kazakhstan oblasts to the Chinese 
market.

Construction of the linear part of the pipeline was completed 
ahead of schedule allowing beginning the process of filling the 
new pipeline with crude oil line in July 11, 2009 and completing it 
successfully in September.

The implementation of the construction project of the 
Kenkiyak-Kumkol oil line was associated with a number of 
technical difficulties. The pipes had to be placed in a rather complex 
terrain, barkhan sands, sor-affected areas, and irrigated and arable 
lands. The oil line has crossed under the project the Mugodzhar 
Hills, which are characterized by a large elevation difference.  It 
required drilling and blasting operations. In general, more than 
1 thousand specialists were involved in the construction of the 
pipeline, as well as over 800 different machines and mechanisms, 
including 62 excavators, 71 bulldozers, 75 power trains, 3 pipe 
welding stations, 2 PWT automatic welding complexes, 41 pipe 
layers, 55 truck cranes, 11 loaders and 268 vehicles.

The implementation 
of the construction 
project of the Kenkiyak-
Kumkol oil line was 
associated with a 
number of technical 
difficulties. The pipes 
had to be placed in 
a rather complex 
terrain, barkhan sands, 
sor-affected areas,   
and irrigated and  
arable lands. 
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"In recent years, the political relationship of our countries has steadily 
deepened and the areas of our economic cooperation are expanding. Oil pipeline 
Kazakhstan-China, as a link of friendship, ties our two countries together. The 
beginning of the new phase of the oil pipeline will play an important role in 
further consolidating mutually advantageous cooperation and advancing the 
economic development of Kazakhstan and China".

(from the congratulatory letter of the Deputy Prime Minister of China,
Co-Chairman of the Kazakh-Chinese intergovernmental Commission

on the cooperation of the PRC, Mrs Wui)

Commercial exploitation of the new Kenkiyak-Kumkol pipeline started in 
October 2009. The first and principal oil shipper of this pipeline was the CNPC-
Aktobemunaigas JSC.

Thus, Kazakhstan has established a single, interconnected pipeline system 
linking the western and eastern networks of trunk pipelines. The Republic has 
received a pipeline infrastructure that provides a stable and reliable export of 
Western Kazakhstan oil to the promising market in China, which is increasing the 
demand for crude oil every year.

Negotiations on the oil pipeline project 
in Beijing, 2001.

THE TECHNICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 

KENKIYAK-KUMKOL:

• The length of the pipeline     
is 761 km.

• Pipeline diameter - 813 mm.
• Start-up capacity - 10 million 

tons of oil per year with 
the possibility of further 
expansion up to 20 million 
tons per year.

• Estimated cost is 
approximately $ 1 billion.

• The oil volumes from the 
fields of Aktobe and Western 
Kazakhstan region are 
considered as a resource  
base for the project.

2001



In August, 2003 the official ceremony of commissioning 
of industrial objects of the Stage II of the development 
project of the Karachaganak oil-gas condensate field 

was held with participation of the President of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbayev. 

The Head of state gave start to work of the Karachaganak 
processing complex (KPC) - one of the largest objects 
constructed by the international consortium "Karachaganak 
Petroleum Operating B.V" (KPO), GC-2 with function of gas 
re-injection into the reservoirs  with three compressors, and also 
the 635-kilometer export pipeline Karachaganak-Big Chagan-
Atyrau, which connected the field with the system of Caspian 
pipeline consortium.

The technology of gas injection, which was applied on 
Karachaganak, had no analogs in the world.  Gas compressors 
Nuovo pignone on PE-2 were samples of the most advanced 
technology. Injection of gas containing 4-6% of hydrogen sulfide 
began to be performed at inlet pressure of 70 atmospheres and 
outlet pressure of 550 atmospheres.

With introduction of new objects, KPС declared increase 
in production of liquid hydrocarbons up to more than 10-10,5 
million tons per year from 5,2 million tons in 2002, gas – to 10-13 
billion cubic meters from 4,7 billion cubic meters respectively. 
Furthermore, KPO declared plans to transport annually on the 
world markets through the Caspian pipeline consortium up to 7 
million tons of oil a year annually, and continue to send 3 million 
tons of liquid hydrocarbons for processing to the Orenburg GPP 
(Russia). 

Appreciating the merits of KPO and contractors, the 
President Nursultan Nazarbayev solemnly awarded Eni 
Pietro Kavannu, the Deputy Chief Executive Director, Nurlan 
Kuanshaliev, the President of Intergasstroy OJSC, Zhakyp 
Marabayev, the Managing Director of KazMunaiGaz and John 
Morrow, the Director General of KPO, with the Kurmet Order.

Owing to realization of Phase II, in June 2004, KPO 
shipped the first shipment of oil from the CPC sea terminal in 
Novorossiysk.

FOUNDATION
FUTURE

Director General of KPO John Morrow with President
of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev

2003
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"I am sure that already in the nearest future the 
Karachaganak field will become the largest center for deep 
processing of hydrocarbon raw materials. I believe, we have 
a full understanding with the main investors on this issue. The 
Kazakhstan government will insist on the fastest beginning 
of the construction of the next stage. This experience will be 
useful in the largest oil field Tengiz and the maritime structure 
of Kashagan. That would make it possible to use the subsoil of 
Kazakhstan more efficiently. On this base, our oil oilmen study 
to transfer experience to other objects. It is very important".

Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
the President of Kazakhstan, 

at a ceremony of commissioning objects of the Stage II 
at Karachaganak

Deliveries of oil from the Karachaganak oil and gas 
condensate field to CPC ensured the output of this oil pipeline 
system to the designed capacity of the first stage – in total 28 
million tons per year, including 21.7 million tons of oil from 
Kazakhstan.

The CPC's shippers from Kazakhstan at that time were 
"CNPC-Aktobemunaigas" JSC, "Armand" JV, "Trade house 
"KazMunayGas"LLP, "Kazakhoil-Aktobe" LLP and "Turgay 
Petroleum" JV.

At the end of 2004 the CPC started the oil transportation 
produced in the territory of the Russian Federation. The oil 
of JSC "Surgutneftegas" was the first to be supplied to the 
system. And later the oil extracted in the territory of the 
Chechen republic by the "Rosneft" was also supplied to the 
system. The commencement of the transportation of Russian 
oil through the CPC system was made possible after the 
construction by NaftaTrans of the "Caucasian" trans-shipment 
point in the Caucasus region of Krasnodar Krai. The point 
included a railway oil terminal and connecting pipeline to OPS 
"Kropotkinskaya" of the CPC pipeline system. The Certificate 
of completion of the oil transfer point was signed by State 
commission on October 31.

John Morrow,
Director General of KPO, at the commissioning ceremony of the objects 
of Stage II at Karachaganak: 

"Karachaganak – is the magnificent field, it has a 
bright future. Today, at the CPC, we are celebrating the 
foundation for this future. This project is an example of 
how foreign investment is being translated into reality and 
how it is fulfilling its obligations to the Republic. However, 
the current achievement is not only a model of investment 
success but also of a technical innovation, successful 
cooperation with government, in particular with the 
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources and the national 
company "KazMunayGas."

Ian McDonald, 
the Director General of the CPC:

"The CTC project has significant benefits for all 
shareholders, including the founding states. 85% of     
all CPC spending in Russia, which is about $ 90 million 
a year, is accounted for by the payment of Russian 
suppliers and payments to the state budget. 
During the construction period, the CPC provided 
employment for up to 6,000 Russian citizens. 
At present, about 1.5 thousand specialists are employed 
in the operation of the pipeline. Work to expand 
the system means new large contracts for Russian 
builders and suppliers. 
The CPC will increase its capacity gradually over 
the next four to five years, until all planned expansion 
facilities for the pipeline system are built. This will 
ensure a significant increase in the export opportunities 
of Russia and Kazakhstan and, accordingly, additional 
supplies to the world oil market."
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Zhakyp Marabayev, 
Managing Director of investment projects and management of shares 
in the NC KazMunayGas JV JSC (July 25, 2003, New Generation):

"For us - both for the country and for the "KazMunayGas" company which 
participates in the Karachaganak Integrated Organization (KIO) from 
the Republic of Kazakhstan - the Karachaganak project is very important. 
Including the fact that it is one of the largest projects in the Republic. 
I will state only some figures. Projected investment for the contract period 
(it is known to be 40 years) is estimated at $15 billion. By the way, $4.5 
billion has already been invested. In these 40 years, it is planned to get 
320 million tons of liquid hydrocarbons and 797 billion cubic meters 
of gas. The expected income of the Republic of Kazakhstan for the entire 
duration of the agreement should be more than $14 billion in accordance 
with the economic model.
However, it is also important how the KIO works, and it is working 
to the highest world standards. The same applies to production, and it is 
also true of how the company performs its duties as a corporate citizen.
For social and infrastructural projects in the West Kazakhstan area 
where fisheries are located, KIO allocates $10 million annually. It is also 
possible to add to the social projects, financed by KIO, the transfer of the 
Tungush settlement which was found in the sanitary protection zone."
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On February 20, 2002, pursuant to the Decree of the President of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan No.811, a Closed Joint-Stock Company 
"National company" KazMunayGas" was established and the 

Government of the country was the only founder. The new oil and gas holding was 
created by merging the national oil and gas company "Kazakhoil" and the national 
Oil and Gas Transportation Company (OGT).

By the decision of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Lyazzat 
Kiinov, who previously held the post of Akim of Mangistau region, was appointed as 
a Head of the newly established company "KazMunayGas", while Timur Kulibayev, 
who managed OGT, became the first Vice-President. Moreover, the structure of the 
Board of Directors was determined. It was headed by the Vice-minister of energy 
and mineral resources - Uzakbai Karabalin. The Board also included the first Vice-
minister of economy and trade Alexander Andryushchenko, the Deputy Head of 
Prime minister's department Abdukalyk Nalibayev, the Chairman of the State 
property and privatization committee Maksutbek Rakhanov, the President of JSC 
National company "KazMunayGas" Lyazzat Kiinov.

The new national company was established for the purpose of conducting of 
the unified state policy aimed at the rational use of the oil and gas resources, which 
are available in Kazakhstan. During its foundation, the globalization factor was 

KazMunayGas

THE CREATION OF THE "KAZMUNAYGAS" WAS 
A REAL BREAKTHROUGH IN THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE OIL AND GAS COMPLEX, AS IT IS STILL 
IN THE REPUBLIC-WIDE STRUCTURE, LIKE THE 
NEW NATIONAL HOLDING,
DID NOT EXIST.

POWERFUL PLAYER
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Karim Massimov, 
the Vice Prime Minister of the RK in 2002:

"The merger of Kazakhoil and OGT into one national 
company will allow the latter to attract investments 
and borrowings in the external and internal markets 
on cheaper terms. 
A positive role will be provided by the concentration in 
one company of the managerial and professional staff 
of Kazakhoil and OGT.  
The role of the state in controlling the transparency 
of oil state assets will increase. The activities of 
KazMunayGas should be transparent for both the 
government and the public and foreign investors.  
"KazMunayGas" will be fully responsible for all the 
obligations of companies "Kazakhoil" and "Oil and 
Gas Transportation" included in it."

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
in 2002, Deputy Minister of Energy and Mineral resources of the 
RK, chairman of the Board of Directors of the NC
"KazMunayGas" JSC:

"The creation of this company was an evolutionary 
development of the oil industry in Kazakhstan. 
This decision was influenced by the process of 
globalization, which took place all over the world. 
For full participation in international and Kazakh oil 
and gas projects, it was necessary to have a powerful 
national company that could consolidate, on the one 
hand, the finances, personnel, technical capabilities 
of all state-owned profile companies, which, on 
the other hand, will become a serious player in the 
market . When the mining "Kazakhoil", transport 
"KazTransOil" and "KazTransGas" were united under 
"one roof", we received a unified mechanism that 
operates smoothly.
The formation of KazMunayGaz as a powerful player 
was welcomed by all market participants. It is like in 
the savannah: when a lion appears, someone already 
feels uncomfortable."

taken into account for the period when consolidation of the 
largest oil companies was considered normal by the world 
practice. 

Oil exploration and production, processing, marketing 
policy concerning realization, transportation of hydrocarbon 
raw materials and operation of oil and gas pipelines, 
organization of financing, development of technical and 
economic assessment, design and construction of oil and 
gas pipelines, and also participation in all domestic and 
international projects of Kazakhstan on transportation of 
hydrocarbon raw materials - all that was determined as 
primary activities of "KazMunayGas". 

Operating companies of the National company 
"Kazakhoil" - "Uzenmunaygaz", "Embamunaygaz", various 
partnership shares in the production projects in the territory 
of Kazakhstan; transport enterprises which were united by 
"Oil and Gas Transportation"; one of three oil refineries in 
the country - Atyrau Refinery, and also service companies in 
the field of air transportation, geophysics and others, came 
under the control of the new corporate. 

The total value of the consolidated balance of the new 
national company was estimated at $2 billion. 

Creation of "KazMunayGas" was the real breakthrough 
in the development of the oil and gas sector since there was 
no structure in the Republic, which would be similar to the 
new national corporate.

According to the Development strategy of 
"KazMunayGas", the corporate was charged with the task 
of ensuring the maximum benefits for the Republic of 
Kazakhstan from development of the oil and gas industry 
to formation of highly effective world-class oil and gas 
company. 

НЕФТЬ И ГАЗ НЕЗАВИСИМОГО КАЗАХСТАНА
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In 2002, 100 percent subsidiary organization of JSC NC 
"KazMunayGaz" - LLP "Trade House" KazMunayGas 
"was established to organize and conduct transport 

and trade operations with oil and products of its processing in 
the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan and abroad.

The new company has united the largest oil refineries - 
Atyrau, Pavlodar and Shymkent, as well as a network of gas 
stations under the brand "KazMunayGas".

From the first days of operation, the administration of 
LLP "Trade House" KazMunayGas" has engaged in the most 
difficult and responsible task of becoming a competitive, 
innovative and highly effective company. For the first time, 
within the company unified all the oil refining assets in 
Kazakhstan, the actions on increasing capacity and depth of 
processing, ensuring the production of high-quality petroleum 
products, stabilizing the domestic market of petroleum products 
due to marketing oil products through branched channels of 
sales, increasing the efficiency of operating processes through 
the introduction of new technologies and new productions have 
been started.

Business process management at Kazakhstan refineries 
was brought to the level of the world's leading analogs in 
the industry, pre-export financing was organized under a 
supply contract totaling $ 500 million. The retail network of 

Imangali Tasmagambetov, 
the Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan in 2002:

"Great changes are expected, connected with the 
development of the Caspian shelf. Therefore, all 
issues related to the development of the Caspian 
shelf, including negotiation processes, exploration, 
extraction, processing and transportation, should be 
solved by one company in the interests of the state. 
From today, the rating and value of assets will 
increase dramatically in comparison with the two 
former national companies."

MAIN AREAS OF ACTIVITY:

• Oil refining and production                 
of petroleum products;

• Sale of petroleum, oil and gas 
products;

• Supply of petrol, oil and lubricants     
for sowing and harvesting campaigns;

• Operations on behalf of the state oil 
generated from royalty payments;

• Freight forwarding services, 
consignments and transhipment 
services;

• Protection of the interests of the State 
in such important areas as the export 
policy of Kazakhstan in the field of oil 
trade and oil and gas refining products 
and other services.
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Lyazzat Kiinov, 
in 2002-2003, President of NC KazMunayGas CJSC:

"KazMunaiGas" will become one of the most important 
companies that will contribute to the development of 
Kazakhstan's economy. It will work on the principle 
of a strict single vertical submission. At first it will be 
difficult, as two large oil and gas companies have united. 
A lot of time will be spent on the organizational process. 
"KazMunaiGas" will be able to compete with the world's 
largest oil companies. 
Now the leadership of the country and the Government 
have set the task for us to enter into new oil projects 
everywhere, having at least 50% of the share, and aspire 
to be operators of new projects. When KazMunaiGaz 
was created, Kazakhstan, rich in oil and gas, focused 
on models of such state-owned companies as Statoil 
in Norway, Petronas in Malaysia, and PDVSA in 
Venezuela. These are state-owned national companies 
that today not only successfully work, but also create 
a policy in the field of oil and gas in their country, 
creating the most favorable conditions for the state,
 for the country. It was very difficult to create such 
a large company as KazMunayGas. For example, 
I had to work until 21.00-22.00 hours every day. It was 
necessary to develop all the necessary documentation, 
including job descriptions and staffing, and to put our 
entire system in order, from the fields to the company 
itself. It was purely technical work, but it was big and 
complex. I am very grateful to my colleagues with whom 
I worked together. This is Timur Askarovich Kulibayev, 
Makhambet Demeshevich Batyrbayev, with whom we 
have done colossal work.
Unfortunately, I did not work for a long time in the new 
company, I left in a year. But my colleagues continued 
their work."

KazMunayGas gas stations has been actively developed. 
The State programme for supporting farmers and supplying 
here during the planting and harvesting of low-cost GSM 
campaigns has become more effective. The development 
of diversified marketing channels for petroleum products 
has reached a new and improved level. The effectiveness of 
corporate management of KMG Trade House was improved. 
The regulation of social and labor relations began to take 
place on the basis of the principle of social partnership. 
Personnel policy was improved, industrial safety was 
ensured, and environmental risks were reduced.

Much later, in 2010, "Trading House" KazMunayGas" 
was renamed into JSC "KazMunayGas - processing and 
marketing". By that time, the company's assets portfolio 
included Atyrau Refinery LLP (99.53%), PetRKazakhstan Oil 
Products LLP (49.7%), LLP Pavlodar Oil Refinery (100%), 
KazMunayGaz Onimderi LLP (100%), KazMunayGas-Aero 
LLP (100%), JV Caspi Bitum JV (50%).

"The main issue before us is the export of petroleum 
products. In order to develop transport capacity, we must be 
involved in the establishment of transport companies. This 
is the case for transport for export, within Kazakhstan, for 
tanker transport on the Black Sea and in the oceans. This is 
a very real challenge, and we are running it now".

Daniyar Berlibayev,
Director General of the KazMunayGas Trade House 

on the development of the company at the International 
Symposium on Gas, petrochemicals and petroleum 

products, in 2010.

In March 2004, a new subsidiary, "KazMunayGas 
Exploration Production" (KMG EP) JSC, was formed as part 
of the "KazMunayGas" by merging Uzenmunaigas JSC and 
Embamunaigas JSC.

The company's statutory capital amounted to 10 billion 
340 million 268.750 thousand KZT. Amount of declared 
shares - 41 million 361 thousand 75, of which 37 million 224 
thousand 968 simple, 4 million, 136 thousand 107 privileged. 
The nominal value of one share is 250 tenge.

The merged company became the third in the Republic 
of Kazakhstan on annual amounts of crude oil production.
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At the time of creation the asset portfolio of KMG EP included 44 oil and 
gas deposits, including "Uzenmunaygaz" branch – 7, and "Embamunaygaz" 
branch - 37 fields, two from which were in preservation.

In general, initial gas in-place of the company were estimated at 1635,6 
million tonnes, initial recoverable reserves – 704,4 million tonnes. The residual 
inventory as of 1 June 2004 was as follows: Oil balances 1200.2 million tonnes 
extracted-269 million tons of oil, 34 billion cubic metres of natural gas and 2.9 
million tonnes of condensate.

Immediately after the establishment, the KMG focused on the 
implementation of the growth strategy. However, it was clear that without 
attraction of external financing it will be simply impossible to realize ambitious 
plans for expansion of a resource base.

On August 28, 2006, KMG EP successfully placed the common shares 
among existing shareholders. During this meeting, the NC KazMunayGas 
refused most of the shares in order for the company to be able to carry out the 
IPO. Later, at least 60 per cent of the ordinary shares of RD consultative were 
to be owned by "KazMunayGas".

The company appointed ABN Amro Rothschild and Credit Suisse as 
joint global coordinators and joint organizers, and visor capital lead manager 
for the proposal of new shares in Kazakhstan. "MerillLynch" shall perform 
functions of the co-manager.

In September 2006, the first stockings of the JSC "RD consultative" on 
the Kazakhstan Stock Exchange (Kase) and the Global Depository Receipts 
(GDR) were held on the London Stock Exchange.

The global placement consisted of 23086791 again issued ordinary 
shares, along with 3463019 existing ordinary shares which were offered 
by underwriters on behalf of "KazMunayGas" for the purpose of market 
stabilization after placement. One simple stock matched six GDR.

The cost of GDR reached $14,64, and of ordinary shares - 11163,39 KZT.
RD consultative placed 40% of its shares, while the remaining 60% 

remained at joint. As for the  placement scheme, about a half of the IPO was 
held on Kazakhstan stock exchange, and other half - on the London stock 
exchange. Over 7.3 million simple shares of the company purchased domestic 
pension funds.

IPO results exceeded expectations of "RD "KMG". The company was 
able to attract $2.3 billion, although planned to $2 billion.

The "KMG EP"authorities declared plans to allocate the funds, 
received from sale of this global offering, for financing of further growth and 
development of the company.

After the IPO a share price of "KMG EP" controlled by the state began to 
influence, directly or indirectly, a welfare of thousands of Kazakhstan citizens 
– shareholders or investors of the pension funds. The company seriously aimed 
at foreign expansion and started active purchasing of oil and gas assets in 
Kazakhstan.

Annual conference of Kazakhstan 
for investors in London.

2006
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Aliya Yusupova was born in May 15, 1984, Shymkent city, KazSSR, 
the Kazakhstan Athlete. She competed for Kazakhstan and represented 
artistic gymnastics in individual exercises.
Participated in the two Summer Olympics in Athens (2004) and Beijing (2008). 
She trained in Russia upon the invitation of Eva Alexandrovna Viner. 
Aliya is the absolute champion of Kazakhstan in the 2000-2009 period.
Multiple Asian champion. The winner of the 2006 Asian Games in Doha and 
the runner-up for Asian Games in Busan in 2002.
In 2005, she spoke at the Duisburg World Games, where she took second place 
in the club exercise, and the 5th place with the rope and the ball and the sixth 
with the ribbon. In Izmir in 2005, she won bronze in the finals of the ball exercise, 
in Bangkok in 2007-Bronze for clubs and in Belgrade in 2009-two bronze medals 
for all-around and hoop exercise.



Timur Kulibayev, 
in 2002, first vice president of NC "KazMunayGas":

"Our national company has been set up for the integrated development of the oil and gas industry in Kazakhstan, 
ensuring the efficient development and reproduction of energy resources." The KazMunayGas is facing a broader 
range of tasks than a mere increase in oil production. The company was to contribute to the country's socio-
economic development and its successful integration into the world economy.
Practice shows that the maximum effect for a state is achieved by the formation of a strong national company 
through its participation in all projects. KazMunayGas is the government's working body to manage and control 
the progress of oil operations at all stages of their development from initiation to the completion of work on 
the project. In its turn, the maximum use of opportunities of national economy, local contracting organizations, 
materials, goods and services, solving of social tasks, professional training and preparation of the local 
personnel is provided.
At that time, the general experience of the kazakhoil and the transport of oil and gas showed that production, 
technical and commercial issues were better dealt with in a single strategy of the national company. 
The Ministry must exercise control over activities of the industry, define the rules of the game, engage in 
apprised. And the corporate management of oil and gas assets should be handled by a national company. 
Such system of management of the oil and gas sector has soon proved to be effective. Because it was possible to 
have a holistic management of the oil and gas sector within the established national company "KazMunayGas". 
This is particularly important for large projects such as Tengiz, Karachaganak, Kashagan, where the tasks 
of producing, transporting oil and gas, financing and others have to be concurrently addressed. Only in this way 
have we been able to represent and defend the interests of Kazakhstan in these major projects.
In "KazMunayGas" I was a Tengizskim project, headed the "Tengizchevroil" board, where all the shareholders 
of the company were represented, and the day-to-day operations were carried out by the managers of Chevron 
Corporation.
Even before the expansion of the production capacity in TCO, there was a system in which dividends received by 
the shareholders went to the development of the enterprise's projects. Thus, "KazMunayGas" as the shareholder 
has not received dividends in the current mode. To remedy the situation, we were invited as a consultant 
from ABN AMRO Bank Kozhahan Abenov, who helped to adopt and implement a new financing scheme for 
the expansion of the Tengiz capacity project through debt financing. We had very serious disputes with the 
shareholders of TCO. At some point, once the development of the expansion project has even been suspended for 
a year. But the Kazakh side insisted on its financing from the resources mobilized. And our partners have agreed. 
This allowed shareholders, including KazMunayGas, to receive a yearly dividend from the activities of TCO. 
The money now accounts for a significant share of the national company dividend.
This and many other problems were quickly and effectively managed through the professional work of the 
management team.
Subsequently, the best technological, production and financial work that was introduced in TCO was successfully 
applied to other projects, in Karachaganak and Kashagan. This synergy in the future demonstrated the 
correctness of the decision to create a strong national company."
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Zhakyp Marabayev, 
in 2004, Director General of "KazMunayGas Exploration Production" JSC:

"We are ready to fulfill the task that our head company will set. If we need 
to work on land - we will develop deposits onshore, if it is necessary to 
work at sea – we willgo there, the sea does not scare us. In addition, I think 
that we will not limit ourselves to the territory of Kazakhstan, we are ready 
to work abroad, but for this, we need to increase our indicators in order 
to be more attractive and interesting. 
The development processes that are observed in Uzen and Emba should 
be understood as the great prospects of the new company. In addition 
to developing existing fields, the company conducts a large complex 
of studies of their geological structure and supplementary exploration. 
This will help optimize development systems and identify new deposits. 
In order to increase the resource base, the specialists of JSC KazMunayGas 
EP conduct geological exploration work in the territory of Mangistau and 
Atyrau regions.
Today we are actively participating in auctions for the sale of oil assets, 
both in Kazakhstan and abroad."



Makhambet Batyrbayev, 
Vice president of the NC "KazMunayGas" JSC:

"Establishment of "KazMunayGas Exploration 
Production", which is now one of the largest 
oil-producing companies in Kazakhstan, both 
in terms of stocks recoverable and by production 
level, is a concrete step in the implementation 
of the restructuring programme."

Zhakyp Marabayev, 
in 2004-2006, Director General of "KazMunayGas 
Exploration Production" JSC:

"A lot of work has been done since the 
preparation of the emission project before 
entering the market. In the process of this 
"evolution" we all learned, because until now 
did not have the relevant experience. 
The timing was ambitious - it was necessary 
to prepare an IPO of the company for two 
years. The price of KMG EP, it should 
be noted, grew in the face of optimizing 
our business processes. We managed to 
reconfigure almost the entire control system. 
As a matter of fact, there was 
a global transformation of the company, 
and not only in the technical, but also in the 
corporate plan. We did a lot of work with all 
the ministries, departments, deputy corps. 
It was very difficult to explain the need for 
management motivation, which at that time 
was incomprehensible. Our IPO program 
was built on real opportunities." 
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Uzakbakay Karabalin, 
in 2004, the president of the NC "KazMunayGas" JSC:

"Merging of two companies and creation of the new 
entity on their base is  an event having huge value for the 
oil industry of the republic. The main purpose of such a 
decision is to increase production, exit to new projects 
and parcels. We shall become equal among strong.
When KMG EP was created, it got old fields – such is 
a destiny of the national oil companies of all countries. 
New investors tend to work in new fields, and the old 
ones remain with the state, with people, social concerns, 
etc. to develop and enter into new exploration projects, it 
was necessary to have an investment. However, it was not 
possible to profit from the development of old deposits. 
Therefore, KazMunayGas and KMG EP began to buy 
shares in the "more recent" development projects in the 
domestic market."

Askar Balzhanov, 
in 2006-2009, director general of the JSC "KazMunayGas 
exploration":

"When I started working for KMG EP, the company 
went to the finish line in preparation for the IPO. 
We had to choose independent directors from 
among foreigners, hold a road-show, visit large 
funds investing money in buying securities listed on 
international venues (in this case in London) 
of companies. 
To this end, we have been trained in London in terms 
of public speaking to private investors, making offers 
to buy securities, and company presentations. For two 
weeks we held a road show in England, Switzerland, 
Sweden, New York, Boston. The result was very good. 
Demand was twice the offer. In addition, we received 
an adequate price for one paper - $ 14 64 cents per 
GDR. The main goal was achieved. Thanks to the 
listing, KMG EP received from private investors 
$2 billion, which were subsequently sent to 
the company's development."

In March 2004, as part of the "KazMunayGas", 
by merging "Uzenmunaigas" JSC and "Embamunaigas" 
JSC another new child structure, "KazMunayGas 
Exploration Production" (KMG EP), was formed.
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As a result of lengthy negotiations, the consortium 
members ceded to Kazakhstan half of the BG Group shares. On 
March 30, 2005 the British company signed a set of agreements 
with Agip, Exonn Mobil, Shell, Total and Conoco Phillips 
on sale of 16,67% of its participant share in development of 
hydrocarbon fields on the shelf of the Caspian Sea to them for 
$1,79 billion, without imposition of taxes. On the same day 
the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Ministry 
of Energy, "KazMunayGas" and five partners of the North 
Caspian project who redeemed shares of BGGroup reached the 
agreement and signed the set of documents on assignment of 
the half of this share to the Kazakhstan side. The cost of the 
Kazakhstan acquisition amounted for $913,142 million. The 
amount of transaction was very profitable to Kazakhstan. As 
early as September 2003, when the fate of the British share was 
decided, 1 barrel of oil was worth $35, so the market value of 
16.67% of the share was estimated at $1230 million (the 6-year 
increase in value was $750 million). Upon completion of the 
transaction the average price of 1 oil barrel grew to $50, at this 
the asset cost remained the same.

"Thus, the real assets are at least one and a half times more 
expensive", stated the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Vladimir Shkolnik.

On May 4, 2005 in Astana "NOC "KazMunayGas" and 
participants of the international consortium "Agip KCO" signed 
the Agreement for introduction of amendments and additions to 
the Production Sharing Agreement relating the Northern Caspian 
Sea dated 18 November, 1997. According to this document, 
the transaction was finalized for Kazakhstan's acquisition of 
8.33% of the share in the Kashagan project. The same day, the 

After formation of "KazMunayGas", on February 25, 
2002 there was a resolution of the government of KR 
No. 248, according to which the new national company 

has been determined as the authority representing the interests 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the Production Sharing 
Agreement connected with Karachaganak and North Caspian 
Sea projects. In addition, it was decided that "KazMunayGas" 
as the government agent will control 51% of shares in all 
structures and legal entities who will be created in the future for 
development of the Oil and Gas of the Independent Kazakhstan 
fields.  The distribution of oil and gas deposits and blocks among 
investors will be carried out on a basis of bid.

At the same time, the issue about the need to return 
Kazakhstan to the North Caspian project has occured as in 
view of the difficult economic situation the Kazakhstan had to 
came out of it in 1998. At that time, the KazakhstanKaspiShelf 
sold for a total of $ 450 million for 50% of its share to Phillips 
Petroleum and Inpex.

In the spring of 2003, when the Kashagan project 
decided to withdraw British BG, five of the six Eni (operator) 
partners, ExxonMobil, Total, Shell (each owned by 16.67%)  
And ConocoPhillips (8.33%)-expressed the wish to purchase 
the released shares (only the Inpex company with 8.33% of 
the shares). At the same time Kazakhstan, according to laws, 
declared its priority rights to purchase of the BG share in the 
North Caspian project.

Kazakhstan was confident: its participation in the 
project would strengthen the position of the state in the world 
economic space, would serve as the locomotive of the ideology 
of aspiration to the future and eventually would allow to bring 
Kazakhstan into the political arena at a higher level of relations 
with other countries.

RETURN TO
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Vladimir Shkolnik, 
In 2005, the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources 
of the RK:

"I remember all negotiation processes concerning
purchase of a share in the Kashagan project by
Kazakhstan perfectly well. British Gas decided 
to leave Kashagan for objective reasons, 
deciding tofocus on another major project 
in Kazakhstan, Karachaganak.
According to FPSA, participants of Kashagan
consortium had the first-priority right of
purchasing of this share. We have started a
negotiating process that half of the traded BG 
16.7 percent Kazakhstan has purchased.
Why did you have to do that? Because the
experience of working in a Kashagan project
showed: you must be inside a project to participate
in all of the operational activities on the deposit. 
It was very hard. We had to conduct the hardest
negotiations with all project participants. All
the details of the negotiation process were under
the close scrutiny of the head of State. Prime
Minister Danial Akhmetov, who participated in the
negotiations, got in detail, reinforcing our position.
After all, we agreed on the price of buying this
share. Relevant agreements have been signed: 
the project participants buy at BG 16.7% and divide 
it evenly, and we buy the other half 8.33%. 
We did the right thing to buy that share, because 
at that time, the value of the asset differed from 
the estimated value. It was a profitable transaction 
for Kazakhstan."

Kashagan Kurzhimanuly (years of life - 1841-1929) - 
Kazakh akyn, zhyrau, prominent representative of Kazakh 
verbal and poetic creativity. There were legends and 
epics up to the descendants.The most famous of them are: 
"Origin of Aday", "The ancestral land", "The surf."



Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan issued the resolution 
on approval of this transaction.

After completing legal formalities, the share of Eni, Total, 
ExxonMobil, Shell in the north-Caspian project began to be 
18.52%, ConocoPhillips-9,26%, and Inpex and KazMunayGas 
– 8,33%.

Kazakhstan's benefits from buying a share in UPC:
According to the economic model of production sharing 

in the North Caspian project for the entire period of its 
implementation, contracting organizations planned to derive 
profits in the amount of more than $85 billion where about $50 
billion shall be directed to recovery for capital and operating costs. 
In view of the transaction, and as a result of the implementation 
of the project, the Government of Kazakhstan must receive 
about $65 billion income. At the same time, according to the 
calculations and analysis of the economic model of the Division 

of products in the north-Caspian Project the KazMunayGas 
income for the period of 2005-2041 was estimated as $10.6 
billion.

In addition, past experience has shown that there are certain 
problems requiring immediate and direct state intervention, 
such as delaying the commencement of Kashagan commercial 
production, overstating the project costs, etc.  Participation in the 
project of JSC NC "KazMunayGas" made it possible to prevent 
crisis situations by controlling the situation "from within". 
Income from the development of Kashagan should be aimed at 
further developing the economy.  The existence of its own oil 
allowed the Republic to achieve diversification of the oil routes.

Furthermore, the Republic gained an opportunity to build 
partner relations on a parity basis, show transparency, business 
nature, compliance of qualification of the Kazakhstan specialists 
with international standards, and commitment to a multiple-
vector policy of development of the oil and gas industry.
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Report to the President on the status 
of the Kashagan deposit. The "D" Island.

FIELDS GEOLOGICAL RECOVERABLE
Kashagan 4 862 million tonnes of oil 1647 million 

Kalamkas Sea 304 million tonnes of oil 100 million tonnes
Southwest Kashagan 64 million tonnes of 20 million tonnes

Aktoty 305 million tonnes of 100 million tonnes
Kairan 170 million tonnes of oil 50 million tonnes
Total UPC 5705 million tonnes 1917 million

WORK PROGRESS:
In the period 1998-2004, all six planned search wells were drilled under the 

programme: Two for Kashagan and one for Kalamkase, Aktoty, Kajrane and south-
west Kashagan (a small structure of south-west of Kashagan).

All wells showed positive results:
• On June 30, 2000, the opening of hydrocarbons on Kashagan;
• On September 3, 2002, at Kalamkas-Sea;
• On August 10, 2003 in South-West Kashagan;
• On September 2, 2003 on Aktoty;
• On September 10, 2003, at Kairan.
Total for the North-Caspian project, preliminary geological oil reserves are 

estimated at 5705 million tons, extracted-1917 million tons.
"Agip KCO" planned to begin pilot oil production on the Kashagan field 

in 2005. However, in view of the technological difficulties associated with the 
development, the consortium delayed oil production, paying Kazakhstan a fine of 
$150 million.



MARINE 
OIL 
OPERATIONS

STATE PROGRAM 
FOR THE 

DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE KAZAKH 

SECTOR 
OF CASPIAN SEA

By the order of the President of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev No. 1095 
dated May 16, 2003, the State Program for the 

Development of the Kazakhstan Sector of the Caspian Sea was 
approved. At the same time, it was decided to transfer to the 
national oil and gas company KazMunaiGas 50% of all Caspian 
marine projects.

Adoption of this program, in fact, meant activation of 
works on the shelf, hydrocarbon production growth, attraction 
of considerable investments, development of infrastructure 
and creation of thousands of new workplaces.  Its successful 

implementation was to place Kazakhstan in one row with the 
major producer countries.

Approval of this document actually was logical 
continuation of the State program of development of the 
Kazakhstan part of the Caspian Sea approved in 1993.

Implementation of the present program was expected for 
the period till 2015 and provided a possibility of development of 
a majority of marine oil and gas blocks among which Zhambay, 
Darkhan, Akbota, Sandugash, Al-Farabi, Nursultan, Ulytau, 
Sary Arka, Peschanomyskoye-2, Akmola, the Azat, Zhenis, 
Rakushechnoye sea, Okzhetpes, Turkestan, Bulbul, the Maral, 
Alatau, the Kazakh Bay, Sauskan and many others.
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After adoption of the Program the Kazakhstan government 
was going to demand from subsoil users to create in the country 
research centers and modernize the existing laboratories capable 
to perform a full range of investigations on naval operations.

Implementation of the new model of a tax regime during 
operations on the shelf was provided.  

It included payment by the subsoil user of a subscription 
bonus, barrelage tax, excess-profit tax, as wells as all types of 
tax and other obligatory payments established by the Tax code of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan except for the commercial discovery 
bonus, royalty and government share on production sharing.

On March 14, 2003, in accordance with the order No.80 
of Uzakbai Karabalin, the President of KazMunayGas CJSC, 
the JSC Marine Oil Company (MNCs) Kazmunayteniz was 
established to participate in oil operations in the Caspian and 
Aral Seas and coastal areas. A decision on the need to establish 
a marine oil company was taken at a meeting with the Prime 
Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan of 14 November 2002.

Creation of JSC "OOC "KazMunayTeniz" was made 
in full accordance with main principles of the State program 
of development of the Kazakhstan sector of the Caspian 
Sea approved by the Presidential decree of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan No. 1095 dated 16.05.2003.

Three main objectives were assigned to the company:   
Three main objectives were set before the company: procurement 
of the right to Subsoil use on offshore areas, safe performing of 
naval prospecting works and production operations according 
to international standards, transportation and sales of raw 
hydrocarbons and its refinery products.

JSC "OOC "KazMunayTeniz" became some kind of 
national "pioneer" on the Caspian Sea to which the state entrusted 
a destiny of offshore oil projects, sea ecology and marine life. 
Taking into account the importance of this task, the company 
promised to pursue the exploitation of the rich subsoil of the sea 
in compliance with all environmental legislation.

The new marine national company was given 50% of the 
shares in the marine exploration projects Tyub-Karagan, Atash, 
Kurmangazy, Aral, Zhemchuzhina, Zhambai, as well as in the 
construction of a self-elevating drilling rig.

Later, in October 2007, the operating company Caspi 
Meruerty Operating Company B.V. with participation of 
"KazMunayTeniz" announced the discovery of signs of 
hydrocarbons during the drilling of the first exploratory well on 
the Khazar-1 site, located on the structure of the Zhemchuzhina 
at the Kazakhstan sector of the Caspian Sea. The design depth 
of the well was 2150 meters. The drilling was carried out using 
the Astra drilling plant owned by the Russian company Lukoil-
Shelf.

In the same year in framework of development of the 
Integrated plan of development of a coast line of the Kazakhstan 
sector of the Caspian Sea, performed by the "KazMunayGas", 
for the purpose of providing the tasks connected with designing, 
construction and exploitation of infrastructure facilities, the 
decision on creation of specialized service company was made.

Already on December 26, 2003 for the purpose of 
implementation of the Presidential decree of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan "On the state program of development of the 
Kazakhstan Sector of the Caspian Sea" "TenizService" LLP as a 
subsidiary company of JSC "National Company "KazMunayGas" 
was created.

From then onward "Tenizservice" LLP became the owner 
and operator of coastal infrastructure facilities as one of the main 
factors of successful development of the Kazakhstan sector of 
the Caspian Sea, and began to provide a wide range of logistic 
and production services on support of oil operations.

In March, 2003 the national offshore shipping company 
"Kazmortransflot" concluded with JSC "NC "KazMunayGas" 
and AGIP Kazakhstan North Caspian Operating Company the 
tripartite Service agreement providing constructing and using of 
the Support base of marine operations. This agreement having 
150 pages provided constructing and using of the mooring near 
the Bautino settlement, on the coast of the Tupkaragansky gulf 
(Mangystau region).

Signing of this document became possible after that 
when "Kazmortransflot" won the tender for constructing of 
infrastructure facilities within the "Agip KCO" project for 
development of the offshore field Kashagan. The consortium 
originally intended to conduct an appropriate tender abroad. 



However, the national company, which intervened in the process 
in time, resolved this issue in own favor. The facility had already 
been put into service at the end of November 2003.

The support base of marine operations became the 
Kazakhstan's first object of offshore oilfield infrastructure. The 
cost of this large investment project was $10 million. Means 
for its implementation for a period of 5 years were provided 
by the Development bank of Kazakhstan. During project 
implementation the breakwater, mooring for stone dispatch, 
access roads and other objects were built and put into operation. 
The possibility of transfer up to 250 thousand metric tonnes of 
the stone breed, necessary for constructing of artificial islands, 
underwater support platforms for drilling rigs, flood-control 
dams, was provided.

In 2006, "TenizService" LLP launched another support 
base for marine oil operations on the Caspian Sea. This object 
was built according to the Memorandum of understanding 
signed between "KazMunayGas" and international consortium 
"AgipKCO", conducting oil prospecting of the huge field 
Kashagan on the Kazakhstan shelf, in Almaty in October, 2004. 
The paper established the basic principles for cooperation 
between the two companies in establishing the priority coastal 
infrastructures needed to support the oil operations in the 
Kazakhstan sector of the Caspian Sea.

Since 2006, the support base has begun to service 
companies such as CMOC, Kurmangazy Petroleum

"Tube-Karagan", Bke Shelf, "N-Operating Company", 
"Zhambyl Petroleum", "Satpaev operating" and others.

For Kazakhstan considering possibilities of an access into 
a world water system, development and further effective use of 
water transportation that was the important economic factor.  
In this connection, by the Order of Nursultan Nazarbayev, the 
President of the Republic of Kazakhstan, dated January 17, 
2002, No. 284-II the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On 
Merchant Shipping" was adopted.  It was developed in view 
of the international maritime law, including administrative, 
legal, commercial affairs, as well as regulations concerning 
marine safety, environmental protection including prevention 
of sea pollution from vessels, non-discrimination and excessive 
restrictions affecting international merchant shipping within 
territorial waters of Kazakhstan.

The Law considered all aspects of ownership of the vessel, 
its identification, flag and nationality, technical supervision over 
vessels, as well as registration of vessels and rights to them. In 
particular, according to article 11 of the Law, the vessel having 
the nationality of the Republic of Kazakhstan had the right of 
navigation under the National flag of the Republic.

The marina near the village of Bautino.
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In addition, specific procedures of transportation of cargos 
and passengers by sea were determined, as well as all engineering 
procedure - from preparation of the vessel for cargo reception, crossing 
the sea before delivery of cargos to the receiver, with simultaneous 
preparation of the corresponding documentation both in coastwise 
and foreign navigation, is regulated.

Legal norms, laid down in the Law, created a legal basis for 
productive activity of entities on transportation, transshipment, 
storage of cargos using infrastructure of the sea transport. Questions 
of complaints and suits in the field of merchant shipping were 
considered. A separate section of the bill deals with the activities of 
seaports, their legal status and their economic aspects.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

• The total support base area is 15 hectares; 
• Wharf Zone-2 hectares;
• Length of a mooring berth – 470 meters (free 

territory for future expansion - 6.5 hectares).

The Support base of "Tenizservice" LLP 
rendered the following types of service:
• Loading/unloading, transhipment;
• Storage of cargoes on closed and open storage 

areas;
• Services of mooring and berthing;
• Shipments of fuel;
• Waste reception and further recycling;
• Shipment of rocks from the berth;
• Temporary storage Warehouse;
• A 24-hour medical clinic and a fire station 

working 7 days a week.



Timur Kulibayev, 
in 2003, Vice president of NC "KazMunayGas":

"The guaranteed participation of the national 
company in marine and infrastructure projects 
should have been a sine qua non for the realization 
of the State programme for the development of 
the Caspian shelf. Regarding 
the relationships of "KazMunayGas" with foreign 
and Russian companies I can say that, in general, 
they will be built on the basis of worldwide 
practice. Distinctive feature of relations with 
Russians may be their development in accordance 
with the inter-state agreements of Kazakhstan 
and Russia.
Russian companies will be involved in projects 
in the Kazakhstan part of the Caspian Shelf, which 
are in the middle-line area, marking Kazakhstan 
and Russian sectors. The similar rights are also 
granted to the Kazakhstan companies in terms 
of operations in the Russian sector of the 
Caspian Sea."

Lyazzat Kiinov, 
in 2003, the President of NC "KazMunayGas":

"KazMunayGas" does not exclude the possibility of attracting 
foreign financial institutions, both of Europe and the whole 
world, to develop oil projects on the Caspian Sea. It is all 
about high-perspective structures. We think that the financing 
of these projects will not cause special problems for us. 
This will be a very large means of reordering the economy 
of Kazakhstan."
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Uzakbay Karabalin, 
in 2003, President of KazMunayGas CJSC:

"One of the first decisions in shaping the joint structure 
was the creation of two companies - "Tenizservice" 
and "Kazmunayteniz". For what? We have a lot of 
work to do at sea, there were expectations about the 
discovery of many deposits on the Caspian Sea. Having 
a centenary work experience in the oil industry, we 
conducted only onshore operations and never worked 
in the sea. Work in the conditions of sea environment 
imposed special obligations in the area of environmental 
security. The relevant knowledge and experience had 
to be concentrated at a hotel specialized company that 
could work at sea. Thus, "KazMunayTeniz" was created. 
There was also the question on services for maritime 
projects - the supply of water, fuel, energy and coastal 
infrastructure. Many foreign companies were ready to 
perform such work. But we created a "Tenizservice"."

Vladimir Shkolnik, 
in 2003, the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK:

"I should say that the process of development 
of the State program for the development of the 
Kazakhstan shelf on the Caspian Sea was one of 
the most difficult in which I was ever involved. 
We should have taken all our previous experience 
on the shelf, worldwide experience in maritime 
operations, as the number of suspected hydrocarbon 
deposits was many, many dozens. There was a need 
for a clear and a strategic understanding of where 
to move, how to develop, how investors will be able 
to venture into marine projects, what the priorities 
are in the conduct of the work. It was impossible to 
distribute sites to investors in a random way - it would 
bring extensive damage to the economic party because 
there was no sense to build the infrastructure for each 
field. The gradual development of Caspian Fields 
has allowed us to optimize the costs of infrastructure 
construction (oil and gas pipelines, processing plants, 
auxiliary fleets)."



NATIONAL

FLEET
On August 5, 2004 at the Vyborg 
Shipyard (Vyborg, the Leningrad 
region, Russia) the first Kazakhstan 
tanker "Astana", constructed by 
request of National Maritime Shipping 
Company "Kazmortransflot", was 
launched. At a ceremony of launch 
of the vessel there were shareholders 
and representatives of Vyborg 
Shipyard JSC, "Vympel" JSC, "NMSC 
"Kazmortransflot" JSC, administrations 
of Vyborg and the Leningrad region. 
According to an ancient sea tradition, 
the honored actress of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan, the pianist Zhaniya 
Aubakirova, who during the ceremony 
of transfer and acceptance bRKe a 
traditional bottle of champagne against 
a board of the new vessel and wished 
him a safe trip, became "godmother" 
of the first Kazakhstan tanker.

In order to provide new transport facilities 
for the transportation of Kazakhstan's oil 
to international markets and to strengthen 
Kazakhstan's transport independence for 
the export of hydrocarbons in the mid-2000, 
an active formation of a national tanker fleet 
was initiated on behalf of President 
Nursultan Nazarbaev.

Under a long maritime tradition 
the "Godmother" of the first 
Kazakh tanker was the People's 
Artist of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, the pianist 
Zhaniya Aubakirova.

OIL TANKER 

ASTANA

2004
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OIL TANKER 

ALMATY

2005

In June 2005, a second oil tanker 
was launched in Vyborg - "Almaty", 
also built to order "Kazmortransflot". 
His "Godmother" was the famous 
violinist, People's Artist of Kazakhstan 
Ayman Musohodzhayeva.

Solemn meeting of the first Kazakhstan tanker 
"Astana". Seaport of Aktau. May 23, 2005



The "Godmother" of the 
new vessel became a famous 
television Aigul Mukey.

2009

On August 10, 2006, solemn commissioning of the third tanker - "Aktau"- 
"NMSC" Kazmortransflot" JSC took place at the Vyborg shipyard. The 
representative of Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan in interparliamentary 
assemblies of the CIS and EEU Halel Bakenov, the Consul general of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan in St. Petersburg Sergey Nurtayev, the CEO of JSC "NMSC 
"Kazmortransflot" Marat Ormanov, as well as heads of JSC "NC "KazMunayGas" 
and its subsidiary enterprises participated in festive events. At the beginning of 
August, the tanker had undergone navigation tests in the Baltic Sea.

OIL TANKER 

AKTAU

OIL TANKER 

ATYRAU

All three tankers with a deadweight of 12,000 tons were designed and built 
under the supervision of the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping and had the 
maximum payload capacity at existing capacities of the Caspian Sea ports, taking 
into account the passage through Russian river channel systems. They became 
the most advanced on the Caspian Sea and complied with existing international 
maritime safety standards.

The "Godmother" of the 
tanker became a well-known 
state and social activist 
Gulshara Abdikalykova.

2006

 On September 11, 2009, at the Krasnoye Sormovo shipyard (Nizhny Novgorod, 
Russia) was commissioned the fourth tanker, built by NMSC Kazmortransflot – Atyrau 
JSC, with a deadweight of 13,000 tons. He became the largest Kazakhstan vessel. The 
new vessel was equipped with an inert gas system and was able to transport three 
varieties of oil in one flight. Equipment installed on a vessel was cutting edge and met 
all the latest international requirements.
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In May 2010, the oil tanker "Aktobe" was accepted for the balance of NMSC 
Kazmortransflot JSC, and in August 2010 another oil tanker "Oral" arrived at 
the port of Aktau, both with a deadweight of 13,000 tons. Both vessels were 
also built at the shipyards of "Zavod Krasnoye Sormovo" OJSC.

2010

OIL TANKER 

AKTOBE

OIL TANKER

 ORAL

By the tradition, the deputy 
of Mazhilis of the Parliament 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
Svetlana Ferho was invited 
to the role of the 
"Godmother" of the tanker.

The "godmother" of the 
tanker "Oral" is a public 
person - Aitkul Samakova.



Now we have another 
high-tech vessel constructed, 
which will also navigate the 
Caspian Sea under the Kazakh 
flag. In 2008, the vessel 
of this project was recognized 
as the Ship of the Year by 
the British Society of Ship 
Engineers.
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Marat Ormanov, 
Director General of "Kazmortransflot" National Maritime 
Shipping Company" JSC:

"For Kazakstan, this is a special event, because the 
tankers built in Nizhny Novgorod are the first Kazakh 
vessels of such deadweight to become the flagships 
of the fleet of sovereign Kazakhstan.
Special thanks go to the representatives of the factory, 
who once more painstakingly proved the skill 
of the Russian shipbuilders.
Contract signed between the company 
Kazmortransflot and the Red Sormovo factory in 
April 2009 provide for the construction of three oil 
tankers. In such a short period, thanks to the Russian 
shipbuilders, Kazakhstan received three completely 
new oil tankers with deadweight of 13 thousand tons 
of each. To date the tankers of this series are 
the largest in the Caspian Sea."

Vadim Malov, 
Director General of MNE Group:

"This tanker is another proof of the professionalism 
of Sormovoshipbuilders, which, however, has long 
not needed of evidence. Our customers, Kazakhstani 
colleagues appreciated both the quality and performance 
of the tanker of this series "Atyrau", which since last 
September has been navigating the Caspian waters. 
Now we have another high-tech vessel constructed, which 
will also navigate the Caspian Sea under the Kazakh flag. 
In 2008, the vessel of this project was recognized 
as the Ship of the Year by the British Society 
of Ship Engineers."



On October 23, 2003, the National Company 
"KazTransGas" solemnly commissioned the 
Amangeldy gas field (Zhambyl region). And 

since November 1, the heat and power enterprises, in particular, 
the Jambyl State district power plant (SDPP), which provides 
the region with power supply, began to receive the Amangeldy 
gas.

In such way the first stage of this project, which started 
three years ago, was over. During this time on the field were 
drilled 5 of the planned 17 wells, the 190-kilometer gas pipeline 
was constructed and the main processing train of a gas treatment 
unit was started.

The initial stage of production on the Amangeldy field 
reached 500-700 thousand cubic meters of gas per day and 
allowed to satisfy needs of the population of the regional center 
Taraza and all Jambyl region. Later, with the output to the 
project capacity in 1930 cubic meters per day, the gas began to 
flow to the region's industry.

The first stage of development of the Amangeldy field 
was performed by the Kazakhstan companies from beginning 

SOCIAL Commissioning 
the Amangeldy 
gas field GAS

to end. The project itself was developed by the Kazakhstan 
JSC NIPI "Neftegaz", seismic and geological researches were 
conducted by the "Kazakhstan Caspian Shelf", the Kazakhstan-
American alliance "SanDrillingGroup" and the "Kazburgaz" 
company were engaged in drilling. JSC "Kazkhimmontazh 
holding" and JSC "Kazstroypromtekhmontazh" performed the 
main installation and construction works on laying of a trunk 
gas pipeline and arrangement of the infrastructure facilities. Gas 
processing equipment was ordered from the American company 
BSI Industries Inc.

The commissioning of the Amangeldy gas field was of 
major strategic and social importance. First of all, with providing 
the Kazakhstan South with own gas for the population about 5 
million people, the Republic aimed partially (but not completely) 
to reduce dependence on supply of natural gas from Uzbekistan. 
Kazakhstan chose this way because of unpredictability of 
further development of an economic and political situation in 
this neighboring country, and also desire not to assume deficit of 
gas in the southern regions, especially during the winter period 
that quite often happened at that time. Secondly, the quality of 

2003
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Uzakbakay Karabalin, 
in 2003, the President of the "NC KazMunayGas" JSC:

"At that time Uzbekistan was the only gas supplier 
to the south of Kazakhstan. Every year we went to 
Tashkent, persuade our Uzbek partners to extend 
the gas supply agreement for another year and not 
to raise prices. Nevertheless, during the autumn 
and winter heating period for various reasons there 
was shortage of the Uzbek gas for the South.
The Amangeldy field is small in size, so we never 
expected it, did not think it could solve the problem 
of gas supply in the southern regions. At the same 
time, it could ensure the consumption of the Zhambyl 
area in which it is located. Big PR-action was held; 
during it we declared a possibility of decrease 
in dependence on gas supply from Uzbekistan due 
to the Amangeldy field. This has helped to soften 
the positions of Uzbek colleagues, who, however, 
understood that Amangeldy gasitself is not enough 
for the Kazakh south."

Abay Sadykov, 
in 2003, the Director General of KazTransGas:

"This project is more politically and socially oriented, 
than commercially."

Taraz (in the Soviet period - Dzhambul) is the oldest city in 
Kazakhstan, the administrative center of Zhambyl region. 
It is located in the south of the country, near the border with 
Kyrgyzstan, on the Talas River.

Amangeldinkiy gas corresponds to all the requirements 
of the visitor, from the very beginning, cost the local 
population 30 per cent less than the Uzbek gas, which 
until that time was used by all categories of subscribers 
from southern Kazakhstan. So, if earlier the population 
got gas at the price of 10,6 KZT, then now the rate for 
individuals equaled 7,42 KZT (rate of $1/147 at that time). 
With growth of population expenses on utility payments 
during a heating season such reduction of gas cost had 
considerable value for most of subscribers, especially for 
inhabitants of the private sector, whose houses are heated 
by gas.



Timur Kulibayev, 
Chairman of KAZENERGY Association:

"The Kazenergy Association was founded at the initiative of Uzakbay Suleimenovich Karabalin 
in 2005, at that time when the oil and gas industry in Kazakhstan had been generally formed, 
many international oil and gas and energy corporations had been worked already successfully 
in the country, state and business relations had been regulated by the legislative framework, key 
performance indicators and investments had been growing. He said to me, "The industry needs 
an organization that will protect the interests of oilmen and will represent them in negotiations 
with the government". And really, the players of the market were acting uncoordinated at that 
time. Everyone was forced to protect his own interests before the state bodies separately. This 
did not always contribute to the establishment of the effective dialogue between the bureaucracy 
apparatus and business. Parties, if they have listened to each other but have not heard. Under these 
circumstances, there was a need for a "conductor" of initiatives between the Government and the 
market participants. The KAZENERGY Association became such "conductor" or "mechanism". 
The idea of bringing players of the oil and gas industry together for further effective and 
sustainable development was fully supported by the Prime Minister of our country, Karim 
Masimov. There wasn’t such analog of creating a similar organization on the market at that time 
in Kazakhstan. There were only weak attempts to unite its participants. But they didn't lead 
to effective results. We wanted to set up a non-profit organization to deal with the public agencies 
in a continuous and effective manner for all industry companies.
My colleagues and I understood all the difficulties of relations with the state bodies and 
representatives of the oil and gas and energy industry. There was a vision of how without fear 
of bold ideas and resolute actions, to improve the existing processes in this sphere, especially 
at the legislative level. The quality of relations between authorities and business depends on how 
integrally and clearly the legislation acts. 
In a short period of time, we have been able to form the main goals and tasks (and we have 
begun to move successfully towards their implementation), we have defined the principles of a 
dialogue with the government, have forged international relations not only with the largest players 
of the world energy market, but also with the most authoritative international organizations. 
KAZENERGY included the Association Council, Coordination Councils on all activities (including 
international relations, legislation, import substitution, ecology and others).
I took the initiative to establish an inter-ministerial commission for the development of the oil and 
gas industry, which was headed by the Prime Minister of Kazakhstan. By the way, for the first time 
of the industry practice, in addition to the heads of ministries, agencies and national companies, 
our association has joined as a non-profit organization. It gave an opportunity for Association 
members to offer their proposals requiring consideration at the government level. 
Due to this fact, we have been heard in Kazakhstan, and we have been treated in external markets. 
In the past, Kazakhstan was considered to be the major producer and supplier of energy sources 
abroad. Now, the reliable partner in all areas related to energy.
Moreover, using the experience of work in KAZENERGY, I have developed proposals for 
the establishment of the National Chamber of Employers of the RK "Atameken". 
We are sure that such non-state social organizations can represent the 
real expert power during negotiations with the Government on 
various issues. I think that such an experience is very 
useful and successful."
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ENERGY OF UNITY

Association
KAZENERGY
"…Everyone was forced to protect his own interests 
before the state bodies separately. This did not always 
contribute to the establishment of the effective dialogue 
between the bureaucracy apparatus and business. 
Parties, if they have listened to each other but have not 
heard. Under these circumstances, there was a need for 
a "conductor" of initiatives between the Government and 
the market participants. The KAZENERGY Association 
became such a "conductor" or a "mechanism".

                                                                           Kulibayev T.A.



On November 2, 2005, the Independent Voluntary 
Non-Profit Association of legal entities 
(oil, service and engineering companies) 

KAZENERGY was established in Kazakhstan. It was headed by 
a well-known oilman and businessman Timur Kulibayev. 
From the very beginning, the Association's activities touched 
upon the development of the oil and gas and energy industries, 
ecology, investment, taxation, human capital development, social 
responsibility, improvement of legislation in these areas and 
much more.
It was called upon to assist in the formation of favorable 
conditions for the dynamic and sustainable development of 
the fuel and energy complex of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 
and should also become a single "information harbor" for oil 
companies, gas workers, other subsoil users, power engineers, 
transporters, as well as a wide range of users and consumers 
of products and services of oil and gas and energy complex.
The KAZENERGY Association has united over 50 major 
oil and gas and energy companies, including Chevron, Shell 
Kazakhstan, Eni Spa, PetRKazakhstan, Total, LUKOIL 
Overseas, KazMunaiGaz, KazTransOil, KazTransGas, 
KazMunayTeniz, KEGOC, KMG Energo and many others.
At the initiative of Timur Kulibayev, the Council of the 
Association, composed of Uzakbai Karabalin, Boris Zilbermints, 
Kenzhegali Sagadiyev and others, was established as an advisory 
and deliberative body.
Since the beginning of activity, the Association has started 
publishing the image illustrated magazine KAZENERGY, 
the thematic variety of which included economics, politics, 
social issues, culture and much more. The purpose of the 
publication was to fill the gap in information flows and 
professional assessments about the dynamics and prospects 
for the development of both the world and Kazakhstan's oil 
and gas and energy sectors, as well as promote a positive 
image of Kazakhstan's oil and gas and energy sectors in the 
foreign information field. The first issue of KAZENERGY was 
published in March 2006 with a circulation of 2,000 copies. 
After a while, the magazine's circulation increased sharply to 
7,000 copies, which indicated the great interest and role of this 
thematic publication in the industry.
In addition, since September 2006, the KAZENERGY 
Association has begun to hold the annual Eurasian Energy 
Forum in Kazakhstan's capital, Astana, with the participation 
of credible international speakers and politicians, which has also 
become the only discussion site capable of laying a sound basis 
for solving the problems of the industry.
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Jambulat Sarsenov, 
Director General of the Kazenergy Association, from an interview with 
the magazine Kazenergy No. 1, March 2006:

"Today the state has a major challenge for the oil and gas 
industry - they are nationwide. In particular, the country 
needs to enter the list of the 50 most competitive countries 
in the world, but for that, the oil and gas industry, which 
has been the backbone ridge of the state budget, flourished 
and has achieved truly impressive successes, should also 
set an example in the implementation of the State strategy 
for industrial and innovative development. What are we 
interested in here? First of all, we must cooperate with the 
state and help to increase Kazakhstan's content in oil and gas 
projects. For the time being, the share of domestic suppliers 
in the oil services market is estimated to vary within 30 per 
cent. In the meantime, the development of only the Caspian 
Sea shelf forms the market with a few tens of billions of 
dollars. Secondly, we need to start recycling raw materials, 
deep recycling, so that our petroleum products compete in 
international markets. Thirdly, the transportation of oil 
and gas must be diversified.
The challenges are formidable, and the entire industry must 
be confronted with it. Yes, of course there is a Ministry 
of Industry and Trade, and there are a lot of other State 
institutions. But our Association takes the responsibility of 
stimulating and accumulating the initiative "from the bottom", 
if this can be said about the initiative of large companies that 
are members of the Kazenergy.  It is an adequate response 
to new challenges and a new situation."



Aset Magauov,
in 2012-2016, the Director General of the KAZENERGY Association:

"Even before creation of the KAZENERGY Association Timur Askrovich 
Kulibayev and Uzakbai Suleymenovich Karabalin noticed a high potential 
of the oil companies which could act as a single "front" for protection 
of industrial interests. When I came to work in Kazenergy in 2012, we had 
the task of revising the format of work, focusing on solving the specific 
problems of the members of the Kazenergy. In the first place, we have 
expanded the membership of the Association to 80, organized regional 
outreach meetings with all companies conducted a survey among them 
and identified the main issues to be addressed on the basis of this. Above 
all companies were disturbed by two areas - taxation and an ecological 
legislation (the last disturbed due to a lack of the accurate description 
of regulations).
State agencies cooperate with us, the separate working group was created, 
the Chevron Company financed a preliminary analysis of the ecological 
legislation, a number of proposals which were included into the Ecological 
code in the spring of 2016. This is primarily a matter of obtaining 
permits for the technologically imminent combustion of gas, regulating 
greenhouse gas issues and temporarily storing oil wastes. With regard to 
tax law, a movement has been made on the scale of the levying of export 
duties, which is pegged to the price of oil, and the preferential MET rate. 
Solution of these and other questions was supported by the fact that the 
Association really acted as the single "force", moreover, the state agencies 
noticed a careful study of the question, reinforcement of arguments by the 
required analytical materials, letters of the companies. "I think they were 
comfortable making decisions in these circumstances too."

Bolat Akchulakov,
in 2016, the Director General of the KAZENERGY Association:

"The main objective for which we are working in KAZENERGY Association 
today is an optimization of the current legislation.
As an associate member of the National Chamber of Employers "Atameken" 
we are represented today in all the working groups that are in the government 
and in Parliament. For example, we deal with issues of introduction of 
amendments to the Tax Code, as well as participate in development 
of the new Natural resources code.
Why are we setting ourselves this task? Because we are well aware of both 
the principles of public administration and business problems. Professionals 
have worked in both government and private business in the energy field, so 
we know the questions from both sides. We are actively involved in the work 
on the tax code by proposing a very liberal and relaxed regime (as from 
the tax and administrative point of view) for those who will be involved in 
exploration projects tomorrow.
In the Natural resources code we assume to give more freedom upon receipt 
of the rights to perform exploration and production."
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"In a short period of time, we have been able to form 
the main goals and tasks (and we have begun to move 
successfully towards their implementation), we have defined 
the principles of a dialogue with the government, have forged 
international relations not only with the largest players of the 
world energy market, but also with the most authoritative 
international organizations."

                                                                        T.A. Kulibayev





"We saw how our common vision grew from a simple idea 
into long-term cooperation with the Republic of Kazakhstan 
and into grandiose world-class facilities. This cooperation 
has become a pledge of many outstanding achievements, 
including such an event as the extraction of a billion barrels 
of oil."

David O’Reilly, 
Chairman of the Board of Chevro



Sauat Mynbayev,     
Chairman of the Board of NC KazMunayGas JSC 

Dear readers! Dear colleagues!

You have a book in your hands dedicated to all Kazakhstani oil industry workers. A 
temporary informative publication, which coincided with the twenty-fifth anniversary 
of the Independence Republic of Kazakhstan, was in fact a glance at the history of the 
domestic oil and gas industry. The unique, in my view, is the opportunity to assess the 

path travelled, see the fateful for the economy of Kazakhstan events by the eyes of their immediate 
participants and contemporaries, our fellow oil colleagues.

Since the early 1990s, a strong tradition of "petroleum" of the Republic has been a step by 
restarted and up its potential.  Kazakh companies became experienced with foreign partners and 
foreign investors, involved in the upgrading of processing and production facilities, and developed 
the transport infrastructure.

Establishmnet of KazMunayGas - national operator in 2002 was instrumental in strengthening 
the role of the State, capable of promoting the interests of the State in international oil projects, 
vertically integrated holding with a full production manufacturing cycle-"from mining to refilling". 
Over the years of success, the KazMunayGas group has implemented a number of major projects 
that have made a significant contribution to the development of Kazakhstan's energy potential. At 
present, NC KMG the largest taxpayer of the country, without whose support it would be difficult 
to imagine the development of the regions of company's activities and the implementation of the 
state's most important social programmes.

Today we are proud to say that a quarter of a century after the regaining of sovereignty, the 
Republic of Kazakhstan occupies a prominent place in the world's energy map, and practically all 
the world's leading oil companies are actively involved in the development of projects in the major 
deposits of Tengiz, Karachaganak and Kashagan.

The NC KazMunayGas JSC does not stop at progress and is building new plans, since the next 
stage in the development of independent Kazakhstan will largely depend on "general condition" of 
the country's oil and gas complex.   The National Company is committed to business processes and 
management structure, introduces innovation in mining and exploration, upgrades refineries and 
improves oil service.

The "locomotive" is still moving forward, giving a strong impetus to the entire national 
economy.
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The fourth "five-year plan" was descriptive of implementation of strategic 
growth projects aimed at strengthening the energy security of the country for 
the independent Kazakhstan. These include buying refineries and oil terminal 

assets in the states of the Black Sea basin, the expansion of oil and gas production 
at the largest oil fields, construction of new oil and gas pipelines towards China, 
the establishment of the national merchant fleet to operate at the Caspian Sea and 
modernization of oil refineries.

By the end of the 20-year period of development of independent 
Kazakhstan the oil and gas industry still relies on a strong resource base, 
and the bulk of developed reserves are at the stage of growth. The number of 
contracts with subsurface users has increased from hundred to over 400. In the 
most attractive geological region, on the Caspian Sea shelf, new oil and gas 
projects have been initiated.

In 20 years, the per capita gross domestic product has increased tenfold, 
reaching some $11,000 in 2011. Oil production in the Republic has increased 
more than 3 times, and the gas production – more than 5 times. Oil exports have 
increased by 5.4 times. The country recorded more than double growth of gas 
consumption in arrears. Some 4,000 kilometers of oil pipelines were constructed, 
and the pipeline export capacity increased almost six times. Kazakhstan expects 
a further significant increase in hydrocarbon production in the foreseeable future. 
In this sense, Kazakhstan is one of the few countries with peak production ahead.

The total amount of investment in the industry has exceeded $87 billion 
by this time, over 80% of which is accounted for by foreign companies and joint 
ventures. Investments bring not only substantial revenues in the budget, but also 
the wider economic benefits in the form of technology transfer and training of 
domestic labor.

Amid the festering global economic crisis Kazakhstan closely monitors the 
energy market terms, because the booming oil and gas sector requires large capital 
investments at the present moment. In this regard, the Government intensely 
continues working on improving the investment climate and promoting mutually 
beneficial partnerships with the private sector.

All this creates a solid business opportunity and a strong interest in Kazakhstan 
as a source of stable and predictable energy supply. A country's approach to issues 
relating to the development of energy resources in the Caspian region is based on 
the firm belief that the overall energy security requires the diversification of export 
routes. Kazakhstan along with the other partners in the region is interested in its 
market opportunities enhancement and obtaining competitive prices on markets. In 
this sense, with the beginning of the Asian gas pipeline, there has been a noticeable 
strengthening of the country's position in the gas market in Eurasia.

The national company KazMunayGas plays a special role in achieving the 
goals in the energy market and which intends to join the ranks of the 30 largest 
oil and gas companies in the world due to the implementation of the strategy of 
balanced growth in the sectors of exploration and production, transportation, 
refining oil and gas and marketing petroleum products. Leading transnational 
corporations, of course, have considerable potential, but they are forced to squeeze 
up on oil and gas "Olympus".



2007

ASIAN
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"This is a great project. 
The ancient Silk Road 
is being restored through 
this pipe ensuring 
friendship of four SCO 
member states."

Nursultan Nazarbayev



By the end of the 2000s, the geopolitically, economically and 
socially important project was implemented in the region 
that allowed to transit the Central Asian gas to China 

through the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan and to diversify 
the export routes of Kazakh gas.

On August 17-18, 2007, upon the invitation of the President 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev, the President 
of China Hu Jintao arrived in Astana with the state visit to stimulate 
further development of relations. The Heads of the two states held 
official talks in the Kazakh capital.

The result of this visit was the signing of a general agreement 
between the governments of the two countries on cooperation 
in the construction and operation of the Kazakhstan-China 
gas pipeline, which was to become a link of the transnational 
pipeline Turkmenistan-Uzbekistan-Kazakhstan-China. In 
addition, the principles of designing, financing, construction and 
operation of the gas pipeline were defined. The signing of this 
document was preceded by the conclusion of the Memorandum 
on the acceleration of the construction of the first stage of the 
Kazakhstan-China gas pipeline in August 2003, the Agreement 
on the preliminary study of the feasibility of the project in 
November 2003, and the Agreement on the joint development of 
the investment justification in August 2005.

"A"



"The launch of the pipeline to 
China changes the geopolitical 
map of Central Asia creating 
new routes for transportation 
of energy carriers from 
the region."

Islam Karimov,
the President of Uzbekistan

"The launch of the gas pipeline will 
be a landmark in our relationship 
and will be inscribed in golden 
letters to the history."

Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov,
the President of Turkmenistan
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LLP "Asian Gas Pipeline" (50% of share of KazTransGas 
JSC and 50% of share of Trans-Asia Gas Pipeline Limited, 
affiliated company of CNPC) was established. In July 2008, 
it started construction of the first line ("A") of the Kazakhstan-
China gas pipeline in 42 km of the highway Almaty-Kapshagay. 
The Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK Sauat 
Mynbayev, who attended the ceremony on the occasion of the first 
welding of joints of pipes of the gas pipeline, called this event 
"significant" opening "a new page in the economic history" of the 
two countries.

Over 14 months of construction works conducted by the 
Kazakh company "OGCC "KazStroyService" JSC, 1305 km of 
the linear part of the gas pipeline were constructed, including 6 
chambers of pigs start-up of, 38 linear crane units, 2 crossings across 
the Syrdarya river, 132 crossings through the road and railways, 
374 thousand cubic meters of drilling and blasting operations 
were carried out in rocky grounds. There were 5 thousand of 

specialists and 3 thousand of machines and mechanisms 
engaged to the project, approximately 9.5 million man-hours 
and approximately 5 million engineering hours were fulfilled, 
800 thousand tons of cargo were transported, 1140 units of 
equipment were installed valued at $320 million.

A world record on the speed of pipes welding was set 
in August 2009 in South-Kazakhstan region. The number of 
pipe joints, welded per shift rose to 242, and 3040 meters of 
pipes were laid in one day.

During construction works, the most complicated 
engineering tasks were solved, including changes in the route 
of the gas pipeline, by passing the sites on which the historical 
and cultural monuments are located. Working pressure in the 
gas pipeline will be 9.81 MPA (100 atmospheres!) - for the 
first time on the territory of Kazakhstan.

Thus, there were no analogues to a pipeline with such 
performance in Kazakhstan at that moment.



On December 12, 2009, solemn commissioning of the first 
stage of the Turkmenistan-Uzbekistan-Kazakhstan-China main 
gas pipeline took place in Astana in which the President of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbayev and President 
of China Hu Jintao, Chairman of the Board of Directors of 
NC KazMunayGas JSC Timur Kulibayev, Chairman of the 
Management Board of NC KazMunayGas JSC Kairgeldy 
Kabyldin, President of CNPC Jiang Zemin and other officials 
took part.

After 2 days, on December 14, the heads of 
Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and China, Gurbanguly 
Berdimuhamedov, Nursultan Nazarbayev, Islam Karimov and 
Hu Jintao have commissioned the pipeline at Turkmen Samandep 
deposit, from where it originates. In fact, from that moment the 
supply of natural gas from Turkmenistan to China started.

«Asian gas pipeline» LLP completed construction 
of the second line ("B") of the Kazakhstan-Chinese sector 
of transnational gas pipeline Turkmenistan-Uzbekistan-
Kazakhstan-China in summer of 2010. The operation of two 
lines of the gas pipeline - "A" and "B"- eventually ensured 
the annual transit of up to 30 billion cubic meters of gas from 
Turkmenistan to China. The general contractor for construction 
of the second line was also Kazakh enterprise "OGCC 
Kazstroyservice" JSC.

By completion of construction of "A" and "B" lines 
in Almaty, Zhambyl, Shymkent regions of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, 700 new working positions were created for 
pipeline operation.

On November 30, 2015, the third line ("C") of the 
Kazakhstan-China gas main pipeline was commissioned. This 

"This project is a continuation of 
the story of the Great Silk Road."

Zhang Guobao, 
Special Authorized Representative of 

the Government of the People's Republic of China

"B"
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Karim Massimov, 
the Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan in 2008:

"The Government has the immunity from "resource 
nationalism", which is to diversify directions of transportation 
of hydrocarbons.
Together with the available export routes Atyrau-Samara 
and CPC, the new ones are being formed ...
We do not lose sight of the possible transportation of energy 
resources to the South Asian continent. The course chosen 
by us remains unchanged - we work on the basis of the 
agreements reached, regardless of fluctuations in oil prices, 
political situation or gained worldwide experience of using 
the "energy baton"."

Sauat Mynbayev, 
in 2008, the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK:

"The construction of pipeline Kazakhstan-China will give a 
new impetus to the development of not only the gas industry, 
but also our economy in whole.
In view of the multi-vector policy of the state, Kazakhstan 
is currently considering the possibility of implementing 
alternative transport projects that provide economic benefits 
for the republic.
We start making money as a transit state, not only as a mining 
one, a rate will include not only the cost of construction, 
but also direct revenues to the budget."

Kairgeldy Kabyldin, 
Deputy Chairman of the Management Board of "Kazakhstan Holding 
for Management of State Assets "Samruk" JSC in 2008, 
President of  "NC "KazMunayGas" JSC:

"International organizations have designed this pipeline 
with state-of-the-art technology. Potential contractors 
and suppliers were imposed the highest requirements. All the 
above mentioned suggests that this engineering construction 
will be performed at the highest level and will provide the 
necessary reliability and, most importantly, economic benefits 
for the two countries."

Liao Yongyuan, 
Deputy Director General of CNPC:

"Due to the implementation of this ambitious project 
of the strategic importance, the cooperation of the parties 
in the field of energy will move to a new historical stage."

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
OF THE PROJECT IN VIEW OF TWO 

LINES "A" AND "B":

• The total length of the 
Turkmenistan-Uzbekistan-
Kazakhstan-China gas pipeline 
is about 7000 km, including the 
section of Kazakhstan-China, 
which is about 1300 km;

• The section Kazakhstan-China 
originates from the Uzbek-
Kazakh border and ends at the 
Kazakh-Chinese border in the 
area of the village of Lugovoe;

• The pipeline consists of two 
parallel lines;

• The capacity of the two lines    
is 40 billion cubic meters of gas 
per year;

• Diameter is 1067 mm.
• Designed operation period      

is 30 years.

A world record on the 
speed of pipes welding 
was set in August 2009 in 
South-Kazakhstan region. 
The number of pipe joints, 
welded per shift, rose 
to 242 and 3040 meters 
of pipes were laid within 
a day.



First, we receive revenues for 
transit. Secondly, employment 
of Kazakh workers in the regions 
is ensured. Thirdly, taxes are 
growing in the budget. Fourth, 
we are given the opportunity to 
take gas from Chinese partners 
in the winter season, and give it 
back in the summer season. 

Timur Kulibayev, 
Chairman of KAZENERGY Association:

"There are no large gas fields in Kazakhstan; gas is produced 
along with oil. And utilization of the produced gas is a 
real headache for oil and gas enterprises. The developed 
gas infrastructure allows our large projects as Tengiz, 
Karachaganak and Kashagan to engage in the extraction 
of raw materials without hindrance. Of course, the Tengiz 
and Karachaganak fields are re-injecting gas into the seams. 
However, the issue of selling a part of the gas is still urgent; 
otherwise the problem of limiting production will arise. 
Distribution of the produced gas is an important commercial 
aspect for producers at Tengiz, Karachaganak and in the future 
at Kashagan.
The developed transport infrastructure allows us to engage in 
the marketing of gas as well. Today we successfully cooperate 
in the gas sphere with Russia. And the construction of the Asian 
gas pipeline allowed us to obtain the status of a transit state, 
ensuring the supply of Central Asian gas through its territory 
to the PRC, and also to arrange the export line of its own gas 
to the promising Chinese market.
This is a very good option. First, we receive revenues for transit. 
Secondly, employment of Kazakh workers in the regions is 
ensured. Thirdly, taxes are growing in the budget. Fourth, 
we are given the opportunity to take gas from Chinese partners 
in the winter season, and give it back in the summer season. 
It is very profitable for us." 
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"C" Kayrat Sharipbayev, 
the Chairman of the Board of "KazTransGas" JSC in 2015:

"Commissioning of "С" line and operation of all 3 lines 
of Kazakhstan –China main gas pipeline is the largest 
international gas transportation project in the history 
of independent Kazakhstan. Having not only important 
economic and geopolitical significance, this project is 
in line with the integration policy of the Head of State, 
connecting Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan 
and China in the "rainbow of friendship". Creation 
of new efficient routes of the energy resources supply 
and diversification of their directions are instructed by 
the President of the RK Nursultan Nazarbayev. We can 
say that "KazTransGas" has met the challenges.
The design capacity of all three lines "A", "B" and "C" 
of the Kazakhstan-China main gas pipeline will be 
55 billion cubic meters. The gas from Turkmenistan, 
Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan flows through this gas pipeline 
to China. Thus, we have been able to discover new export 
routes using all our transit potential.
This strategy enables us even in the turbulence 
of the world economy to ensure the infrastructure 
development and create new jobs. For example, during 
the construction works of the "C" line more than 
4000 specialists had been involved."

Lui Gongxiung, 
the Vice President of CNPC:

"The project is of strategic importance. The attention 
of the Heads of States and Governments of two countries 
was paid to it. The achievement looks more extraordinary 
due to completion of construction in conditions of the 
current financial crisis and extremely low oil prices."

Man Fing Chun, 
the Vice President of CNPC:

"30 billion cubic meters of gas transported with the first 
two lines of Trans-Asian gas pipeline is about 30% of all 
the imported gas to China. At that, increase of Central 
Asian gas import has a perspective due to reforms in the 
Chinese energy industry and increase of its consumption."

• The extension of "C" line of 
Kazakhstan-China main gas 
pipeline is 1303 km;

• The line route is in one 
technical corridor with "A" 
and "B" lines of this main 
gas pipeline through South 
Kazakhstan, Zhambyl and 
Almaty regions;

• Capacity is 25 billion m3 per 
year;

• Present value of the linear part 
of "C" line is 440 billion KZT, 
and for two commissioned 
compressor stations - 36 
billion KZT and 34 billion KZT 
respectively;

• The "C" line rate of return 
is possible with the 
designed capacity of the gas 
transportation of 25 billion m3 
in 2023.

event was the final stage in the construction of Turkmenistan-
Uzbekistan-Kazakhstan-China cross-border gas pipeline 
with a total length of more than 7.5 thousand kilometers. 
With commissioning of the third line, the total capacity of 
Kazakhstan-China gas pipeline has increased up to 55 billion 
cubic meters per year compared to the previous volumes of 
30 billion m3.

Construction of the gas pipeline connecting the Central 
Asia with a promising and growing Chinese market has 
become the largest international project in the field of the 
energy and regional partnership.

Commissioning of the "C" line of Kazakhstan-China 
gas pipeline was timed to the celebration of the Day of the 
first President of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The event was 
attended by Mahabbat Biggeldiev, the First Deputy Akim 
of the Almaty region, Magzum Myrzagaliyev, the Vice 
Minister of Energy of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Kairat 
Sharipbayev, the Chairman of the Board of KazTransGas 
JSC and Lui Gongxiung, the Vice President of PetroChina.

The Chinese side has highly appreciated the quality of 
the works on pipe laying and construction of the compressor 
stations, thanking for the object handover ahead of schedule.

The gas transit project allowed Kazakhstan, prior 
oriented on gas supplies to Europe via Russia, to have an 
important integration role in the Central Asian region, 



changing the geopolitical background. The Republic began to 
receive favorable transit tariffs for pumping Central Asian gas 
towards China, provided that the greater the volume of transit was 
the higher cash payments to the budget were.

In addition, in accordance with the Agreement between the 
Governments of Kazakhstan and the People's Republic of China on 
cooperation in the construction and operation of the Kazakhstan-
China gas pipeline dated August 18, 2007 (as amended and 
supplemented on October 14, 2009), the Republic implemented the 
construction of Beyneu-Bozoi-Shymkent main gas pipeline. The 
main purpose of the implementation of the project was to ensure 
the energy security and improvement of security of gas supply to 
southern regions of Kazakhstan through the supply of Kazakh gas 
from deposits of the western regions.

President Nursultan Nazarbayev gave a start to the 
construction of this pipeline on December 21, 2010 already during 
the direct teleconference with regions of Kazakhstan. The online 
connection with Astana took place at the production site of the 
gas pipeline in the village of Akbulak of Sairam district, next to 
"Samsonovka" gas distribution station. The gas from Western gas 
deposits of the country will be transferred through the existing 
pipeline to the South of the country, and then to China.

As the Head of the State stated during the live television 
broadcast with the region, "This is a very important project for 

Kazakhstan. It will reduce the dependence of the southern 
regions of the country on imported gas supplies ...I congratulate 
you all with the beginning of construction of the project, let’s 
get it started".

This project was included into the List of Strategic 
Investment Projects, as well as to the Map of Industrialization 
of Kazakhstan for 2010-2014 by Government resolution 
No.1293 dated September 1, 2009. Its implementation was 
entrusted to the "Gas pipline "Beineu-Shymkent" LLP, a joint 
venture of KazTransGas JSC and the Chinese company Trans-
Asia Gas Pipeline Company Limited, established in December 
2010.

The length of the Beineu-Bozoy-Shymkent gas pipeline 
was 1,475 kilometers. The route passed through the territories 
of Mangistau, Aktobe, Kyzylorda and South Kazakhstan 
regions. At the first stage, a linear part of the Bozoy-Shymkent 
section (1164 km) and a compressor station near the village of 
Bozoy (Aktobe region) was constructed. Infrastructure of the 
Beineu-Bozoy (311 km) section and compressor station near 
Karaozek settlement (Kyzylorda region) will be built at the 
second stage (roughly in 2014-2015).

The pipeline will be connected to the existing gas 
pipelines of "Bukhara gas-bearing region-Tashkent-Bishkek-
Almaty" and "A" line of Kazakhstan-China in order to provide 
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Serik Sultangaly,
in 2010, the Director General of KazTransGaz JSC:

"This project arose due to the fact that we had transmission system, 
focused on the Uzbek and Turkmen gas in the Soviet Union. Over 
the years, after gaining independence, Kazakhstan began to experience 
interruptions in the supply of gas. 
The Head of the State, therefore, have decided to build this unique gas 
pipeline which could provide gas to approximately 500-600 settlements 
located along the route of this pipeline in Aktobe, Kyzylorda, South 
Kazakhstan and Almaty regions. This is a huge help to the population."

Bakhtykozha Izmukhambetov, 
the Deputy Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK in 2006,
the Akim of the Atyrau region in 2015:

"I was one of the initiators of construction of Beineu-Bozoy-Shymkent 
gas pipeline in the beginning of 2000s. The reason was the fact that 
the south regions of Kazakhstan were supplied with gas from 
Uzbekistan. But that was not enough for the entire south region where 
about 25-30% of all the population of Kazakhstan lived. I proposed 
the construction of this gas pipeline to the President for the first time 
in 2003, when I was appointed First Deputy Minister of energy and 
natural resources. There were the project supporters and there were 
opponents. The opponents thought that the project was economically 
impractical and unreasonable. But I believed that the project should 
have a multiplier effect, the social and environmental issues should 
be resolved.
This gas pipeline was constructed a few years later and all southern 
regional centers and settlements were gasified, and these are: 
Kyzylorda, Zhambyl, South Kazakhstan, Almaty regions."

Kayrat Sharipbayev, 
the Chairman of the Board of "KazTransGas" JSC in 2015:

"The commissioning of the Beineu-Bozoy gas pipeline is historic 
in its significance, because it has connected all the country's main 
gas pipelines into a single gas transportation system. This allowed 
diversifying gas transportation through the territory of Kazakhstan in 
any direction and completely eliminating the dependence on imported 
gas. Thus, KazTransGas will continue to implement the tasks set by 
the Head of the State to increase the transit potential and transportation 
of energy resources."

Alexander Gnatchenko, 
Chief Engineer of the projects of "Kazakh Institute of Oil and Gas":

"Beineu-Bozoy- Shalkar-Samsonovka gas pipeline will be a unified 
system of production-technological objects, buildings and facilities, 
consisting of local ground objects and line structures."

The gas transit project 
allowed Kazakhstan, 
oriented to the gas 
supplies to Europe 
through Russia prior to 
the commissioning of 
the Kazakhstan-China 
pipeline, to have an 
important integration 
role in the Central Asian 
region by changing 
the geopolitical 
background.  



Zhambyl and Almaty regions with gas. The Project was 
of great social and economic importance for Kazakhstan 
as the gas supply was guaranteed especially during the 
heating season.

The Beineu-Bozoy section was put into operation 
in November 2015. Capacity of this section is 10 billion 
cubic meters per year. Completion of this project was 
planned in April, 2016, but the pipeline was put into 
operation by the beginning of the heating season.

Through effective management and innovative 
management of "KazTransGas" JSC, during the 
construction of the site, 150 billion KZT (USD 500 
million) were saved from the originally planned amount. 
Such lean approaches in an unstable situation in the global 
economy and limited funding sources allowed continuing 
the development of the infrastructure projects.
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To ensure the gas supply 
to Zhambyl and Almaty 
regions, the project provided 
connection of Bukhara 
gas-bearing region to the 
existing gas pipeline - 
Tashkent-Bishkek-Almaty 
and the Kazakhstan-China 
gas pipeline. That meant the 
guaranteed gas supply for 
Kazakhstan especially during 
the heating season. 



JV Tengizchevroil LLP commissioned new production 
facilities in January 2008, due to which a gradual doubling of 
oil production on a giant oil and gas field Tengiz (Atyrau region) 
had happened.  In particular, the sour gas injection (SGI) project 
and part of the second generation plant (SGP) project were put 
into operation at the Tengiz.

A special launch ceremony for their commissioning with 
the participation of President Nursultan Nazarbayev took place a 
few months later, in June 5, 2008 after testing objects. It was also 
attended by representatives of public authorities of the country, 
project partners, invitees and about 500 employees and workers 
of the company.

SGI and SGP projects appeared after new researches 
in production process provision effectiveness carried out by 
Chevron at Tengiz. The applied technologies of oil production 

negatively affected the structure of the deposit. As a result, the 
reservoir pressure fell by half - up to 400 atmospheres in a few 
years.  Besides, the used mode of production could lead to serious 
volume deformations of oil rocks, deterioration of oil influxes, 
and in some cases to subsidence of geologically younger horizons. 
Engineers and managers of the TCO understood that increase of 
production requires use of technologies of maintenance of the 
formation pressure.

The Sour Gas Injection project was planned to be realized 
in two stages. The first stage assumed construction of the object 
for gas injection equipped with the compressor with capacity 
of 35 MW which will be located in 12 km from the TCO gas 
processing plant. At the first stage, it was planned to pump into 
the strata a purified gas that does not contain hydrogen sulfide. At 
the second stage the compressor shall be transferred for injection 

Jay Johnson, 
Managing director of the Eurasian branch of Chevron:

"This production expansion project was implemented 
at the level of the world's best safety indicators. Under 
this project, a record high amount of almost $2 billion 
was aimed at the acquisition of Kazakh goods and 
services."

Todd Levy, 
Director General of TCO:

"Second Generation Plant is over 40 new wells, new 
trade oil-gathering system, central oil and gas integrated 
processing unit, as well as modernization of services 
which are engaged in export of oil, gas and propane-
butane to the market."

I N N O V A T I O N S 
FOR TENGYZ               
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of sour gas (containing hydrogen sulfide) into the same wells. 
Implementation of this project was aimed at increase in oil 
production on Tengiz by 3 million tons per year.

Development of engineering solutions for the SGI project 
was executed by TCO specialists and "ParsonsFluorDaniel" 
(PFD) which was chosen as the general contractor of SGP/SGI.

According to the SGI project, for maintenance of the 
formation pressure at optimum level it was decided to use 
practically all amount of the associated gas extracted in TCO 
which reached 2-3 billion cubic meters per year. Laboratory 

Timur Kulibayev, 
the First Vice President of NC KazMunayGas JSC in 2002-2005,
Chairman of KAZENERGY Association:

"The largest Kazakhstani projects Tengiz, 
Karachaganak and Kashagan are the most unique 
and complex in the global oil and gas industry. All 
three projects include the most unfavorable factors 
and challenges known in the industry: very high 
pressure and sulfur content, drilling of deep wells 
and others. The great professionalism and modern 
technologies are needed in order to develop these 
deposits. Their implementation in Kazakhstan was 
the biggest innovation breakthrough.
For example, in order to carry out the project of 
re-injection of gas into the reservoir at the Tengiz field, 
it was necessary to install the latest high-pressure 
compressors, which did not have analogues in the 
world at that time. Being at the Chevron office in 
San Francisco at that time, I witnessed an American 
company buying such compressors from a major 
Italian manufacturer, Nuovo Pignone, the only one in 
the world that could make such compressors. However, 
this company did not produce compressors that could 
work at 700 atmospheres pressure on Tengiz. Their 
release was arranged specifically for TCO. Earlier this 
company produced compressors for 500 atmospheres 
for the Karachaganak project. Thus, we participated 
in the largest technical breakthrough in the oil and 
gas industry in Kazakhstan."

David O'Reilly, 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Chevron Corporation, 
at the solemn ceremony: 

"We have seen how our shared vision has grown from 
a simple idea into a long-term cooperation with the 
Republic of Kazakhstan and the grandiose world class 
objects. That particular cooperation has become the 
keystone of many outstanding achievements, including 
an event such as the extraction of one-billionth barrel 
of oil."

"The largest Kazakhstani projects 
Tengiz, Karachaganak and 
Kashagan are the most unique 
and complex in the global oil and 
gas industry. All three projects 
include the most unfavorable 
factors and challenges known 
in the industry: very high pressure 
and sulfur content, drilling 
of deep wells and other."

Timur Kulibayev



researches showed that associated high-sulphurous gases are 
perfectly dissolved in the Tengriz oil.  Gas on the field was planned 
to be injected at unprecedentedly high pressure. In addition, 
implementation of this project would allow TCO to solve the 
problem with hydrogen sulfide, large quantities of which are in the 
Tengiz oil, and not to collect sulfur in future. By that time about 
6 million tons of it was collected on Tengiz as the result of field 
development.

All this imposed special requirements to technologies 
and equipment which were needed to be used during project 
implementation.

Within the projects implementation, the TCO signed a 
contract with the consortium of three Kazakhstani companies 
- Intergazstroy, Munaygazkurylys and United Construction 
Corporation for engineering and construction of the shift camp for 
6500 PSG specialists.  The total cost of the contract reached about 
$100 million. It was the largest agreement ever concluded with the 
Kazakhstan enterprise or consortium. The shift camp was named 
as "Shanyrak".

On July 2, 2002 on the Tengiz field the first foundation stone 
of future Second Generation Plant and SGI installations (SGP/
SGI) was laid.

On November 6, 2006, "Tengizchevroil" (TCO) for the first 
time started injection of raw desulfurized gas on the Tengiz oil and 
gas field. The maximum compressor delivery pressure reached 
513 bars that became one of the highest pressure indicators in the 
world practice in reinjection operations.

 "Start-up of sour gas injection (SGI) facilities is a culmination 
of many years of work of the best world specialists in the field of 

designing, production and construction", - reported the TCO 
management.

During constructing the SGI facilities, TCO used a 
large number of the Kazakhstan goods and services. Mainly 
Kazakhstan specialists were engaged in constructing of these 
objects, at that a large amount of materials and equipment, 
such as high-pressure vessels, metal structures, fire-water 
protection systems etc., manufactured in Kazakhstan, were 
used.

Initial capacity expansion at Tengiz by 11 thousand 
metric tons per day (90 thousand barrels per day) made 
it possible to bring the current production of "TCO" JV 
approximately to more than 50thousand metric tons per day 
(about 400 thousand barrels per day). Implementation of the 
second phase of the project has led to a further expansion of 
the daily oil production at the field to 70 thousand metric tons 
per day (540 thousand barrels of oil per day).

Commissioning of SGP in full production occurred in 
the second half of 2008.  Since then the company has started 
to pump back into the reservoir approximately one third of 
the produced acid gas.  The remaining gas volumes were used 
to release commercial gas, propane, butane and sulfur. As a 
result of gas injection into the aquifer and increment of the 
extraction factor of crude oil the volumes of produced sulphur 
approximately 9 million tons of which had been already 
accumulated by that time have significantly decreased.
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"At the beginning of the 2000s there was the question of new increase of oil extraction on Tengiz. 
This project from the Kazakhstan side was developed by leading professionals who involved external 
consultants, since difficult technical and financial questions needed to be resolved. The project received 
the operating name "Second Generation Project" and "Sour Gas Injection Project". Its cost originally 
exceeded $4 billion - at that time it was a large sum of money. After development and coordination of 
all technical details it was necessary to find money for its financing. It was decided to place so-called 
"euro bonds".
It should be noted that oil prices only began to flatten out up to $20-25 per barrel that was not the 
highest cost for such investments. I was appointed as the head of group which participated in the road-
show. It took two weeks for its arrangement. We have traveled through many countries of Europe and 
America. We were bounded to the treasury liabilities of the USA. That was the requirement. On that 
day when we needed to close the bid book, it was completely filled! It proved that the western investors 
believed in our project.
It was the result of work of all our team. We managed to buy in at the level just over 6%. It was much 
lower, than the minimum threshold set.
We managed to implement the new Tengiz project. It gave 12 million tons of oil extraction per year 
in addition, having increased the production level on Tengiz to 24–25 million tons, and, of course, it is 
not the last improvement."

Bolat Akchulakov, 
the Chief executive of share  management 
in joint ventures of "National Company 
"KazMunayGas" JSC:



Anuarbek Dzhakiev, 
the Director of the Tengizchevroil department LLP in 2006:

"Injection of the desulphurized gas was firstly executed by the TCO in November, 2006. 
Testing was successful. The mechanical operations of the new production facility, 
especially the turbine set and gas compressor, executed accurately and according 
to the expected characteristics. Of course, we experienced some disturbance as it was 
the newest technology, but results met all our expectations and calculations.
In July, 2007 the SGI project was successfully completed. Project calculations 
completely came true. Preparation of the prime ratings for reinjection operations 
begun. And in October the first stage of launch of the Second Generation Plant and 
readjustment of the SGI installations for sour gas injection operations were completed.
On October 22, the first oil from the Second Generation Plant was received and a 
successful first injection of raw gas was made. That was the success of a unique project.
Both Kazakhstan and foreign specialists took part in implementation of this important 
project. At the same time all involved parties gained an enormous experience."

2008
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Aset Magauov, 
Deputy Director General of Tengizchevroil LLP in 2006:

"The project itself was grandiose. It consisted of two parts. The first part was traditional - oil preparation and 
purification of the extracted gas. The second part is more innovative. Why this project was important?
Process of gas preparation of the Tengiz field is connected with big technological tasks. It, first of all, presence 
of hydrogen sulfide in oil, and further search of the market for sale of the extracted sulfur. 
The second project - SGI - allowed solving of these problems.
While implementing the project, we considered the risks of early gas breakthrough in nearby producing wells. Various 
situations were simulated. Our following assessments about preserving of casing strings in the injection operations 
proved to be true. Therefore, I believe that the project was quite successful, and it allowed increasing oil production 
in a short time.
That was a good experience obtained with respect to approaches in the spheres of business management and 
management of capital projects. Many specialists, who are working now for the different companies, including 
"KazMunayGas" and for other projects have been disciplined by the TCO practice."

George L. Kirkland, 
ChevronTexaco Vice President:

"One can see the application of sophisticated technologies at Tengiz, as it is one of the most difficult projects 
on oil production: great depth, high pressure and a significant content of hydrogen sulphide. большая глубина, 
высокое давление и значительное содержание сероводорода. However, we act in compliance with social and 
environmental safety. And another important point is a participation of Kazakhstani personnel at each stage 
of project development.
As an engineer, I’m always proud of such high-tech enterprises while visiting them. Second generation plant 
and unstripped gas injection projects are the largest of their kind in the world". The plant is more large-scale, 
in comparison with similar enterprises in Kazakhstan and will allow producing much more oil and gas at lower 
monetary costs. These investments will have a huge impact on Kazakhstan, double the oil and gas production 
in Tengiz, create many new working places at the construction stage and in future will generate a large return 
on investment to the people of Kazakhstan."

These investments 
will have a huge impact 

on Kazakhstan, double the oil 
and gas production in Tengiz, 

create many new working 
places at the construction 

stage and in future will 
generate a large return on 
investment to the people 

of Kazakhstan.
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For several years, due to high oil prices, the oil and gas industry 
has demonstrated stable and high-quality growth.  In order 
to strengthen the participation of the state in the oil and gas 

market of Kazakhstan, the President Nursultan Nazarbayev issued 
Decree No.936 as of March 19, 2010 "On Further Improvement 
of the State Control System of the Government of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan". In accordance with this Decree, the Ministry of Oil 
and Gas has been established. Sauat Mynbayev, the former Minister 
of Energy and Mineral Resources was appointed as a Head of new 
Ministry. The new specialized Ministry was delegated the functions 
of representing the Government in major energy projects such as 
Kashagan and Karachaganak from KazMunayGas. Nursultan 
Nazarbayev explained: "The activities of KazMunayGas should be 
of commercial nature: only in this case it will become a national 
champion, a corporation of the international level. I am trying to 
achieve it due to adding of new assets".

Due to the state policy, the forces redistribution on the 
hydrocarbon map was conducted where the KazMunayGaz 
Company became dominant. National company and its subsidiary 
of "KMG EP" JSC began systematic implementation of strategy to 
enhance hydrocarbon base and buying up promising exploration 
and producing assets in the country.

The largest transaction of the period was the expansion 
of the share of Kazakhstan in the North Caspian project the 
Kashagan field was being prepared for launch within.

The Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources of the 
RK and "National Company KazMunayGas" JSC signed 
the additional agreements to the existing from 1997 PSA 
on North Caspian project with foreign participants of an 
international consortium AgipKCO on October 31, 2008. 
With the signing of this agreement, in fact, a new PSA 
revision was adopted. The current arrangements improved 
economic conditions for the Republic of Kazakhstan, strong 
mechanisms to control the timing and costs of the project were 
established, and the proportion of KazMunayGas increased 
from 8.33% to 16.81% (same amount of shares were owned 
by Eni, ExxonMobil, Shell and Total, ConocoPhillips’ share 
amounted to 8.4% and Inpex - 7.56%).

Thus, the future of the project, which put Kazakhstan 
in line with the world's largest oil countries, was detailed.

The cost of acquiring additional share in Kashagan 
project from the remaining participants amounted to $1.78 
billion to Kazakhstan.

"ACTIVITIES OF KAZMUNAYGAS 
SHOULD BE EXCLUSIVELY 
OF COMMERCIAL NATURE: 
ONLY IN THIS CASE IT 
WILL BECOME A NATIONAL 
CHAMPION, 
A CORPORATION OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL LEVEL. 
I AM TRYING TO ACHIEVE 
IT DUE TO ADDING OF 

NEW ASSETS."

Nursultan Nazarbayev



Functions of each project participant were identified. From now 
on, it was agreed that Total will provide overall coordination of the 
project Kashagan, Eni will retain responsibility for the implementation 
of the Experimental Program of Kashagan for phase 1, during phase 2 
Shell will be responsible for a marine complex Eni will be responsible 
for ground factory, and ExxonMobil - for drilling. ConocoPhillips 
will control the budget and audit. To carry out the imposed duties 
Eni, Shell and ExxonMobil, have the authority in areas such as 
staffing, procurement, operational procedures using self-owned data 
management systems of companies.

In 2006, KazMunayGas bought from RWE Dea AG, 
EEG-ERDGAS ERDOL GmbH (Gaz de France subsidiary) 
and International Finance Corporation (IFC) 50% of shares 
in JV Kazgermunay, and then a year later, in May 2007 , they 
were sold to KMG EP. The remaining 50% of shares stayed at 
PetRKazakhstanKumkolResources. This Joint Venture, which by 
the time of the transaction was the eighth largest in the country, had 
developed the new deposits, Nurali, Aksai and Akshabulak (Aktobe 
region) with annual extraction of about 3 million tons, and had a 
low mining costs and stable fiscal regime. This transaction was the 
first significant step of KMG EP to implement the Development 
Strategy, declared during the primary offering of shares of KMG EP 
in September 2006. The share in "Kazgermunay" became an attractive 
addition to the company’s portfolio of assets and allowed the KMG EP 
operating old and drowned deposits in Mangistau and Atyrau Regions 
to diversify their operations and to ensure the company's presence in 
the new oil and gas region in Kazakhstan.

In December 2007 the transaction on purchasing of KMG 
EP from the Chinese CITICGroup 50% share in the company 
CITICCanadaEnergyLimited (CCEL), which until that time was 
fully controlled by Karazhanbasmunay JSC (Mangistau region) was 
completed. Spending $930 million on a half share in this project, 
KMG EP acquired a right to an annual preferential income from the 
project in the amount of $26.2 million.

In 2009 KMG EP has completed a transaction on acquiring 33% 
share in PetRKazakhstan Inc from KazMunayGas, which received the 
property of this share four years ago to preserve Kazakhstan’s strategic 
monitoring of the activities of subsoil users, as well as the right of joint 
management of the members of the PetRKazakhstanShymkentskim 
oil refinery and marketing of petroleum products on a parity basis. The 
transaction amounted at $100.5 million in cash was carried out at the 
expense of own funds of KMG EP.

In the same 2009, KazMunayGas purchased from CNPC 
Explorationand Development Company Ltd 50% + 1 voting share 
of "Mangistaumunaigaz" JSC (MMG) from registered in the British 
Virgin Islands company Central Asia Petroleum Ltd (CAP).  This 
transaction was made by open bidding on the Kazakhstan Stock 
Exchange (KASE) through the company Mangistau Investments 
B.V., which is a joint venture equally owned by "KazMunayGas" and 
"CNPC E & D". Financing of the transaction amounted at $2.6 billion 
was carried out through the export-import Bank of China. As a result 
KazMunayGas has gained the possession of 36 oil and gas deposits of 
MMG, of which 15 are in development, as well as 58% stake in the 
Pavlodar refinery. KazMunayGas later handed the production assets 
to KMG EP.

Bolat Akchulakov, 
the Deputy Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources 
of the RK in 2006-2008:

"We were dealing problems of North Caspian 
project for a very long time. It was a stage, 
when the Consortium announced a significant 
exceeding of budget. Such cost was significant, 
and everyone started to recalculate the economy 
of the project. The oil price was quite high at 
that time. In this regard, service companies, 
equipment manufacturers, enterprises related to 
oil-gas industries raised the prices of their goods 
and services significantly. The expectations of the 
commissioning of the Kashagan deposit, as well 
as the complexity of its exploration have played 
their role.
We had to work very hard on various amendments 
to the design configuration of Kashagan, 
recalculate the budget in its development. As a 
result, we were able to implement a system of cost 
control and achieve the exclusion of exceeding the 
cost of the project. This system was improved later. 
It still exists today."

Sauat Mynbayev, 
the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources 
of the RK in 2008:

"We believe that this is one of the key 
achievements since working in such companies 
and operations is an awesome school for all our 
oil companies.
As this is the most complicated oil production 
project in the world, all works can be distributed 
among qualified participants - ExxonMobil, Shell, 
Total, Eni. They have the necessary qualifications. 
At all these stages, we agreed on a significant 
increase in the role of the National Company. 
In any case, we must build constructive relations 
with the project participants and we hope for 
the growth of authority in the course of project 
implementation from the National Company 
"KazMunayGas"."
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Kunihiko Matsuo, 
Head of Inpex:

"The Consortium is a rather unique organization and its 
minority shareholders are satisfied that while working 
out the agreement the opinions of each party have been 
considered."

Christophe de Margerie, 
the President of Total:

"Kashagan is a multi-billion dollar project under which each 
will receive necessary benefits.
Undoubtedly, the implementation of the Kashagan project will 
have relevance not only for European or Asian economy, but 
also for the global economy in whole."

Jeroen van der Veer, 
Executive Director of Shell:

"The purpose of this document is to establish the best 
possible relations between the companies  belonging 
within Consortium and the Government of Kazakhstan 
in order to try to play as the best football team does in 
order to win."

Neil Daffin, 
the President of ExxonMobil:

"An important outcome is that all parties are satisfied with 
the results of the negotiations and the opportunity to pursue 
the project further."

"Despite unprecedented 
lobbying pressure from 
the outside, the authority 
has provided the country's 
national interests, while 
remaining under the 
existing legislation and 
international standards. The 
Government will continue to 
firmly pursue the policy of 
protecting national interests 
in the commodity sector 
of the economy."

Karim Masimov



Thus, spending about $1.3 billion of borrowed with the 
IPO $2 billion, KMG EP increased the consolidated reserves by 
approximately 33% and consolidated recovery by approximately 
47%, rising from 3 to 2 place in terms of production among major 
oil and gas companies of Kazakhstan.

In July 2010 KMG EP has announced the acquisition of 
a 50% of share in "Kazakhoil-Aktobe" LLP, 51% of share in 
"Kazakhturkmunay" and the remaining 50% of share in "Mangistau 
Investments B.V", which owns 100% of shares of MMG from 
the national company. The purchase price of these three assets 
amounted to $750 million. According to preliminary estimates, 
growth of consolidated production of KMG EP amounted to more 
27%, and growth in proved and probable reserves of category 2P - 
406 million barrels (18.5%) as a result of this transaction.

In March 2011 KMG EP purchased from Exploration 
Venture Limited (EVL) Company 50% of shares of Ural Group 
Limited (UGL) which is the owner of the Ural oil and gas 
LLC (UOG) with the right for subsoil use for exploration of 
hydrocarbons in Fedorovsk block (West-Kazakhstan region). 
Earlier when drilling the next exploratory well "Rozhkovskaya 
U-10" significant amounts of oil, gas condensate and gas were 
discovered at Fedorovsk block.

In the summer of 2010, the Ministry of Oil and Gas of 
Kazakhstan unilaterally withdrawn a license to operate a gas 
deposit Shagyrly-Shomyshty from the American company 
CaspianGasCorporation, which is a subsidiary of American 
International Petroleum Corporation (AIPC), and terminated 
contracts for subsoil use with "Kazpolmunay" LLP and 
"Tolkynneftegas" LLP. A damage to the State and numerous 
violations of contractual obligations identified following 
the results of the integrated unscheduled audit of operating 
companies were a basis for that. The assets were transferred to 
the management of "KazMunayGas".

In March 2011 Kazakhstan for the first time in its history, 
as a sovereign State, has introduced in legislation the notion of 
"nationalization" with a view to further enhancing the impact on 
the economy, with the adoption of amendments to the Law "On 
public property".

Officials claimed that: "nationalization is the process 
of seizing property, which is used only in extreme cases when 
all other forms of seizure or agreement with the owners of the 
property have been exhausted", and promised to resort to that rule 
of law "in extreme cases", in the event of a "threat to national 
security" by paying compensation to investors at that.

Kazakh authorities in turn are assured that: it is time to 
reverse the history of development of oil and gas complex of the 
country, which now, relying on the improved legislation, should 
actually work to the benefit of every citizen.

Kenzhebek Ibrashev, 
Director General of "KMG EP" JSC in 2011:

"Acquisition of shares in companies 
"Kazakhoil-Aktobe","Kazakhturkmunay" 
and "Mangistaumunaigas" is a part 
of our development strategy, and once 
again emphasizes the role of KMG EP 
in consolidation of oil and gas assets in 
Kazakhstan. These transactions allow 
to significantly increase production and 
resource base, as well as to expand the 
geography of our activity in Kazakhstan."

"Does the Government 
of Kazakhstan intend 
to review subsoil 
use contracts?
The answer is no.
But should subsoil users-
contractors fulfill their 
obligations?
The answer is obvious.
If they do not fulfill, 
there occur controversial 
situations.
In most cases, 
we try to solve them 
by negotiations."

Sauat Mynbayev
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Kanatbek Safinov, 
Executive secretary of Oil and Gas Ministry in 2011:

"If Kazakhstan was interested in any investment at all conditions at the dawn of its independence, because it was 
very difficult for us, we needed costs for development, taxes, and new technologies, then with the development of the 
economy, the authorities began to look at the situation in subsoil use differently. At this point we are ready to create 
new production, provide highly competitive products. We want to see the budgets of the companies, particularly of 
the large ones. And together we are prepared to create such production using public-private partnerships. I think this 
is the best international practice, and it will be implemented. There is some tight control by the State in the subsoil 
use. But our policy is to conduct a dialogue, which is amending the contracts for individual issues. It is important for 
us to understand the balance of interests. Investors who came in and provided us with assistance, must be protected. 
We will adamantly stand on this. And the interests of investors are not going to be violated. We have guaranteed the 
stability of treaties, tax treatment for the duration of the contracts for investors, but granted the availability of the 
balance of economic interests. My recommendations are as follows: regardless of the changing in the situation, it is 
necessary to observe the laws, and then no claims, even imaginary ones, will be bottomed. I believe that if the state 
authorities have any claim, so there is reason for that."

Officials claimed that: "nationalization is the process of seizing 
property, which is used only in extreme cases when all other 
forms of seizure or agreement with the owners of the property 
have been exhausted", and promised to resort to that rule of law 
"in extreme cases", in the event of a "threat to national security" 
by paying compensation to investors at that.
Kazakh authorities in turn are assured that: it is time to reverse 
the history of development of oil and gas complex of the country, 
which now, relying on the  improved legislation, should actually 
work to the benefit of every citizen.



NATIONAL 
INTERESTS
SAMRUK-KAZYNA

A National Welfare Fund "Samruk-Kazyna" JSC was 
established by merging of joint stock companies 
"Sustainable Development Fund "Kazyna" and 

Kazakh Holding for Management of State Assets "Samruk" 
in October 2008.

The new Fund was established in accordance with the 
Decree of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 669 
"On some measures on the competitiveness and sustainability 

of national economy" dated October 13, 2008 and by Decree of 
the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 962 dated 
October 17, 2008 "On measures on implementation of the edict 
of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 669 dated 
October 13, 2008". State was the sole shareholder of the Fund.

The main purpose of its creation was to raise the 
competitiveness and sustainability of the national economy, as 
well as to predict factors influencing economic growth in the 
country from possible adverse changes in global markets.

National Welfare Fund "Samruk-Kazyna" has combined 
its proprietary shares (shares of participation) of national 
development institutions, national companies (including the 
national oil and gas holding company "KazMunayGas") and 
other entities to maximize their long-term value and enhance 
their competitiveness in world markets.

It was entrusted with the obligation to ensure transparency, 
efficiency and flexibility of the Fund and companies, consistency 
and efficiency in decision-making and implementation thereof, 
respect for the interests of the State in strategic projects.

The basic directions of activity of the Fund were to assist 
in the modernization and diversification of the national economy, 
stabilize the country's economy, improve the performance of 
companies.

"National Welfare Fund "Samruk-Kazyna" JSC from the 
very beginning turned into a new and strong structure able to 
respond quickly to changes in external and internal markets and 
defend national interests in international oil transactions.

NATIONAL WELFARE FUND
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Timur Kulibayev, 
in 2006-2007, Deputy Chairman of the Management Board of "Kazakhstan holding on 
management of state assets "Samruk" JSC, 
since 2008, Deputy Chairman of the Management Board, 
in 2011 - Chairman of the Board of NWF "Samruk-Kazyna" JSC:

"Samruk-Kazyna" Fund was created according to the model of national wealth funds of Singapore 
and Malaysia, when the interests of the Government as a shareholder in companies with the 
participation of the state must be a professional manager. The main objective of such funds 
is to increase the capitalization of their entrusted assets and conduct corporate governance 
in accordance with international standards. These two tasks were put at the forefront of the creation 
of the Samruk-Kazyna SWF.
During my management of the Fund in 2011, Kazakhstan continued to implement the tasks 
of large-scale industrialization and the introduction of corporate governance principles 
in National companies.
To repeat the experience of Singaporean companies, we needed the privatization of assets, which 
are now in the Fund "Samruk-Kazyna". And this privatization was declared the Head of State.
Quality management Samruk-Kazyna NWF will be visible after the release of these companies 
on an IPO, which will show the real value of assets. The growth of capitalization will demonstrate 
the effectiveness of their management." 



Bolat Akchulakov,
Managing Director of NWF "Samruk-Kazyna" JSC on oil and energy assets in 2008-2010:

"Prior to the merger, "Samruk" was an industrial holding, which combined productive assets directly or 
indirectly owned by the State, and "Kazyna" was engaged in the development of financial instruments and the 
search for financing. With merging thereof, a powerful unified company has appeared on the market, liquid, 
in the eye of external creditors, and effectively controlled from industrial, engineering and financial 
perspective. It was a natural process. 
In December 2008 when I decided to retire from public service, I was invited to work in the new Fund. I was 
asked to develop the direction that would unite oil and gas sectors, electricity and nuclear industries. At that 
time there was an issue on the construction of new reactors at Ekibastuz GRES-1 and GRES-2, erection of the 
Balkhash TPS and Moinak station, construction of "North-South" line that would be redirecting the surplus 
power from the North to the power-hungry market in the South, search of funding for a number of projects 
related to the oil and gas sphere, including modernization of the Atyrau Refinery, petro-chemistry development 
and other. A number of projects needed to engage about $10 billion for the implementation thereof.
Our negotiating team has spent a year to obtain the necessary credit funds in China. We have explained 
to our Chinese partners that "Samruk-Kazyna" JSC is a very large fund that combines the national company 
"KazMunayGas", "Kazakhstan Temir Zholy", "Kazatomprom", and KEGOC "Samruk-Energo". In the end, they 
accepted a security of "Samruk-Kazyna" JSC as a guarantee. It has added credibility to the Fund at an early 
stage of development.
Today, many investors trust "Samruk-Kazyna" JSC unconditionally. They consider it as a flagman that unified 
financial and industrial factors."
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TODAY, MANY INVESTORS 
TRUST «SAMRUK-KAZYNA» 
UNCONDITIONALLY. 
THEY CONSIDER IT AS A FLAGMAN 
THAT UNIFIED FINANCIAL AND 
INDUSTRIAL FACTORS.



LARGE-SCALE

EXPORT
CPC increases 
capacity
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2011
Sauat Mynbayev, 
Minister of Oil and Gas 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 
at the ceremony of beginning 
of CPC Expansion Project:

"Negotiations on the implementation of the 
CPC Expansion Project have begun several 
years prior to its authorization. There were a 
lot of contentious issues, as each of the eleven 
shareholders pursued its goals and objectives. 
Especially a lot of controversy was when 
discussing the mode of financing of the project. 
As a result, an agreement was concluded to defer 
the debt return of CPC for the application of 
these funds for the construction of the Expansion 
Project. In the case of a shortage of funds, 
Consortium planned to attract the external 
financing, which, however, was never required. 
During the difficult negotiations, KazMunayGas 
and Transneft agreed with other shareholders 
that a refund of a debt of CPC will be performed 
on an equal basis and at the same time for all 
shareholders. This approach was fundamental 
for us because CPC shareholders approved the 
priority on repayment of their investment back 
in 1996. First of all, the CPC was obliged to 
return the entire debt to shareholders - extracting 
companies which have contributed money, and 
only secondarily - to governmental shareholders 
from Kazakhstan and Russia for deposits made 
with its pipeline assets. 
Today CPC is an example of a successful and 
effective cooperation in the territory of the two 
countries leading Russian, Kazakhstani and 
international oil companies. The Consortium 
currently is entering a new stage of its 
development, the CPC pipeline capacity increase 
more than twice, which is especially important 
in terms of the increasing volumes of production 
in the Caspian Sea region."

The solemn ceremony dedicated to the start of construction 
works under the CPC oil pipeline system expansion 
project was held on July 1, 2011 in the territory of NPS 

Atyrau (Atyrau region).   Sauat Mynbayev, the Minister of Oil 
and Gas of the Republic of Kazakhstan and Sergei Shmatko, 
the Minister of Energy of Russia have started the process 
of welding the first joint of a new pipeline using the remote 
control board module.

The project of expansion of system capacity of CPC 
involves the modernization of existing oil transfer pumping 
stations and the construction of the 10 additional ones (2 - in the 
territory of Kazakhstan and 8 - in Russia), 6 reservoirs for oil 
storage near Novorossiysk and the third single-point mooring 
on the CPC marine terminal, as well as the replacement of the 
pipeline section with 88 km length in Kazakhstan for a pipe 
with a larger diameter.

The result of the Expansion Project implementation will 
increase the mechanical capacity of CPC oil pipeline system 
from 28.2 million tons to 67 million tons a year, of which for 
Kazakh oil - from 27 million tons to 52 million tons per year.



Relevance of increasing capacities of CPC was 
obvious, given the recovery growth in Kazakhstan, which is 
a major supplier of oil to the CPC system.

The oil will be pumped to the expanded system of 
pipeline from deposits, already supplying oil to CPC, such as 
Tengiz and Karachaganak. Production at Tengiz has grown 
substantially in recent years, and there are plans for its further 
enhancement. Oil from the new Caspian deposits is also 
expected: for example, the Kashagan deposit in Kazakhstan, 
deposit named by Filanovsky in Russia.

Expansion Project characteristics were developed on 
the basis of long-term claims on the supply of petroleum, 
which was provided by the shippers of the CPC.   The reality 
of these plans was affirmed by the fact that the volume of oil 
supplied have been secured with the Agreement "pump or 
pay". On September 28-30, 2009 during the meeting of the 
Board of Directors of "CPC-R" CJSC and the extraordinary 
meeting of shareholders of "CPC-K" JSC in Almaty the 
application of the principle of "pump or pay" after the 
expansion of the power of the system was approved.  It is 
executed with each supplier of oil and shall be effective until 
the moment when the costs of the Expansion Project will 
pay off.

The expected tariff revenue is estimated at $2.3 billion 
after the completion of CPC expansion project.

The general contractor of CPC for construction and 
reconstruction of oil pumping station in the territory of 
Kazakhstan is "OGCC Kazstroyservice" JSC. In general, the 
basic construction works in Kazakhstan are entrusted to 7 
contractors and in Russia to 11 contractors. 

The cost of the expansion of capacity of CPC is $5.4 
billion. The main source of financing for the expansion shall 
be CPC's own funds which are generated as a result of the 
accumulation of tariff revenues in terms of earlier decisions 
made by shareholders on increased tariff, lower interest on 
loans and complete suspension of debt payments.

Dennis Fahy, 
the first Deputy Director General of the CPC on operation:

"Each employee of the CPC focuses on compliance 
with the highest international standards of safety 
and the environment, as evidenced by the impressive 
performance, achieved by us over many years. 
This milestone is especially important for me since 
I was lucky enough to be part of the CPC in the period 
during which 70% of these shipments of oil were 
carried out."
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A social aspect plays a significant role in the 
implementation of the project of expanding the CPC. The 
investment in Atyrau Region will be about $1 billion under 
its implementation. More than 2000 temporary and 100 
permanent jobs will be created, healthcare programs will be 
implemented, as well as programs on support of an education 
and other important social spheres. In addition, the project 
will promote the development of energy infrastructure in 
regions located along the pipeline route.

Jobs will be provided to 1400 people during construction 
and to 140 people for the period of operation.

"Today's decision is especially important in light of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan’s decisions on a further increase in 
production at the deposits such as Tengiz and several others, 
and also reaffirms the importance of the CPC project, as 
one of the vectors of development of export routes from the 
Republic of Kazakhstan. We are glad that together with our 
Russian partners and international oil and gas companies we 
managed to accomplish that formidable task". 

Kairgeldy Kabyldin, 
Chairman of the Board of NC KazMunayGas JSC, at 

the ceremony of beginning of the expansion project of CPC 

Two years earlier, in 2009, KazMunayGas expanded its 
participation in the CTC project, having acquired 49.9% of 
share of the British BP in joint venture Kazakhstan Pipeline 
Ventures (KPV), which is a shareholder in CPC (1.75%). 
The acquisition cost was $250 million, which was paid in 
several tranches. As a result of this profitable transaction 
KazMunayGas became 100% owner of KPV, significantly 
increasing the rights of CPC’s pipeline capacity. Thus, at that 
time KPV was entitled to the capacity of CPC in the amount 
of 5 million tons of oil per year, which, after implementation 

Kairgeldy Kabyldin, 
in 2009, the President of the "NC KazMunayGas" JSC:

"We have fully arranged the settlement and came 
to an agreement upon all the terms of the 
transaction on purchasing the share of BP 
in Kazakhstan Pipeline Ventures LLC which 
is 49.9% for $250 million. Today, the agreement 
waits signing after approval by the Board 
of Directors. We have acquired a capacity 
of 10.5 million tons per year for $250 million, 
while Russia, gaining 7% (Oman share) for 
$700 million, received 1.5 million of capacity."

A social aspect plays 
a significant role in the 
implementation of the project 
of expanding the CPC.
Within its implementation, 
the investments in Atyrau 
region will be about $1 billion. 
More than 2000 temporary 
and 100 permanent jobs 
will be created, healthcare 
programs will be implemented, 
as well as programs on 
support of an education and 
other important social spheres.

of the Extension Project of this export system increases to 10.5 
million tons a year. As a result of such transaction, KazMunayGas 
being a shareholder of the CPC (the share of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan is 19% plus KPV share - 1.75%) received in total 
the right of access to the facilities of the CPC in the capacity of 
14.3 million tons per year, subject to the Extension Project. BP 
continued holding shares of CPC, through a joint venture with 
Russian Lukoil– Lukarco B. V. (12.5% in CPC).



Frank Chapman, 
Chief Executive Officer of BG Group:

"I think that Kazakhstan will strongly benefit from the development of numerous routes to markets to sell 
their products and natural resources that will contribute to market competition and guarantee the arrival 
of serious investment to the country. Creating alternative supply routes, Kazakhstan can also ensure 
stability of supply in its core markets. As one of the shareholders of the CPC, we support the Expansion 
project, and in this sense, the recent agreements, made between shareholders on improvement of the 
financial situation of the CPC and the resumption of negotiations on the expansion of the CPC, 
are encouraging."

Nikolay Platonov, 
Director General of the CPC, at the ceremony of beginning of the CPC Expansion project:

"Today we stand on the cusp of a new ambitious project on more than doubling the capacity 
of our pipeline system. And the way we begin this construction influences the fate not only of the 
CPC, but also of those people who are involved in the implementation of this large-scale project.
From the beginning of operation and till now, the CPC has shipped more than 260 million tons 
of oil.
There were no oil spills in the water and no accident in 10 years of the CPC's work. Over the 
past three years, there were no facts of theft of oil."
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Ian McDonald, 
the Vice President of Chevron:

"The CPC allowed Kazakhstan to become one of the leading energy producers in the world, 
and the expansion of pipeline will ensure the well-being and security of the nation in the long run. 
The successful construction of a transnational pipeline between the two countries, with the participation 
of 11 multinational companies is a daunting task. Repeating this achievement, allowing throughput 
capacity of the system to be doubled, is the reward of all project participants."

Alexander Blagov, 
Deputy Director General of "CPC-R" CJSC:

"The time, which passed since the first tanker loading, showed that CPC project is one of the 
most successful in the field of energy on the post-Soviet territory. Advanced organizational 
and management technologies, modern and reliable equipment, highly qualified and responsible 
personnel became the hallmark of the CPC. Increase of its capacity is a spirit of the time. 
Additional volumes of crude oil, which will go to the international markets, will contribute 
to the growth of global energy security. The Expansion project in detail and fully justified, 
and the additional volumes of oil will be delivered to consumers, regardless of the prospects 
for the construction of pipeline routes bypassing the Black Sea straits."



Sauat Mynbayev,
the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK in 2009:

"In this transaction it is important to note the three main aspects. The first is the obtaining rights for pumping 
large volumes on the most favorable existing route by KazMunayGas and, accordingly, shippers’ significant 
savings on transport costs. The second is the total increase in the shares of KazMunayGas from 19% to 
20.75% in profitable CPC Project regarding the planned at that time Expansion Project of CPC. The third 
is the solution to the problem on delay authorizing the Extension Project of CPC. Usually, there are no 
easygoing negotiations: some are hard, while others are more complex. The peculiarity of this transaction 
was that it was attended by many concerned parties, moreover, there was a relationship with the project of 
the future expansion of the TCO. For the transaction settlement it was required to obtain consent from all 
eleven CPC shareholders, four shareholders of the TCO, as well as the authorized State bodies of the RK. 
The negotiating group was established in "KazMunayGas" including the best employees in order to conduct 
negotiations with BP, as well as the shareholders of the CPC for obtaining their consent to a transaction. 
Certainly, during the negotiations, each employee of KazMunayGas realized that he represents and defends 
the interests of not only our company, but also of the country, and it was a big responsibility. Successful and 
effective negotiations were carried out due to the efforts of the group that eventually resulted positively in the 
approval of the Extension Project of CPC. Thus, the initial cost requested by BP was significantly reduced 
and the share was purchased below the requested value. The transaction was fully funded with KazMunayGas 
own costs with minimum impact on financial stability."

Sergey Shmatko, 
the Minister of Energy in Russia, at a ceremony of commencement of the CPC Expansion Project:

"The project on capacity expansion of the Caspian pipeline consortium, which has become a symbol 
of success in international energy cooperation, has started. One of the most ambitious projects on the 
development of cross-border network successfully took place. The fact, that we almost reached a full capacity 
in 2004 and steadily year after year increase the volume of oil transportation, indicates that we have made 
a gold. CPC project is popular among the companies, which work here, and in the market situation, and has 
earned recognition in the global market.  
This is not just an investment decision, it is recognition of the role of Kazakhstan, the Kazakh oil in the 
world's energy balance, it is recognition of our successful inter-state cooperation.
The CPC will not only be a major, large-scale project of regional significance, but also the project known 
in bilateral relations between Russia and Kazakhstan, will rightly take place in the list of successfully 
implemented global projects in modernity. 
Tengiz-Novorossiysk pipeline is of great importance for the development of large deposits in the Caspian 
region, including developed by Russian companies. Mining companies in Kazakhstan and Russia are getting 
full value for their oil, reduce its transport costs compared to alternative export routes. So I also want to note 
the value of this project for the economies of the two countries. Its implementation will actively contribute to 
the development of long-term cooperation of Russia and Kazakhstan in the energy sphere."
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2010 As a rule, there are no easy negotiations: 
some difficult, and others more complex.
The peculiarity of this transaction was that 
it was attended by many concerned parties; 
moreover, there was a relationship with 
the Project of the future expansion of the 
TCO. For the transaction settlement it was 
required to obtain consent from all eleven 
CPC shareholders, four shareholders of the 
TCO, as well as the authorized State bodies 
of the RK.



WINDOW
TO EUROPE

Access to the Black Sea
In August 2007, after the extended marketing research, 

the national oil and gas company KazMunayGas 
entered the European market through its 100% 

subsidiary company KazMunayGas Trade House JSC for the 
first time by signing an agreement on the acquisition of 75% 
of the shares of The Rompetrol Group NV (TRG), a major 
oil refining group in Romania, from Rompetrol Holding SA 
(Switzerland) . The signing of such agreement of purchase and 
sale became a culmination of a seven-month private auction 
organized by Morgan Stanley and, importantly, endorsed by the 
European Commission and the relevant competent authorities.

Following a number of international agencies assessment 
of the technical, financial and technological status of Romanian 
holding, the price of the purchased asset was defined at $2.1 
-2.6 billion, and the purchase price - $ 1.650 billion.

KazMunayGas engaged a consortium loan in the amount 
of $3.1 billion for a period of one year at the rate of LIBOR 
+0.9% per annum back in January to finance the deal as well as 
for general corporate purposes. ABN Amro, Credit Suisse and 
Calyon have gained mandates for organizing the loan.

The Rompetrol Group includes oil refinery 
and petrochemical plant, a Midia port 
with an external berthing facility, 
630 gas stations in Europe (Romania, 
France, Spain, Moldova, Ukraine, 
Bulgaria, Albania, Georgia), and several 
exploratory blocks on the Black Sea shelf. 
The Holding delivers petroleum products 
to Turkey, Ukraine, Croatia, Moldova, also 
has a long-term five-year contract for the 
lease of tankers.
The capacities of TRG for oil refining 
are over 4 million tons, and in the field 
of distribution - 7 million tons of oil 
products per year.
Company’s headquarter is located in the 
Netherlands. At the time of purchase 
there were more than 8000 highly-
qualified employees in 13 countries 
working for Rompetrol.
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"Firstly, this Holding, consisting of Petromidia refinery, 
petrochemical plants Petrochemicals and Vega as well 
as Midia port with an external mooring device, is one 
of the most modern companies with a high level of 
technical equipment. Secondly, due to this transaction, 
we entered the most competitive market in Europe. 
Thirdly, when transporting oil, we avoided problems 
with cross-country traffic in the Bosporus. Fourthly, 
we do not have intermediaries while supplying the oil."

Timur Kulibayev 



"The purchase of Rompetrol was absolutely logical and profitable 
for KazMunayGas. Firstly, this Holding, consisting of Petromidia 
refinery, petrochemical plants Petrochemicals and Vega as well 
as Midia port with an external mooring device, is one of the most 
modern companies with a high level of technical equipment. 
Secondly, due to this transaction, we entered the most competitive 
market in Europe. Thirdly, when transporting oil, we avoided 
problems with cross-country traffic in the Bosporus. Fourthly, we 
do not have intermediaries while supplying the oil. The Kazakhstan 
oil is transported unimpeded through the pipeline system through 
Russia; in Novorossiysk it is loaded into the Kazakhstan tanker 
that crosses the Black Sea and in Konstanz comes to our own 
factory. Fifthly, we have received premium Black Sea markets - 
Turkey, Ukraine, the Caucasus, which have great opportunities 
for the development of the Rompetrol sales network, in contrast 
to the oversupply of European processing products. It was these 
new Black Sea markets that were to become additional sources for 
generating revenues from the sale of Rompetrol oil products, which, 
unfortunately, did not happen. Today for the further effective activity 
of this holding, in my opinion, it is necessary to actively develop 
the sales network in these countries. Therefore, I think that there 
is something for "KazMunayGaz" to work for. In addition, 
an important point is the acquisition of a huge international 
experience and the training of our technical specialists at the 
modern European plants Rompetrol, including petrochemical 
production. Today, the specialists of this company participate 
in the modernization of Pavlodar petrochemical plant. 
In the future, their experience will be used at the oil and gas 
chemical complex, which is currently being built 
in the Atyrau region."

Timur Kulibayev, 
in 2006-2007, Deputy Chairman of the Management Board of "Kazakhstan holding 
on management of state assets "Samruk" JSC,
in 2008, Deputy Chairman of NWF "Samruk-Kazyna" JSC:
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KazMunayGas simultaneously received the opportunity to implement an optional right to the remaining stock within 
9 months. The national company applied this right in July 2009 by purchasing the remaining 25% of shares in TRG and 
becoming the full owner of a major oil refining asset in Europe.

Following the purchase, Daniyar Berlibayev, the Vice-President of KazMunayGas, was elected as the Chairman of 
the Board of Directors of Rompetrol.

Due to this transaction, TRG received a long-term oil supply and KazMunayGas Trade House had redoubled 
its refining capacities and gained a retail network on the European market in seven countries. It was a circumspect, 
strategically important for Kazakhstan action: in view of the growing demand for energy, Europe needed compositionally 
light Caspian oil more than ever.



Tolegen Boszhanov,
KazMunayGas Trade House Director General in 2007:

"There is a procedure stipulated in the sales contract 
according to which a portion of the amount paid to the 
seller is frozen for the next 2 years at bank accounts so 
that if, within a period of two years, we find something 
inconsistent with the offer, we can compensate for our 
costs or losses with this amount."

Marat Tazhyn, 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
in 2007:

"Kazakhstan takes its new role in ensuring international 
energy security and stability with full responsibility. 
We actively work out major infrastructure projects that 
allow us to diversify and to ensure the sustainability of 
the supply of resources to the world market."

Daniyar Berlibayev, 
the Vice President of "NC "KazMunayGas" JSC in 2007-2009:

"First and foremost, KMG International N. V. is the 
connecting bridge between Kazakhstan and Europe, 
through which KazMunayGas may perform its over-
seas activities, including export sales of crude oil, 
processing it in the territory of Romania and selling 
later to Europe.
Oil production in Kazakhstan will increase to 100 
million tons by 2025, also 67-70 million tons of 
Kazakh oil will be transported across the Black Sea.
Therefore, KazMunayGas considers market in the 
Black Sea region to be the main market."Uzakbay Karabalin, 

the President of the "NC KazMunayGas" JSC in 2008:

"This project is a harmonious component of a 
development strategy of national holding on market 
capitalization expansion, competitive growth of its 
enterprises and diversification of Kazakhstan's oil 
export routes."
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2006

Visit of the Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
K. Masimov to Batumi

During the signing of the contract on the purchase 
of Batumi Industrial Holdings Limited

"Port of Batumi". 
Artist Lev Lagorio. 1881

On February, 2008 "KazTransOil" JSC 
completed the acquisition of 100% 
of shares of Batumi Industrial Holdings 
Limited, which owns Batumi oil terminal, 
from Terminal Partners Limited 
for $325 million.

"KazTransOil" JSC completed the acquisition of 100% 
shares of Batumi Industrial Holdings Limited, which owns Batumi 
oil terminal, from Terminal Partners Limited for $325 million in 
February 2008.

The oil terminal in Batumi became the first foreign oil 
transportation asset of the Republic of Kazakhstan with direct 
access to the global ocean.  The main purpose of the transactions 
was to ensure Kazakh oil companies direct access to the Black Sea.

The asset on the Black Sea coast of Georgia had an 
advantageous strategic and geopolitical location. Kazakh oil 
provision through Batumi was one of the most attractive destinations 
in economic terms. The Batumi Terminal is a key component of the 
TransCaucasus oil transportation corridor. Among its clients are the 
largest oil and gas companies in the world, including ExxonMobil, 
Chevron and BP.

Jan Bonde Nielsen, 
Chairman of the Batumi oil terminal:

"This is a safe solution for both shareholders of terminal 
and for National oil and Gas Company of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan."

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
the president of the "NC KazMunayGas" JSC in 2007:

"I am confident that our knowledge, technology, 
experience, becoming common and complementary, 
will create a synergistic effect."
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In June 2008 KAZENERGY Association joined 
the World Petroleum Council (WPC, World 
Petroleum Council) - an international non-profit 

organization that represents the interests of the global oil 
and gas community and provides a platform to discuss 
issues of the fuel and energy complex. The purpose of 
membership was the representation of interests of the 
oil and gas industry of Kazakhstan in this authoritative 
structure.

Membership in WPC offered maximum access to 
up-to-date information on the latest scientific discoveries 
and technological achievements, to the overall and specific 
industry information, as well as to information about the 
current state of affairs in the oil and gas sector in virtually 
all countries of the world.

The governing body of the WPC is the Council, 
which meets once a year. WPC members elect the President 
and the Executive Committee for a period of three years 
for the development and implementation of the strategy of 
this organization. The Council chooses a country to hold 
the World Petroleum Congress.

In October 2012 meeting of the National Committee of the 
WPC took place on the territory of Kazakhstan for the first time, 
in Astana under the 7th KAZENERGY Eurasian Forum.  Such 
Council's decision was recognition of Kazakhstan's growing 
authority in the international arena and the KAZENERGY 
Association contribution to the strengthening and development 
of international energy cooperation. It has become an important 
trendy event for the Republic, a demonstration of the increasing 
opportunities in the oil and gas industry of the country.

In June 2008 
KAZENERGY 
Association 
joined 
the World 
Petroleum 
Council  



The Organization was 
established in 1933 in London. 
The members of WPC are 69 
countries representing more than 
95% of the world production and 
consumption of oil and gas.

Sauat Mynbayev, 
the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK in 2008:

"Becoming a WPC member, Kazakhstan has received a number of 
advantages. Such as an exchange of knowledge and technologies 
in oil and gas industry, the joint solution of issues and problems 
of ecology and energy efficiency, promotion of activity of Kazakh 
companies on international markets and strengthening of their 
authority at world level and others."

WPC



From the beginning of the sovereign history of Kazakhstan, 
the oil and gas industry, which annually increases the 
volume of production and deductions to the budget, 

has become the leader of the national economy. However, the 
work of oilmen has never been easy.  The general economic 
crisis in the country, which leads to inflation and a decrease 
in the standard of living of the population, workers' demands 
for improving working conditions, timely payment and raising 
the level of wages and various coefficients, the change of 
the owners of the enterprise and the related the production 
structure optimization including output and distribution of the 
non-core assets and staff reduction became the cause of the 
social and labor conflicts. Disputes and strikes in the oil and 
gas sector occurred both in small and medium-sized and large 
oil producing, oil refining and service enterprises. However, 
more and more often the employees of auxiliary production 
participated in labor conflicts, but not profile oilmen. At the 
same time, the unjustified nature of the contested claims in 
terms of labor remuneration - while salaries of workers in the oil 
and gas industry, although far from the leaders of the world oil 
and gas industry, but at times exceed the incomes of employees 

in other sectors of the economy and grow steadily - and their 
contradiction with the current legislation has been repeatedly 
proven by specialists of the relevant departments.

And, if there was a legality of such claims, sometimes the 
conflict situations were caused by the lack of clear mechanisms 
for regulating conditions and wages and preventing disputes and 
strikes, as well as the extremely low level of knowledge and 
dialogue on the part of workers and employers.

Another question is when external forces try to translate 
the labor conflict into a political plane, manipulating the 
emotions and opinions of protesters. For example, in 2011 the 
oilmen in Zhanaozen became such an instrument for loosening 
social stability in the country controlled by the opponents of the 
authorities who were hiding from justice abroad. A long-term 
strike, provoked from outside and poured out on December 
16-17, 2011, on the day of celebrating the 20th anniversary 
of Kazakhstan's independence, for major unrest in the city of 
Zhanaozen, where the Ozenmunaigas PF KMG EP is based, 
has become the most famous in recent years. In order to ensure 
public security, the restoration of law and order in the borders of 
Zhanaozen, a state of emergency and a curfew were introduced.

"…Today, labor, as the decisive national 
factor in the conditions of the XXI century, 
in the conditions of global competition, 
should be brought to the forefront …"

Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
From the program article "Social modernization of Kazakhstan: 

Twenty steps to the Society of General Labor" 

2011
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Analysis of of the conflict situation, as well as the administrative and 
financial activities of the KMG EP, has shown that the company fully complies 
with all its obligations to the employees: salaries are paid promptly and in full, 
the various payments provided for in the collective agreement, and material help 
are also saved.

Against the backdrop of labor conflicts, worsening on oil and gas enterprises 
in the country, the Ministry of Oil and Gas of Kazakhstan, Association of 
Enterprises of Oil and Gas Sector KazEnergy and oil-and-gas complex workers 
trade union of the country have signed an agreement on the establishment of a 
Sectoral Commission to address social and labor relations. KAZENERGY was 
appointed as its Coordinator.

In addition, in NWF "Samruk-Kazyna", a working group was established 
to review and improve the practices of socio-labor relations, addressing the 
situation in key industrial companies of the Fund to identify risks and formulate 
timely preventive measures. Also Social Partnership Centre was formed under 
the Foundation, headed by well-known public figure Nurlan Yerimbetov. Tasks 
of the Centre were to interface with regions, conduct the necessary sociological 
research, study the social well-being of employees.

"The labor dispute that took place 
at the Ozenmunaigas enterprise under 
the influence of destructive forces 
provoked social confrontation and 
resulted in a massive violation of law and 
public order. The companies-members of 
the KAZENERGY Association  perceive 
such actions as a threat to the security 
not only for workers in the region of 
manufacturing companies and their 
labor collectives, but also for the security 
of the inhabitants of the region.
Since illegal actions and hooliganism 
can lead to irreparable technogenic 
situations with severe social, economic 
and environmental consequences in the 
development areas and transportation 
of hydrocarbons, a threat to the stable 
operation of the Kazakhstan energy 
sector is occurred.
The KAZENERGY Association 
is convinced that all the conditions 
for the further development of the 
oil and gas industry, a favorable 
investment climate will be preserved 
and consolidated in the Republic of 
Kazakhstan; and the development of 
hydrocarbon resources will be effectively 
continued on the principles of mutually 
beneficial cooperation with many energy 
companies of the world."

From the appeal of 
KAZENERGY Association 

"In general, the requirements of the company's employees 
to employers have been substantiated. If there were violations 
of labor discipline by workers, employers should not forget that 
these were our citizens, and they didn’t fall from the moon. 
They had to be listened to and supported at maximum, 
if possible. Unfortunately, this has not been done."

Nursultan Nazarbayev,
President of the Republic  of Kazakhstan, 

during a meeting with activists of Aktau on December 22, 2011

Although the volume of 
salaries of workers in the oil 
and gas industry is not the 
same as the leaders of the 
world oil and gas industry 
have, it exceeds the incomes 
of employees in other sectors 
of the economy and increases 
gradually.



FACTOR 
OF SOCIAL 
STABILITY

CREATION OF THE JOINT 
REPUBLICAN OIL AND GAS 
LABOR UNION 
IN KAZAKHSTAN

Later, labor union associations of enterprises of 
the KazMunayGaz group engaged in exploration, 
production, transportation of oil and gas,refining and 

service sector established the republican public association 
"Sectoral Labor Union of Oil and Gas Industry Workers". The 
founding congress with the participation of the labor union 
leaders of the affiliated organizations of the national oil and 
gas companies and their production subdivisions operating in 
various regions of the country was held in Astana.  The congress 
approved the labor union chapter, elected its Chairman, Central 
Board and Auditing Commission, considered the various 
provisions, including those on the primary organization, 
branches and membership fees. In addition, the organizational 
structure was approved including 10 regional branches and 
branches in Astana and Almaty.
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Uzakbay Karabalin, 
Minister of Oil and Gas of the RK in 2013:

"In 2012-2013, in connection with 
the adoption of new labor laws, it was 
necessary to create sectoral labor unions. 
At that time there were several large oil labor 
unions in Kazakhstan mainly in Atyrau and 
Mangistau regions. Each of them constituted 
it as sectoral.
But legally, it was not so. Now, according 
to the law, we regimented this item."



Despite the presence of significant amounts of oil extraction and high total capacity 
and comprehensiveness of oil refining, the current load on Kazakh industries 
significantly lagged behind the similar indicators of advanced refineries. This trend 

has made it necessary to review the situation and develop a comprehensive plan for the 
development of the oil refining industry in the Republic of Kazakhstan.

This plan was prepared by the specialized Ministry in accordance with the President 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan Message to people dated March 1, 2006, "The strategy for 
Kazakhstan joining the 50 most competitive countries of the world" and the concept of 
moving the Republic to sustainable development for 2007-2024.

"Comprehensive development plan of the Republic of Kazakhstan's oil refineries for 
2009-2015" was approved by the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan on May 14, 
2009. The main purpose of the approved document was to ensure the energy security of our 
country by total compliance with domestic needs in basic petroleum products - petrol, diesel 
fuel and aviation fuel, as well as the dynamic development of domestic oil refineries through 
the introduction of new technologies and increase the efficiency and economic returns.

RECONSTRUCTION 
OF OIL REFINERY PLANT
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Sauat Mynbayev, 
the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK in 2009:

"Prerequisites for the development of this plan were a series of factors. Kazakhstan has 
experienced a high rate of motorization and, consequently, an increase in the consumption 
of petroleum products. Meanwhile, the environmental fuel quality requirements are 
constantly tightened. Moreover, there was a need for ensuring energy security of the Republic 
with regard to the complete satisfaction of internal needs in basic petroleum products. 
It was not just about replacing old equipment, but, in fact, about the construction of 
new plants. And this, despite the fact that the oil refinery does not stop its operation. 
Modernization and reconstruction are quite a complicated laborious process, especially, 
one shall consider that the oil refineries are dangerous, technically and technologically 
sophisticated production facilities."

According to the comprehensive plan all three major oil 
refineries of Kazakhstan had to be exposed to reconstruction 
and modernization in the next few years: Atyrau refinery, 
Pavlodar and Shymkent oil refineries.

In addition, Technical Regulations on "Safety 
requirements for gasoline, diesel fuel and fuel oil" has been 
developed and approved, which establishes requirements 
for security issues, gasoline, diesel fuel and fuel oil during 
their circulation in the territory of our country.  According to 
it, the environmental standards Euro-2, Euro-3, Euro-4 and 
Euro-5 have gradually started to be introduced in Kazakhstan 
in production of gasoline and diesel fuel for automotive and 
other equipment. With the introduction of the Euro standard 
limits have been set for importation and production of 
machines that do not meet these standards in the territory 
of the Republic, as well as improving fuel quality thereto. 

It was not just about replacing 
old equipment, but, in fact, 
about the construction of new 
plants. And this, despite the fact 
that the oil refinery does not 
stop its operation. Modernization 
and reconstruction are quite a 
complicated laborious process, 
especially, one shall consider 
that the oil refineries are 
dangerous, technically and 
technologically sophisticated 
production facilities.



This, in turn, has created the conditions for upgrading the existing 
fleet of vehicles, as well as for solving environmental problems 
(especially in big cities), and increase the level of security on the 
roads.

Reconstruction of one of the oldest refineries in Kazakhstan 
- Atyrau Refinery - was carried out in March 2003 as part of a 
turnkey contract, concluded in 2001 with Japanese contractors 
Marubeni and JGC Corporation, and was completed in May 
2006. Works were financed by the Japanese Bank of International 
Cooperation (JBIC) on the security of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
and companies Marubeni Europe Plc, BNP Paribas, HSBC 
BankKazakhstan. The total cost of the "turnkey" contract reached 
$225 million 710 thousand.

According to the "turnkey" contract, new installations for 
gasoline and diesel fuel hydrotreatment plants, sulfur production, 
hydrogen treatment and production were put into operation on the 
plant; ELOU-AT2 unit, reformers, delayed cooker units, biological 
waste water treating units, recycling cooling water systems, AT-2 
installation were modernized; the new building of the central 
control unit was erected. 

Since the start of the reconstruction project for the 
Atyrau refinery, 4 foreign and 16 Kazakhstani project institutes 
and organizations have been involved in the preparation of 

design estimates: Kazakh Institute of Oil and Gas JSC, 
Omskneftekhimproekt JSC, Nizhny Novgorod Research 
Institute of Oil Projects and others. Supply of equipment 
and materials was performed by 59 Kazakhstan companies 
from the leading manufacturing plants of Russia and 
Kazakhstan. Furthermore, the countries of Western 
Europe delivered installations for sulfur packing and 
solidification (Germany), equipment for fire and gas 
detection systems (Italy). 55 Kazakhstan companies were 
involved in installation and construction works. The largest 
of them are: "Kazstroypromtekhmontazh" JSC, "OGCC 
"KazStroyService" JSC, "Imstalkon" JSC, "Prommontazh-
KIV" LLP and others.  The contractor provided training 
for the plant operating personnel on works, provided in the 
"turnkey" contract, directly in the training centers of firms-
licensors UOP (USA), KTI (Italy) and firm-developer of 
the process control programs "Yokogawa Electric" which 
installed the newest automation systems on the new and 
existing technological units.

Specialists and workers of contracting and 
subcontracting organizations with a total number more than 
3000 people participated in installation and construction 
works.
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TECHNICAL OBJECTS 
OF THE AROMATICS 

PRODUCTION COMPLEX:

• CATALYTIC REFORMING UNIT 
WITH CONTINUOUS CATALYST 
REGENERATION (CRUCCR) 
WITH THE CAPACITY OF CRUDE 
OIL OF 1 MLN TONS PER YEAR;

• UNIT OF BENZENE AND 
TOLUENE EXTRACTION;

• UNIT FOR PARAXYLENE;
• TOLUENE AND 

HEAVY AROMATICS 
TRANSALKYLATION UNIT;

• REFINED PETROLEUM 
SEPARATION SECTION;

• OFF-SITE FACILITIES.

Galymzhan Amanturlyn, 
Director of Refining Department of NC "KazMunayGas" 
JSC in 2006: 

"Within the first stage of reconstruction of the 
Atyrau oil refinery, new production installations, 
flaring system, which sharply reduced emission 
of hazardous substances, biological treatment 
facilities, which reduced dumping of pollutants 
into water, were constructed. All production 
processes began to be managed by a single 
operator.
The plant acquired the right for the second 
life, it rejuvenated. We increased production 
of high-octane gasoline from 10% to 40%, 
began to make diesel fuel of the better quality, 
environmentally friendly."

Advantages of reconstruction:
After reconstruction sour oil processing capacity of the Atyrau 

oil refinery reached 4,3 million tons per year, including 1,2 million 
tons of light oil.

The plant had an opportunity to increase oil conversion ratio, 
expand the processed oil range, improve the range of products and 
provide production of oil products with a high competitive capacity, 
in particular, to master output of winter diesel fuel and A-95 motor 
gasoline.

Due to performed works, quality of the oil products, made by the 
plant, began to conform to international standards, and all production 
objects of oil refinery - to requirements of safety regulations by 
installing the safe automated control system.

Considerable reduction of harmful pollutant emissions, and, 
thereby, improvement of an ecological situation in the Atyrau region 
was one of the main goals achieved in reconstruction works.

Within the framework of the Comprehensive Plan for the 
Development of the Refinery in September 2010, the construction 
of the Complex for the Production of Aromatic Hydrocarbons 
(CPAU) worth $ 1,040 million was started at the Atyrau Refinery. 
"KazMunayGas - Refining and Marketing" started the project on a 
turnkey basis under a contract signed by "Atyrau Refinery" LLP and 
the Chinese company Sinopec Engineering on October 29, 2009. 
To finance the project a general loan agreement estimated at $1063 
million was signed between Atyrau Refinery LLP and Kazakh Bank 
for Development JSC in July 30, 2010.

This loan, given for a period of 13 years under preferential 
interest, was formed at the expense of the loan of the Export-Import 
Bank of China (approximately 85% of the total amount) and the 
National Fund of Kazakhstan (15%)



The project aims at ensuring the aromatics production 
and ecologically clean gasolines. Carcinogenic substances 
that population breathes today together with car exhaust 
fumes will be separated in the form of petrochemistry raw 
materials.

Diagram of the production of the aromatics production 
complex is flexible and will allow maximum obtaining of 
high-octane gasoline or annually produce up to 133 thousand 
tons of benzene and up to 496 thousand tons of paraxylene.

The licensor of technologies is the French company 
Axens.

As a result of this project implementation, the AOR 
plans to build up the capacity of secondary processes up to 
1000 thousand tons per year, in order to increase the volume 
of high-octane components of gasoline, while the already 
existing catalytic reforming operates with a capacity of 420 
thousand tons per year.  Products with high added value - 
benzene and paraxylene will become a basic raw material for 
the petrochemical industry. Hydrogen resources necessary for 
hydrotreating and improving product quality will increase. 
Fundamental reconstruction of the technological capacity 
will be performed to develop them into modern technological 

level and to provide Kazakhstan with quality motor fuels, raw 
materials for petrochemicals and other oil products as well as to 
export of oil products, the quality of which must meet international 
standards and requirements of the domestic and export markets.

In particular, it is expected to develop a quality of gasoline 
product to the level of Euro-4 standard, to improve its environmental 
performance by lowering the benzene content in it (according to 
international Euro-4 standards, benzene content in petrol shall 
not exceed 1%, aromatics - 35%). Diesel fuel will be produced 
here, corresponding in quality to Euro-4 standard by developing 
additional volumes of hydrogen. 

The project will create new jobs in Atyrau. The realization 
of this project will allow the Atyrau Refinery to enter a single 
petrochemical chain of the country, to introduce innovative 
technologies that meet a high level of environmental standards, as 
well as remain competitive in today's fuel market.
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Muratzhan Musaibekov, 
the Project Managing Director on marketing of petroleum and petroleum products of NC 
KazMunayGas JSC:

"We are interested in the participation of Kazakhstani engineering companies in the construction 
project KPAU at Atyrau Refinery, which is included to the State program on forced industrial-
innovative development of Kazakhstan for 2010-2014."

Daniyar Tiyesov, 
the Managing Director for oil refining and marketing of NC KazMunayGas JSC in 2009:

"Given the existing technical condition of the refineries, which is a significant depth 
and profitability of refining, the growing demand for higher-quality oil products consumption 
and planned changes in the requirements to the quality of products a development 
and modernization projects are scheduled at all three plants. 
So, the reconstruction of vacuum unit ELOU-AVT and delayed coking unit, which will increase the 
production of gasoline, aviation fuel, diesel fuel and vacuum gasoil, is planned at Atyrau Refinery. 
In addition, there are plans for the construction of the complex for the aromatics production, 
which would increase the production of high-octane gasoline that complies with European 
standards, as well as the production of benzene and paraxylene for the petrochemical industry.
Construction of complex for a deep processing of oil will allow to increase the processing depth to 
82% and to start producing high-quality petroleum products that meet the Euro-4 standards.
Development of transport infrastructure at Atyrau Refinery envisages the construction of 
encircling railway, which will address health and environmental issues, will allow us to be more 
independent from third-party organizations during the transportation of oil and oil products, 
and accordingly will ensure growth of the volume of crude oil and oil products. Overall 
assessment of investment in Atyrau refinery will be $2642.7 million under the plan.
A task was set on the Shymkent refinery to restore capacities. To replace the inner assembly 
of devices, catalysts, pumping equipment, recovery of heat exchangers, the investments of 
approx.$80 million are planned. In addition, it's planned to finish construction of the new 
isomerization units, polypropylene units, start the production of hydrogen and sulfur, and 
reconstruct diesel hydro-treatment units. Total cost of the reconstruction of the plant will be 
about $680 million. Innovation will increase the production of high-octane gasoline, aviation 
fuel and diesel fuel, and reduce production of heavy fuel oil.
With regard to Pavlodar petrochemical plant, a comprehensive work on modernization 
of equipment is planned there, including replacement of inner assembly of vacuum unit, 
replacement of nipple for input crude oil into the catalytic cracking reactor, replacement 
of cyclones of regenerator of furnace P-2, pumping equipment, repair of heat exchangers. 
These purposes would require about $158 million.
Diesel hydrotreating unit rehabilitation and construction of new isomerization units and 
selective desulfurization of catalytic cracking gasoline would require $442 million.
The implementation of some of these development and modernization projects of the oil 
refineries has already been started, but there are some issues that will expedite the completion 
of work scheduled."



Dear readers,
 On behalf of "Tengizchevroil" LLP we congratulate 

you on the 25th anniversary of the Independence 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan!

Over the past 25 years, Kazakhstan has become a country recognized throughout the world. 
The state has achieved impressive successes in economic and social development. We wish the 
people of Kazakhstan more success.

Being the first investment project of independent Kazakhstan, the TCO has had the honor 
to contribute to the development of the Republic from the first years of independence. Our 
company provides safe, stable, sustainable production growth, invests in the development 
of Kazakhstani personnel and business, and promotes improvement of the region in which 
it operates. We are confident that the next major expansion project at Tengiz - The Future 
Expansion Project - The Wellhead Pressure Management Project will also contribute to the 
further development of Kazakhstan.

In 2015, the TCO achieved a record annual output. FGP-PUUD will provide further increase 
in production by about 40%.

         The successes of Kazakhstan and TCO would not have been possible without qualified 
personnel. We are especially proud of the development and increase in the number of citizens 
of Kazakhstan among our employees. The share of full-time Kazakhstan employees of TCO is 
86%, and the share of Kazakhstan top and middle managers makes up 74% of the total number of 
management personnel. The FGP-PUUD project will bring even more opportunities. At the peak 
of construction, about 20,000 new working positions will be created for citizens of Kazakhstan.



Ted Etchinson, 
Director General of TCO

Anuarbek Dzhakiev, 
Deputy Director General of TCO

An important component in the projects and activities of TCO is the development, to 
the extent possible, of Kazakhstan content. Since its inception, TCO has been investing 
in Kazakhstani goods and services. Kazakhstan's content is also a key element in the 
FDP-APMM. A large number of local companies have already passed preliminary selection 
and many of them were selected for design work. More and more opportunities are put up for 
tender monthly.

We strive to contribute to the development of the region where we operate and where our 
employees and their families live. TCO cooperates with Akimat of Atyrau region to select the 
best social projects and programs for the region. These projects include hospitals, polyclinics, 
schools and kindergartens, electricity and water supply systems, and cultural centers. We intend 
to continue to take an active part in the social transformation of the region.

These and many other achievements of Kazakhstan are described in detail in this 
illustrated book. We hope that you will enjoy reading and remember the way of Kazakhstan 
since independence.

The achievements described in this book became possible due to the leadership of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan, creating a favorable investment environment and supporting foreign 
direct investment and the stability of contracts. We wish all the people of Kazakhstan peace 
and prosperity!
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Oil and gas remain the main energy source in the world. It means that oil 
and gas producing countries, in the face of growing demand of the energy 
resources, shall be competitive in the global fuel market, while rapidly and 

profitably keeping their eyes on the international energy transformations.
The ongoing global financial and economic crisis in recent years has a 

negative impact on the world economic system formed over the centuries. The 
model of the world economic system is undergoing major changes. The time 
for each country to solve their problems individually has passed. Particularly 
important in this situation is an ability of the country to ensure energy security and 
to strengthen the integration process. The effective economic development is not 
possible without international integration.

The oil and gas industry remains one of the most flourishing sectors 
of Kazakhstan economy, targeted on the growth of production and export of 
hydrocarbons in the foreseeable future. The state of the country economy depends 
on its effective operation. In view of this, the state control is an essential component 
of the industry development.

Kazakhstan ranks 12th in the world of HCIP and is the second after RF in the 
CIS. The proven reserves of the country are as follows: 39.8 billion barrels of oil, 
more than 3 trillion cubic meters of gas. The republic produces about 80 million 
tons, recycles 14 million tons per year and in the near future, these figures shall 
only grow. 

At the same time, the volatility of prices on the world markets, a high rate of 
tax burden on the industry, especially in the early stages of the field development, 
increasing the country dependence on the "big three" - Karachaganak, Tengiz, 
Kashagan and some other factors combined, involve for the future development 
of the oil and gas industry in the period under review. For the purpose of the risks 
cushioning, the state efforts are aimed at ramping up of the oil and gas production 
volumes both on existing fields and through exploration of new structures, the 
development of production facilities of manufacturing the goods with high added 
value and transforming the oil and gas industry into the high-tech sector. . It is 
clear that without increasing the volumes and promoting innovations in the field 
of geological explorations, an effective implementation of these plans would not 
be achieved. 

In parallel, the work to ensure a stable connection between the traditional 
sectors and the rest of economy, which lets to create a number of new branches to 
be developed initially through the servicing of oil and gas sector.

Kazakhstan intends to contribute to further diversification of the energy 
transportation routes and the end consumer markets and is interested in building of 
the energy security system all-round the Eurasian space.

The main imperative in this period is still the preservation of the social 
stability, without which there would not be an effective development of the industry.



OIL of 
SUPERGIANT
OIL PRODUCTION 
AT KASHAGAN FIELD
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"Today, in our Republic, we 
have developed a sequence 
of actions to create 
a national model of 
progress, exemplified by 
the start of production at 
Kashagan field. There are 
a lot of promising projects 
ahead of us. The oil and gas 
industry, as one of the key 
sectors of our economy, 
should also provide 
a technological leadership. 
I am confident that our joint 
work and the strength of our 
partnership should help 
to achieve these goals."

Nursultan NAZARBAYEV, 
the President of the RK



2013



One of the brightest events in Kazakhstan's oil and gas market in recent 
years was the launch of the super-giant Kashagan field located in the 
Kazakh sector of the Caspian Sea. Due to the numerous difficulties 

related to development of this field, oil production has been repeatedly 
postponed here. And only in 2013 the project operator for the development of 
the Kashagan field North Caspian Operating Company (NCOC) announced 
that it was ready to put it into operation.

Nursultan Nazarbayev, the President of the RK and UK Premier 
Minister David Cameron took part in the ceremony of the beginning of the 
start-up of the production facilities of the giant Kashagan field and completion 
of the facilities construction for initial production on June 30, 2013.

"Kashagan development opens a new era 
in the oil and gas industry of Kazakhstan. 
The North Caspian project is a prime 
example of effective international 
cooperation.
Kashagan has naturally united, in the 
name of the shared purpose, the world’s 
largest oil companies. They have brought 
to our country a wealth of experience and 
accumulated knowledge. Not long ago, at 
a meeting with foreign investors, I noted 
that for those who innovate, the special 
priority and support from the state are 
guaranteed. I can confirm it today.
Economy of Kazakhstan is already 
receiving significant profit from the 
Kashagan development. To date, more 
than 2600 domestic companies were 
prequalified for the project. Only last year, 
the payments for domestic manufacturers 
within the North Caspian project 
comprised about 1.5 billion USD. 
This work should be continued 
and improved progressively."

Nursultan Nazarbayev,
the President of the RK, on the opening 

ceremony of the "Bolashak" plant
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Nursultan Nazarbayev thanked international partners, engineers - all those 
who participated in the implementation of one of the largest projects in the world. 
And David Cameron said that the impressive scale of the Kashagan project became 
additional indicators of the potential of Kazakhstan.

Start-up and testing of the "Bolashak" plant facilities of the integrated oil and 
gas treatment of the design capacity of 450 thousand barrels of oil and near 9 million 
cubic meters of gas per day began with the market gas supplying for initial technical 
needs of the main gas pipeline.

The world oil market was eagerly awaiting Kashagan oil. The production of oil 
on the Kashagan field started on September 11, 2013. The oil was extracted from the 
first reactivated well on the field. On September 24, 2013, during a routine inspection 
of the pipeline from the Island "D" to the "Bolashak" plant, the minor leak of a 
sour gas was detected. On October 6, the wells were reopened after renovations and 
production resumed without complications. By this date, a production level of 75 
thousand barrels per day was achieved. And on October 9, in connection with the 
discovery of another gas leak, the wells closed again.

"Bolashak" plant for 
integrated oil and gas 
preparation



After the damaged connection had been repaired, complete hydro 
testing was conducted, in which another sites of the potential gas leaks 
were detected. A thorough investigation has begun and in May, 2014, it 
was announced that oil and gas pipelines require a complete replacement.

The first step on the way to remedy the situation was the solution 
to abandon the current operating model of the Kashagan development 
and to create a new consolidated joint venture- NCOC, disclosed in the 
spring of 2014 by the RK Oil and Gas Minister Uzakbai Karabalin. He 
expressed his hope that "the operator activities should be much more 
efficient than it was previously", explaining the changes to be connected 
with the lack of efficient activities of the former operator. The next action 
has been the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding between the 
RK Government and NCOC of the further stages of the Kashagan project 
development, including an agreement to discuss Kazakhstan’s content 
and production capabilities.

Stephan de Mahieu seconded from Exxon Mobil succeeded Pierre 
Offan as Managing Director of NCOC on May 1, 2014.

Since then, it took more than two years before oil production 
in Kashagan was resumed. September 28, 2016 the NCOC started 
commissioning and testing of equipment at the offshore and onshore 
complex of the field. A few wells on the Island "A" were reopened. After 
stabilization of the offshore complex equipment operation, the oil and gas 
were transferred to the plant "Bolashak". On October 14, 2016, the first 
batch of the Kashagan oil extracted within the commissioning has been 
shipped in the CPC pipeline and pipeline system "KazTransOil", JSC, 
and the first batch of the sales gas – to the gas pipeline system "Intergas 
Central Asia", JSC.

In October 2016, Kanat Bozumbayev, the Minister of Energy, has 
told to reporters that "oil production at the Kashagan field is normal" and 
has already reached 90,000 barrels per day.

Taking into account the huge potential of the Kashagan field, 
Kazakhstan will already be able to play the role of one of the major oil 
suppliers to world consumers in the foreseeable future.
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Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
the President of the RK, on the opening ceremony 
of the "Bolashak" plant:

"Exactly 8 years ago, we have laid the first stone 
in the construction of a unique complex unit. 
Давая заводу
I put a special meaning in calling the plant 
"Bolashak" (The future). We were moved by the 
firm conviction that it should become a symbol 
of prosperity of the future Kazakhstan. 
One of the most significant milestones on the 
way to accomplish this goal is achieved today.
The plant start-up allowed creating more than 
2.5 thousand jobs." 



Nursultan Nazarbayev,
the President of the RK, communicating with Atyrau citizens:

"I have been visiting this area for more than 30 years and I know 
what the conditions were available here – the town was not well 
developed. Nowadays, as you can see, living conditions have 
been improved in a big way. Atyrau is a symbol of Kazakhstan 
development since its independence. I am always emphasizing that 
all the state activities are aimed at improving the welfare of people 
and protecting their interests. Kazakhstanis are looking hopefully 
at their future, the future of the children and the country as a whole.
For the development of the oil and gas industry, we extensively 
involve investments. Only in the Kashagan project, USD 50 billion 
investments have been involved. All this provides revenues to the 
state budget. Implementation of other major projects, such as the 
Caspian pipeline consortium, is also an important work, aimed 
to the development of the country.   The manufacturing sector 
of industry also is growing. Such high tech industries as helicopter 
engineering, production of photovoltaic wafers and others had 
been created.
Other All revenue from natural resources will be invested in 
manufacturing to develop economy and do not depend on the 
oil and metal prices."
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Pierre Offan, 
Managing Director of NCOC, during the project presentation to Nursultan 
Nazarbayev, the President of the RK, and David Cameron, UK Premier 
Minister, on the "Bolashak" plant:

"Due to the project scale and complexity, Kashagan launch 
is a sequential process, including over 40 steps, preceding the 
start of production and gradually achieving the planned level.
Preparing to launch of the land based and offshore facilities, 
which began in 2012, was continuous and quick operation. 
Start-up of the production facilities, meaning the phased 
commissioning is an achievement to be proud of. 
It marks a strong start and the further growth of the oil 
commercial production. 
It should be noted that throughout this complex process, 
safety remains our top priority."



Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
the President of the RK, on the opening ceremony of the "Bolashak" plant:

"Kashagan development opens a new era in the oil and gas 
industry of Kazakhstan. The North Caspian project is a prime 
example of effective international cooperation.
Kashagan has naturally united, in the name of the shared 
purpose, the world’s largest oil companies. They have brought to 
our country a wealth of experience and accumulated knowledge. 
Not long ago, at a meeting with foreign investors, I noted that 
for those who innovate, the special priority and support from the 
state are guaranteed. I can confirm it today.
Economy of Kazakhstan is already receiving significant profit 
from the Kashagan development. To date, more than 2600 
domestic companies were prequalified for the project. Only last 
year, the payments for domestic manufacturers within the North 
Caspian project comprised about 1.5 billion USD. This work 
should be continued and improved progressively."



Uzakbay Karabalin, 
RK Oil and Gas Minister in 2013:

"1.5 million barrels per day – it is the maximum production, 
which Kashagan can reach, if forecasts and field development 
plans will be approved.
Now it works, oil is being produced. I have heard talks in media 
that a newly opened well does not mean production, but it is only 
an exercise. In fact, that is not so. This is a normal commercial 
production. Another thing is to test the whole system, the whole 
complex and the operator does not at once perform 
the maximum production. Oil, which now has being produced, 
is accumulated to be exported in the future".
Each consortium partner transports Kashagan oil by itself. 
Those, who have CPC quotas, export via CPC and for those 
without quotas, we have rather good volumes on the traditional 
export system - Atyrau - Samara. We offer a new direction 
to China, one of the CNPC partners, so we think this direction 
to be also used extensively."

Nurlan Balgimbayev,
Director General of the Building Ventures Board, 
NC "KazMunayGas", JSC, in 2013:

"The North Caspian project became a real 
world class talent pool for our country. When 
the Kashagan field development started in 
the Kazakhstan sector of the Caspian Sea, we 
almost had no experience. It was necessary 
to involve not only foreign top managers and 
specialists, but also the workers. Over these 
years, hundreds of Kazakhstanis were trained 
in the world leading educational centers and 
the oil companies. Today, they are high class 
specialists: workers, middle managers and 
top managers. The result is that near 
80 per cent of employees in the project now 
are the Kazakhstanis. In my opinion, this is 
very important, because we are ahead of the 
new projects and we could implement them 
by ourselves."
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Sauat Mynbayev, 
the Chairman of the Board of "NC "KazMunayGas", JSC, since July, 2013:

"The original design and technical characteristics of metal had 
been in dull compliance with the international standards and 
rational world practice in the branch of the oil and gas fields 
development, taking into account the hydrosulphuric medium 
and the water availability, as it was expected at Kashagan. 
Furthermore, the results of laboratory tests of pipes metal, 
including the simulation of response to its exposure to sulphur 
dioxide, it was concluded that metal corresponds the Kashagan 
field conditions.
In view of all above, there was no reason to assume that this 
situation may occur."

Timur Kulibayev, 
Chairman of KAZENERGY Association:

"The situation on the Kashagan field from the very beginning of the Project 
implementation  was quite complicated. Firstly, the implementation of the project in terms 
of technics and technology proved to be very difficult, which caused several times to 
postpone the launch of the field. Secondly, its cost has dramatically increased, significantly 
increasing the financial burden on the oil giants that are shareholders of the project, 
as well as on "KazMunayGas". Thirdly, we revealed big mistakes in project management. 
All this contributed to a delay in payback.
Today we have worked on the mistakes, started oil production on Kashagan. After that, 
there will be a flow of cash for the oil sold, then - a return on investment, and the project 
itself will look different.
At present, amid low oil prices, quite expensive projects are being implemented in the oil 
and gas industry, such as the expansion of production at Tengiz. Considering its budget 
as well as the possible growth of a barrel of oil, in the short term, perhaps, the cost of 
the Kashagan project will look quite reasonable. And Kazakhstan's participation in this 
project in the medium term will begin to yield."



Zhakyp Marabayev, 
Deputy Managing Director NCOC since 2008:

"Today, the configuration of our facilities allows producing 350 thousand barrels per day. 
We have already applied to the government to increase the capacities of associated gas injection 
and in the case of positive decision, we will increase production up to 450 thousand tons. (…)
Associated gas reserves at the Kashagan field are near 52 trillion cubic feet. Despite the fact 
that part of the gas is subjected to re-inject to increase recoverable reserves, the remaining part 
of the gas under Stage 1, should be transported to the land based processing facility, where 
desulphurization would be performed. The purified gas would be used to generate electricity 
at the offshore and onshore facilities and the other part would be sold. It is planned to produce 
up to 1.1 million tons of sulphur per year as a result of hydrogen sulphur extracting process 
under Stage 1.
Recognizing that market conditions are not always conducive to the plans of Consortium 
for sulphur selling, the conditions to its storage should be provided. Sulphur, produced on the 
OPF "Bolashak" will be stored under watertight conditions. Liquid sulphur should be poured 
into the sealed containers and further should be monitored by sensors. Prior to re-sale, sulphur 
will be converted into the liquid state, without grinding, with its subsequent conversion into the 
solid granules. This technology avoids the dust formation."
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Kanat Bozumbayev, 
Minister of Energy of the RK:

"Considering the scale and technical complexity, development of the Kashagan field will be 
carried out in stages. Now Phase 1 of the field development project is being implemented.
The next stages are currently at the planning stage. Considering the complexities of industrial 
safety, design, logistics and harsh environmental conditions the Kashagan is the most complex 
industry project in the world. We control its activity. Kashagan is of great importance for our 
country. Especially now, when the world oil market is experiencing serious difficulties, which, 
however, sooner or later end, and the development of the field, meanwhile, will continue 
and will benefit the citizens of Kazakhstan."

Kurmangazy Iskaziev, 
Deputy of the Chairman of the Board, NC "KazMunayGas", JSC, in 2013:

"We hope that some technical issues of Kashagan would be resolved 
by the NCOC operator. Now we adjust our plans on a monthly basis. 
There is a serious technical process of the equipment setting up. 
It was a natural process. Because this oilfield is complex. The 
equipment is unique and most importantly is that the NCOC operator 
and we all put safety at the forefront. These works should 
be continued.
We hope that our oil would be exported in this year. The priority for 
Kashagan is CPC."



PRESENTATION OF THE UNIQUE 
PROJECT "EURASIA"
FROM THE PROFESSIONAL VIEWPOINT 
THE EURASIA IS THE OTHER LEVEL 
OF APPROACHES AND TECHNOLOGIES. 
IN ADDITION TO THE MAIN OBJECTIVES, 
IT WILL GIVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO ACCEPT 
INVALUABLE INFORMATION ABOUT THE DEEP 
GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE REGION 
AND WILL HELP TO SPECIFY THE COMMON 
FACTORS OF HYDROCARBONS SPREAD 
AT GREAT DEPTHS.
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The oilers of Kazakhstan presented a large-scale, 
unprecedented and unique exploration project "Eurasia" in the 
course of VIII Eurasian KazEnergy Forum in October, 2013.

The present project, named due to its geographical 
location on the border between Europe and Asia and targeted 
to explore the deep layers of the Peri - Caspian Lowland, 
was approved on the eve by the RK President Nursultan 
Nazarbayev.

From a professional point of view, it is completely 
different level of concepts and technologies.  In addition to 
the main objectives, it will give the opportunity to accept 
invaluable information about the deep geological structure 
of the region and will help to specify the common factors of 
hydrocarbons spread at great depths.

Initiation of "Eurasia" project was one of the most 
important and promising in KazEnergy Forum and caused 
wide interest from the part of its participants, including 

representatives of international oil and gas companies. There 
were not any free seats on its presentation, due to a keen interest, 
caused by the news of the fundamentally new project in the field 
of exploration and the Forum participants were listening to the 
speakers on their feet.

The ambitious Kazakhstan project, promising in the future, 
is not only a serious investment, but also the great growth of 
production in the Caspian region. It may become a new discovery 
in the world exploration, that was the verdict of experts.

It is expected that the project should, firstly, provide oil and 
gas industry with a stable resource base, a kind of "strategic reserve" 
of hydrocarbons; secondly, allow to avoid production decreasing 
across the country, which may occur in 15-20 years, and in the 
third, should be the foundation of Kazakhstan energy security, a 
protective mechanism against possible economic shocks.

"It is necessary to intensify explorations of new fields. The 
oil and gas production is on the rise, reaching a peak and fall. You 
are oilers and you know that even our largest fields, Tengiz and 
Karachaganak, should reach their peaks in 10 – 15 years.  If we 
should not add new volumes in this period using our explorations, 
so we should have sore sight. We know that in the Per-Caspian 
lowland, at a depth of 6-7 thousand meters, there are huge 
undiscovered reserves. And at the edges of the salt deposits, there 
are also huge oil and gas reserves, but the exploration is far behind 
in recent years. "KazMunayGas", the Ministry of Energy and the 
Government should pay attention and invite the world companies 
to the oil and gas exploration".

Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
the President of the RK, at a meeting with the akims 

of the western regions in Atyrau



Baltabek Kuandykov,
President of the Society of Petroleum Geologists of Kazakhstan.
(During "the roundtable" meeting on the topic "New opportunities of exploration 
in Kazakhstan. "Eurasia" project on the Eurasian KAZENERGY forum):

"We called the project "Eurasia" because this area is just on the 
border of Europe and Asia. The idea was discussed among the 
geologists of Kazakhstan, Russia and other oil companies for a long 
time. The work consists of three stages. The first stage involves the 
collection and reprocessing of the materials of the previous years. 
The second stage involves conducting large-scale geological and 
geophysical studies. The latter includes the drilling of the new support 
appraisal well "Caspian-1".
The proposed depth is determined at 14-15 km. The estimated cost, 
according to our evaluation, is approximately USD 500 million 
for all three stages.
The figures are not calculated by us, but by the independent Russian 
research institutes. There is probability to detect up to 40 million tons 
of the oil equivalent in unexplored interior. We believe in probability 
of detection of two dozen hydrocarbon fields with the reserves of more 
than 300 million tons. 
What is the role of the state in the implementation of the project? 
The state has unlimited rights to the primary materials and the 
competent authorities should provide free access to all regional 
materials. The works are scheduled to begin in 2015 and an 
interdepartmental committee should be created prior to this time, 
which should report on the project implementation. A group to 
negotiate with potential project participants will be created. 
Until the end of 2013, the international consultants have to be chosen. 
The project implementation is expected in 2015-2020. 
You know that Kazakhstan has successful experience in implementing 
similar projects in the Caspian offshore through the establishment 
of the same consortium in 1993. 
As a result, there is Kashagan and other fields. Previously, 
we talked with some big oil companies and found out their opinion 
about the project.
We have studied the experience of drilling in deep basins such as the 
Gulf of Mexico and the latest developments in Brazil and Sakhalin. 
At depths of 10 000 meters, there are commercial oil inflows. 
All this has led us to a detailed study of idea and materials 
of the Peri-Caspian Lowland in Kazakhstan and Russia"
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THE ERA OF "EASY OIL" 
IS IN THE PAST AND, 
AS EXPERTS BELIEVE, 
THE MAIN OIL AND GAS 
RESOURCES OF THE 
EARTH ARE TO LOOK AT 
THE DEPTHS OF 7-15 KM.
 THIS ASSUMPTION 
IS BASED UPON 
THE DISCOVERY OF THE 
DEEP-SEATED FIELDS TUPI 
IN BRAZIL AND TIBER 
IN THE WATERS OF THE 
GULF OF MEXICO, 
AS WELL AS A 
SIGNIFICANT INCREASE 
OF EXPLORATION WORKS 
AT GREAT DEPTHS 
IN RECENT YEARS.

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
RK Oil and Gas Minister in 2013-2014:

"The annual oil consumption will grow in future. If the growth 
rates slow down, the dominant role of oil and gas in the global 
energy balance will remain.
At the same time, the era of "easy oil" is in the past and, 
as experts believe, the main oil and gas resources 
of the earth are to look at the depths of 7-15 km.
This assumption is based upon the discovery of the deep-seated 
fields Tupi in Brazil and Tiber in the waters of the Gulf of 
Mexico, as well as a significant increase of exploration works 
at great depths in recent years.
Thus, we can say that there is no a full –fledged alternative 
to oil and gas as energy resources, and to ensure sustainable 
economic growth is necessary to provide outstripping growth 
rates of reserves against production volumes.
The development of the oil and gas industry of Kazakhstan 
was mainly due to the development of the Peri-Caspian lowland 
fields, where 75-80 % of hydrocarbon resources 
are concentrated.
However, in 15-20 years, we expect decrease of production 
in the major fields Tengiz, Karachaganak and Kashagan. 
Refill the resource base should be performed mainly due 
to the exploration of the deep-seated horizons, where the experts 
predict the probability of detection at greater depths about two 
dozen large hydrocarbons fields (more than 300 million tons). 
The discovery of the new super giants is also expected.
Such forecasts were the basis for the initiation 
of the "Eurasia" project.
With regard to the interest of international oil companies, 
in the era of globalization, the investments into exploration 
of new fields are conducted after evaluation of risks and profits 
of investing in the different parts of the world.
Our task is to create a favorable investment climate through 
a balanced system of guarantees, privileges and preferences, 
which can reduce the technical risks and the financial burden 
for this ambitious project. Currently, these issues are being 
discussed at various levels in the RK Government.(…)
The high hydrocarbon potential of the Peri-Caspian Lowland 
is well known to experts and does not need any additional 
advertising. Therefore, most of international companies from 
Russia, Europe, USA, Asia, operating in Kazakhstan, have 
expressed their interest to participate in the project.
The future of the project depends on how quickly the interests 
of the participants would be united and this project will look 
good only on paper or would boost to search new fields, 
development of new technologies and intellectual potential 
of Kazakhstan."



SPECIFICATION 
OF THE PROJECT - 
ABSENCE OF THE 
DRILLING EQUIPMENT, 
CASTING THROUGH 
THE VERTICAL WELL 
WITH DEPTH 
15 KILOMETERS, 
AND ALSO WELL 
FITTINGS, PIPES, 
REAGENTS. AT THE 
SAME TIME, THE 
LEADING COMPANIES, 
WITH AN ORDER AT 
HAND, ARE READY 
TO START DESIGN 
AND CONSTRUCTION 
WORKS.

Baltabek Kuandykov, 
the President of the Society of Petroleum Geologists of Kazakhstan:

"It is well known, that Peri-Caspian Lowland is one of the world’s 
largest oil and gas provinces. However, the paradox is that, having 
largest opened fields in cutoff part (Kashagan, Tengiz, Karachaganak, 
Astrakhan), its deep-seated central area is still poorly researched. 
It creates incentives for investors. In addition, we work hard to 
guarantee the companies, which should assume main technical and 
financial risks, with benefits and preferences of fiscal and non-fiscal 
nature, in the subsequent exploration and production.
We believe that a business scheme of "Eurasia" project has to be 
based on the non-discrimination principle for its participants. Shares 
of participants, rights and obligations of participants would be 
determined by the Consortium Agreement in accordance with the laws 
of Republic of Kazakhstan. Benefits of Kazakhstan and Russia lie 
in the fact that they should receive fundamentally new technologies 
of geophysical exploration and ultra deep drilling, as well as 
information of the hydrocarbon potential of the deep-seated horizons 
of the Peri- Caspian lowland, which will develop a strategic plan 
for the future exploration works. You know that this approach has 
been applied in the preparation of the resources development program 
in Kazakhstan part of the Caspian Sea, which had laid the basis 
for development of offshore oil and gas industry in Kazakhstan.
All obtained information will be stored in Kazakhstan but 
the Consortium members will be entitled to free access to it.
All members of the Consortium will be responsible in proportion 
to their participation, however, we do not exclude the possibility 
of using the public and private partnership scheme, in which the RK 
Government may finance a part of the project costs. 
The specifics of the project is the current lack of a rig, able to drill 
vertical wells to a depth of 15 km, as well as down hole outfits, tubes, 
reagents. At the same time, the leading companies, with an order 
at hand, are ready to start design and construction works. Another 
feature is the design and well drilling inside the salt rocks, the bottom 
of which in some places lies at depth of 9 km. 
According to the most experts view, "the era of easy oil" recedes into 
the past and the demand for hydrocarbons will only grow 
in the foreseeable future. Therefore, in order to keep pace with 
the times, we are obliged, on the State level, to attract new equipment 
and new technologies to Kazakhstan. The "Eurasia" project came 
pat and fitted the role of a providing ground for advanced scientific 
testing. We hope that Kashagan will be a good lesson for us and such 
mistakes should not be repeated to continue."
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Sauat Mynbayev, 
the Chairman of the Board of "NC "KazMunayGas", 
JSC, since July, 2013:

"Development and testing of new technologies 
should be an invaluable experience for 
Kazakhstan companies and research institutes. 
The project is designed for a long term and its 
implementation, of course, is important not only 
for the oil and gas industry of Kazakhstan, but 
for international industry as well."

Bazarbay Nurabayev, 
the Chairman of the Committee of Geology and Subsoil 
Management of the RK Ministry of Industry and New 
Technologies, during the Eurasian KAZENERGY forum:

"2030s may become a peak in the world oil 
production, and Kazakhstan is one to enter the 
maximum production volume in that period."



STATE PRIZE OF THE REPUBLIC OF 
KAZAKHSTAN IN THE FIELD OF SCIENCE AND 

TECHNOLOGY NAMED AFTER AL-FARABY 

is the highest recognition of the merits of scientists 
and technicians to society and the state. The state 
premium in the field of science and technology named 
after Al-Faraby is awarded to citizens of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan for:
•  Outstanding results in the field of fundamental 

and applied research, leading to a significant 
acceleration of the country's economic and social 
development, the emergence of Kazakhstan's 
science and technology to the level of advanced 
achievements in the world;

•  Scientific discoveries, monographs and scientific 
works in one field recognized by society;

•  Development and organization of production of new 
types of equipment, materials and technologies at 
or above the world peers;

• Development and creation of fundamentally 
new products, technological processes in various 
sectors of the economy, containing information 
classified as state secrets.

The State Prize is awarded by the President of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan to the Independence Day.

HIGH 
ESTIMATE
Over the years of sovereignty, Kazakhstan was able to raise its 

own extracted oil and gas resources estimate by more than 
three times - from 22.7 billion tons to 76.4 billion tonnes. 

This was the result of the colossal work of the authors' team of 
Kazakhstan scientists - geologists and oil workers, who conducted 
a comprehensive study of the sedimentary basins of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan.

On December 15, 2015, on the eve of Independence Day, in 
the presidential residence Akorda, Nursultan Nazarbayev presented 
the State Prize in Science and Technology named after al-Farabi 
for a series of works on the theme "Scientific substantiation of the 
hydrocarbon potential of the Republic of Kazakhstan" to six authors: 
Ural Akchulakov, the Deputy Director General LLP Akai Consulting, 
Geroy Zholtayev, the Head of the Department of Oil and Gas Geology 
of K.Satpayev Kazakh National Research University, Kurmangazy 
Iskaziev, the Director General of the JSC KazMunaiGas Exploration 
Production, Petr Kovrizhny, the Deputy Director General of Geoken 
Research and Production Center, Baltatbek Kuandykov, Evgeniy 
Ogay, the President of Meridian Petroleum LLP and Deputy Director 
General for Development and Drilling of LLP Scientific, Research 
Institute of Production and Drilling Technologies, KazMunayGas.

State prizes for outstanding results in the field of fundamental 
and applied research, recognized achievements of scientific and 
technological and innovative activities to create fundamentally new 
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Uzakbay Karabalin, 
the First Vice-Minister of Energy of the RK in 2015:

"Three years ago, by order of the National Oil Company 
KazMunayGas and with the support of the Committee 
for Geology and Subsoil Use of the Ministry of Investment 
and Development of the RK, a group of authoritative 
Kazakhstani scientists began work on assessing the oil and 
gas potential of the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
The purpose of the study was to reassess the resource base 
for oil and gas. Its result is the work "Scientific substantiation 
of the hydrocarbon potential of the Republic of Kazakhstan". 
The "Atlas of oil and gas bearing and promising sedimentary 
basins of the Republic of Kazakhstan" was issued/published. 
Such kind of work demonstrated the potential of domestic 
geological science and practical specialists, was held in 
Kazakhstan for the first time in the period of sovereignty. 
The very situation where for each sedimentary basin - and 
in Kazakhstan there are 15 of them - has not yet reached 
the maximum degree of study with the existing methods, 
prompted scientists to system analysis of data. During the 
study, a significant amount of research work was carried out. 
All available data on geological and geophysical research, 
including subsurface seismic exploration, and gravimetry, 
and magnetoelectric prospecting and other were investigated. 
Data and results of upper-air drilling studies were also used.
Our scientists, who carried out the scientific substantiation 
of the hydrocarbon potential of Kazakhstan, gave 
recommendations on each of the 15 basins that determine 
further geological exploration work. Priority is given 
to new objects and horizons in the subsalt complex 
of the Caspian Lowland."

Petr Kovrizhnykh, 
Deputy Director General of
LLP "Scientific-Proudction Center "Geoken":

"The State Al-Farabi Prize in the field of science and 
technology is awarded this year for the first time, and it 
is a great honor, a great pride, that our work has been 
among the first seven laureates. Undoubtedly, such a 
high recognition of the works of our team is extremely 
encouraging, and at the same time it obliges us to keep 
the same high level and not to reduce the effectiveness 
of our activity."

products and technologies and their implementation in various 
industries that have provided economic and social benefits were 
also received by other participants in the ceremony.

"A sign of recognition of their work is the state award 
of al-Farabi in the field of science and technology. This line 
of activity is very important. Science and technology push the 
horizons of thinking, expand human capabilities. And it is very 
important that we are carrying out new developments that 
form the basis of an advanced economy. The centers created in 
Nazarbayev University and the park of innovative technologies 
"Alatau" in Almaty become the centers of development and 
commercialization of the country's science, implementation 
of start-ups, transfer of the best laboratories. I am happy to 
note how young people have turned to science; opportunities 
and salaries have improved. All this is a good indicator and 
the beginning of a new shift in science", – said Nursultan 
Nazarbayev.

2015



EurAsEC 
Agreement entry 
into force

THE PROMISE 
OF THE SINGLE 
MARKET OF 
HYDROCARBONS 
CREATION 
IN THE FUTURE

2015

INTEGRATION
EURASIAN
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Three countries have 
committed themselves 
to ensure the free 
movement of the goods, 
services, capital and labor, 
implemented coordinated 
policies in the key sectors 
of economy: 
in energy, industry, 
agriculture, transport.



The Treaty between Kazakhstan, Russia and Belarus on 
the establishment of the Eurasian Economic Community 
(ЕurAsEC) on the basis of the Customs Union came 

into force on January, 1, 2015.  This Agreement was signed by 
the Presidents of Kazakhstan, Russia and Belarus: Nursultan 
Nazarbayev, Vladimir Putin and Alexander Lukashenko at a 
meeting of the Supreme Eurasian Council on May 29, 2014.

Establishment of ЕurAsEC took to the next level of 
integration the member countries. Three countries have 
committed themselves to ensure the free movement of the 
goods, services, capital and labor, implemented coordinated 
policies in the key sectors of economy: in energy, industry, 

agriculture, transport. Thus, it completed the formation of the 
largest common market in the CIS of 170 million people, which 
will become a new powerful center of economic development. 
Thus, it completed the formation of the largest common market 
in the CIS of 170 million people, which will become a new 
powerful center of economic development.

The parties went underway to the documents signing during 
several years, successively removing complicated disputes in 
the course of negotiations. On the eve of the Agreement signing 
of ЕurAsEC establishment, a few things remained unsettled, 
which were to be discussed on the level of the Vice-Premiers of 
three countries.  

Kasym-Zhomart Tokayev, 
the Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan in 2015:

"I believe that we should to full extent use The 
Eurasian Economic Commission with great powers 
delegated. Yet it does not work as a real international 
organization. The state leaders are not quite satisfied 
with the Commission, as far as I am concerned. 
But it is imperative, that both presidents and 
parliaments and, of course, the people of our countries 
are eager to have a better integration in economic 
and humanitarian spheres. This is crucial in view 
of the difficult geopolitical situation."

Aleksandr Lukashenko, 
the President of the Republic of Belarus:

"We knew that their economies are a little bit 
different than we have, and even not a little bit 
but rather different. They have raw material 
intensive economies, they have oil, gas and 
so on, it should be difficult for us to work 
under these conditions without exceptions and 
limitations, but nonetheless, we said: yes, we 
agree, we should go for it."
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Timur Zhaksylykov, 
the RK Vice-Minister of Economy and Budget Planning 
in 2015:

"It is clear that we have the oil and gas country 
and we have large amounts of hydrocarbon exports 
to the outer markets. We are finding common 
ground within EurAsEC to establish a common 
market of petroleum products and to provide an 
access to the gas transportation system, which 
would take place with a certain transition period 
until 2025."

Daniyal Akhmetov,
the Minister of Energy and Infrastructure of the Eurasian Economic 
Commission (EEC) in 2015:

"ЕurAsEC is a new vector of development not only 
of Belarus, Russia and Kazakhstan, but also a new level 
of the world civilization development. The common market 
in the field of oil, gas and petroleum products in ЕurAsEC, 
which in itself is one of the powerful solutions in the field 
of integration, will be initiated in 2025.
With the establishment of the common market in the field 
of hydrocarbons, we would have a much deeper coordination 
to be competitive in terms of pricing and in terms of getting 
products with a high added value in this very interesting 
and important for us, common market.
There is a deep conviction that Kazakhstan will be not 
affected by sanctions against Russia, because Kazakhstan 
has its partners and it is valued as a reliable partner. 
Our transport system is rather effective and the cost 
of hydrocarbons is rather competitive. (…)
We must understand inexhaustibility of technological 
capabilities we have: improving the efficiency of the 
traditional method of production, introduction of new 
disruptive innovations, are important in the next 10-15 
years. The key point for us is development of the pipeline 
transportation for expansion of geography of our supply, 
especially in the direction of the south-east Asia and China. 
No less important is to improve the quality of the state and 
corporate management of oil and gas companies."

The first RF Vice-Premier Igor Shuvalov said that 
the delegations of three countries managed to remove all 
differences prior to the meeting of the leaders of three 
countries.

In 2015, Armenia and Kyrgyzstan have joined the 
ЕurAsEC.

Given that ЕurAsEC has a large - scale reserves 
of the primary energy resources and has a powerful fuel 
and energy complex, the decision was taken to the phased 
formation of the common energy markets. In particular, 
the present initiative will provide access to the energy 
infrastructure, including the services of natural monopolies 
in the field of electric energy of the partner countries, as 
well as to the transport systems of gas, oil and oil products 
(till 2025).

2015



The Premier Ministers of the Eurasian Economic 
Community (EurAsEC) countries adopted the Concept 
of formation of common markets of oil and petroleum 

products and the Concept of formation of gas common markets 
in EurAsEC at a meeting of the Supreme Eurasian Economy 
Council at the level of the Heads of the States in Astana on May, 
31, 2016.

These documents were developed in accordance with the 
Treaty of EurAsEC on May 29, 2014.

The Concept is an important document. It lays the 
foundation for the integration development of EurAsEC 
member states and creation of the common markets of gas, oil 
and petroleum products considering signing the corresponding 
documents not later than January 1, 2025, as provided by the 
Treaty of EurAsEC.
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The use of a communication 
infrastructure with a unified 
technological basis enables 
to develop economically 
sound energy links 
productively in the formation 
of common energy markets, 
taking into account modern 
technological requirements 
and existing demand.

"In the modern world, rate of energy security, 
the volumes of their production and outer trade, 
are among the main factors of geopolitics. 
There is a growing competition between 
the major world powers for the development 
of energy resources, its export and the ability 
of transportation by new routes .
The strategic objectives of EurAsEC in the 
energy field are the establishment of the single 
energy space of the Community and coordinated 
energy policy. The following tasks should be 
resolved for their implementation: the gradual 
establishment of the competitive common 
markets of EurAsEC energy resources; ensuring 
a non-discriminatory access to the energy 
transportation systems; development 
and launch of mechanisms to ensure 

a coordinated energy policy; removing barriers 
for the mutual access to the energy markets 
of the Community countries.
The use of the advanced communication 
infrastructure with a common technological basis 
allows developing productively the economically 
reasonable energy contacts with due account 
for modern technological requirements and the 
existing demand.
We thoroughly examine and analyze the positive 
and negative experience of EU in the energy 
field, including the European Commission ‘s 
plans to establish the European Energy Union, as 
we are focused on practical intercommunication 
with the EU under the terms of the mutual 
beneficial cooperation."

The concept of formation of common markets of oil and 
petroleum products suggests that there should be mutual trade of 
oil and petroleum products, both by bilateral agreements as well 
as through the stock exchange. The common market will create 
conditions for effective, non-discriminatory trade, provide the 
information of consumption, production, transportation, supply, 
processing of oil and petroleum products exchange and increase 
transparency in pricing.

Formation of EurAsEC common market of gas is an 
integral part of the economic integration within the Community 
and is also aimed at ensuring favorable conditions for free 
movement of goods, services, technologies and capital between 
the Member States. With its creation, the following should be 
included: the features of functioning and development of the gas 
markets of the Member States; necessity for priority of ensuring 
the domestic demand in gas in the common market; international 
experience of formation of the gas common markets and others.

Kazakhstan, like all EurAsEC Member States, has the 
priority right to defend its own interests and the domestic market 
of oil, petroleum products and gas.

Taiyr Mansurov, 
in 2016, the Minister of Energy and Infrastructure 
of the Eurasian Economic Commission:
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WTO
Kazakhstan’s 
accession to the 
World Trade 
Organization

Kazakhstan had completed negotiations to join the World 
Trade Organization (WTO) in June, 2015. The final meeting 
of the working group to announce the completion of 

negotiations took place in Geneva.
This event became historic for Republic, engaged in relevant 

negotiations for 19 years!
Kazakhstan became the 162nd member of WTO. All the major 

economies of the world recognized Kazakhstan as a country with a 
favorable investment climate, leading trade policies in accordance 
with international laws.



"Dear people of Kazakhstan!

Membership in WTO opens up new horizons for our economy. It provides an access to foreign 
markets for our companies and a wide range of goods and services for the customers. Today, 90% 
of our trade industry is with the members of WTO. Therefore, this decision is very important for 
us. Kazakhstan is getting more attractive for international and domestic investors. We are taking 
chances to create new productions and jobs.
The negotiations have been held for 19 years. All this time, our Government and experts have 
worked intensively, defending favorable conditions for us. We have agreed positions on the 
most sensitive issues for our economy. Among them is agriculture support – it is an item to 
conduct difficult negotiations due to the fact of subsidies reducing, but we had defended our 
positions. These are the question of the "Kazakhstani content", a financial service market and 
telecommunications. We have managed to combine the requirements of WTO and EurAsEC, 
basing itself on the national interests.
WTO entry is the victory of entire Kazakhstan, its recognition as an integral part of the global 
economic system. Symbolically, the doors of WTO swung open to our country at a time when we 
are starting to implement the "Five people’s reforms". WTO work standards consistent with the 
spirit of these reforms: transparency, efficiency, competitiveness.
After joining the WTO, we will not give up to promote domestic enterprises. Now, support 
measures provided by the state, would comply with the international rules. At the same time, 
Kazakhstani companies should learn to compete under the WTO rules.
I have been talking about it for a long time, and here comes the time for us to compete with other 
countries, not only within EurAsEC, but also across WTO. We have a lot of work to do. As I have 
always warned, together with the benefits of joining WTO, the competition enhanced. All the 
producers should catch up to the world’s level.
Joining the WTO should promote our integration into the world’s economy, entering the group of 
30 leading world countries and completion of the nation plan "100 concrete steps". To prove, that 
we can take advantages of these benefits offered by WTO, I am convinced that Kazakhstan will 
succeed and we should take a worthy place among the leading countries of the world."

(From the address of Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
the President of the RK, to the people of Kazakhstan in connection 

with the completion of negotiations on accession)
 

2015



ENERGY

Kazakhstan headed the Energy Charter Conference (the highest 
governing body of the international organization, which sets legally binding 
rules in the international sector) for the first time on January 1, 2014. The 
republic was elected as a chairman of the Energy Charter Conference at an 
ordinary session, December, 2013, in the capital of Cyprus, Nicosia. Then,  
new system of the chairmanship of the Energy Charter Conference was 
approved, which would contribute forward greater political involvement 
of the member countries in the Charter process. Thus, our country has 
become the first Member State exercising the chairmanship in accordance 
with the new practice.

As the Chairman of the Energy Charter Conference, Uzakbai 
Karabalin, the RK Oil and Gas Minister, as his deputy - Deputy Chairman 
of KAZENERGY Association, Jambulat Sarsenov

DIPLOMACY
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CHAIRMANSHIP OF THE 
REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN 
IN THE ENERGY CHARTER 

CONFERENCE

Karim Masimov, 
Prime Minister of the RK, 
on the Energy Charter Conference in Astana, November, 2014:

"The Energy Charter plays an important role in the 
management of the energy market, in the establishment 
of relations between the participants of this market. 
Consequently, the energy Charter Treat is important 
in ensuring of the level playing field for all participants 
of the energy production system.
Today, the development of the transit corridors is seen 
as a key to the global energy security. The state with no 
access to sea and which is located in the center of Eurasia, 
would see this as a particular priority.
We, in Kazakhstan are quite aware of the potential 
of the energy development for the economy as a whole 
to create new high quality jobs and to improve living 
standards. Over the past few years we became one of the 
leading exporters and now we are implementing the largest 
and most important projects. (…)
Energy security is one of the major challenges of our time. 
Economic growth contributes to the fact that the demand 
for energy resources is growing. We believe that this course 
of action, as well as search for the new renewable sources 
of energy, should be of increasing importance in the coming 
years. Neither the company, nor the state, 
could solve this problem alone. We will response 
to these challenges together."



Urban Rusnak, 
the Secretary General of the Energy Charter:

"The Energy Charter principles and principles 
of the common market of the oil and gas of the 
Eurasian Economic Community are similar in 
many respects. Both there and here, there is 
an equal and non-discriminatory access to the 
transportation of the energy resources. What 
is most important is that they do not create 
confrontations between the EU countries and 
EurAsEC."

Jambulat Sarsenov, 
Chairman of KAZENERGY Association:

"It is a great honor for Kazakhstan to become the first country 
which has taken over Chairmanship. Our country is located 
in the heart of Eurasia and plays an important role in the energy 
balance and energy security in the region. We have established 
ourselves as reliable and experienced partner and we are ready 
to work on the Charter to come out on top in the world energy 
management system. (…)
KAZENERGY Association and Kazakhstan Government consider 
the current state of energy resources transit of the RK as an 
opportunity to create "New Silk Road" – completely new type of 
the energy resources transit, where Kazakhstan should be a bridge 
between the energy markets of Europe and China. This route is 
mainly for an overland transportation of energy resources.
Currently, the global energy sector began to represent a complex 
multi-level system for which the simplified political approaches 
are no longer suitable. I hope that our initiatives should help 
in the future to eliminate a certain gap, arisen in the recent years, 
the imbalance between the realities of the global development 
of the fuel and energy complex and certain positions of some 
countries and politicians. So, the participation of Kazakhstan,
in particular, KAZENERGY Association in the Charter processes 
is important from the geopolitical position.
We are ready to work upon the Energy Charter coming on top 
of the world energy management and we are looking confidently 
to the future."

The Energy Charter of 1991 is a political declaration 
energy cooperation between East and West. The Charter 
is a clear expression of the principles that should form 
the basis for international cooperation in the energy sector 
on the basis of a common interest in reliable energy supply 
and sustainable economic development.

The idea of the European energy community was put 
forward by the former Prime Minister of the Netherlands, 
Ryud Lubbers, at the EU meeting in June 1990. 
In December 1991, the Charter was signed in The Hague 
by a majority of Western European states, the EU (as a 
separate party), Australia, Canada, Turkey, the United 
States and Japan.

In order to translate the intentions and declarations of the 
Charter into binding legal obligations, it was recognized 
as was necessary to develop an Energy Charter Treaty. 
The ECT was opened for signature in December 1994. 
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Uzakbay Karabalin, 
the RK Deputy Minister of Energy in 2014:

"With all its advantages and disadvantages, the Energy 
Charter Treaty so far is the only legal document to find 
solutions in the event of international energy conflicts. 
Assistance in the international transit flows is one 
of priorities of ECT. This question is particularly 
important for energy security in Eurasia, because the 
large share of oil and gas is transported to the long 
distances through the pipelines, crossing the multiple 
borders 
and jurisdictions.
In my opinion, the ECT is rather flexible and ready 
to response to new challenges. I hope that Kazakhstan 
would continue to participate in these political energy 
processes in full. (…)
Kazakhstan in recent years of the ECT membership 
has made a significant contribution to its development, 
as if it did not sound loud.
Firstly, in 2012, we have prepared in-depth review 
of the investment climate and the market structure 
in the Kazakhstan energy sector, in which the number 
of conclusions were made. In particular, that our 
country has significantly improved the conditions for 
the business environment, ensuring the inflow of foreign 
direct investment over the past few year. The growth 
of hydrocarbon production was recorded. The network 
of the oil and gas pipelines was modified in order to 
promote international trade and cooperation in the 
energy sector. Now, one of priorities for Kazakhstan is to 
reduce energy consumption, which requires technological 
modernization, tightening control over consumption, 
raising public awareness of the energy efficiency 
programs, the appropriate tariff setting rules and the 
further commercialization of the public services.

Secondly, in cooperation with the Center of knowledge 
of the Energy Charter Secretariat, in June in Astana, 
the training program was organized for managers 
on "the investment protection strategy to enhance energy 
security in a rapidly changing world."
Thirdly, at a present time, the Secretariat, in collaboration 
with the KAZENERGY Association, has been finalizing 
a depth review of energy efficiency policy in Kazakhstan. 
It is necessary to present a comprehensive assessment 
of the current policy and policy making status and 
analysis of the key issues and barriers for implementation 
of this process. This is planned to be officially announced 
during the upcoming session of the Conference in Astana.
As for priorities and initiatives, launched by Kazakhstan 
within this year Chairmanship, they include constructive 
suggestions, regarding the promotion of investments in 
the energy sector, transit and trade, improving dispute 
settlement mechanism, as well as modernization of the 
Energy Charter process.
In particularly, we have proposed to introduce mediation 
as a dispute resolving mechanism, which would help to 
avoid the appeal to the international arbitration. Besides, 
we also recommend establishing the post of Ombudsman 
for investments protection of the Secretary General 
to promote a more effective dispute resolution and even 
to prevent their occurrence. (…)
We are ready to upgrade within the international energy 
cooperation if they are aimed at improving the mutually 
beneficial activities."

WITH ALL ITS ADVANTAGES 

AND DISADVANTAGES, 

THE ENERGY CHARTER 

TREATY SO FAR IS THE ONLY 

LEGAL DOCUMENT TO FIND 

SOLUTIONS IN THE EVENT 

OF INTERNATIONAL ENERGY 

CONFLICTS



SHARE
INTEREST

Entry 
of Kazakhstan 
in development 
of Karachaganak 
field project

Kazakhstan completed the acquisition of 10% stake in 
the international consortium Karachaganak Petroleum 
Operating (KPO), which is developing the giant 

Karachaganak oil and gas condensate field (West Kazakhstan 
Region) in June, 2012. As a result of it, the investment shares in 
the Karachaganak project are as follows: the British BG Group 
and Italian Eni got 29.25% each, US Chevron - 18%, Russian 
Lukoil – 13.5% and the Republic of Kazakhstan - 10%.

Until now, it was the only large-scale oil and gas project 
in the country without representation of the equity interests of 
the RK.

Kazakhstan joined the project, receiving 5% in exchange of 
the settlement of the commercial disputes and had bought another 
5% for USD 1 billion, as well as having settled previously 
announced claims. To pay 5% share and tax expenses, the 
outlays of total amount of USD 2 billion were provided in the 
draft amendments to the national budget 2012. At that, part of the 
amount paid, exactly USD 1 billion, the Contractor immediately 
returned to the State Budget in the form of taxes from the sales of 
shares in the project. The remaining USD 1 billion was loaned by 
"KazMunayGas" and that sum has also been returned to the State 
Budget through the national fund "Samruk–Kazyna".
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Sauat Mynbayev, 
RK Oil and Gas Minister in 2012:

"There were some complexities during negotiations, but it is worth nothing that most of the project 
participants responded positively to the deal. I think that Kazakhstan in this situation showed its readiness 
to contribute to the strengthening and development of international cooperation.
Kazakhstan participation in the Karachaganak project will bring additional revenue in the amount of USD 
3.3billion up to USD 5 billion in the form of cash flows or from USD 1.4 billion up to USD 2 billion in the 
form of NPV of "KazMunayGas" in throughout the remaining validity period of FPSA, which will be closed 
in 2037. The size of this additional revenue is tied to the oil prices in the period from 2012 to 2037, with its 
lower limit of USD 3.3 billion will be reached with crude oil price of USD 85 per one barrel. 
When fixing the higher oil prices, this amount would increase in proportion. This income should be 
received by Kazakhstan in addition to the budget tax deductions on the part of KPO, as well as the profit 
oil received by "KazMunayGas" from the participation in PSA. Also, the amount of revenue should depend 
on the further development of the Karachaganak field scenarios: hydrocarbons production would be 
increased in the event of approval by the authorities and the implementation of Phase 3, intending major 
increase of production."

SHARES OF PARTICIPANTS 
IN THE KARACHAGANAK PROJECT



"...Today, it is little known or 
forgotten that the Protocol 
to the Final Production Sharing 
Agreement for Karachaganak 
stated that Kazakhstan has 
the right to claim 10% participation 
in the development of the 
deposit provided if it can make 
its additional contribution in the 
project to increase its efficiency.
Over the years, we have never 
used this right and we are able 
to do this only when the National 
Company KazMunayGas has 
increased the potential for full 
participation in the financing 
of this project."

Uzakbay Karabalin
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Bolat Akchulakov, 
the director general of the PSA in 2010-2011:

"When the question of Kazakhstan ingression to the Karachaganak project as a shareholder 
came up, the long and difficult negotiations with the other participants started. I was 
instructed to put a team together urgently and to create a company controlled by the Ministry 
of oil and gas, to conduct negotiations.
It was started from point zero, from the statute writing, registration, logo inventing. 
The logo was based upon the Kazakh leather vessel turned to the right in the form 
of a shaped arrow. This is a combination of national motives and indication of our movement 
in the right direction. It took time to decide about the title: it was very long – the authorized 
body on production sharing agreements... It was impossible to pick up the abbreviation. 
Then I said: "Let’s call it PSA". This did not mean "production sharing agreement", 
but the bottom line was just in it. The company has become a competent authority in PSA 
in the RK.
We spent two years for the negotiations on the Karachaganak project, but we still have 
managed to reach an agreement with our foreign partners about Kazakhstan joining 
in this project. As a result, today Kazakhstan has 10% stake in Karachaganak."

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
at the time of the Karachaganak FPSA signing in 1997, NOC "Kazakhoil" Vice president. 
In 2012- Director General of "Kazakh Institute of Oil and Gas" JSC:

"At the very beginning of the process of attracting foreign investors to the development 
of Karachaganak field, Kazakhstan had given a thought to its signing on this project, but the 
idea was abandoned. Firstly, by the terms of the FPSA, Kazakhstan should receive its share 
from the production share, regardless of its participation in the project, without significant 
investments in the field development, as the founders of the Karachaganak consortium. 
Secondly, at the time of the FPSA signing, Kazakhstan did not have sufficient capacities 
to carry out the billion investments to that kind of project. That was the main reason why 
Kazakhstan did not claim an interest in the Karachaganak project as a contractor.
However, today it is little known or forgotten, that Protocol of FPSA of the Karachaganak 
field contained a statement that Kazakhstan has the right to claim 10 percent participation 
in the development of the field if it could make a further contribution to the project allowing 
to increase its effectiveness. For years, we have never exercised this right and were able 
to do it only when the national company "KazMunayGas" has increased the potential for full 
participation in the project financing."

PSA LLP was established in June 2010. 
The JSC National Company KazMunaiGas 
acted as a founder, which transferred 100% 
of the participation share in the authorized 
capital of this company to the trust 
management of the Ministry of Oil and Gas 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The Ministry 
of Energy of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
became the legal successor of the Ministry 
of Oil and Gas of the Republic of Kazakhstan.



 R U S S I A N  TRANSIT

The transit of Russian oil to CPR via Kazakhstan has 
started on January 1, 2014, using the schemes of the 
mutual deliveries.  This event was preceded by the 

signing of relevant bilateral agreements.  Thus, December 
24, 2013,Uzakbay Karabalin, the Minister of Oil and Gas of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan and Alexander Novak,  the RF 
Minister of Energy during meeting of the Supreme Eurasian 
Council held in Moscow with participation of Heads of the 
countries have concluded the intergovernmental Agreement on 
cooperation in the field of Russian oil transportation through 
the terrirory of the Repubublic of Kazakhstan to China.  And 
on December 27, 2013, the Director General (Chairman of 
Board) of the KazTransOil LLP Kayrgeldy Kabyldin and the 
President of the NC Rosneft JSC Igor Sechin have concluded 
the Agreement on oil transportation services provision.

Since 2014, national operator of the main pipeline in 
Kazakhstan, "KazTransOil", JSC, has started to provide the 
Russian company "Rosneft" with the oil transit services in 
direction of China by the route Priirtyshsk-Atasu-Alashankou 
for 5 years, with the possibility of automatic extension for 
another 5 years.

The parties agreed that every year Russia should transport 
to China via Kazakhstan 7 million tonnes, with the possibility 
of increasing this parameter up to 10 million tonnes.

Previously, such supplies were sporadic and were not 
weighty in the total volume of oil transportation to China via 
RK. The transit now is guaranteed by the intergovernmental 
agreement.

In addition, the duty-free supply of the light oil products 
from Russia to Kazakhstan for domestic consumption was 
started on January 1, 2014. At the same time, Kazakhstan has 
pledged to ban the export of the light oil products from its 
territory, not to re-export. There is also a ban of the export of 
heavy oil products, mainly fuel oil, from the RF to the RK.

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
RK Oil and Gas Minister in 2014:

"This was a radical change in our relationship with 
Russia. The Russian side was provided with acceptable 
transit tariffs and we got the chance to earn on the 
Russian oil transit."

Kairgeldy Kabyldin, 
Director General of the "KazTransOil", JSC, in 2014, 
the Deputy Chairman of the Board for oil transportation 
"NC "KazMunayGas", JSC:

"Territory of Kazakhstan became transit for Russian 
oil supplies to China. Nobody could ever imagine 
such things! Thus, we have created an actual system 
for other countries. I think, in 2020-2030, the Chinese 
market would be interested not only for us, but for our 
neighbors and Kazakhstan could become a sort 
of energy hub."

Malik Salimgereyev,
Managing Director of SWF "Samruk-Kazyna", JSC, in 2014:

"Kazakhstan is to profit from the oil supplies from the 
RF to China via its territory.
Because in this corridor we should get some mark-up 
of transit. Naturally, the profitable part of the budget 
should increase, accordingly the taxes should go. It 
should be a positive trend for the country."
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 R U S S I A N  TRANSIT
Start of transportation 
of Russian oil to China 

via Kazakhstan

Jambulat Sarsenov, 
Chairman of KAZENERGY Association:

"In accordance with the signed in December of 2013 
and ratified by the parties in this year, an 
intergovernmental agreement between the RF and the RK, 
the parties confirm their intention to use swamp scheme 
for 7 million tons of oil supplies via Kazakhstan-China 
oil pipeline Atasu-Alashankou. The cost of the oil transit 
is approved for the entire duration of the agreement by 
the authorized body of Kazakhstan in USD per one tone 
on the basis of the agreements between authorized bodies 
of the parties. Kazakhstan side imposes oil transportation 
services on the route of transportation, including any 
of its sections, at a zero rate of VAT. Herein, for the 
purposes of VAT refund in accordance with the tax 
legislation of Kazakhstan, the oil transportation
services would be considered by Kazakh side as 
international transportation.
In order to provide the Kazakhstan refineries with oil, 
the authorized body of the Kazakhstan side has the 
right to determine free-standing in the system of the 
main pipelines of Kazakhstan, replacing of the Russian 
oil with the Kazakh oil, provided the transfer of oil 
to the authorized body of the Russian side in the final 
destination of the transit (Alashankou) in such amount 
and of such quality that are provided for by the contract 
of transit."



PEOPLE’S
TRUST

"KAZTRANSOIL" JSC 
PARTICIPATION 

IN "PEOPLE’S IPO" 
STATE PROGRAM 

The official opening ceremony of  trading in the secondary 
market of the common shares of "KazTransOil" 
JSC,  took place on the trading floor of Kazakhstan 

Stock Exchange (KASE). The shares were put into the stock 
market within the state program "People's IPO". The event 
was organized by "KazTransOil", JSC, together with KASE 
on December 25, 2012. Decision of the Board of Directors 
of "SWF "Samruk-Kazyna" JSC, on the price, amount and 
structure of allotment of "KazTransOil" JSC, shares on KASE 
within the state program "People's IPO" was approved by the 
decree of the RK Government No 1376 dated October 31, 2012. 
The cost of one common share of "KazTransOil", JSC, in an 
initial public offering on the stock market was defined in the 
amount of KZT 725 per share. Subscription for shares of the 
"KazTransOil", JSC, was opened on November, 6, and lasted 
through December, 5, inclusive.

In the period from November 6 to November 27, 2012, more 
than 100 meetings with participation over 15 thousand people 
were held in different localities of the republic: Astana, Almaty, 
Aktau, Aktobe, Atyrau, Karaganda, Kokshetau, Kostanay, 
Kyzylorda, Pavlodar, Petropavlovsk, Semey, Taldykorgan, 
Taraz, Uralsk, Ust-Kamenogorsk, Shymkent, district centers 

and villages. Meetings were held with the management of 
accumulative pension funds, who have shown a great interest in 
the acquisition of the shares of the "KazTransOil", JSC.

KazTransOil. The fact that the number of APF depositors is 
currently near 8 million of the RK citizens was rather important.

KASE presented a Register of accepted bids to 
"KazTransOil" JSC, on December 13, 2012. Under the terms 
of the subscription, this Register includes only the applications 
from Kazakhstan citizens, APF, established under the laws of 
the RK, as well as a bid from the market maker.

According to the Register of accepted applications, 
total amount of applications is 34 687 for KZT 59 408 943 
59,408,943,975, including 34 676 applications from the RK 
citizens, 10 applications from APF and 1 application from the 
market maker.

Following the distribution, carried out in accordance 
with the structure of the share allotment of "KazTransOil" JSC, 
approved by the decree of the RK Government No 1376 dated 
October 31, 2012, the following bids were granted:   1 bid from 
the market maker (0.6% of the offered shares); 34 676 bids of the 
RK citizens (79.1% of the offered shares); 10 APF bids (204% of 
the offered shares).

Only in the first three hours of the "People's IPO", the 
volume of received bids for shares of the "KazTransOil", JSC, was 
equal KZT 86 million. The number of the bRKerage accounts at 
the Central Depository on November, 6, 2012 reached almost 25 
thousand. During the first two weeks, the RK citizens purchased 
the shares of "KazTransOil", JSC, in the amount of KZT 3 billion.
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2012

"When the Government considered 
the IPO program, including the 
companies from the real sector 
of the economy, "KazTransOil", 
JSC, was the best suited to the 
rules and requirements of the IPO. 
Though the program was called "People’s 
IPO", but the rules and requirements in the 
course of such allotment are the same for 
both international and Kazakh platforms.
In 2012, within the program "People’s IPO", 
34 thousand Kazakhstanis became the 
shareholders of "KazTransOil", JSC. (…)
For three years – 2011, 2012 and 2013–as 
a result of the activities of the "KazTransOil", 
JSC, had paid to its shareholders more than 
KZT 180 billion or almost USD 1 billion at the 
exchange rate at that time. Of these, 10% 
were received by the minority shareholders. 
No company from the real sector of the 
economy had ever performed such payments 
in favor of the population! The President of 
Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev granted 
"KazTransOil", JSC, with a Grand Prix of the 
social responsibility contest "Paryz-2012" in 
Astana on December 25, 2012."

Kairgeldy Kabyldin

Umirzak Shukeev, 
Chairman of the Board, SWF "Samruk-Kazyna", 
JSC, in 2012:

"There is a campaign to subscribe to shares 
of "KazTransOil" across the country. The rates 
are quite high. There are 2400 subscribers 
already.
They purchased shares worth more 
than KZT 3 billion. 500- 600 bids are 
accepted daily.
We predicted that two-thirds of the shares 
should be bought out by individuals. 
It is apparent that this limit should be 
overcome. Pension funds now worry that they 
may not have enough stock. Единственное,
All we are worrying about is the habit of our 
people to do everything at the last day.
в последний день. So we ask all the investors 
to equalize their money and time."

Kairgeldy Kabyldin, 
Director General of "KazTransOil" JSC:

"Summing up, I should mention that we 
are proud of the level of trust, which had 
been given to us by the citizens, who have 
expressed willingness to purchase shares 
of our company and there by contribute 
to the development of the national economy. 
From our side, we shall do our best to justify 
this confidence to the fullest."



FOR GAS
Adoption of the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan
"ABOUT GAS AND GAS SUPPLY"

The RK Law "On gas and gas supply" signed by the President Nursultan 
Nazarbayev was put into effect on January 29, 2012.

The new law defined the legal, economic and organizational basis of 
the social relations regulation in the sphere of the gas and gas supply in the 
Republic of Kazakhstan and it was aimed to create conditions for internal 
needs provision of the RK in gas, as well as for efficient, reliable and safe 
operation of the gas supply systems.

The RK Law "On gas and gas supply" introduced the definition of 
the national operator. By the RK Government decree No 14 dated July 5, 
2012, the state company "KazTransGas", JSC, was designated as a national 
operator in gas and gas supply branches.

THE BASIS

THE NATIONAL OPERATOR 
IN THE FIELD OF GAS 
AND GAS SUPPLY
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Sauat Mynbayev, 
the RK Oil and Gas Minister in 2012:

"The law will be the basis for the national operator 
activities determined by the Government. One of the 
main task of which should be the implementation 
of the pre-emptive right of the state to purchase the 
crude and sales gas with a view to ensure the priority 
needs of the country.
The provision is made for development and approval 
of the general gasification scheme, which, in fact, 
is a step by step plan for modernization of existing 
and construction of new facilities of the gas supply 
system, the necessary funds and their resources, 
as well as prospective resources of the sales and 
liquefied petroleum gas.
It is supposed to streamline the state price regulation 
in the domestic gas market. The limited wholesale 
prices, approved by the Government, are planned 
to introduce for the sales gas and liquefied 
petroleum gas."

Serik Sultangali, 
the Director General of KazTransGas in 2012:

"After that the President instructed to provide 
the full energy independence of the country 
in the gas sphere, the question arose about 
the preparation of the law "On the gas", because 
the legal incidents between oil producing companies 
and gas consuming companies. The result of routine 
work was the adoption of the entirely new law 
"On the gas", which so far was not adopted in 
Kazakhstan. It clearly indicates "KazTransGas" 
functions as a national operator in the sphere of the 
gas and gas supply."

The primary target of "KazTransGas" as a national 
operator is to provide the RK domestic needs in sales gas.  
The national operator would participate in the development 
and implementation of the general scheme of Kazakhstan gas 
infrastructure development, pre-emptive right to purchase a 
crude and sales gas, as well as obtaining of the unified sales 
gas supply system (UGSS) facilities. In addition, it has the 
responsibility to ensure the centralized operational dispatch 
control of the technological operational mode of the UGSS 
facilities and implementation of the wholesale and retail sale 
of the sales gas.

All this should help to solve a strategic problem of the 
country gasification at cost of internal gas reserves.



RELATIONS

THE NATIONAL OPERATOR 
OF THE MAIN OIL PIPELINES

Nursultan Nazarbayev, the President of the RK, signed 
the law No 20-V "On the main pipeline" on June 22, 2012. The 
document was adopted in order to strengthen economic and 
energy security of the Republic of Kazakhstan by normalizing 
relations in the field of the main pipeline, having strategic 
importance for the economy of the country.

One of the key features of the document is securing the 
priority right of the state participation in the project of any 
newly created main pipeline, which can be both state operated or 
private. Meanwhile, the priority right of the state does not cover 
the expansion of the existing main pipeline, when the pipes are 
being replaced in some areas or parallel runs are being laid.

While the law was drafted, it had been taken into account 
that an important part of relations in the field of the main pipeline 
was not regulated by the RK laws, which was the limiting factor 
for the development of the main pipelines.

The institution of the national operator was also introduced 
by the law.  It is assumed that the national operator should have 
the exclusive right of the operational management of the main 
pipelines in which the state or state companies have more than 
50% of the voting shares.

In accordance with the RK Government decree No 
1273, dated October 8, 2012, the state oil pipeline company, 
"KazTransOil", JSC, was determined as a national operator of 
the main oil pipeline.

OIL PIPELINE 

THE MAIN TASKS OF THE NATIONAL OPERATOR 
OF THE MAIN PIPELINE ARE:

- Providing of the RK state reasons and other 
participants of arrangements while transporting 
the products through the main pipelines 
to the domestic and foreign markets;

- Provision of the innovative development 
of the main pipelines system and its integration 
into global energy system;

- Participation in the development and 
implementation of the state and national 
expansion programs of the oil and gas sector 
in part of the oil transportation through 
the main pipelines;

- Formation of proposals to the competent 
authority on the draft legislation aimed at 
improving the regulations and requirements 
of the RK on the main pipeline;

- Participation in the development 
of the regulatory and reference documentation 
in the field of the main oil pipelines;

- Participation in the development and 
implementation of the international treaties 
in the field of transportation of oil through 
the main pipelines; participation in the execution 
of  international projects aimed at strengthening 
the energy security and diversification 
of oil transportation routes.

The adoption of the RK law 
"ON THE MAIN PIPELINE"
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Sauat Mynbayev, 
the RK Oil and Gas Minister in 2012:

"At that time, the regulatory framework 
in the field of the main pipeline failed to meet 
the existing requirements. An important part 
of these legal relationships was not resolved 
at the legislative level and had not created 
a sufficient basis for adoption of implementing 
regulations. All this greatly hampered 
the development of the pipelines infrastructure. 
With the adoption of the RK law "On the main 
pipeline", the issues of the systematization 
of the existing legislation have been resolved, 
any gaps in the legal regulation of public 
relations in the field of the main pipeline 
have been addressed."

Kanatbek Safinov, 
Oil and Gas Ministry's executive secretary 
in 2012:

"The law is as relevant as ever. The increase 
of gas production and its domestic consumption 
present new challenges. 
Current legislation just regulates subjects 
for issuing permits for alienation or encumbrance 
of existing main pipelines referred as strategic 
facilities, as well as part of pre-emptive right 
of the government or national supervisory 
holding to purchase. We introduce now the norm 
under this policy, applying not only for 
the current pipelines but also for the newly 
constructed pipelines."



EFFECTIVE POWER 
ENERGY

Nursultan Nazarbayev, the President of the RK, signed the RK law "On 
energy saving and increase in the energy efficiency" on January 13, 2012.

The present law is aimed at creating a coherent legal framework 
in the field of energy conservation, as well as formation of a 
national infrastructure in the field of energy conservation for 
the transition to the energy efficient economic development. The 
document provides the creation of a legal framework on energy 
conservation and energy efficiency, the implementation of the 
funding from the budgets of all levels. In addition, the law regulates 
the norms to establish the competence of the state bodies to carry 
out modernization of production, storage, transportation and energy 
consumption. It also provides control and supervision over efficient use 
of energy resources, the establishment of liability for compliance with 
the law in the field of energy conservation and energy efficiency.

The law is supposed to create a state power registry. The entities 
included on the register consuming more than 1.5 thousand tonnes of the 
oil equivalent per year would pass the compulsory energy audit, and then, on 
the basis of the energy audit, the action plan for energy efficiency would be 
programmed and the annual reduction of energy resources consumption would 
be provided.

The adoption of the law 
"ON ENERGY SAVING AND INCREASE 
IN THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY"
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Sauat Mynbayev, 
the RK Oil and Gas Minister in 2012:

"Tasks of the energy conservation are the key topics today 
and increasing of energy efficiency affects all sectors of the 
economy and society. Therefore, the effective implementation 
of the law should be of interest to all, both the state, business 
and the population of our country."

Albert Rau, 
the RK Vice Minister of industry and new technologies in 2012:

"The voluntary agreements in the field of the energy 
conservation are introduced by analogy with the EU 
countries, which will be concluded between the large 
enterprises which are included in the registry, the authorized 
body and local administrations. This agreement contains 
the schedule of the power consumption decreasing from 
year to year.
In addition, the tax code introduced the possibility 
to Maslikhats to reduce the tax on environmental emissions 
on the amount of costs send by the companies for 
an implementation of the plan to improve energy efficiency. 
This applies as much to our power plants."

THE LAW IS SUPPOSED TO CREATE 
A STATE POWER REGISTRY. 
THE ENTITIES INCLUDED ON THE 
REGISTER CONSUMING MORE THAN 
1.5 THOUSAND TONS OF THE OIL 
EQUIVALENT PER YEAR WOULD PASS 
THE COMPULSORY ENERGY AUDIT, 
AND THEN, ON THE BASIS OF THE 
ENERGY AUDIT, THE ACTION PLAN 
FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY WOULD 
BE PROGRAMMED AND THE ANNUAL 
REDUCTION OF ENERGY RESOURCES 
CONSUMPTION WOULD BE PROVIDED.



PLANT of the THIRD GENERATION

TENGIZ: STEP  В  FUTURE
MAKING OF THE FINAL DECISION ON 
THE FUNDING OF FGP-WPMP AT TENGIZ

The RK Ministry of Energy and "TengizChevroil", LLP, 
(TCO) announced about making of the final decision on 
the funding of the Future Growth Project and the Wellhead 

Pressure Management Project (FGP-WPMP) on July, 5, 2016, 
which will be the next stage of expansion of production capacity 
of the largest Tengiz field.

The cost of implementing of FGP-WPMP was estimated at 
USD 36.8 billion taking into account the reserve for unforeseen 
expenses and increase.

Production of the first oil within these projects is scheduled 
for 2022.

The sour gas injection technology will be used at FGP 
successfully developed and proven in the previous project of the 
expansion of production capacities of TCO in 2008. As a result 
of FGP implementation, the crude oil production capacities at 
Tengiz field would increase by about 12 billion tonnes per year 
or 260 thousand barrels per day and should achieve 39 billion 
tonnes per year or 850 thousand barrels per day. During plateau, 
this index would exceed 900 thousand barrels per day.

Implementation of FGP should allow to increase production 
volumes and WPMP should ensure the full utilization of the 
processing capacities of existing plants at Tengiz field by reducing 
the wellhead pressure of the blowing wells and increasing 
pressure on the inlet of 6 existing complex production lines.

At the height of FGP construction, about 20 000 jobs should 
be created. Since 1993, TCO had purchased Kazakh goods and 
services worth more than USD 20.8 billion. TCO attracts the 
Kazakhstan companies to FGP to perform design, procurement 
and module manufacturing.

This event coincided with the celebration of the 25th 
anniversary from the date of commissioning of the Tengiz oil and 
gas complex and the start of the commercial oil production at 
Tengiz field.

"For 20 years, Chevron invested USD 20 billion in implementation 
of the Tengiz field development and Kazakhstan made a profit of USD 
77 billion.

Over these years, thousands of Kazakhstan specialists were 
trained, JV "TengizChevroil" increased its oil production 26-fold and 
Republic economy has grown by 16 times.

THE SOUR GAS INJECTION TECHNOLOGY 
WILL BE USED AT FGP SUCCESSFULLY 
DEVELOPED AND PROVEN IN THE 
PREVIOUS PROJECT OF THE EXPANSION 
OF PRODUCTION CAPACITIES 
OF TCO IN 2008.
AS A RESULT OF FGP IMPLEMENTATION, 
THE CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION 
CAPACITIES AT TENGIZ FIELD WOULD 
INCREASE BY ABOUT 12 BILLION 
TONNES PER YEAR OR 260 THOUSAND 
BARRELS PER DAY AND SHOULD 
ACHIEVE 39 BILLION TONNES PER YEAR 
OR 850 THOUSAND BARRELS PER DAY.
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TENGIZ: STEP  В  FUTURE

Kanat Bozumbayev, 
the RK Minister of Energy in 2016:

"Today we are witnessing a historic event 
not only for the oil and gas sector, but for 
the country on the whole. Such decisions are 
made not always and not everywhere. 
It is one of the largest investment project 
in Kazakhstan for the last ten years. 
The project of future expansion 
of "Tengizchevroil" is really the best gift 
to the Day of the country’s capital. Amount 
of investments is USD 37 billion. This figure 
contains creating of more than 20 thousand 
of new jobs and increasing of oil production 
up to 12 million tons per year. And this 
is an additional profit for our country in 
billions USD."

Ted Etchinson, 
Director General of TCO:

"Now, FGP-WPMP, which will make 
a significant contribution to the Kazakhstan 
economy and TCO partners, is ready 
to be implemented.
TCO is convinced that implementation of these 
world class projects should be based on the long 
term partnership relations with RK to ensure 
a stable and reliable production at the Tengiz 
field, advantages of which should be taken 
the future generations of Kazakhstan people."

Anuarbek Dzhakiev, 
Deputy Director General, PhD in Biology:

"The impact that should have been on the RK 
economy by creating new jobs, manufacturing 
the goods and acquisition of services, as 
well as a multiplier effect of the project, will 
be significant. FGP-WPMP should make 
a legacy of new features that will serve for 
the benefit of our country in the future – in 
the design, maintenance of the high-tech 
equipment, project management, construction 
and modules manufacturing."

The social development of Atyrau Region, where the Tengiz field is 
located, has been invested for USD 800 million. Today, the regional center 
Atyrau is one of the beautiful cities of our country, which we call the oil 
capital of Kazakhstan. (…)

We had set a goal to enter in the top 30 countries of the world in 2050 
and we are delighted that Chevron is involved in the development of our 
economy.

For me it is important, that Chevron, coming to Kazakhstan, is 
successful and approved to the world that it is possible to be fully functional 
in Kazakhstan. (…)

Our joint work continues, we face new challenges – further TCO 
development, increasing of oil production. (…) And we shall do it.

8.5 thousand international companies are working in Kazakhstan 
today, they have invested in our country about 200 billion USD, but Chevron 
was the first. In this way, we have built good relations with USA, and many 
American companies are successfully operating in Kazakhstan now. And 
this cooperation will go on."

Nursultan Nazarbayev, 
the President of the RK, congratulating Chevron with 20th 

anniversary of operations in Kazakhstan



Kenneth Derr, 
the Ex-Chairman of the Board and Director General 
of Chevron, at the 20th anniversary of JV "TCO":

"I am stunned by the success of the Astana 
building and tremendous progress since my 
last visit to this city. Your capital underlines 
the success of your country. We believe that 
Kazakhstan should not stop on the achieved 
results and we are proud that Chevron 
is a part of your success."

Ted Etchinson, 
Theodore Etchison, the Director General of TCO, 
at the solemn meeting of the 25th anniversary 
of the Tengiz production start:

"I want to express my sincere gratitude 
to all our staff and veterans, who 25 years 
ago produced the first oil. The conditions 
of their work and life were far from comfortable, 
but they had a lofty goal and the ardent desire 
to achieve it.
We have come a long way in 25 years, but the 
road goes on. Tengiz is Kazakhstan‘s wealth."
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SOUR GAS INJECTION, PLANT 
OF THE THIRD GENERATION

Uzakbay Karabalin, 
the First Vice-Minister of Energy of the RK in 2014-2016:

"I think that this project is very important. 
It will give an opportunity to increase production 
to 12.5 million tons. The Kazakhstan companies 
to construct metal structures should be involved 
in the project of the future development. Their 
production volume is indicated as 60 thousand tons 
of the metal structures per year. TCO has offered 
that Kazakhstan content should be on the whole 
32.5% of all investments made, and it is about 
10-11 billion USD.
It was very important to make an agreement 
that TCO should ensure gas of full volume 
for a petrochemical complex that is under 
construction in Atyrau Region. It is new direction 
for our economy, which should be paid a great 
attention and great investments should be attracted, 
more than 6 billion USD and now it should be 
provided with the raw materials from Tengiz."



The construction of the deep oil conversion complex 
(DOCC) has started at the Atyrau Refinery, controlled 
by the national holding company "KazMunayGas", 

on September 10, 2012, through which the company should 
increase the output of high quality and environmentally friendly 
oil products to meet the international standards.

The heads of the oil companies from Kazakhstan, China, 
Japan, representatives of the state regulatory bodies and the 
media participated in the ceremony of "groundbreaking" in 
the object foundation. The strategic target of the investment 
plan is to organize at the Atyrau Refinery a modern technical 
base for the manufacture of the high quality oil products to 
meet the international standards, as well as raw materials 
for the development of the national petrochemical industry. 
Development of the oil refining industry and also the whole Oil 
and Gas of the Independent Kazakhstan complex should depend 
on the implementation of this project.

THE STRATEGIC TARGET OF THE 
INVESTMENT PLAN IS TO ORGANIZE 
AT THE ATYRAU REFINERY 
A MODERN TECHNICAL BASE FOR 
THE MANUFACTURE OF THE HIGH 
QUALITY OIL PRODUCTS TO MEET 
THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS, 
AS WELL AS RAW MATERIALS 
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE NATIONAL PETROCHEMICAL 
INDUSTRY.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE OIL REFINING 
INDUSTRY AND ALSO THE WHOLE 
OIL AND GAS OF THE INDEPENDENT 
KAZAKHSTAN COMPLEX SHOULD 
DEPEND ON THE IMPLEMENTATION 
OF THIS PROJECT.

START OF 
THE DEEP OIL 
CONVERSION 
COMPLEX 
CONSTRUCTION 
AT THE ATYRAU 
REFINERY

INNOVATIVE    REFINING
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The fulfillment of this project should increase the oil 
conversion efficiency up to 85%, allowing to produce the motor 
fuels, complying with the Euro-5 requirements and to process 
the heavy oil.  The complex is designed to process 2.4 million 
tonnes of raw materials (fuel oil, vacuum gas oil) per year. 
The contract for turnkey construction of DOCC was signed on 
December 29, 2011, between the Atyrau Refinery, LLP, and 
the consortium consisting of Chinese Sinopec Engineering 
(China), Japanese Marubeni Corporation and Kazakhstan 
NSCC "KazStroyService", JSC. Sinopec Engineering acted as 
a consortium leader, Marubeni Corporation arranged financing 
from the Japan Bank for International Cooperation as well as 
participated in the procurement and logistics. "KazStroyService" 
participated in the construction and carried out local procurement, 
under the guidance of Sinopec Engineering.

The cost of the project was estimated at USD 1 billion 
679 million 892.520 thousand including VAT. Implementation 
period is 41 months. The front end engineering design has been 
conducted by "Omskneftekhimproekt", OJSC (Russia).

During the course of the works with the assistance of a 
specialized company "Rominserv-Kazakhstan" and with the 
participation of the English company КВС, the comparative 
analysis of DOCC options was performed. 

The results of which have confirmed the selection of 
the complex technological process.

In addition, the licensed agreements were signed 
with the French company Axens and American UOP, the 
technologies of Italian company Foster Wheeler and Russian 
"Omskneftekhimproekt" were explored.

In the course of the project execution, the secondary 
processes were introduced, providing the additional 
conversion rate (COK, CDU-3 vacuum unit), as well as the 
basic process of a deep conversion, such as catalytic cracking.

The projected level of the DOCC impact on the 
environment will not exceed the standard, as engineering 
and technical project solutions and a chosen option of 
the facilities accommodation meet the environmental 
requirements of the RK. The project is carried out within the 
approved technical regulations on the requirements for the 
emissions of pollutants of vehicles on the RK territory.

Galymzhan Amanturlin, 
General Manager for projects of the oil refining 
and petrochemistry, NC "KazMunayGas", JSC:

"This is one of the largest investment 
projects of "KazMunayGas" within SPAIID. 
Its implementation is in accordance 
with the established deadlines. RK ORP 
modernization should provide the domestic 
market with the high quality petroleum 
products, so the car owners should not 
have troubles with the lubricants as they 
have now."

INNOVATIVE    REFINING



FIRST
BENZENE
SHIPMENT FOR EXPORT 
OF THE FIRST 
COMMERCIAL BATCH 
OF KAZAKHSTAN BENZENE

Atyrau Refinery", LLP, shipped for export the first commercial 
own produced batch of benzene on July 4, 2016.  It was produced at 
facilities of the Aromatics Production Complex (APC).

This event was really important and significant in the history of 
domestic oil refining, because it meant a new stage in the development 
of industry, transition to a higher level of refining of raw materials and 
forming the foundation high tech sector - petrochemicals.

APC capacity is up to 136 thousand tonnes of benzene and up to 
496thousand tonnes of paraxylene per year.
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PROJECT HISTORY
The Head of the State Nursultan Nazarbayev 
gave a start to commissioning at Aromatics 
Production Complex during the national 
teleconference on December, 25, 2014. After 
commissioning of new production facilities, 
the first pilot batch of benzene was obtained 
by the plant specialists, the general contractor 
Sinopec Engineering and licensor Axens on July 
3, 2015, at the first start-up complex APC and 
on October 2, 2015, the pilot batch of paraxylene 

was obtained at the second start-up complex. It 
was the completion of "APC construction" project 

at Atyrau Refinery.  The result of this work was 
the signing of the Act of the firs start-up complex 

by the state acceptance commission on December 4, 
2015. The international accredited laboratory Saybolt 

Nederland B.V. in Rotterdam praised the quality of the 
benzene produced at Atyrau Refinery.

The quality of benzene was confirmed by the independent body, 
Atyrau branch of NCEC in June, 2016. As a result, Atyrau Refinery 

received a certificate of conformity NoКZ2310317.01.01.04289 
"Purified benzene-545".

December 25, 2014 the Head of State 
Nursultan Nazarbayev in the course 

of the nationwide space bridge  gave start to 
the start of commissioning works at the CPA   2014



A state registration of the joint venture, 
JV CaspiBitum, LLP, took place on October 6, 
2009.
The founders of JV CaspiBitum, LLP are "KPI", 
JSC and CITIС Kazakhstan, LLP (subsidiary of 
CITIC Group). Consortium of contractors was 
created between "OGCC "KazStroyService" JSC, 
and CITIC Construction, LLP, to build 
the facilities of the bitumen production plant.
The EPC contract was signed for the objects 
construction between the JV and consortium 
of contractors on June 3, 2010.
Annually Aktau bitumen plant will produce about 
400 thousand tons of oxidized and 120 thousand 
tons of modified road bitumen, 15 thousand tons 
of gasoline fraction, 230 thousand tons 
of kerosene diesel fraction, 220 thousand tons 
of vacuum gas oil.
In the capacity of the feed stock, the high 
resinous oil from the Karazhanbas field is used 
in the volume of about 1 million tonnes per year. 
Aktau bitumen plant started production of the 
modified bitumen, asphalt concrete component 
providing the road surface with resistance 
to dynamic and thermal loads, elasticity 
and prevents deformation from the cars driving 
in October, 2015.

DOMESTIC

BITUMEN
Commissioning 
of the bitumen 
production plant

"NC "KazMunayGas", JSC, has commissioned the 
bitumen production plant based on the Aktau plastics 
plant within the Day of industrialization and the national 
teleconference with participation of the President of the RK 
Nursultan Nazarbayev on December 20, 2013.

The event was attended by Alik Aidarbayev, the 
Akim of Mangystau region, Le Yuychen, the Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the PRC in the RK, 
representatives of the RK Ministry of Oil and Gas and "NC 
"KazMunayGas", JSC, CITIC Group management, JV 
CaspiBitum, LLP, and other partner companies.
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"I’ve worked on this project for several years. 
The issue of funding remained unresolved for 
a long time. Now the assets have been found, and 
this will allow launching manufacturing of road 
bitumen, which is so necessary for the country."

Nursultan Nazarbayev



Uzakbay Karabalin, 
RK Oil and Gas Minister in 2013:

"In recent years, Kazakhstan has developed a strong 
highway construction, including within the New Silk 
Road development. A large amount of bitumen is 
required for the roads asphalting.
Kazakhstan, being a state depended on import, having 
bought a large amount of bitumen, about 200 thousand 
tonnes per year, mainly in Russia. At the same time, 
since the discovery of Karazhanbas field, it was known 
that its oil could be used in production of the best 
grades of bitumen. When the country dependence 
on import became "off scale", the President gave 
instructions to build a bitumen production plant. 
Kazakh and Chinese specialists jointly designed 
and implemented the project. Today, the plant almost 
completely meets the demand for bitumen 
of Kazakhstan."

Dauletkerey Yergaliyev, 
the Chairman of the Board, "Kazakhstan Petrochemical 
Industries", JSC:

"Today is a very important moment not only for 
the plant workers and residents of Mangystau Region 
but also for the entire country. Our plant will be 
able to meet the demand for the road bitumen almost 
completely. This is a joint project of the national 
company "KazMunayGas" and a Chinese company 
CITIC Group."

Sun Yang, 
the Director General of CITIС Kazakhstan, LLP:

"In my opinion, the construction of Aktau bitumen 
plant is a striking confirmation of mutually beneficial 
and, above all, friendly relations between Kazakhstan 
and China."



CONSTRUCTION OF THE FIRST 
KAZAKHSTAN FLOATING DRILLING RIG

NC "KazMunayGas", JSC, and Korean Consortium of the 
Caspian Oil Project have completed construction of the 
first Kazakhstan submersible drilling rig (SDR) Caspian 

Explorer intended for carrying out exploration works in Kazakhstan 
sector of the Caspian Sea in June, 2012.

New SDR was delivered to the operator –"Teniz Burgylau", LLP, 
100% subsidiary of MNC "KazMunayTeniz", JSC, which will operate 
it in terms of trust. "Teniz Burgylau", LLP received the state license No. 
0000213 for drilling operations on June 6, 2012.

Necessity of construction of the first Kazakhstan offshore rig 
was connected with the growing volume of the offshore oil operations 
in the Kazakhstan sector of the Caspian Sea and capacity shortage on 
the market of drilling services in the Caspian Sea. In recent years, this 
shortage was closed on the whole by retention of the rigs from other 
regions, in particular from Russia and Azerbaijan. Besides, the greater 
part of in-service drilling equipment in the Caspian Sea was released 
more than 20 years ago and, accordingly, it could not ensure the 
implementation of advanced drilling technologies.

Caspian
Explorer
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"Thanks to the modern drilling technology 
in the implementation of the offshore projects, 
we should try to minimize the risks to environmentally 
sensitive areas of the Caspian Sea, insuring compliance 
with accepted standards of the world practice 
of performing such operations, as well as attracting 
Kazakhstan service providers.
Kazakhstan is actively working to ensure that all sea 
operations were safe. This is a very big challenge for 
the oil and gas industry in general and investors in particular.
The Government has given credence to us, statutory 
prescribed a priority for national companies to 50% stake 
in the new oil projects and we just have to justify it."

(NC "KazMunayGas", JSC, press release)

"KazMunayGas", JSC, and Korean Consortium pledged to ensure the 
construction of the SDR as part of the terms of the Agreement on the exploration 
principles on the Zhambyl area in the Caspian Sea, which was signed in 2005. 
The contract for the construction of this SDR was signed in 2010, and an 
agreement on the rig mobilization and operation on August, 25, 2011.

Since January, 2011, the drilling platform modules constructed in sections 
in different countries and after delivery to Kazakhstan by Volga-Don Canal, the 
assembly was completed on the facilities of the Kazakhstan company "ERSAI 
Caspian Contractor", LLC, (Mangystau Region).

The submersible drilling rig "Caspian Explorer" is designed for drilling 
operations in shallow waters, where the water depth is only 2.5-5.5 m with a 
maximum depth of drilling wells up to 6,000 m.

SDR is equipped with a set of necessary equipment and modern 
technological equipment with a closed processing system and drilling mud 
return and drilling fluids circulation without sea pollution. Its operation includes 
compliance with the strict environmental requirements (ensuring the principle 
of "zero discharge", the minimum permissible concentrations of harmful 
emissions, etc.). A safety management system is generated in accordance with 
the requirements of the International Management Code for the safe operations 
of ships and for pollution prevention.

With the commissioning of the new SDR in Kazakhstan, the services of 
developing offshore oil and gas wells in the shallow waters were provided by 
Kazakhstan drilling contractor for the first time.

CASPIAN EXPLORER 
DRILLING UNIT 
IS INTENDED FOR 
EXERCISING DRILLING 
WORKS ON THE SHELTER, 
WHERE THE SEA DEPTH 
IS TOTAL (2.5-5.5) WITH 
THE MAXIMUM DRILLING 
DEPTH OF WELLS 



ENERGY
TRENDS

PRESENTATION 
OF KAZENERGY 
NATIONAL ENERGY 
REPORT
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KAZENERGY Association for the first time has drawn 
up a National energy report in 2013. It is a comprehensive 
document containing information on the current state and 
prospects of development of the oil and gas, coal, uranium 
heat and electric industries of Kazakhstan.

The main objective was to obtain systematic material 
about the current situation and prospects of development of 
the Kazakh economy basic sectors, in aggregate made up a 
country fuel and energy complex (FEC). It reflects a strategic 
view of KAZENERGY on sustainable development of oil and 
gas and energy industries of the RK, as a single system.

During development of the document, the 
recommendations of the World Energy Council, the World 
Petroleum Council were considered, as well as the major 
global research and forecasts in the energy sector.

The official presentation of KAZENERGY National 
energy report was held at the 15th Association Council 
Meeting on January 16, 2014. The presented document was 
praised by the members of Association, representatives of the 
state authorities, as well as by a great number of domestic and 
foreign experts.

Taking into account the significant changes in the global 
energy sector occurred in two years since the development of 
the National energy report, an updated version of the document 
was published in 2015. On the Eurasian KAZENERGY forum, 
the National energy report-2015 was reviewed by Daniel 
Yergin, a recognized expert in the field of energy, IHS vice-
chairman, the winner of Pulitzer Prize.



Timur Kulibayev, 
Chairman of KAZENERGY Association:

"Within the framework of 100 concrete steps to implement the five institutional reforms of the Head of State 
Nursultan Nazarbayev, a whole set of measures aimed at increasing the competitiveness of Kazakhstan under 
the current conditions is enshrined and implemented. At the same time, in the situation that arises when the price 
of wrong decisions can be extremely high, it is very important to have an external independent expert opinion 
on the prospects for the development of world energy markets, the role of the fuel and energy complex
of Kazakhstan in them, the necessary actions and political measures to increase its overall competitiveness 
and efficiency. 
Equally urgent for the fuel and energy complex and the entire economy of the country is an objective forecast 
of domestic consumption of energy resources, which is necessary primarily to prevent inefficient spending of 
finance in the form of building excess capacity. In this regard, the KAZENERGY Association  with the support 
of the members of the Association and due to the special contribution of ExxonMobil Kazakhstan Inc and 
Samruk-Energo JSC decided to involve one of the leading international consulting companies in the oil and gas 
and energy sectors - IHS Energy in the development of the National Energy Report KAZENERGY -2015."
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Daniel Yergin, 
IHS vice-chairman, the winner of Pulitzer Prize:

"Based on the factors analysis results, both the geological and 
non-geological, we compiled a basic forecast for the fuel and energy 
complex of Kazakhstan for the long term. In preparing the forecast, 
we have considered a number of driving forces, events and conditions 
that are presented and discussed in the Report. Nevertheless, 
we are aware and we consider it necessary to note that, as the situation 
actually arises, not the last (if not the first) turn will depend on the 
political measures and decisions taken by the Government of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan, and not only from availability of mineral resources 
in the country and developments on the international market. 
We hope that the information provided in the Report will prove useful 
in the process of decision-making and implementation of policies that 
will contribute to the preservation and enhancement in the new, changed 
context of all those advantages and successes that have been achieved 
by Kazakhstan since 1991."





In the two and a half decades since the independence of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 
the country's economy has undergone historical changes that contributed to human 
and industrial growth, innovative breakthroughs, and improvement of the well-being 

of the population. 
Despite the achieved level of economic diversification, the main role for all these years 

has been given to hydrocarbons, which according to some forecasts, at least half a century 
will be the basis for world energy. This means that the oil and gas industry will continue to 
be the backbone of the national economy, a catalyst for positive changes taking place in the 
most diverse spheres in the last quarter of a century.

Kazakhstan has already commenced commercial operation of the giant Kashagan field 
in the Caspian Sea and will expand its production facilities at a large Tengiz field; it is 
planned to increase production at the another major field - Karachaganak. With an increase 
in production to 2 million barrels per day, Kazakhstan will soon come close to the top ten 
oil producers in the world. Active geological exploration in the Caspian depression within 
the unique Eurasia project with the participation of international partners will give a new 
impetus to the development of the oil and gas sector and increase the hydrocarbon potential 
of our country. The energy factor has long helped to strengthen Kazakhstan's relations with 
international partners, and with the development of these projects, the role of the Republic as 
an oil and gas power in the world will grow.

Meanwhile, the situation in the world is constantly changing. Our country faces with 
absolutely new challenges arised.

The planned privatization of the JSC NC "KazMunayGas" will improve corporate 
governance and get an effective National Company of the international level, which will 
continue to monitor the basic industry projects.

In the hydrocarbon processing segment, Kazakhstan now faces serious challenges in 
the implementation and development of deep redistribution and production of products with 
high added value. By implementing of such projects, the Republic will have the opportunity 
to sell high-quality and demanded products to the domestic and foreign markets.

Considering the convenient geographic location, the growth of oil and gas production 
and the excellent geopolitical relations with its neighbors, primarily the Russian Federation 
and the People's Republic of China, Kazakhstan has the opportunity to expand its oil and gas 
transportation potential.

Besides, despite the possession of huge reserves of natural resources, our country will 
systematically increase the share of renewable energy sources in the overall structure of 
energy supplies.

The Republic of Kazakhstan will continue an open policy of using hydrocarbon 
resources, ensuring transparent and stable conditions for cooperation with transnational 
companies and major regional neighbors, integration into the global economy. This will 
strengthen the reputation of the country as a promising and reliable international partner, 
which makes its concrete contribution to ensuring energy security in the world. To overcome 
new challenges and achieve success in sustainable development, we will continue to rely on 
the rich scientific potential, intellectual elite, high technologies.

If the changes in Kazakhstan continue to go at the same pace, many of the goals set by 
President Nursultan Nazarbayev will be achieved, and the Republic will become completely 
different. We really have all chances in the near future to build a completely new Kazakhstan 
with high standards of living. The joint efforts of politicians, economists, business, officials 
and, not least, ordinary citizens are needed. But this will be a next epoch in development of 
the sovereign state already.

Epilogue
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